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FOREWORD
The housing conditions of the wage-earning population of

American cities and industrial villages, with surprisingly few ex-

ceptions, are characterized by ugliness, poor sanitation, overcrowd-

ing of buildings on the land or of people within the dwellings or

bedrooms. The number of wage-earning families affected by such

unwholesome, drab, and uninspiring conditions runs into the

millions.

In our country of vast natural resources and amazing skill in

engineering and in business enterprises, such conditions can be

ascribed only to preoccupation and consequent neglect. We are

idealists, but the problems to be faced in life are many and this

problem is one which has not commanded a first place in our

thought and effort.

The slums of our cities, and blighted areas, whether in cities,

towns, or villages, are an economic and social liability and dis-

grace. No nation can afford to permit such conditions of un-

wholesome daily living to be perpetuated for they are too closely

linked, not only with industrial inefficiency and economic incom-

petence on the part of their victims, but also with colossal annual

expenditures on the part of public and private agencies for poor
relief and social service, for cure of the sick, reform of the

delinquent, education and reformation, which alleviate after the

needless damage has been done. Such amelioration is of course

a necessity until the causes of the evils in question are understood

and reached at their very source. Where prevention is possible,

cure is a costly expedient.

The Conference committee on Blighted Areas and Slums has

outlined with considerable penetration the causes and costs of our

contemporary conditions. They have made clear the life-long

handicap endured by the children whom circumstances force to

dwell in slums and blighted areas. They have shown the kind of

social and public policy that is essential if the slum is to be elim-

inated and future blighted areas prevented.

The responsibility in the first instance, under the American

tradition, may be said to rest with the business men and the

existing agencies for the enforcement of building and housing
laws. The problem could be solved through existing agencies,
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provided the leading citizens and business and industrial agencies

of each community would agree to apply their best thought to the

study and elimination of all the undesirable housing in every com-

munity, first getting rid of the worst conditions and continuously

raising their standards on the one hand, while organizing the

measures for city planning and replanning and municipal engineer-

ing in such a way that future slums would be prevented.

An essential part of this program, however, consists of enabling

legislation that will permit and facilitate the large-scale condemna-

tion of slum areas, the resubdivision of land, and the application

of adequate capital on a limited dividend basis for the construc-

tion of new, sanitary and attractive apartment groups in large

cities and of row or detached dwellings in the smaller cities and

suburban areas for which they are economically appropriate and

desired.

To those who look upon government operations in the field of

housing construction with abhorrence the challenge is definitely

offered by the Committees on Large-Scale Operations and Blighted

Areas and Slums. If business, financial, and industrial groups fail

to take the task in hand and apply the large sums of capital re-

quired and the utmost of planning genius and engineering skill

to the problem, it seems likely that American cities will be forced

to turn to European methods of solution of this problem, through
subsidization by State and municipal treasuries and probably

through actual ownership and operation of housing projects by

municipal authority. It can hardly be doubted that the next ten

years will determine which choice will be made between these

alternatives if business men forfeit their opportunity. Unless

business men and business groups accept the challenge, housing

by public authority is inevitable. There is no compromise no

timid or partial solution.

A useful concurrent and supplementary device for coping with

this problem is, however, offered by the Committee on Industrial

Decentralization and Housing, who outline the need and possibility

of decentralization of certain types of industry from congested
urban centers to appropriate outlying areas in which a fresh and

adequate start can be made and where whole industrial com-

munities can be planned for wholesome conditions of daily living.

Although the need for continuing research is clearly indicated, the
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way is pointed to a radical and far-reaching policy for the reorgan-

ization of the conditions of work and life of a fair fraction of our

industrial population.

The four committee reports in this volume are documents of

unusual significance to our cities and to the Nation. They repre-

sent the best thought of a large number of leading specialists and

of men and women of a wide variety of backgrounds on one of

the most urgent problems now faced by cities large or small. If

their findings can be studied, their researches continued and their

recommendations followed with good judgment and with vigor,

it would be possible to rid our cities of their cancerous growth of

slums within a generation, and bring decent, sanitary, wholesome,

attractive and inspiring conditions of living within the reach of

every wage-earning family in the cities of America.

RAY LYMAN WILBUR.

April 9, 1932.



INTRODUCTION

Slums cost money. They are the most expensive form of

housing known, and it is the community that pays for them.

There has been too little appreciation of this fact, too general a

tendency to regard slums as problems solely for the sociologist

and the philanthropist. It is no gesture of charity to better the

standards of housing of our poorer neighbors, for we all pay
cash in taxes for utilities and for police and fire protection, in

the high cost of fire insurance, in the depreciation of adjoining

property values, and in social welfare work for low standards

of housing in any part of the community. However great the

cost of wiping out slums, it is not so great as the cost of maintain-

ing them.

Were this fact more widely understood, there would be more

concern over the lack of progress in ridding our cities of blighted

areas and slums. In the following pages that progress is described

as almost negligible. The task is too great for philanthropy, how-

ever generous ;
it is a problem for private initiative, for business

cooperating with the community or, should business fail to

accept its responsibility, for government. One or the other must

undertake it, for it is inconceivable that either the growing social

conscience of America or its increasing economic insight should

continue to support the economic and social burden of the slum.

The choice lies with business.

From whatever angle one approaches the housing problem, one

finds the source of evils to be disorganization, and the cure to be

organized cooperation between the varied forces whose combined

efforts produce modern housing. Thus the treatment recom-

mended by the Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums involves

cooperation between the municipality, industry, labor, finance, the

courts, and government; the technique, that of large-scale opera-

tions. The concept of large-scale operations in home building is a

product of the modern realization that housing is both a complex

problem demanding resources and technical qualifications that no

individual alone can supply, and a community problem demanding
the action of public authorities. It had its birth during the war

when the Government was forced to provide mass housing for

war-industry workers. The results achieved then and the lessons

xiv
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learned were such as to inspire individuals and groups in many

parts of the country to try the method in providing homes for

people of low incomes. These projects have made available to

wage earners more spacious and comfortable housing than any
other experiments.

In brief, large-scale operation places the construction and

management of dwellings in the category of big business. It is

unfortunate that housing has been so tardy in using these methods.

For the supplying of suitable housing to people of low income

offers a field to business compared to which the market for low-

priced automobiles, which has made so many millionaires, is

insignificant. In the economic possibilities of this field lies, per-

haps, the greatest hope for the speedy improvement of the hous-

ing standards of the millions of workers earning $2,000 a year or

less a fairly large proportion of our entire population. Let us not,

however, underestimate the magnitude of the technical, financial,

and legal difficulties that must be met and overcome before even

an additional 10 per cent of our marginal population are decently

housed.

It is not to be supposed that large-scale operations are possible

only in the construction of multi-family dwellings. The principles

are just as applicable to the production of single-family houses

in groups. They are, therefore, matters of moment to all

developers.

On the shoulders of business rests a heavy responsibility for

housing. The reports of the four committees contained in this

volume leave no doubt of that. The Committee on Industrial

Decentralization and Housing reveals the extent to which the loca-

tion of industry contributes to the housing congestion of our great

centers of population. Like the other committees, it puts the

problem up to business as a practical one. "Industry must look

into the future and assume its proper responsibilities for social

and economic well-being, not only for the common good but for

its own security and continued grozvth. Study and observation

point to the conclusion that the social order will be best served

by a de-concentration of population, to which industry through its

location holds the key."

Undoubtedly one way out of slums, and out of that other evil

of exhausting daily journeys to and from work for multitudes of
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workers, is to transfer those industries that can be so transferred

from urban centers to the outskirts of cities or to the open country.

The latter move may involve the provision by the industry of

suitable housing for its workers and if so, the experience of many
industrialists, particularly in the South, proves that it is a respon-

sibility to be undertaken optimistically.

In the discussion of the factors that influence the location of

industry, the committee contributes additional evidence to prove
that housing is sensitive to the activity of almost every force in

our economic life. The seemingly remote phenomenon of the

railroad rate structure, for example, is revealed as having been

responsible for much of the overcrowding in our large cities be-

cause of the leading part it has played in determining the location

of industry. Incidentally, no better illustration of the need for

scientific research in the housing field can be asked than this

evidence of the complex nature of the forces involved. Funds
should be provided for such research. It is wasteful to perpetu-
ate evils when a relatively small expenditure would make possible

their elimination.

This volume is the result of much vigorous thinking on the

part of busy men and women who contributed their time and

services, often at serious cost to themselves, in order that our

cities might be helped to the discovery of adequate means for the

removal of conditions now menacing our civic structure. They
have courageously faced the issue and have arrived collectively

at recommendations that in some details go deeper than any
previous studies or writings in this field. Such recommendations

merit earnest and thoughtful consideration on the part of the

American public.

JOHN M. GRIES,

JAMES FORD.

April 9, 1932.
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CHAPTER I

BLIGHTED AREAS AND SLUMS
The problems which this committee has attempted to survey

include : (
1 ) The causes which have produced blighted areas, par-

ticularly those that contain slums ; (2) How these areas can be con-

verted into desirable neighborhoods; and (3) How the growth of

blighted areas and slums can be prevented in the future. Such

sub-normal districts are to be found in practically all metropoli-

tan cities and in a much larger percentage of the smaller cities

than is generally recognized or admitted.

For various reasons, some of which are discussed in this report,

there has been an accelerated growth of blighted areas to the detri-

ment of the physical, economic, and social well-being of large sec-

tions of our population. Not only the residents in slum areas,

but a city's industrial and financial interests, its municipal admin-

istration, and its taxpayers and citizens generally, have a vital

concern in the removal of existing evil conditions.

The facts must be faced and not deprecated. Ways and means

must be found greatly to increase the supply of healthful, attrac-

tive neighborhoods of low-cost homes, and there must be a vigor-

ous, widespread stimulation of the now too feeble demand for rid-

ding our cities of conditions which should not and need not be

tolerated in twentieth century America.

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this report the following definitions are

used:

A blighted area is one that has become an economic liability to

the community.
A slum is a residential area where the houses and conditions of

life are of a squalid and wretched character and which hence has

become a social liability to the community.

BLIGHTED AREAS
The blighted area is widespread and is found in varying degrees

of economic weakness, tending to become a slum when the prop-

erty owners become willing to let out the buildings for uses which

1
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are detrimental to the community at large. In some cases a slum

has become economically profitable because of the high rents that

can be obtained for improper use, and is no longer blighted accord-

ing to the definition, but because of this economic strength, it is a

greater danger to the community.

Residential areas that have once been good neighborhoods lose

their desirability from a variety of causes. There are those causes

which come from the outside, encroachments of business or other

undesirable things, dirt, noise, or the proximity of necessary nui-

sance occupations inherent in city growth. There are also causes

which are a part of the neighborhood itself. The plan and ar-

rangement of its streets and lots may have been suitable when
first built, but do not fulfill present-day needs. In some cases the

row houses of eastern cities, once occupied by single families, can

be maintained only by letting out rooms to boarders. In the cities

of the mid-west detached houses stood in ample lots, and the

present occupants have been impelled to build another house in the

yard and very often a small store building out on the street. After

this has been done, the standard of the neighborhood falls to a

lower level. The list of causes is a long one. The effect is, in

general, that the neighborhood and its physical elements have

become obsolete.

A new indirect cause of blight is the automobile and other

methods of rapid transit. During the past twenty years these

things have taken the more prosperous elements away from the

centers of our cities, leaving a vacuum which is ordinarily filled

by those who are less economically able. This withdrawal of the

stronger elements of population has had consequences that are

in some respects more far-reaching than all of the other causes.

The original blighted areas, starting in the old rooming-house dis-

trict, extending for a few blocks beyond the business center, now
stretch out for miles in the case of our larger cities, and the change
has taken place with greatly increased rapidity during the past
decade. Business will never cover this enlarged area of depres-
sion. Increasing population, which has been counted upon to cure

all such difficulties, may not be depended upon as in the past.

These areas, planned for a city whose limits were within reason-

able reach on a horse-drawn vehicle basis, have now become a too
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large intermediate space cut through by motor highways that add

little or nothing to the productive capacity of the fronting prop-

erty. With every new highway improvement the speculative value

of abutting and adjacent property formerly began to rise, and the

usual picture of a line of prosperous stores and apartments arose

in the minds of purchasers; but the motor highway from down

town to the suburbs carries few local customers, and a dreary

line of signboards and gas stations is likely to be the only pro-

ductive development.

Another cause of blighted areas is public neglect. Consideration

has been given to almost all other parts of the city, but the older

residential districts occupied by people of small incomes have not

been looked upon as having enough economic importance to re-

quire attention. These areas were, in the first place, largely

developed by uncontrolled or speculative enterprise. The plats

were laid down according to the wisdom of the individual opera-

tor, because cities had not yet learned to give much attention to

the relation of secondary street plans. The speculative operator

lost interest as soon as he had disposed of the lots ; his attention

was directed into new localities, and the field of his older endeavors

was left to itself and forgotten. These old areas are now coming

up for attention. The importance of these neglected areas lies in

the fact that they are getting to the point where they are not able

to take their share of the burden of city expense and soon will

become a part of the burden to be carried by others. These others

are that part of the population which moved away. It makes lit-

tle difference whether they moved into an outlying district within

the city limits or into a suburb. Their business is largely in the

parent city, and if the city is in financial trouble the entire region

will suffer.

RECONDITIONING
Where individual buildings have deteriorated to the point that

they have become unsafe or insanitary, they are sometimes con-

demned by the city. The property remains in the hands of the last

owner, and if he rebuilds, there is an improvement in that particular

property. Other buildings that have deteriorated to a very bad

condition, but are still structurally sound and of proper design,

are subject to reconditioning, and these may again be brought up
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reasonably close to the standards of today and be made to pay
their way. The great difficulty in the reconditioning of either

individual buildings or groups of buildings is for the owner to

secure the necessary money to carry out the improvement. There-

fore, some plan of financing by time payments (Appendix I, p. 14)

may be of assistance. Reconditioning will greatly improve many
neighborhoods and is a most important factor in the treatment of

slum districts. There are, however, certain areas where the gen-
eral conditions are so bad that complete demolition and large-

scale operations are necessary.

DISTRICT REPLANNING
District replanning is a means for stimulating and for promoting

the rehabilitation of a blighted or slum area, no matter what its

size may be. It may also prevent deterioration in other areas.

Its purpose is primarily to encourage the improvement of private

property within the blighted area. Specifically this means actively

inducing builders to come into the district to provide new struc-

tures of suitable types. In the case of a small area, a few simple
measures may be all that are needed to bring about a change. In

larger areas, involving several city blocks or more, the operation

may be more complex and in that case must be more thoroughly

organized.

District replanning is one of the most recent proposals for

rehabilitating blighted areas, and the first project of its kind is

just now being launched looking toward the reconstruction of

the Lower East Side of New York City. There a group of savings
and other banks, with extensive interests in the district, have

financed a concerted movement to plan and promote the improve-
ment of the area, joining with the East Side Chamber of Com-
merce and with other business and social organizations. If this

New York program succeeds, it will doubtless establish a prece-
dent that should have value in other towns and cities.

In district replanning, part of the work devolves on the munici-

pality, and part on private interests. The municipality must see

that the district has the full benefit of an up-to-date city plan,

including public improvements, zoning, transportation, efficient

street systems, parks, playgrounds, schools, etc. In blighted areas,

municipal administration, particularly in regard to sanitation, street
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cleaning, policing and schools, is apt to deteriorate, and the stand-

ard must be brought up at least to the average of the rest of the

city.

The reconstruction of the area with new buildings of suitable

types is the responsibility of private enterprise. In this object the

local interests may cooperate with the municipality in the modern-

izing and construction of certain public facilities, such as widening
or closing certain streets, and the provision of minor parks, play-

grounds, and other open spaces, whether public or private. Pri-

vate interests must also develop in cooperation with the municipal-

ity a mutually satisfactory policy with regard to assessments and

other means of financing the local share of city improvements. In

a blighted area where property values are low, the assessment

problem is apt to be difficult.

No rule can be laid down for the type of agency that must be

found or formed to undertake the work, or its procedure, beyond
the principle that local property owners and public-spirited inter-

ests, truly representative of the district, should unite to cooperate

with the city and its financial, social, civic and building interests,

for the work of rehabilitation. A permanent organization should

be formed, first, to survey the situation in an exhaustive manner;

second, to propose remedial measures in consultation with the city

administration and with financial interests, property owners and

business and social interests in the district; and third, to work

actively to carry out the reconstruction measures agreed upon.

The survey should cover a thorough study of the district, the

social as well as the economic factors. Consideration in this study

should be given not only to the district itself but to its relation to

other sections of the city or region in which it lies. It should

include a study of the history of the district ; the factors which

have contributed to its decline; the best uses to which the land

may be devoted ; and the possibilities of attracting private capital

or procuring public funds to carry out the rehabilitation program.

Attempts to encourage piecemeal reconstruction or rehabilita-

tion of individual properties may not be effective either in pro-

ducing good living conditions or in changing the blighted condi-

tion in a short enough time to make reconstruction attractive to

builders, to tenants, and to home owners.
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A reason for the municipality's being interested in district re-

planning is that revenue from taxation in such districts is becom-

ing less rather than greater. After replanning has taken place, a

framework has been made for new buildings which may be

expected to pay their way. Individual effort may accomplish this

in part, particularly in neighborhoods where the new street plan

leaves many old buildings which are either satisfactory or are

properly subject to reconditioning. This will be true in many areas

where the blight is not yet severe and where property is on the

borderland of being self-sustaining. Where suitable, the prin-

ciple of the "neighborhood unit" should be adopted as the basis of

reconstruction. It should be complete with well-planned residence

areas, schools, playgrounds, recreational and other community
necessities.

SLUMS

The first test that is applied towards the cure of the blighted

area must be applied to the slum. Its physical relation to the rest

of the community must be determined and corrected. Where

reconditioning of a slum is not appropriate, the remedy is demo-

lition. In such cases the rebuilding should be done by private

enterprise wherever possible. Private enterprise can do this more

economically than either city, state, or nation; and we cannot, as

citizens, afford not to have it done. The burden placed upon com-

munities because of the consequences of slum dwelling is a serious

handicap. If the evil is not cured by private enterprise, the result

may be an irresistible demand for government action.

The rebuilding should be carried out on a large scale. The cost

of building is a large factor in financial success, and a large opera-

tion will usually prove more economical than a smaller one. The

report of the Committee on Large-Scale Operations, Chapter II,

p. 66, discusses in detail advantages such a method might achieve.

Architects and engineers should exercise invention and ingenuity

towards finding better and less expensive design and construction.

The building industry and building trades should recognize their

own interests in the huge volume of the work to be accomplished
and should study and accept ways and means towards this end.

City authorities should consider their building-code requirements



Flwtoyrapli by Broivn Brothers

A New York slum. Although these dwellings have more light and air than

the characteristic slum dwellings, the conditions of neglect, confusion and
desolation are fairly typical.
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and rulings to determine whether any are excessive or unneces

sary.

FINANCING

The first difficulty in any rebuilding project will be financing

on a satisfactory basis. The widespread and growing extent of

the problem, and the almost negligible progress in ridding our cities

of blighted areas and slums, give this committee little reason for

believing that adequate solutions in matters of finance are to be

found in traditional methods alone. Many proposals have been

made for methods of governmental aid or for assistance by foun-

dations or other private sources. Some of these proposals appear

to come primarily under the jurisdiction of other committees of

this Conference. Without attempting to pass on the wisdom of

such proposals, the following which have come to the attention of

the Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums are here listed for

such consideration as they may merit from the Conference or from

national, state, or local bodies concerned with the improvement of

housing conditions:

Government-built Housing :

Federal.

State.

Municipal.

Government Cash Subsidies to Limited Dividend Corporations:

State.

Municipal.

Loans on Easy Terms to Limited Dividend Corporations :

Through Federal, state, or "housing authority" bond issues or such

instrumentalities as a central mortgage bank, intermediate credit

banks, or state housing banks.

A Partnership between Public Authorities and Private Enterprise:

Public authority to obtain and clear the site, develop part of it as a

small park and sell off part to private enterprise to build new houses

on, under public control.

Privately Organized Finance Corporations:

Funds to be provided by manufacturers of building materials and equip-

ment, or by sale of housing bonds to the public by corporations or-

ganized to provide equity money for worthy projects.

Tax Exemption for Low-Rent Housing:

Temporary exemption on both building and site.

Temporary exemption on buildings only.
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Ultimate permanent exemption on all buildings by gradual shifting of

real-estate taxation to land values only.

Creation by the state of a "housing authority :"

Such "authority" to have the power of eminent domain for slum clear-

ance projects, and with the right to sell off or lease part of the land

acquired, under proper restrictions, to housing corporations.

Adoption by Other States of Laws Similar to :

New York's act creating a State Board of Housing.
New Jersey's act authorizing insurance companies to go into the housing

business under certain restrictions, and the companion act giving first

class cities the right to condemn land for such projects.

California's Farm and Home Purchase Act under which $50,000,000 of

bonds have been authorized for loans to veterans desiring aid in the

purchase of a farm or home.

Use of Special Unemployment Relief Funds :

Local campaigns to be organized for the securing of contributions or

the sale of securities to provide equity financing for limited dividend

corporations which, by large-scale house building operations, would

help to solve the unemployment problem.

Cooperative Housing:
To be financed in part by labor unions or other special groups, some

of whose members would purchase apartments in the buildings to be

constructed.

Building by a Municipality of Houses for Rent to Its Own Employees.
Investment of Capital Funds in Housing by Foundations and Other

Philanthropic Organizations.

ACQUISITION OF LAND WITHOUT STATE AID

The acquisition of land for the rebuilding of a blighted area has

not as yet been recognized by the courts as a public purpose, and

needed property must be obtained for the most part by purchase,

and without state aid.

Large well-managed corporations, with adequate resources and

with the cooperation of the city, carrying forward a carefully con-

ceived program, may be expected to have less difficulty in acquir-

ing adequate areas than efforts not so organized. In this connec-

tion, organization of the scattered owners of one or more blocks

into a single negotiating group would seem a practical aid to

housing corporations and a protection to the individual owners of

lots to be assembled.

A full knowledge of the population demand of any neighbor-

hood, coupled with the accepted restrictions of good practice as
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to coverage and density, goes a long way towards a knowledge of

land values, and it may be found that a considerable deflation has

taken place. Land may be obtained in many places today at prices

much below what has been considered customary. Deflation

periods furnish advantageous opportunity to acquire land and to

erect buildings at a lower cost. To whatever extent this is so, it

is an item of saving towards placing new buildings in competition

with old buildings.

ACQUISITION OF LAND WITH STATE AID

The aids that can be obtained from the state are various, but

today are limited. Excess condemnation, if upheld by the courts,

may prove useful and sufficient in certain cases, but the principle

has not, as a rule, been applied in such a way as to produce large

open areas of land. Wholesale condemnation by the city because

of fire hazard or considerations of health is conceivable, but the

land remains in the hands of the original owners. It is desirable

that the city, under proper safeguards, shall be able to acquire

property with the privilege of selling portions or all of it to pri-

vate building corporations operating under government control.

This will be under the power of eminent domain. It is reasonable

to take the position that the elimination of slums is a public

purpose.

Slums are not infrequently found to exist on highly accessible,

and thus potentially very valuable, urban land. Slum clearance

should, therefore, be also viewed as a land salvaging operation as

well as a direct effort to improve housing. This roundabout

method may under many circumstances prove a most effective and

economical way of achieving the desired end of improved hous-

ing. Public authorities, cooperating with private agencies, can

under such circumstances actually create economic values and out

of these added land values, or the return thereon, meet at least

a very considerable part of the cost of slum clearance.

Slum clearance approached from this point of view, contemplates

the use of former slum sites for the housing of higher income

groups. Thus these higher income groups directly pay part of

the cost of rehousing on more expensive sites which have been

cleared of slums as well as paying a part of the cost of slum clear-

ance itself.
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Increased values resulting would afford public authorities a

source of additional tax revenue.

DISPLACED SLUM DWELLERS

Indirectly, the former slum residents, for whom it is doubtful

whether housing in new buildings under any circumstances can

be economically provided, are also benefited by the increased sup-

ply of older housing facilities thus released.

We do not concur in the argument that the slums must be

allowed to exist because there are persons dwelling in them who

could not afford to dwell in better surroundings. It is our view

that the slums must, nevertheless, be removed for the benefit of

the community. We are confident that a large portion of the

group displaced by slum clearance will be able to find suitable

accommodations elsewhere. As the new buildings in the rebuilt

area are taken over by a higher income group, better accommoda-

tions will be available to former dwellers in the slum area in the

houses which this group vacate. This will contribute to, and be

in keeping with, the rising standard of living in this country.

IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

No system that is set up will work towards success automat-

ically. Every system of government cooperation is subject to the

errors of judgment that are common, and we have finally to

depend upon the wisest laws and customs that experience can

dictate and a check upon the operation of these laws by local com-

missions or boards; and this last is of the greatest importance.

The character of the legally appointed planning board will deter-

mine the degree of success that may be looked for.

SUMMARY

Blighted areas and slums exist in practically all American cities,

although they may not be apparent to the inhabitants of the town

or even to the dwellers in the slums.

Blighted areas are somewhat more apt to occur in growing and

prosperous municipalities, since they frequently result from move-

ments towards the newer sections on the outskirts from the older

and more central areas.
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Blighted areas are incapable of bearing their proportionate share

of municipal expenses, and we should frankly recognize the alter-

natives either of their prevention or early correction, or the neces-

sity of their being carried, through additional tax burdens, by the

inhabitants of other areas of the city.

Buildings that are structurally sound may be reconditioned and

be brought reasonably close to acceptable present-day standards,

but in this process care must be exercised to prevent prolonging

the life of undesirable areas through reconditioning.

District replanning will stimulate and promote rehabilitation of

a blighted or slum area by encouraging the improvement of pri-

vate property within the area.

Successful district replanning must be a cooperative venture

between the municipality and private enterprise, the municipality

providing the benefits of up-to-date city planning, and private

enterprise constructing suitable new residences and other build-

ings.

District replanning should be based on a survey comprehending
all factors, the social as well as the economic.

The "neighborhood unit" should be adopted as the basis of

reconstruction.

When slum conditions cannot be corrected through recondi-

tioning of existing buildings, complete demolition should be car-

ried out.

As the cost of building is a large factor in financial success,

large-scale building operations are more apt to prove economical.

The building industry and the building trades should be aroused

to the latent opportunity in the volume of work to be accomplished

through rehabilitation of blighted and slum districts.

Adequate solution of financing problems involved lies in devis-

ing a suitable means of supplementing the available resources of

private enterprise with governmental aid.

The committee believes the elimination of slums to be a public

purpose for which the municipalities may reasonably exercise their

power of eminent domain.

Slums not infrequently exist on potentially valuable land, and

through cooperative effort of government and private enterprise

this land may be salvaged for a higher economic use. Part of the
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cost of slum clearance may be retrieved by the city through the

resultant increase in taxable values.

Viewed as a land salvaging operation, slum clearance opera-
tions contemplate the use of cleared land for the housing of a

higher income group with the result that persons who can pay
the economic rentals pay a part of the cost of slum clearance.

Increased values resulting from rehabilitation of slum areas

will furnish a source of additional tax revenue.

Present occupants of slum dwellings will be able to find suit-

able accommodations elsewhere,
1 some of them in dwellings vacated

by the persons who will occupy the new buildings erected in the

rehabilitated area.

The committee has considered and adopted as a supplementary

report Appendix I, "Some Legal Aspects of the Slum Problem."

(See p. 14.)

The following appendices to this report have been prepared by
individual members of the committee and by advisers to the com-

mittee. They represent a great deal of thought and research into

the subjects that they cover, but insufficient time for exhaustive

consideration by the committee, as well as individual questions as

to the efficacy of the proposals, have prompted their presentation as

proposals of individuals rather than as proposals of the committee :

Appendix II. "Better Housing through Rational Taxation," by
Harold S. Buttenheim, Editor, The American City. (See p. 27.)

Appendix III. "Social Service for the Slum," by Manuel C.

Elmer of the University of Pittsburgh. (See p. 30.)

Appendix IV. "Slum Clearance and Rebuilding," by Dwight
L. Hoopingarner, of the American Construction Council. (See

p. 34.)

Appendix V. "The Inhabited Alleys of Washington, D. C.," by

John Ihlder of the Pittsburgh and Massachusetts Housing Asso-

ciations. (See p. 39.)

Appendix VI. "Definitions and Causes," by John Ihlder of the

Pittsburgh and Massachusetts Housing Associations; Bleecker

Marquette of the Cincinnati Better Housing League, and Public

1 Mr. Ihlder, a member of the committee, believes that this statement is too

sweeping ;
that if slum clearance is undertaken on any considerable scale it

must be accompanied by a constructive program for the rehousing of

displaced slum dwellers.
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Health Federation; and Charlotte Rumbold, Secretary of the

City Planning Committee of the Cleveland Chamber of Com-
merce. (See p. 41.)

Appendix VII. "A Practical Plan for Slum Clearance by

Cooperation between Public Authorities and Private Interests," by
Lawrence Veiller, Director of the National Housing Association.

(See p. 46.)

Appendix VIII. "A Financing Plan for Reconditioning," by
Donald M. Forgan of the American Radiator and Standard Sani-

tary Corporation, adviser to the committee. (See p. 56.)



APPENDIX I

SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE SLUM
PROBLEM1

The legal aspects of the slum problem comprehend preventive

measures as well as curative methods. They involve also both

the police power of the state under which the community takes

action regarding private property without compensation and the

power of eminent domain under which compensation must be paid

by the governmental authority for the expropriation of private

property rights.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES

Zoning

This comparatively new but well-established and accepted method

of community regulation of uses of privately owned realty is un-

questionably of large significance in dealing with the problem of

blighted areas and slums. Care must be exercised in its applica-

tion that it be kept within the limits laid down by the Supreme
Court of the United States in numerous decisions 2 but within

these limits it may be employed as a preventive of blight by allo-

cating uses in accordance with well-conceived city plans and the

stabilization of such uses and of values.3
Properly applied and

administered it will prevent new slum conditions by the control of

population densities through requirement of suitable open spaces

about residences and the limiting of bulk of buildings.

Zoning cannot properly be considered as an instrumentality for

the acquisition of land for housing purposes. Its only proper

function is to create and protect an environment suitable for the

various uses of land including the residential use.

1 This paper was submitted by Messrs. Newman F. Baker, Murray Sea-

songood and Lawrence Veiller, members of the Committee on Blighted
Areas and Slums, as an appendix to the committee's report.

2 Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U. S. 365. (1926) ;
Nectow v. Cam-

bridge, 277 U. S. 183, (1928) ; and Seattle Trust Co. v. Roberge, 278 U. S.

116, (1928).
3 See "Planning for Residential Districts," Publications of the President's

Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932,

Vol. I, Ch. I.

14
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Housing Laws

In some states and municipalities there are in effect housing
codes designed to maintain sanitary and safe housing conditions.

These laws depend for effectiveness upon an adequate inspection

system and upon an understanding administration. There is need

for more such enactments and for more vigorous enforcement of

those now in effect. There should be, also, a gradual raising of

the minimum standards set up in the laws.

The committee recognizes that housing codes and their enforce-

ment cannot solve the slum problem, but they are essential to its

solution and they have been the means of accomplishing most of

the little that has been accomplished in our cities.

REMEDIAL MEASURES
One of the greatest difficulties in the slum problem is the ac-

quisition of land at a price that will permit the construction of

new buildings at rentals within the economic ability of the tenants

to be rehoused, and that will permit at the same time, a satisfac-

tory return on the investment.

Possible Remedial Agencies

It is desirable that a way be found to overcome this difficulty.

What are methods by which this problem may be attacked?

The desired end may be accomplished through a combination of

the following methods : It may be through the demolition of exist-

ing buildings as a safety or health measure; zoning may play a

part ;
the solution may be through the exercise by the public of its

power of eminent domain with the sale or leasing of the property

for development by private enterprise, or by the granting of the

power of eminent domain to private enterprise ; through the exer-

cise of the power of excess condemnation by the municipality;

or through a further extension of the latter power permitting the

leasing of the condemned excess property to private enterprise

with the grant to the lessee of the right to mortgage the city's fee

interest to obtain finances for building operations as recently

granted to the City of New York.

Police Power

Demolition of Buildings as a Safety or Health Measure.

The constitutionality of statutes authorizing the destruction of
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buildings deemed fire hazards is established. 4 Instances of con-

demnation or summary destruction, under the police power, and
without compensation, or structures that are faulty and dangerous
or unsanitary are numerous and also well established. Those

structurally unsafe may be required to be demolished, but those

found unfit only because of unsanitary conditions may still be

utilized for other purposes and may even be reconditioned and
used as dwellings. At best the full exercise by the public authori-

ties of their power in such cases would result in the elimination

of comparatively few dwellings a number probably so inconsid-

erable as to make but little impression upon the existing deplor-
able housing conditions of a large body of our people. That is

not to say that there should be a slackening of efforts to enforce

safe and sanitary conditions under existing authority rather mere-

ly to point out that some much more effective method must be

devised to make possible a more speedy and a more far-reaching

remedy.
As to the use of the police power in the clearing of slum areas

it must be tried out in the courts. No one can safely predict a

court decision upon this point. Early decisions in some states held

zoning unconstitutional. The police power is "community" power
and is constantly developing to cover new needs. If the com-

munity regards slums as sufficiently detrimental, it is possible that

the courts might uphold their condemnation without compensation.
In Block v. Hirsh, 256 U. S. 135, (1921), it was decided re-

garding housing shortage existing in the District of Columbia fol-

lowing the war:

"(2) That the exigency existing in the District clothed the letting of

buildings there with a public interest so great as to justify regulation by

law, i. e., by the police power of Congress, while such exigency lasts. P.

155."

In Levy Leasing Company, Inc. v. Siegel, 258 U. S. 242, (1922),
the constitutional validity of the emergency housing laws of the

State of New York was established, Justices McKenna, Van De-

vanter and McReynolds dissenting.

In Miller v. Schoene, 276 U. S. 272, 279, (1928), the court

said:

4 York v. Hargadine, 171 N. W. (Minn.} 773, (1919) ; Runge v. Glerum,
37 N. D. 618, (1917) ; Jackson v. Bell, 143 Tenn. 452, (1920).
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". . . The state does not exceed its constitutional powers by deciding

upon the destruction of one class of property in order to save another which,

in the judgment of the legislature, is of greater value to the public."

The Supreme Court of the United States has said :

"That power (police power) . . . embraces regulations designed to

promote the public convenience or the general prosperity, as well as regu-

lations designed to promote the public health, the public morals or the pub-

lic safety. . . . That power is not confined, as we have said, to the

suppression of what is offensive, disorderly or unsanitary. It extends to so

dealing with the conditions which exist in the State as to bring out of them

the greatest welfare of its people. . . ."
5

In a previous case 6 the expansion of the community power is

predicted by the Supreme Court of the United States in the same

terms as the above quotation and the court said :

"And the validity of a police regulation, whether established directly by

the state or by some public body acting under its sanction, must depend

upon the circumstances of each case and the character of the regulation,

whether arbitrary or reasonable and whether really designed to accomplish

a legitimate public purpose."

Zoning. The function of zoning has been mentioned under

''Preventive Measures," where it more properly applies than under

acquisition of land.

Building Lines. The establishing of building lines or set-

backs under the police power to provide for adequate front yards

on private land, and by eminent domain as a means of providing

adequate streets for future use, is a practice in many cities. Under

the police power, that is, in this case, zoning, the regulation must

be reasonable and not arbitrary,
7 but it applies as well to commer-

cial buildings as to dwellings.
8

6 Bacon v. Walker, 204 U. S. 311, 317, 318, (1907).
6
C. B. and Q. Railway v. Drainage Commissioners, 200 U. S. 561, 592,

(1906).
7 Gorieb v. Fox, 274 U. S. 603, (1927).
8 Town of Islip v. Summers Coal & Lumber Co., Inc., 257 N. Y. 167,

(1931) ; 177 N, E. 409. See "Setbacks or Building Lines by Zoning or

Otherwise," Charles F. Fisher, Planning Problems of the Tozvn, City and

Region, 1928, p. 73; "Recent Trends in Building Lines, Subdivision Control
and the Acquisition of Open Spaces," Alfred Bettman, Planning Problems
of the Tozvn, City and Region, 1929, p. 102

;
and "Theory and Practice in

Building Lines under Eminent Domain," Herbert S. Swan, in supplement to

National Municipal Review, Sept., 1931.
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Eminent Domain

This is the power through which the state or municipality may
take over, for a just compensation, private property for public use.

Eminent Domain Powers Granted Private Persons. Such

powers have been granted to private persons by the law of New
York State.

9 Some years ago the legislature of that state enacted

a law which is administered by a State Housing Board created for

the purpose and under which private or public limited dividend

corporations may be set up. The private corporations have no

power of eminent domain but the public corporations are granted

this power in return for which they must submit to specified pub-
lic regulation.

Both public and private limited dividend corporations are

limited to a 6 per cent return upon their investment and are

granted an exemption from taxes upon their buildings for a period

of twenty years. No public corporations have been created, but

several large projects have been built by private limited dividend

corporations in New York under this law 10 and in each case a

satisfactory return on the capital investment has been realized.

Early effort in New York was directed toward interesting phil-

anthropically inclined persons to invest their funds in this type of

enterprise. The amount of such funds available on this basis is

not sufficient for the purpose, however, and commercial capital is

required if any great progress is to be made.

The plan of the New York statute in giving to housing cor-

porations important concessions as to tax in return for confining

their profits to a limited dividend seems a good plan and raises

no objection, so far as the Federal Constitution is concerned. In

American Sugar Refining Co. v. Louisiana, 179 U. S. 89, (1900),
the court said that exemptions of certain classes of business which

the various states wished to foster was not uncommon and the

exemption of certain classes of property to foster the general wel-

fare is not unusual. The holding was that there is no constitu-

tional obstacle to the tax exemption feature. In the absence of

some constitutional prohibition, the states have power to exempt,

*New York State Housing Law, Laws 1926, ch. 823, reenacted and
amended by Laws 1927, ch. 35, amended by Laws 1928, ch. 722, amended by
Laws 1930, ch. 872.

10
See Annual Reports, State Board of Housing, New York.
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providing the exemption is uniform and does not result in in-

equality. Many of the states, today, exempt factories, mills, and

manufacturing plants for a certain number of years. California

uses tax exemption to encourage fruit-tree planting and vineyards,

Connecticut encourages tree planting, Georgia exempts for five

years nearly all kinds of industry, Idaho exempts power plants of

irrigation concerns, Louisiana exempts large corporations which

expend three million dollars in the state, Maine exempts reforested

tracts, Maryland exempts vessels, Michigan forests, New Hamp-
shire the shipbuilding industry, New Mexico irrigation ditches,

New York certain commercial paper, Oklahoma farm products.
These references are made to show how a state may encourage any

particular private enterprise which seems desirable. The exemp-
tions are, of course, for a limited time.11

Excess Condemnation. The attempt to get rid of objection-

able slums or to clear entire areas or districts may be facilitated

by the use of the so-called power of "excess condemnation." It

will be found in the United States as it has been found in other

countries that in such work it is generally necessary to replan
the area cleared, and often to devote it in the future to quite dif-

ferent uses from those employed in the past. In some cases the

cleared sites may be used for street widening, or for new streets,

or for small parks or playgrounds, or recreation centers, or for

public buildings ; but in many cases no such use will be appropriate

and it will be found desirable to provide new housing accommo-

dations on these sites.

Under excess condemnation the municipality may acquire more

property than is needed for a specific public improvement, such

as a street widening or the development of a park, and it may
lease or sell the property not needed for that specific purpose, and

have it developed with a new housing scheme by private enter-

prise under control and restrictions.

The status of excess condemnation laws in the United States

is somewhat uncertain. Two years ago the important case of Cin-

cinnati v. Vester, 281 U. S. 439, (1930), raised squarely the issues

involved in this subject. It involved the validity of a provision

of the Constitution of the State of Ohio. The case was very

See Baker, 7 Tex. L. R. 50 and 385, and 8 Tex. L. R. 196.
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thoroughly briefed and numerous briefs were filed by friends of

the court and public officials in other jurisdictions.

The Constitution of Ohio provides in express terms that

"In furtherance of such public use (the city may) appropriate or acquire
an excess over that actually to be occupied by the improvement, and may
sell such excess with such restrictions as shall be appropriate to preserve
the improvement made." ( 10, Art. 18, Constitution of Ohio.)

The Supreme Court, however, did not decide the issue, but

referred it back on technical grounds to the lower courts, leaving
the whole matter open.

That this power is an important one and that its use has been

contemplated since the earliest days in the United States is evi-

dent from the fact that as long ago as a hundred years several

states enacted laws of this nature South Carolina in 1817 and

New York in 1812.

At later times the following jurisdictions have enacted such laws :

Connecticut Oregon
Illinois Pennsylvania

Maryland Philippine Islands

Massachusetts Rhode Island

New Jersey South Carolina

New York Virginia

Ohio Wisconsin

The following states have also amended their constitutions to per-
mit the exercise of this power:

Massachusetts Rhode Island

Ohio Michigan
Wisconsin California

New York Virginia

It is believed that if the excess condemnation were definitely for,

and clearly stated to be for, the specified purpose of protecting
the improvement made, it would be sustained. Moreover, as a

general rule, the extent of a taking rests with the condemning
authorities and it requires a clear abuse of discretion before a

court will intervene. The only way to determine the extent to

which the power of excess condemnation may be utilized is to try
it out under carefully drawn authorization and to learn what, if

any limitations, courts of last resort will place on the exercise

of the power.
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It is hoped that an early decision may be had by the court of

last resort, the United States Supreme Court, with regard to this

subject, in view of its great importance not only in slum clearance

but in any effective and economic replanning of our great cities.

Excess Condemnation Lease with Right to Mortgage.
There has recently been enacted in New York State a law 12

granting to New York City additional powers in connection with

excess condemnation. As has been said, under excess condemna-

tion the city takes over such property as it considers necessary to

protect a public improvement. This new act permits the city to

lease such of this property as it may deem advisable, granting to

the lessee the right to mortgage for a stated term the fee interest

of the city, thereby facilitating the financing of a building project.

Under such a plan funds are more readily obtainable, as the secu-

rity of the mortgagee is then the fee interest in the property rather

than a leasehold interest, and the amount that must be raised to

carry on a successful building operation is considerably less. This

power may well be studied with a view of working out a law

suitable for enactment in our other states so that, to the extent

that it seems desirable, it may be exercised by other municipali-

ties.

Exercise of Eminent Domain by Public Body for Hous-

ing-site Acquisition. There would seem to be little doubt that

public authorities, the state, county, or municipality may exercise

the power of eminent domain to acquire sites now occupied by un-

desirable or slum dwellings for the purpose of turning such sites

over to private enterprise for development of suitable residences,

since the right of eminent domain is granted to limited dividend

corporations, and is the basis of excess condemnation. The ques-

tion is whether or not the acquisition of such sites is a public pur-

pose for which this power may be exercised, and for which public

funds may be utilized. What is a public purpose cannot be de-

fined with great definiteness. Decisions of the courts vary. In a

review of them, however, we must consider the trend of public

opinion in matters having a large social significance.

In Lowell v. City of Boston, 111 Mass. 454, (1873), a statute

authorizing the City of Boston to issue bonds and to lend the pro-

ceeds on mortgage to owners of land whose buildings were de-

12 New York, Laws 1931, ch. 557.
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stroyed by the fire of 1872, was held to be unconstitutional, the

court saying (page 472) :

"The property thus created will remain exclusively private property, to be

devoted to private uses at the discretion of the owners of the land; with

no restriction as to the character of the buildings to be erected, or the uses

to which they shall be devoted, and with no obligation to render any serv-

ice or duty to the Commonwealth, or to the city, except to repay the loan,

or to the community at large or any part of it. ... As a judicial

question the case is not changed by the magnitude of the calamity which

has created the emergency, nor by the greatness of the emergency, or the

extent and importance of the interests to be promoted." (Italics ours.)

This case has frequently been cited for the proposition that the

use of public credit to assist private enterprise is beyond the con-

stitutional powers of the state. (Many states forbid the lending

of the credit of the state or of a municipality to any private enter-

prise.)

In Salisbury Land & Improvement Company v. Commonwealth,
215 Mass. 371, (1913), an act giving eminent domain powers to

a commission to take beach property as a public reservation and

to sell or lease privately the portions not needed, was also held

unconstitutional. Rugg, C. J., delivering the opinion of the court,

said (page 377) :

"In a general sense it is of public interest that the people be well housed,

but this does not authorize the state to become the general landlord. That

subject is a proper one for the exercise of the police power but not of

eminent domain."

In the Opinion of the Justices, 155 Mass. 598, (1892), it was

held that the legislature is not empowered to authorize cities to

purchase fuel and resell to the inhabitants, Holmes J., dissenting.

Of course, Massachusetts is a very conservative state. Never-

theless, it might make a difference if the character of buildings to

be erected or the uses to which they would be devoted were pre-

scribed. Perhaps a portion of the property could be utilized for

parks and playgrounds ;
the buildings primarily intended for hous-

ing city employees.
In 26 R. C. L., sec. 35, p. 53, under the heading "Taxation,"

it is said, citing cases :

"While the fundamental principles which underlie legislation and taxa-

tion have not changed, the development of the western states has been at-
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tended with difficulties and adverse conditions which have made it necessary
to broaden the application of fundamental principles to meet the new neces-

sities of those states. Under the stress of adversity peculiar to the con-

dition of the frontier farmer, there has come to be an expansion of the

legal meaning of the term 'poor' sufficient to embrace a class of destitute

citizens who have not yet become a public charge. For this reason statutes

for the relief of farmers who have lost their crops through drought, hail

storms, insect pests or other causes have become common, and are sus-

tained on the ground that it is for the public use to prevent industrious

members of the community from becoming a public charge."

In Wheelon v. South Dakota Land Settlement Board, 181 N. W.
359, (1921), annotated in 14 A. L. R., 1145 et seq., the first and

fifth paragraphs of the syllabus are:

"1. A statute authorizing loans to war veterans to enable them to pur-

chase land is not a personal gratuity or donation forbidden by the con-

stitution."

"5. The promotion of land settlement is a public purpose for which taxes

may be levied."

The annotation on the question of constitutionality of statutes au-

thorizing the state to loan money or engage in business of a pri-

vate nature is very complete.

Just recently it was decided in Sacramento Chamber of Com-
merce v. Stephens, 299 Pac. 728, (1931), it is a public purpose

for California cities to expend public funds for advertising and

otherwise calling attention to their natural advantages.

In Loeb v. Jacksonville, 134 So. 205, (1931), the Florida Su-

preme Court reached a contrary conclusion.

In a note to "The Limitation of the Action of Ejectment and

of Summary Dispossess Proceedings," in 21 Columbia Law Re-

view, (Feb., 1921), at page 174, the writer says, citing cases:

"But the public nature of a business depends largely upon the current

notions of what businesses should be subject to legislative attention. Why
is not the business of house renting a public business, if the legislature,

knowing all the facts, declares it a public business?"

The National Municipal Revieiv, Oct., 1931, at p. 607, contains

a note by Professor Tooke, on a recent case, summarized as fol-

lows:

"In Simon v. O'Toole, City Clerk, 155 Atl. 449, (N. J.) a taxpayer's ac-

tion was brought to test the validity of an ordinance adopted by the com-

missioners of Newark, which authorized the execution of a contract with
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the Prudential Life Insurance Company whereby, in consideration of the

latter's purchase of two city blocks and the erection thereon of model tene-

ments the city would undertake to take over a strip 140 feet wide in the

middle of the blocks so acquired at the price paid by the company to be

maintained as a public park and playground. The supreme court held that

the ordinance was within the general powers of the city; that the ex-

penditures authorized were for a public purpose and not to aid a private

enterprise; and that the price to be paid by the city, which in no event

was to exceed $1,200,000 was not an abuse of the discretion of the com-

mission."

The learned commentator says it seems self-evident that the

establishment of playgrounds and sanitary housing is a public

purpose for which the city may exercise its taxing power.

In Green v. Frazier, 253 U. S. 233, 241, (1920), legislation

which provided, among other things, for the state engaging in

providing homes for the people with public funds, was upheld,

the court saying (pages 241-242) :

"As to the Home Building Act, that was sustained because of the pro-

motion of the general welfare in providing homes for the people, a large

proportion of whom were tenants moving from place to place. It was be-

lieved and affirmed by the Supreme Court of North Dakota that the op-

portunity to secure and maintain homes would promote the general welfare,

and that the provisions of the statutes to enable this feature of the system

to become effective would redound to the general benefit.

"As we have said, the question for us to consider arid determine is

whether this system of legislation is violative of the Federal Constitution

because it amounts to a taking of property without due process of law. The

precise question herein involved so far as we have been able to discover has

never been presented to this court. The nearest approach to it is found

in Jones v. City of Portland, 245 U. S. 217, in which we held that an act

of the State of Maine authorizing cities or towns to establish and main-

tain wood, coal and fuel yards for the purpose of selling these necessaries

to the inhabitants of cities and towns, did not deprive taxpayers of due

process of law within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. In that

case we reiterated the attitude of this court towards state legislation, and

repeated what had been said before, that what was or was not a public use

was a question concerning which local authority, legislative and judicial,

had especial means of securing information to enable them to form a judg-

ment; and particularly, that the judgment of the highest court of the state

declaring a given use to be public in its nature, would be accepted by this

court unless clearly unfounded."

In O'Gorman & Young v. Hartford Fire Insurance Co., 282

U. S. 251, 257, (1931), the court decided the business of insur-
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ance is so far affected with a public interest that the state may
regulate the rates, and likewise the relations of those engaged in

the business. The majority opinion said (p. 257-258) :

:

. . . the presumption of constitutionality must prevail in the ab-

sence of some factual foundation of record for overthrowing the statute."

So the decisions vary from the one extreme of denying the use

of the power for acquiring land and leasing it, as in Massachusetts,
to the other extreme of upholding a state government housing

project as in North Dakota. The decision of the United States

Supreme Court in this latter case is an encouraging precedent.
Some state constitutions would have to be amended if the power

of eminent domain were to be used to acquire sites for' housing

developments. However, this use of eminent domain would not

conflict with Federal constitutional guarantees which provide that

property shall not be taken without just compensation or without

due process of law and that private property may be taken only
for public purpose. These provisions are sufficiently broad to

accommodate this proposal.

Here, again, the only way to determine what can be done with

this method of site acquisition is to carefully work out the pro-

posed authorization, apply it judiciously and, if questioned in the

courts, extend every effort to support its validity.

It is possible that the present system of condemnation awards

by juries in cases of expropriation of land may be improved upon
in the interest of the public. An expert appraisal board of public

spirited and socially minded persons of suitable qualifications

might be set up to serve with or without compensation in each

city for the purpose of determining fair values of properties that

might be considered for condemnation for housing purposes.

Something of this kind has been utilized successfully for years in

Philadelphia. In the condemnation proceedings these experts

might submit their impartial testimony to the court, or to a master

or referee, who would then fix the amount to be awarded.

Eminent Domain Lease or Sale for Rebuilding. This

committee believes that a combination of governmental aid in the

clearing of sites and of private enterprise in rebuilding upon them

offers a more practical solution for the slum problem than does

rehousing entirely by public authority.

If the power of eminent domain is exercised by public authori-
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ties for the acquisition of land for housing purposes, the govern-
ment might dispose of the land at a fair price or at cost to private

persons for the purpose of housing development with possibly

some power of regulation as to acceptability of plans being re-

tained by the governmental authority, or the property might be

leased on suitable terms by the city for similar development by

private enterprise and under similar safeguard.

STUDY RECOMMENDED
All of these possibilities should be thoroughly explored by a com-

petent body of national scope in order that we may know what

methods are available for attacking the problem, and that the one

most suitable, locally, may be employed.

FEDERAL BOND ISSUE UNAUTHORIZED
It is believed that there is no warrant in the Constitution of

the United States for the issuance of long term bonds to aid in

rebuilding in the states. It does not appear to be included within

any of the powers granted to the Federal Government by the

states. The Federal Government possesses only those powers

expressly or impliedly conferred upon it by the United States

Constitution.13
Any action by the Federal Government in a field

not covered by the constitutional grants is void.14 The Federal

Government has no police power, as such.15

"South Carolina v. United States, 199 U. S. 437, (1905).
14 Karem v. United States, 121 Fed. 250, C. C. A. 6th, (1903).
"United States v. DeWitt, 9 Wall. 41, (1869).



APPENDIX II

BETTER HOUSING THROUGH RATIONAL
TAXATION 1

Our failure in the United States, both during years of prosper-

ity and during years of widespread unemployment and cheap

building materials, to make any real progress in slum clearance

or in large-scale, low-cost housing developments, indicates an

urgent need for a fundamental attack on the problem.

The two principal elements in the high price of adequate dwell-

ing accommodations are the costs applying to the land and the

costs applying to the building.

In both costs taxation is a factor of major importance, but of

exactly opposite effect. The way to lower the cost of land ac-

quisition is to increase the tax rate on land values
;
while the way

to lower the cost of building operation is to decrease the tax rate

on buildings.

The two most notable examples now in effect in the United

States of a partial use of the taxing power as a stimulus to dwell-

ing construction are :

(1) The Pennsylvania law under which Pittsburgh and Scranton are

taxing buildings for municipal revenues at one-half the land rate; and

(2) The New York State law under which limited dividend housing

corporations may, under certain conditions, secure for a period of twenty

years a total exemption of building tax.

If a permanent partial exemption of building tax, as in the first

case, and a temporary total exemption of building tax as in the

second case, are desirable aids to housing betterment, as experi-

ence in Pittsburgh and New York seems to indicate, the next

logical step is to secure the great economic and social benefits in

a permanent total exemption of buildings from taxation; such

exemptions to be attained by a gradual shifting of the tax rate

from the results of human labor to community created land values.

Not only is our present high cost of good housing a handicap

to the providing of decent homes for our low income groups. An
even greater handicap is the low wage scale prevailing all too gen-

1 This paper was submitted by Mr. Harold S. Buttenheim, member of the

Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums, as an appendix to the commit-
tee's report. See p. 12.
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erally, even in prosperous times. The housing problem, there-

fore, can be solved partly by bringing housing costs down. It

can be solved much more fully by bringing wages up. To this

second and more important phase of the problem housing re-

formers have given too little consideration.

Assuming that we do not wish to follow Russia's lead and

adopt land nationalization and state socialism, we must find some

new incentive for an adequate wage scale which will affect all em-

ployers the generous and the wise, the selfish and the ignorant

alike.

When there are more men than jobs, wages are low; when there

are more jobs than men, wages are high. If land, both rural and

urban, were used to the best advantage of society, there would be

more jobs than men. In such use of the land Russia now has a

tremendous advantage over the rest of the world. But there is an

alternative to land nationalization which retains the advantages

of private ownership, while encouraging the best use of the land,

discouraging speculation, and securing for the community the

values which the community itself creates. That method, as al-

ready suggested, is land-value taxation. It could be brought

about through state legislation (or constitutional amendment) for

the gradual removal of municipal and county taxation from per-

sonal property, machinery, buildings and other results of human

labor, and the transfer of such taxation to the land values which

have resulted partly from the concentration of population in cities

and partly from public expenditures without which the value of

city land would drop to that of farm land or less.

Land-value taxation ought to be coupled, of course, with effec-

tive laws for site planning and for the zoning of all of the land

within the city. By this means improper or too intensive use of

the land would be prevented; for the local authority would de-

termine for each district the kinds of structures to be allowed,

and the maximum coverage and cubage of buildings regarded as

socially desirable. Assessments for taxation would then be based

on the land rents derivable from such maximum use. Open spaces

which the community desired to retain for public use would be

zoned as such, and would pay only a nominal tax
;
but if more in-

tensive use were subsequently permitted, there would be an im-
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mediate reassessment for taxation based on the higher sale or

rental value thus given to the land.

Such a system of taxation would be a tremendous stimulus to

industry, to proper land utilization, to the improvement of housing
conditions and to the raising of real wages. It would benefit Ian-

owners whose property is used in ways beneficial to the public,

and would penalize short-sighted absentee landlords and others

who, through ignorance or selfishness, are keeping land vacant for

speculative gain or are using it in a substandard manner. The
benefits which have been conferred under the New York law, of

temporary tax exemption on new housing, would be extended

permanently on a city-wide or state-wide basis to all housing. Here

is an economic way out of the slums, with greater opportunities

than at present for initiative and private enterprise, and with no

violence to our best American traditions.
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SOCIAL SERVICE FOR THE SLUM 1

WHAT CONSTITUTES A SLUM
When we speak of a slum the picture that comes to mind is a

mass of more or less nondescript individual houses, tenements,

stables, dilapidated shops; an absence of paint, accumulation of

dirt, tin cans and rubbish. The picture is scented with a dank,

damp, moldy odor, intermingled with the smell of decaying mat-

ter. We think of the slum as the abode of half-starved, filthily

clothed children, of diseased and crippled individuals; a place of

poverty, wretchedness, ignorance and vice. We think of it as a

recession from the normal standards of a sound society.

This concept has grown up as the result of many years of

experience and study. As early as 1894 the Seventh Special

Report of the United States Commissioner of Labor gives us

this picture of slums. The slum has always been of interest to

Americans because it is a phenomenon of the accumulated dregs of

an old population such as may be found in some of the great

cities of Asia, Northern Africa, and Europe. When we find the

beginnings of such human Sargasso Seas, these backwaters of

city life, beginning to develop in our midst, we are rightly dis-

turbed. These slums which are the vortex of the city whirlpool
are areas of deterioration usually with a numerically stationary or

declining population. We find there great extremes and contrasts

ranging from "old respectability" to "new vice."

The slums are checkered areas. We find business creeping in

and supplanting places of residence. Land, as a consequence, is

being held at speculative values. As a result house rents are low.

The owners are hopefully waiting for a turn of affairs which will

increase values for business prospects. The slum is a distinctive

area of disintegration and disorganization. It is, however, not

merely the decaying and dilapidated houses, the filthy alleys and

streets, nor the number of uncared for children and poverty-
stricken adults which make the slum. The slum is more than an

paper was submitted by Mr. Manuel C. Elmer, member of the

Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums, as an appendix to the commit-
tee's report. See p. 12.
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economic condition. It is a social phenomenon in which the atti-

tudes, ideas, ideals and practices play an important part.

FACTORS IN SLUM MAKE-UP
Slums usually originate in transitional areas sections of the

city where one type of activity is being supplanted by other lines

of activity, where an established population and forms of social

organization are receding before different types of people with

different forms of organizations or more frequently with no

forms of organization, in short, where the neighborhood is be-

coming socially unattractive to persons within the community as

well as to persons outside of the community. Cheaper rents,

absence of established organizations, the passing of agencies which

formerly provided services to the residents but which with the

passing of the older population lose vigor and likewise pass away,
transform the area into a temporary alighting spot for "birds of

passage." Like a migrating flock of black birds resting and

feeding temporarily, so groups of immigrants as well as individual

families and isolated individuals stop in this transitional area

on their way up or down the social scale. Each of these waves

of people leaves a residue of poverty-stricken, socially unadjusted,

maladjusted defectives and delinquents which gradually accumu-

lates into a slum population.

WHO LIVE THERE?
Of the old population of an area that is deteriorating, there

are always a considerable number of families who are marooned

and thus unable to move into a more desirable area. Some fac-

tors which cause this condition are the ownerships of homes which

cannot be disposed of without greater loss than the families can

bear, nearness to place of work, certain established associations,

and the lack of financial means to change the place of residence.

We find marooned here also some families as well as some individ-

uals who never have had much contact with community ac-

tivities but who suddenly awake to the fact that the community
has changed. Interspersed among this sprinkling of relatively

adjusted individuals are numbers of unsuccessful persons who,
because of illness, economic changes, loss of work, bad invest-

ments and numerous other factors have drifted down to the dis-

integrated areas. We find here colonies of immigrants who have
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selected this area in part because differences of culture pass by

unnoticed and uncriticized, but more largely because they are able

through low rents to maintain a village life nearly like that to

which they have been accustomed. We find here the queer, the

unadjusted, the radical, the "Bohemian" and the criminal. It has

been accurately said that the slum is the "neighborhood of lost

souls." The area which at first was blighted by some shift in

industry, in business, in lines of communication or some other

artificial physical change, has produced a change in the character

of population and converted the blighted area into a slum.

HOW CAN THE SLUM CONDITION BE MET?
In a normal community with a considerable proportion of the

population established and having agencies and organizations to

meet their mutual needs, any crisis which may arise will be met

by the established forces within the community. In a properly

adjusted family where the different members of the family func-

tion within their respective spheres, situations which arise are

handled satisfactorily and proper adjustments met by the family

itself. In a deteriorating area this is not the case. Community

needs, whether they relate to education, to religion, to recreation,

to health, or to vice and crime, cannot be met by the community.

There are lacking the social forces which are the result of mutually

interacting and related interests of the persons affected. There

is lacking an established culture pattern which will serve as a

guide for the overt acts of the community. There is lacking any

standard concerning group reaction. It is true that a slum is a

genuinely cosmopolitan area where there is a minimum of intoler-

ance, but the attitude has swung to the other extreme where any-

thing is tolerated, hence combined community action is lacking.

Any situation requiring concerted effort is out of the question.

We find the extremes of tolerance and of accommodation with

lack of established conventions, except in the case of the foreign

villages which, because of their relative isolation, only increase

the defects of the situation.

Normal family life is lacking in the slum. The same factors

and lack of established order that are found in the community
are reflected in the family life, hence the slum becomes the center

of groups of families which, whenever an unusual situation arises,

are unable to meet it and either go on the rocks or must be sus-
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tained by outside forces. Hence the slum without normal family

organization, without established community controls and stand-

ards, becomes a flourishing seed-bed for substitutes. The gang
becomes a substitute for the face to face relationship of a normal

family or a normal neighborhood group. Gangsters, corrupt

politicians, gamblers, human vultures, take the place of construc-

tive leaders. We have along with the lack of self-reliance a

breakdown of prejudices, a breakdown of customs, a breakdown

of conventions. Groups, individuals, families, lose their identity

and the various social patterns tend to blend into a mixture with-

out any purposeful objective. With the absence of organizations

that are constructive the people within the slum area tend to

merge into a social culture that is recognized as the slum pattern.

We have a slum population with slum attitudes, ideas, ideals and

practices. The area becomes a fermenting vat from which

emanate influences that modify the functioning of other areas.

The slum sends forth individuals who carry their slum pattern

to other groups and thus change already blighted areas into slums.

In short, the slum flourishes in blighted areas, but it is the atti-

tude and reaction of the individuals living in a blighted area that

will turn it into a slum.

The disintegrating area or slum usually reaches the limit of

deterioration and decay and practically ceases to be self-sustaining.

The most obvious signs of deterioration are first noticed. Streets,

alleys, rubbish, general accumulation of debris are forced upon
the attention of authorities. Social agencies now begin to pick

up the loose ends dropped by the families and by the community.

Because of general appeal and because there is little direct opposi-

tion by established destructive agencies, health and general relief

agencies get started. Intermittent missions, and religious groups

whose work is tied up with welfare work, get started. Settle-

ment houses attempt to provide a permanently established group
with neighborhood interests. Public and private efforts are put

forth to eliminate unsanitary houses.

PRINCIPLES OF ADJUSTMENT
Three types of work are necessary in checking the growth and

influence of the slum and meeting the particular needs that have

already arisen :
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1. Relief work through public and private charity for merely alleviative

purposes.

2. Constructive work and guidance of a curative and preventive nature

by private philanthropy.

3. Development of local interest, with some support from outside private

and public sources, to rehabilitate the physical aspects of such areas and to

establish a community organization which, reflected in the family life of

the community, will tend to eliminate the slum culture pattern and replace

it with a wholesome self-sustaining attitude.



APPENDIX IV

SLUM CLEARANCE AND REBUILDING 1

I. PROPOSAL FOR SYSTEM OF INTERMEDIATE
CREDIT HOUSING BANKS TO PROVIDE REDIS-

COUNTING FACILITIES FOR EQUITY
FINANCING OF BUILDING IN

SLUM CLEARANCE

A nation-wide system of intermediate credit banks created for

the purpose of providing ready rediscount facilities for the equity

financing of rebuilding slum and obsolete tenement districts, to

supplement existing first mortgage and other financing institu-

tions, is proposed as the means of attracting necessary capital to

the construction field. These intermediate credit banks would be

established either as an extension of the present Federal Inter-

mediate Credit Banking System or as a separate plan comparable
to the Federal Intermediate Credit Banking System but especially

designed for housing purposes. They would be established in

appropriate districts throughout the country like the Federal Re-

serve Banks and the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, and

could either be owned by the Government or have their capital

supplied by subscription of private financial institutions as are

the membership banks of the Federal Reserve System, but in any
case they would operate under governmental supervision and in

accordance with proper rules and regulations for the safeguarding
of their capital. They could be amplified to aid other types of

housing, especially small homes.

In this manner, the capital for equity financing of such build-

ing projects secured through private financing of a parent corpo-

ration or local corporations especially organized for the purpose,

as proposed through the American Construction Council last

spring, will make the sum of $1,000,000 do the work of $10,000,-

000 in any given case and can be amply safeguarded through rules

and regulations inherent in good management and supervision of

all approved projects similar to the requirements of the New

1 This proposal was made September 21, 1931, by Mr. Dwight L. Hoop-
ingarner, Executive of the American Construction Council. The paper was
submitted by him as a member of the Committee on Blighted Areas and

Slums, as an appendix to the committee's report. See p. 12.
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York State Housing Commission. Likewise, if it should be

deemed advisable to have these Intermediate Credit Housing
Banks owned by the Government, it would then be possible for

one dollar of Federal money to do work many times its own
size and thus reduce the need for any large Federal appropria-

tion for this purpose, just as was found to be the case in the

early years following the establishment of the Federal Interme-

diate Credit Banks for agricultural purposes. An appropriation

of $100,000,000 to $250,000,000, wisely distributed over twelve

districts of the country, should serve this purpose, or a like sum

privately subscribed by member institutions would enable billions

of dollars worth of work to go forward.

The necessary Federal and state legislation, together with the

cooperation of municipalities and other local communities through

zoning regulations or other measures and careful community plan-

ning, is urged for suitable action at the earliest possible moment.

There is ample precedent in our existing Federal credit and

banking system for such action.

There is now sufficient experience and actuarial data to show

conclusively that such building projects provide a sound invest-

ment under careful management and adequate safeguards, and

offer just as good security as the regular preferred stock or de-

benture issues of our industrial companies, serving a real economic

need in the community. The Grand Street Development in New
York City, and other projects serving a similar purpose, like the

Rosenwald development in Chicago, based upon private invest-

ment either by the occupants of the buildings themselves or private

individuals, or both, are illustrations of what can be accomplished

along these lines through local or other ownership corporations

properly supported.

A careful survey of building conditions throughout the country,

and of present financial conditions and possible future sources of

financing new building operations, shows decisively that in most

cases the outstanding field of construction available for develop-

ment in large volume is to be found in the slum and obsolete

tenement areas of our cities, and that such will continue to be

the case until the payrolls of industry have picked up sufficiently

to justify the prospective small home owner to buy or build his

own home.
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This survey has also shown that first mortgage money at a fair

cost is readily available in most centers for sound building pur-

poses and that the outstanding need is for the equity financing.

Such a system of intermediate credit banks for housing pur-

poses, applied to projects of conservative valuation and good de-

sign and workmanship, in conformity with careful community

planning and other safeguards, would do much to restore confi-

dence in the right kind of building investment and should be

considered in addition to, and not in any sense in conflict with,

any proper means of making first mortgage securities more

liquid. As such it should go far toward assisting in general

business recovery.

II. PLAN FOR FINANCING THE REBUILDING OF
SLUM AND OBSOLETE TENEMENT DISTRICTS 2

The question here is, ''What is the most practical way to finance

the rebuilding of the slum and blighted tenement districts, a way
to insure adequate capital for the conduct of volume operations

and at the same time provide housing of the right kind that the

average family can afford?"

The kernel of the problem is to get the funds for the equity

in the given projects ;
in other words, to provide the necessary

funds over and above the first mortgage money which is usually

available in volume for sound projects.

The plan is this the issuance to the public in the proper man-

ner both as to form of security and type of corporate control of

a quarter billion dollar issue to provide the equity money for

worthy projects. Just what relation preferred and/or common
stock should have to mortgage certificates or other forms of

security should be determined after careful analysis of all factors

involved.

In this manner the public, through private investment, can

supply the funds where these funds are really needed.

Safety of the investment can be secured through proper local

2 This plan was submitted by Mr. Dwight L. Hoopingarner, Executive

of the American Construction Council, at the spring meeting of the Council

held at Hotel Biltmore, New York, on May 11, 1931. The plan was
unanimously approved by the conference for submission to other appropriate

agencies for their approval and support. As a member of the Committee
on Blighted Areas and Slums, Mr. Hoopingarner submitted this paper as

an appendix to the committee's report. See p. 12.
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planning, regional and otherwise, in addition to the specific design
of each project coupled with full supervision by an appropriate

agency in each state, perhaps similar to the State Board of Hous-

ing in New York, with certain supervisory powers entitling the

local projects to reasonable benefits but without financial partici-

pation by the state or municipality. Cooperation of the munici-

pality in each case, of course, is prerequisite.

Diversification of risk can be applied so as to add a further

element of safeguard.

Earnings on the public's investment, with such planning and

supervision, should be as reasonably assured as in any compar-
able field of investment and should be in proportion to the returns

on a fair basis.

This fund can either be gradually returned to the public or

be made a revolving fund and the money be placed back in the

fund to maintain the principal for a given period of years, say

from ten to twenty-five years.

The general corporation might be utilized as a parent company
for the stimulation and support, under proper control, of local

corporations in each community where such building projects

are to be conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations

prescribed.

Representatives of the public, including social welfare agencies,

as well as bankers and practical specialists from the various pro-

fessions and branches of the construction industry and allied lines,

should be on the board of control.

The size of the public issue referred to has been suggested as

one large enough to command action and yet small enough to be

safely and economically administered as an initial fund with which

to start. It could be enlarged later, and could likewise be used

only in such portion from time to time as circumstances warrant.

The economic returns, as well as the social benefits to be secured

from such an undertaking, should amply justify the active sup-

port and participation of those engaged in the many branches

of this great industry.







APPENDIX V

THE INHABITED ALLEYS OF WASHINGTON 1

The slums of the National Capital are not wide-spread areas

like the Lower East Side of New York. Instead they are small,

hidden communities in the centers of the large squares created by
the city's street plan. They exist in all sections of the "old" city

designed by L'Enfant.

Shut off from observation by the outside world, each of the

two hundred and fifty inhabited alleys tends to become a sepa-

rate community. Because of their hidden locations they offer

refuge to the criminal, the vicious, and the delinquent. These

hidden communities contain from half a dozen dwellings to as

many as seventy dwellings. Some of the larger ones have their

neighborhood stores. The total population of the inhabited alleys

is estimated at from 11,000 to 13,000.

Washington has been trying to get rid of its slums for more

than seventy years. It has adopted many palliative measures ;
such

as extension into the alleys of sewers, water mains, street lights

and paving. But these have not wrought a cure. Citizens' organ-

izations secured a law providing for the conversion of the alleys

into minor streets. But this measure proved both ineffective as to

thoroughfares and extravagant as to costs. They then (1914)
secured a law requiring that all alley dwellings should be closed

within a period of ten years. A court decision rendered that law

inoperative.

Two years ago the National Capital Park and Planning Com-

mission made a thorough study of the inhabited alleys and on the

basis of that study presented a bill
2 in Congress that authorizes

the Commissioners of the District of Columbia (the governing

body) to

1 This paper was submitted by Mr. John Ihlder, member of the Commit-
tee on Blighted Areas and Slums, as an appendix to the committee's report.
See p. 12.

2

Seventy-first Congress, Second Session, S. 4,148 and H. R. 11,047.
These bills, failing of passage, were amended in minor particulars, and re-

introduced in the Seventy-second Congress, First Session, as S. 101 and
H. R. 6,722.
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1. Purchase, or acquire by condemnation or gift, any land, building, or

structures, or any interest therein, situate^ in or adjacent to any inhabited

alley in the District of Columbia, and such other land, buildings, or struc-

tures, or any interest therein, within any square containing an inhabited

alley as they may determine to be necessary for the replatting and im-

provement of said square pursuant to the provisions of this Act;
2. Replat any land acquired under this Act; to pave or repave any street

or alley thereon; to construct sewers and water mains therein; to install

street lights thereon
;
to demolish, move, or alter any buildings or structures

situated thereon: Provided, however, That the same shall be done and per-

formed in accordance with the laws and municipal regulations of the Dis-

trict of Columbia applicable thereto;

3. Lease, rent, maintain, equip, manage, exchange, sell, or convey any

such lands, buildings, or structures upon such terms and conditions as they

may determine
;
and

4. Aid in providing, equipping, managing, and maintaining houses and

other buildings, improvements, and general community utilities on the

property acquired under the provisions of this Act, by loans, upon such

terms and conditions as they may determine, to limited dividend corpora-

tions whose dividends do not exceed 6 per cent per annum, or to home

owners who will undertake not to sell until the loan is repaid in full : Pro-

vided, however, That no loan shall be made at a lower rate of interest than

5 per cent per annum, and that all such loans shall be secured by reserving

a first lien on the property involved for the benefit of the United States.



APPENDIX VI

DEFINITIONS AND CAUSES 1

Definitions of the terms "blighted areas" and "slums" appear

in the report of this committee in a somewhat abbreviated form.

The report contains also a discussion of the causes of these

economic and social liabilities. It is thought, however, that more

thorough definition and more extended discussion of these causes

will be of assistance in a complete understanding of the problems

involved in curing the undesirable conditions.

DEFINITIONS

Blighted Area

A blighted area is an area where, due either to the lack of a

vitalizing factor, or to the presence of a devitalizing factor, the

life of the area has been sapped to such an extent that the area

has become an economic liability to the community and has lost

its power to change to a condition that is economically sound.

Slum

A slum is an area that has become a social liability to the com-

munity. ,.

CAUSES OF BLIGHTED AREAS AND OF SLUMS
Blighted Areas

According to the definitions adopted by the committee, "blighted

areas" have primarily an economic connotation, "slums" have

primarily a social connotation. The two may be coincident and

coterminous, or they may not be. We therefore must consider

the causes of each.

There is no one cause of a blighted area. A cause obviously

of primary importance in one community may be entirely absent

in another. The cause may be a positive degenerative factor or

it may be the lack of a necessary vitalizing factor.

Superficially the causes of blight in urban areas may seem quite

1 This paper was submitted by Messrs. John Ihlder and Bleecker Marquette
and Miss Charlotte Rumbold, members of the Committee on Blighted Areas
and Slums, as an appendix to the committee's report. See p. 12. For a

further treatment of this subject see Ihlder, John, "Rehabilitation of Blighted
Areas: The Part of City Planning," City Planning, Boston, City Planning

Publishing Co, April, 1930, p. 106.
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different from the causes in rural areas. Fundamentally, how-

ever, we believe they are the same, however different the surface

manifestations.

Blighted areas fall under all three of the principal zoning

classifications; industrial, business, residential. Our committee,

however, is concerned only with the third, residential.

The causes of blight in residential areas fall under three classi-

fications :

1. Primary: Those so important in their effect that the presence of one

of them is enough to cause blight.

2. Secondary: Those that themselves can be fairly readily removed or

remedied, but that in conjunction with a primary cause hasten or increase

blight.

3. Sequels: Conditions that accompany blight, that intensify it, but that,

except as they intensify, are not in fact causes.

1. Primary Causes, (a) Uneconomic use of land. "Blight"

having economic connotations, any use of land that does not pro-

duce an economic return, that results in financial distress, is a

cause of blight. This is true in rural areas when attempt is

made to cultivate soil that will not grow crops sufficient to pay
for labor and capital. It is true in urban districts when the wrong

type of development is attempted, as too large an area zoned for

business or for apartment houses, an oversupply of building lots

put on the market.

In urban districts a common form of uneconomic use is land

overcrowding. This may yield large returns for a short period

followed by increasing losses unless and until the loss is finally

written off by demolition and reconstruction on a sounder basis.

In rural districts the analogy is growing the same crop year

after year without fertilizing. The exhausted tobacco lands of

some states, once highly profitable to their owners, present essen-

tially the same problem of rehabilitation as do the crowded slum

areas of our older cities.

In addition there are uses, neither urban nor rural, like coal

mining, "sick industries," that cause blighted areas because they

do not produce an economic return.

(b) Obsolete buildings that can not be modernised. This is

essentially an urban cause of blight, as the usual reasons that

buildings cannot be modernized are:
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1. They fill the lot, so there is no space for alterations;

2. Their size and plan make them unadaptable to modern requirements.

(c) Invasion of incompatible uses. This also is essentially an

urban cause of blight, though occasionally conditions such as those

produced by the copper smelters in Montana will blight a farm-

ing area. This may be by :

1. Social or racial groups antipathetic to earlier inhabitants;

2. Degenerate uses of dwellings, as boarding houses; or several families

using accommodations designed for one family;

3. Deterioration of border lands producing bad conditions that pro-

gressively work inward;

4. Sporadic business or industry;

5. Development of heavy traffic ;

6. Development of conditions outside the district that adversely affect it,

as production of smoke or smell in the direction of prevailing winds.

(d) Competition by other districts. Other districts may offer

facilities more accessible, more economical, more modern, and so

cause desertion of an old district.

2. Secondary Causes, (e) Obsolete buildings. Their design

or equipment is out of date- Where a primary cause does not

prevent, these can be and often are "modernized."

(f) Natural handicaps. These may be swampy soil (rural,

non-arable; urban, poor building sites), steep hillsides (rural, soil

washing; urban, expensive grading, etc.). Where better regions

become accessible these are condemned to deterioration. But

modern methods and equipment may make them fully productive.

(Rural, irrigation, swamp drainage, etc.; urban, city planning,

zoning, engineering ability, etc.)

(g) High costs. These will be expressed in terms of

1. Taxes (assessments),

2. Mortgages,

3. Asking prices,

4. Wages,

that are incompatible with the earning ability of the area and con-

sequently cause it to be deserted.

(h) Rising standard of living. This will be expressed in

terms of

1. Greater spaciousness,

2. More light and air and sun, due to spaciousness,

3. "Modern" buildings, as regards arrangement and equipment as well

as architectural design.
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This rising standard has been more readily secured in new

developments. The increasing amount of "reconditioning" may
change this.

(i) Fashion, advertising, a deliberately created attitude of mind.

The effects of this have been evident in the "suburban trend," in

the buying of abandoned farms, more recently in the reviving of

old urban districts such as Georgetown in the District of Colum-

bia and Beacon Hill in Boston.

3. Sequels. These are things that accompany blight, rather

than cause it, but that accentuate it, as absentee landlordism,

neglect of properties, dilapidation.

Slums

A slum usualry, but not always, is a blighted area to which the

human factor has been added. There are shanty slums, town-edge

slums, that are yielding a fair financial return on the investment.

But usually, in America at least, the slum is an area that has

degenerated economically, and socially.

In studying the causes of slums, and their prevention or cure,

it is necessary to recognize clearly the two factors:

1. The dwelling,

2. The occupants of the dwelling.

1. The Dwelling. As to the dwelling, the chief causes of slum

conditions are:

(a) Low housing standards. These may be as good as the prevailing

standards a generation ago, but the community has moved forward. Often,

however, the standards have been lowered by house overcrowding, room

subdivision, additional land overcrowding. The result is that the house

today attracts only a lower grade of tenant;

(b) Lack of public regulation which has permitted the lowering of

standards (a) ;

(c) Lack of planning and regulation in the creation of new districts, so

they start with low standards.

2. The Occupants of the Dwelling. As to the occupants of

the dwelling, the chief causes of slum conditions are:

(a) Lack of adequate income. The relation of wages (income) to rent

is a debatable one, but it may be said that as housing standards have been

raised by legal requirements and enforcement, the difficulty of finding ac-

commodations for the poorest elements in the community has not increased.

(b) Shiftlessness.

(c) Ignorance.
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These three things often are inextricably bound together, yet

they must be considered separately. The family with small in-

come may be neither shiftless nor ignorant. All it may need is

temporary aid and advice. The ignorant family may be teach-

able. The shiftless family, however, may be taken to represent

the sediment of society.

The dwelling not worth reconditioning should be demolished.

The family incapable of rehabilitation can not be destroyed. It

must in some way be supported. At present there is a .pretense

that it is self-supporting so long as it does not receive doles from

a public or private relief agency. In fact many such families

are squatters living rent free or nearly rent free in unfit dwell-

ings. They, and most important, their children, are inadequately

clothed and fed as well as inadequately housed.

In dealing with the slum the unfit houses must be reconditioned

or demolished; the sediment family, incapable of rehabilitation,

must be provided for as public charges, as are other delinquents

and dependents. This may mean municipal dwellings similar

to those for "undesirable tenants" in Amsterdam and other Dutch

cities.

It must be said, because the wrong impression may be given by
the above, that in "slums" there are many families who have ade-

quate means, who are not shiftless or ignorant. They are not

"causes" of slum conditions.
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A PRACTICAL PLAN FOR SLUM CLEARANCE 1

Admitting that many communities in America have slums, that

these are disadvantageous to the people of those communities, and

that such slums should be got rid of, the question arises how can

it be done?

Can the methods that have been employed during the past fifty

years in Europe be applied effectively in the United States, and

if so with what modifications? Conditions in Europe and in

America, from the governmental point of view, are necessarily

quite different, and some of the remedies that are employed in

Europe are not susceptible of adoption in America.

The approach to the problem in other countries, however, is

the same approach as will be found the only approach in the United

States, namely, the right of a community in the exercise of its

"police power" to declare that a portion of that community in-

jurious to the community as a whole must be destroyed.

While the principles upon which we may act in the United

States are the same as the principles that have been employed in

other countries, as soon as one begins to examine the methods

that have been employed in those countries of carrying out these

principles, it is found that a wide departure from those methods

in numerous respects will be necessary in the United States.

A SLUM CLEARANCE PROGRAM FOR AMERICA

First, we must have authority of law. We must have express

power to act; and under two conditions. Our cities must be em-

powered by their state legislatures to clear areas because they are

unsanitary. They must also have power to clear them because

the public interest requires it. These are two quite distinct things.

Second, a special "authority" must be constituted to do the

work; to survey the community; to find out the areas that need

to be cleared
;
to determine the use to which the cleared sites

should be put; to secure the appropriations and the public sup-

1 This paper was submitted by Mr. Lawrence Veiller, member of the

Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums, as an appendix to the committee's

report. See p. 12.
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port for such work; and finally to see that the work is carried

out promptly and effectively at a minimum of cost to the tax-

payer. No effective slum clearance can be carried out in American
cities without the creation of some such special "authority."

Existing public officials and governmental bodies are too burdened

with other responsibilities to be expected to carry out such work

effectively.

Third, there must be an equitable basis of compensation one

that is fair to the taxpayers and at the same time is fair to the

property owner whose property is taken from him. He must be

properly compensated and must have something extra for the

inconvenience and loss he is put to by being suddenly deprived
of his property.

Fourth, we must decide what we are going to do with the

cleared area, whether it is to be used to rehouse the dishoused

population or a population of a different income scale, or whether

it would be more desirable to open new streets, to widen existing
streets or make new arteries of traffic; or to create great open

places ;
or to make small parks or recreation places all depending

on the needs of the city. Such treatment of the cleared area must

be in harmony with the city's master plan.

To Sum Up
An effective slum clearance program involves:

3M
1. A definite policy;

2. Express legal power to proceed;

3. A special "authority" to do the work;
4. Fair basis of compensation;

5. A use for the cleared area in harmony with the law, with public

policy, and with the city's master plan; and

6. A sharing of the cost that will not make such schemes prohibitive.

Obstacles to Slum Clearance in America

There are two major obstacles to the successful carrying out

of slum clearance plans in the United States. These are :

1. The cost with its resultant burdens upon the taxpayers.

2. The legal and constitutional difficulties of rehousing the displaced pop-
ulation on the same site.

$
Assuming that the community has obtained from the state

legislature the power to clear unsanitary areas on the basis of
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the police power, has created a special "authority" to undertake

this work, and has developed a well-considered program and

policy, it will still find itself confronted with the heavy cost of

this work. For while it may be possible under the police power
to compel the vacating of houses that are unfit for human oc-

cupancy, there is nothing in the decisions of the courts in any of

our states that would lead to the conclusion that they would

look with favor upon a practice such as is employed in England
under the laws of that country of paying no compensation for

buildings taken and destroyed on the ground that they are un-

sanitary, or of paying merely for the land its value as a site for

certain limited purposes.

It is believed that the courts of last resort in the United States

would hold that taking of private property under these circum-

sances, no matter for what purpose, would not meet the require-

ments of the constitutions of practically all of the American states

to the effect that when private property is taken for a public

purpose, full compensation shall be made for it.

If this is so, it becomes evident that in every slum clearance

scheme that may be adopted, the community will have to meet by

burdens upon the taxpayers the cost of acquiring not only the

land necessary, but of acquiring the so-called "improvements" or

buildings which still have value from the point of view of the

owner, and all of which must be "scrapped." Even though these

buildings may have earned their way through a long life, no means

is seen by which this economic waste can be avoided. The con-

sequence is that the carrying out of any slum clearance scheme

involves a heavy burden of expense to the taxpayers. It is en-

tirely out of the question for private enterprise to shoulder this

burden. No rehousing schemes on sites cleared of their slums

can be carried out on an economic basis and the new buildings

rented to people who can afford to pay the rental necessary where

this element in the cost of slum clearance is involved. Unless

some method can be found of meeting this element, no rehousing

on the cleared sites is feasible without government subsidy.

What Shall Be Done with the "Site"?

The other major obstacle to the successful carrying out of slum

clearance schemes in the United States is found in the question
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of what use is to be made of the sites thus cleared. In some

cases this site can advantageously be used as part of a street widen-

ing plan, or for the cutting of a new artery of traffic, or as a great

open space for some civic or public development or civic center,

or for recreation areas, or for small parks or playgrounds. But

the need for any such areas is, in most cities, comparatively

limited and it would soon be found when a community embarks

on a slum clearance program, that those needs are soon exhausted,

and the practical question then arises what is to be done with the

site which from the point of view of the welfare of the com-

munity should be cleared?

In Europe the normal use for the cleared site is for the re-

housing of displaced population or an element of the population

approaching both socially and economically the characteristics of

the population that formerly lived on this site and had been

dishoused by the clearance scheme.

Housing Not a Public Use

In Europe it is the common practice for the government,

generally the "local authorities," to build houses on such sites-

houses that are generally rented to the citizens of the community,

sometimes rented to the former occupants of the site that has

been cleared.

Government housing and government-aided housing, particu-

larly in its form of municipal housing, has become a commonplace

of present-day life in most European countries.

Without attempting to determine the question of whether gov-

ernment housing or government-aided housing, either by munic-

ipal authorities or the state or Federal Government, is desirable

in the United States a subject about which opinion radically ^
differs we would point out that there are apparently insuper-

able legal and constitutional obstacles to governmental housing or

government-aided housing in the United States.

While the courts of this country have not yet given judgment

directly upon this specific question, they have indicated quite

clearly by a long series of decisions dealing with similar problems,

the position that they are likely to take if this question should

ever come squarely before them.

The difficulty in having the municipality build new houses on

the sites cleared of slums, renting or selling these houses off to
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be occupied by the citizens of that community as their homes, is

found in the fact that the constitution of practically every one

of the forty-eight states contains a provision to the effect that

t "private property shall not be taken for other than a public use."

There is a group that believes that the housing of the people
is a public use of property taken by the municipality. Others be-

lieve that the writing of such a declaration into the statutes

would satisfy the requirements of the constitution, and that action

taken by the municipal authorities under authority of a legisla-

tive enactment of this kind would be sustained by the court of

last resort.

In the absence of any decisions of the highest court dealing

specifically with this question, it would not be appropriate to

express any opinion as to the views that such courts would be

likely to take where an issue of this kind was before them in

connection with the rehousing of a displaced slum population in

houses built and owned by the municipality and rented to private

individuals.

Heretofore, the courts of last resort, in construing the term

"public use," or even the less specific phrase "colored with a public

interest" have held quite uniformly that a public use is one in

which all of the public may participate; as, for instance, in the

use of a street, a park or a public place. Dwellings of any form,

private dwellings or multiple dwellings, built by the municipality

on a site cleared of its slums, and rented to individual families,

would not come within that understanding of public use; as it

would be entirely possible, in fact an essential of decent living,

for the occupants of such houses to exclude from their rooms,

the public. Unless they were assured of privacy and uninter-

rupted enjoyment of those rooms, they naturally would not rent

them.

Until these constitutional obstacles can be overcome, it would

hardly seem as if there were any relief from the slum problem to

be found in advocating slum clearance schemes that involve build-

ing houses by the municipality on the cleared sites, or with funds

supplied by the municipality.

A PRACTICABLE PLAN
A plan has been evolved in recent years, by which it is believed

that slum clearance can be carried out in comprehensive fashion,
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and the major part of the slum districts of our cities done away
with and new houses built on the sites. This plan has been devised

to meet the prevailing legal and constitutional difficulties just

cited, and also to meet the difficulty of excessive expense upon
the taxpayers.

The plan, it is believed, will overcome both of these obstacles.

A Partnership between the Local Authorities and Private

Enterprise

The plan in essence is that the local authorities and private

enterprise the latter in the form of a limited dividend company
should go into partnership in the effort for slum clearance.

The scheme contemplates that an act should be passed by the

legislature empowering the local authorities to clear slums as an

exercise of the police power of the state and as something in the

public interest, due and proper compensation being paid for the

private property thus taken. Coupled with this power, there is to

be given to the local authorities the right to sell to private individ-

uals or corporations a portion of the land thus acquired and

cleared, the portion sold to be used solely for the building of

houses or rehousing of the population under conditions and restric-

tions to be laid down by the local authorities.

Acting under the authority of such a statute, the local author-

ities would clear the site, acquire the entire property, either by

expropriation proceedings or at private sale, or by both of these

methods, as may be authorized by the laws of that state. Having

acquired the property, which can be done fairly quickly in most

states, all the existing buildings would be razed and the site

completely cleared.

Then the city would sell off two outer strips of this property

along the entire length of the block or area acquired. These

strips would be about 32 feet in depth a sufficient depth on which

to build model houses not exceeding two rooms in depth.

As illustrative of this scheme it might, perhaps, be well to

consider how this could be applied in a city like New York, for

example, where ordinary city blocks are, as a rule, 200 feet in

depth and vary in length from 400 to 800 feet. The scheme

applied to property of such dimensions would mean that the site

would consist of two outer strips, each 32 feet deep and ex-
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tending for the entire length of the area, being devoted to the

building of houses, and a space 136 feet wide by 400 to 800 feet

long between them.

This interior space would be reserved by the city and de-

veloped as a small park- and playground, properly designed and

planted with trees and shrubbery, with pleasant walks and even,

in some cases, with fountains, and in some cases with playground

apparatus of a type suitable to the smaller children. A limited

dividend corporation would proceed to build model dwellings

upon these two outer strips. In some cities these dwellings would

take the form of multiple dwellings from three to six stories in

height, depending upon the prevailing practice, conditions, land

values, and habits of living in the city in question; in some cities

they would be developed as small single-family houses.

In view of the limited depth of the property, namely, 32 feet,

the limited dividend corporation will be able to build on the entire

land sold to them, as the land will be of no greater depth and

will be just appropriate for its development with the right kind

of houses, with half of the rooms fronting on the street and the

other half of the rooms fronting on a delightful interior small

park that the city will develop.

The scheme of partnership between the city and a. private cor-

poration thus begins to appear. There would be no legal difficulties

in connection with building houses to be rented to private individ-

uals and families on part of the site, for such building would

not have been done by the city itself, but by a private corpora-
tion to whom that part of the property had been sold under

authority of law.

There would, therefore, arise no question of "public use," for.

the part of the property on which houses were built would have

once more reverted to private ownership. The major part of the

site, in this case two-thirds of it, would be retained by the city and

developed with small parks and playgrounds, a well-established

public use, and to which, of course, the entire public would

have access.

Such a plan, it would seem, would meet the constitutional and

legal difficulties involved in the prohibition of taking private

property for other than a public use and would permit the re-
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development of the cleared site for housing, the only kind of use

of it that in some circumstances would be appropriate.

The Financial Obstacle Met Also

It would meet also the financial difficulty, for it would reduce

the cost of slum clearance by a very considerable amount, as it

would be possible to sell off these outer strips at prices that would

recoup the local authorities for a third of the cost of the land

possibly for more.

This is not a disguised form of subsidy by the municipality or

an attempt to evade the constitutional prohibition, but is a plan
of slum clearance through public effort in partnership with private

effort.

That it is clearly the duty and function of the municipality to

destroy dangerous and objectionable slums that are detrimental

to the community cannot be gainsaid. That the destruction of

such slums under authority of legislative enactment is a public

purpose, a public use, it is equally believed, cannot be gainsaid.

That the cost of acquiring and destroying such a slum is a proper

charge upon the community, it is believed will find general ac-

ceptance.

At the same time, the financial burden upon the taxpayers
involved in such slum clearance will be materially reduced by the

ability to sell off a portion of the site to be used for rehousing
the population in a satisfactory fashion.

In some states it will undoubtedly be necessary to amend the

constitution in order to grant this power; in other states, where

the power of excess condemnation is enjoyed without limitation,

the power would already exist; in others, a mere statutory enact-

ment will be sufficient.

Rehousing Possible on an Economic Basis

As the limited dividend corporation would not have to pay an

excessive price for the sites acquired and would have nothing to

pay for obsolete, antiquated buildings that had to be scrapped but

that still had a considerable commercial value, and for which full

compensation, under our system, must be paid, the limited dividend

corporation would find it feasible to build dwellings and rent

them on an economic basis at rents that would not be beyond the
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purchasing power of the people whom it was desired to house.

If this scheme that has been described as applying to a single

block in a city like New York can be successfully developed, it

will be possible ultimately to rebuild the greater part of our cities

with attractive dwellings separated by charming and delightful

vistas of gardens.

While no city in America has as yet carried out this method

of slum clearance, there seems to be some likelihood of it soon

being given a practical demonstration.

Such a scheme is now under consideration in the City of New-

ark, New Jersey. In that city, two blocks in a slum district have

been acquired by a great insurance company, the Prudential In-

surance Company, which is desirous of ridding the city of its

slums, and to that end has embarked on several model housing

schemes.

The local authorities of Newark have joined with the Pru-

dential Insurance Company in just such a partnership as has

been described, and unless prevented by the courts, it is proposed

to carry out this plan in the near future.

The method employed in Newark, however, does not corre-

spond in every respect with the scheme outlined. In Newark, in-

stead of the city acquiring the site by condemnation or at private

sale, and selling off the outer strip to the Prudential Insurance

Company, the reverse has been the case simply because in this

instance the Prudential Insurance Company, a corporation of

almost unlimited financial resources, found it possible to acquire

the entire site without undue difficulty, and thus avoided any con-

stitutional difficulties with regard to the use of the power of

excess condemnation under the New Jersey constitution.

Certain groups of property owners have taken this matter to the

courts, contending that the proposal is unconstitutional and not

valid, and trying to block it.

The trial court has strongly sustained the proposal, holding that

the taking of the portion of the property which the Prudential

proposes to sell to the City of Newark, is being taken for a

"public use" in this case for a park and playground that the

price to be paid for it does not seem unreasonable, and that at any
rate that is a matter for the local authorities to determine and

not the courts.
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This decision has been taken on appeal to the higher courts

from which a decision is expected in the near future.

If the plan is sustained and is then carried out by the City of

Newark and the Prudential Insurance Company, a practical ob-

ject lesson will have been furnished of the possibilities inherent

in this proposal.

The plan seems to be a practical one and one which should meet

the difficulties that inhere at the present time in any effective

slum clearance work in the United States.

To Sum Up
America has slums in most of its cities that are a detriment to

the community.
The country as a whole is not slum-conscious. It should be

made slum-conscious before effective action can be taken.

The slum is a civic and social cancer which must be cut out by
the surgeon's knife. After a certain stage it infects the body

politic.

America is about the only civilized country that has not yet
met its slum problem.
The methods employed in European countries in dealing with

slums are not, in many respects, susceptible of adoption in the

United States.

The chief obstacles to slum clearance in America are the pro-

hibitive cost of the work, and the constitutional and legal diffi-

culties of devoting the sites thus cleared to housing purposes.
Our cities should take up slum clearance actively, and in ac-

cordance with a comprehensive program.
A slum clearance program involves the following:

1. A definite policy;

2. Express legal power to proceed;

3. A special "authority" to do the work;
4. Fair basis of compensation;

5. A use for the cleared area in harmony with the law, with public policy,

and with the city's master plan; and

6. A sharing of the cost that will not make such schemes prohibitive.



APPENDIX VIII

A FINANCING PLAN FOR RECONDITIONING 1

THE IMPORTANCE OF CAPITAL

The most important factor in any reconditioning plan for

slum improvement is money. Without capital readily available,

the owner of old tenement houses cannot possibly make improve-

ments, and in most cases, cannot take care of adequate mainte-

nance. With a tenement house partly rented and rapidly becom-

ing dilapidated, the owner is receiving but a small portion of pos-

sible rentals, and cannot make a large outlay for remodeling. In

many cases of this kind, the building is sturdily constructed, but,

because of lack of care, has arrived at a sad state of abuse. It

may be said that houses superficially bad, but structurally sound,

may be converted into livable, pleasant, and sanitary dwellings.

The problem then lies in enabling the owner, through the pro-

vision of capital, to make necessary repairs and change his property

into an income-producing investment.

Charity and government subsidies cannot form an economically

sound part in a business venture of this nature. It is, therefore,

necessary to provide a plan or method for the tenement house

owner which will be economically sound, and every function of

which will be on a strictly business basis.

SUGGESTED FINANCING AGENCY
A logical possibility, then, in providing a means for tenement

betterment would be the establishment of a finance company that

would furnish capital for this purpose at a reasonable rate of

interest, the principal to be repaid on a time payment basis. A
suggested prospectus of a company of this kind is set out on

page 60.

Such a company must be organized and supported by inter-

ested parties, and in this case these parties would be the manufac-

turers and distributors of building materials who would profit by

reconditioning activity. It is suggested that the capital for such

a finance company would be provided on a pro rata basis by the

VThis paper was submitted by Mr. Donald M. Forgan, adviser to the

Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums, as an appendix to the committee's

report. See p. 12.
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industries involved. Such a pro rata basis could easily be worked

out by a group of architects and builders selected for the purpose.

If the various groups of manufacturers in the building industry

were to invest a small portion of their advertising funds in the

capital of such a finance company, returns on their investments

would be very great not from the earnings of the finance com-

pany, but from the earnings on the material sold. It is thought

that the various companies should go into such a venture as

groups rather than individuals in order that the finance company

might approve any contract for material of standard quality rather

than requiring the purchase of material from an individual in-

vestor in the finance company, thus giving the tenement owner

and the contractor the advantage of price competition. Such a

finance company, backed by the leaders of the building industry

would have a considerable borrowing capacity at the banks

possibly three or more times as great as the capital invested.

A TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Under this plan, with a limited interest charge and on a time

payment basis, the owner will not have to make a large outlay,

but can pay for work done out of increased rentals, or, better still,

out of low rentals received from fully occupied dwellings. To
make this plan economically sound, it will be necessary that all

improvements pay for themselves over a short specified period of

time, and it is suggested that any improvement that will not pay
for itself within a period of three years is not a safe or sound

investment for the owner of the property. In this way, only

buildings that can be improved at an expenditure that will comply
with this restriction will be financed. This provision also insures

the owner of immediate returns on his investment, and the burden

which he assumes will be taken care of entirely by increased in-

come through higher rental revenue. Only structurally sound

buildings will be reconditioned in this way and tenants will be

attracted from the dilapidated and bad tenements, which will

gradually be eliminated.

RECONDITIONING IN PRACTICE
There are many examples in various parts of the country which

have shown that rehabilitation will change nonincome-bearing

property into income-bearing property. For example, William
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Sloane Coffin sponsored a small experiment of this nature and

has found it successful, not only from a social standpoint, but

from a financial standpoint. In this case, the houses purchased

by Mr. Coffin and his associates had been built for forty years,

but were structurally sound and contained improvements over

many of the old law tenements. However, under poor manage-

ment, they had gradually degenerated to the worst houses in their

neighborhood, and in that locality became known as "pest houses,"

because of their unsanitary conditions and the frequent illness of

their tenants. This case would not have complied with the three

year terms, but demonstrates an extreme case.

Rehabilitation seemed hopeless at first. Only 14 out of 72

apartments were rented. The plaster was falling down and

cracking in every room; the plumbing pipes were torn out; the

roofs leaked; central heating plants that had originally been in-

stalled were abandoned
;
dirt and dust had accumulated for years.

The tenements had to undergo a complete transformation.

There were, originally, 275 rooms, which, under rehabilitation,

were altered to make 236 rooms and 72 baths. Twenty-four of

the rooms were increased in size and many were changed around

so that living rooms would always be on the street side or in a

position to receive the best ventilation. Eighty-five per cent of

the rooms are now well lighted and ventilated, and 15 per cent

reasonably so. The previous rent averaged about $4 per room

per month, with a high percentage of vacancies. At present the

rent varies from $7 to $12 per room per month and the total

annual receipts amount to $26,000. Land and old buildings cost

$55,000; alterations, including architects' fees and builders' profits

cost $85,000, or $320 per room. The operating expense is said

to be $10,500 per annum; thus after amortization on a 4 per cent

basis, a profit of over 6 per cent is being made on the investment.

There were almost no structural changes in remodeling the

houses. Alterations included complete fumigation; removal of

all unnecessary fire escapes on courts which blocked light and

ventilation
; whitewashing court walls

; cleaning, with acid, windows

encrusted with the dirt of years; masonry repointed where leaks

had developed; chimneys rebuilt above the roofs; floors of all

buildings repainted and bricks cleaned with muriatic acid; un-

necessary exterior vestibule doors removed; badly worn and
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shabby entrances remodeled; and, where necessary, new glass and

hardware.

A new bathroom with tiled floors and modern fixtures was

installed in every apartment. These were located in the back

portion of the houses, replacing the poorest bedrooms. Steam

heat was installed with radiators in every room except the small-

est where risers provide sufficient radiation. Porcelain wash

tubs, enameled sinks, ice boxes and gas ranges were installed in

the kitchens. Every room was supplied with an electric light out-

let and fixtures.

Individual letter boxes were installed in the vestibules and

individual bells with door controls were provided for each apart-

ment. The dumb-waiters were rebuilt and provision made for

the removal of garbage by lowering it to the janitor. Floors

were cleaned and repainted, some of them being rebuilt. In-

terior walls were cleaned and painted with bright colors to make

the interiors as light and cheery as possible.

MANAGEMENT
However, reconditioning of this nature is not enough. It must

be coordinated with efficient management in order to make it a

paying proposition. Rents must be collected regularly; undesir-

able tenants must be ousted, and the renovated building must be

kept in repair and good condition. In order to do this there must

be a housekeeper or janitor on the premises who will supervise

adequate cleaning, and force the tenants to maintain proper

standards. But these requirements, and others similar to them,

would be very quickly tabulated and worked into the require-

ments of the proposed finance company. The finance company
would have to draw up what might be called model legislation

that might be applicable, with minor changes, in any locality.

COOPERATION REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL
OPERATION

Inauguration of a finance company which would provide an

economical plan to the tenement house owner will not, in itself,

solve the problem of slums. However, working in cooperation

with the government, with owners and builders, and with hous-

ing associations and social agencies, such a company could be an
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effective force in the elimination of slum areas. In this regard,

the finance company must have its own organization to present

its plans to owners and for executing them. Fortunately, the

problem of slum clearance has been before the public so long that

in every large city there are organizations that are well equipped
to gather statistics and cooperate in many other ways with an

enterprise for housing betterment. For example, these organiza-

tions have data available on tenement districts and, in some in-

stances, on every individual tenement house. Where this informa-

tion is not already available it could be made so. Then these

agencies would be in a position to furnish the finance company
with the names of owners of tenements suitable for modernization

and would be able to cooperate in promoting modernization sales.

The city governments through their building, fire, and health de-

partments, have considerable of this information available and

their cooperation would be another effective factor.

Most of the promotional and advertising material supplied by
the finance company could be distributed and followed up by

housing and social agencies and, in this way, sales campaigns
could be put into operation.

SUGGESTED PROSPECTUS OF FINANCE
COMPANY

Object

There is needed in the building industry an organization the

purpose of which would be to recondition or modernize existing

buildings, enabling the owners to pay therefor on a monthly basis

over a period not exceeding three years. This reconditioning

would include plumbing, heating, electric wiring, roofing, addi-

tional rooms, windows, exterior stuccoing, veneering, refrigera-

tion, gas ranges, etc.

Incorporation

It is suggested that such a company should be incorporated

under the laws of the State of Delaware, which are sufficiently

liberal for such a finance corporation to eventually incorporate

into its operation the financing of new buildings over a longer

period, should such action meet with the approval of the board.
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Capitalization

The financial structure should provide for flexible capital,

callable on subscription, prorated by the percentage of materials

required on the average reconditioning job. It is estimated that

the capital requirements to commence operation would be $5,000,-

000 paid in. The amount of capital and method of financing would

be decided by the board of directors.

Ownership

The company would be owned by associated manufacturers in-

terested in such a project, the interest of each group to be based

on the ratio of its materials to all materials contemplated to be

used, until experience reflects the proper ratio. This should

be determined within three years. If a portion of the stock

should be sold publicly, it would be necessary to have the manu-

facturers interested guarantee the losses of the finance corpora-

tion.

Board of Directors

The board should consist of representatives of the manufac-

turers investing and by particular classification of building in-

dustry.

Agreement

In order to protect the finance corporation, some sort of an

agreement should be signed between each individual manufac-

turer and the finance company, somewhat along the lines sug-

gested in the form on page 63.

Income

Such corporation should be organized with the understanding

that it would return practically a limited income to the investors,

not over 5 per cent, and further, such dividends should be de-

ferred for a period of at least three or five years from inception

of organization.

Sales Development

Such reconditioning work would be developed through cooper-

ative newspaper advertising, national magazine advertising, dis-

tribution of literature through housing and social organizations,

realtors, banks, etc., and also by personal solicitation of repre-
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sentatives of interested manufacturers. Each manufacturer would
work out a dealer organization of substantial, aggressive, high

standing contractors to promote such work.

Terms

Terms extended to purchasers should range from three months
to three years, but the purchaser should be required to make a

down payment of at least 10 per cent of the contract price.

Finance Charge

A direct finance charge of 6 per cent should be made for each

year or period decided upon. This would give the company a re-

turn of approximately 5 per cent on its investment.

Proposed Method of Operation

Upon receipt of inquiries from prospects by the jobbers or

manufacturers qualified to make use of this plan, they would

have applicant fill in, or would themselves fill in, information on

a series of questions, on which a credit investigation is to be

based, as well as a series of questions to develop the exact nature

of the contemplated reconditioning work. If inquiry comes direct

to the finance corporation, a list of approved dealers who handle

the products of the manufacturers associated with the finance

corporation would be forwarded with application forms for credit

and kind of reconditioning. Then the property owner could

communicate direct with any contractor or contractors on the

approved list that they might see fit, who in turn would render

their bid and specifications. Copies of the bid and specifications

would be furnished the finance corporation. Investigation from
the standpoint of the purchaser's credit responsibility, the prod-

uct, and the qualifications of the contractor would be made by
the finance corporation. Approval would be forwarded to the

contractor, enabling him to proceed with the work. The con-

tractor would then obtain a down payment of not less than 10

per cent of the cash price, would consummate a contract with the

purchaser, and" proceed to complete the work. Upon completion
of the work, the purchaser (husband and wife where owner is

married), would sign the finance corporation's note form and

certificate of completion, the contractor would endorse the note

with recourse, and forward it with completion certificate to the
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finance corporation. (Where the jobber or manufacturer was to

receive the proceeds of the note, it would be delivered to him by
the contractor with the certificate of completion, and he would

endorse without recourse, forwarding it to the finance corpora-

tion.) The finance corporation would send a check to the con-

tractor (or jobber or manufacturer, as the case might be), for

the amount of the note, minus the finance charge. Should the

work be considerable and involve more than one manufacturer's

material, separate notes should be drawn for each respective manu-
facturer's material, including its prorated share of the contract

price as far as labor, profits, etc., are concerned.

Forms

Contractors should use their own contract forms to cover the

work to be done. In payment of a deferred balance on instalment

sales, they should use the note forms of the finance corporation

(judgment note forms for the States of Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Maryland, Ohio, Kentucky and Colorado
; special promissory note

form in all states not previously mentioned). Contractors would

be obliged to file conditional sales contract, lease or mortgage,
where specifically required by the finance corporation, as addi-

tional protection when amounts of $500 or more were involved.

Outstanding Features of Plan

The outstanding features of this plan are:

1. Absence of red tape;

2. Low finance charge;

3. Flexible terms three months to three years ;

4. No holdback 100 per cent advance to contractor
;

5. No charge for credit investigation;

6. Simple forms
;

7. Finance corporation handles all collections and legal actions, assuming
all expenses;

8. Benefit to contractors of a wide-spread sales-promotion plan ;

9. Assurance to purchaser of high grade products and workmanship.

FORM OF AGREEMENT
Dated

Memorandum of Agreement entered into as of the above date

between party
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of the first part (hereafter called the Manufacturer) and the

Finance Corporation, party of the second part (hereafter called

the Corporation).

Whereas the party of the first part is the manufacturer or seller

of certain wares or appliances and especially suitable for the use

in modernization of dwelling houses, and

Whereas the party of the second part has agreed to assist the

party of the first part in selling said products to the extent of

advancing certain credit facilities to customers of the party of the

first part for the purpose of paying for the said products manu-

factured by the party of the first part (and installation of said

products) in accordance with the plan of the party of the second

part.

Now, Therefore, the parties hereto mutually agree as follows:

The Manufacturer agrees to furnish and supply through regular

channels of trade to such person, persons, corporations or other

entities with whose credit and general standing the Manufacturer

is satisfied, and to whom the Corporation, pursuant to its plan,

shall agree to advance credit, such products of the Manufacturer

as shall be specified by order of the purchaser and approved by
the Corporation.

The Corporation agrees to buy from the Manufacturer's

authorized dealer or other agent the note, mortgage, or other evi-

dence of indebtedness which shall have been given by the pur-

chaser in payment of the product so purchased at a rate of discount

or finance charge included in the face thereof, upon the surrender

and delivery by the Manufacturer's authorized dealer or other

agent to the Corporation of said note, mortgage, etc. Such note,

mortgage, etc., shall be upon the form provided by the Corpora-

tion in accordance with its plan.

Such evidence of indebtedness of the purchaser shall be duly

endorsed by the Manufacturer's authorized dealer or other agent

who shall have made the sale.

The Corporation agrees that such notes, mortgages or other

evidences of indebtedness to be given by the purchaser to the

Manufacturer's authorized dealer or other agent shall be secured

by whatever rights the Corporation may desire, upon the property

into which such purchases are to be incorporated, and are to

remain as such security until the total indebtedness of the pur-
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chaser shown by such evidence of indebtedness shall be fully

paid, with interest, if any.

The finance charge to be made and included in evidence of in-

debtedness to be based on an equitable rate and determined later.

The purchaser is to pay off such indebtedness in instalments,

in amounts and at places to be set forth in the agreement between

Manufacturer's authorized dealer or other agent, and purchaser.

The Manufacturer, in consideration of the purchase of said

notes, mortgages or other forms of indebtedness above referred

to, and in further consideration of the sum of $1 to wit paid by
the Corporation, receipt whereof is acknowledged, and of the ex-

pected increase of sales which will accrue to it by reason of the

operations of the Corporation, guarantees that the Corporation
will suffer no loss on the said notes, mortgages or other forms of

indebtedness given by the purchaser of such equipment and prod-
ucts of the Manufacturer and endorsed by the authorized dealer

of such equipment or the Manufacturer's such other agents.

The Manufacturer agrees that nothing contained in this agree-

ment is intended to release the Manufacturer from any guarantee
or responsibility which such Manufacturer would ordinarily as-

sume in connection with the sale of equipment or material fur-

nished or supplied by the Manufacturer.

The parties hereto further agree to call attention to this credit

facility in magazine and newspaper advertising placed by the

parties or either of them during the continuance of this contract.

This contract and all its provisions shall continue for a period
of three years and is subject to cancellation thereafter upon twelve

months' notice to the Corporation.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have duly subscribed

and sealed the above.

Sealed

Attest Manufacturer.

Sealed By
Attest

Finance Corporation.

By..



CHAPTER II

LARGE-SCALE OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION 1

This committee believes that the present breakdown in the financ-

ing, construction, and distribution of homes is more than a tem-

porary or emergency situation. Even at the height of financial

prosperity and of building activity, we failed to approach in the

remotest manner the ideal set before this Conference in the words

of the President:

"It should be possible for any person of sound character and industrious

habits to provide himself with adequate and suitable housing."

Our deficiencies have not been produced by the present cessation

of the normal methods of home construction; they are rather, as

there is plenty of evidence to show, the cumulative result of those

methods for over a generation. New houses of acceptable stand-

ard of living are too expensive for two-thirds of the population;

while dwellings that meet fully the requirements of cheapness are

too unsound for safe financial investment.

The committee does not hold that large-scale construction and

operation are the only means of overcoming our chronic deficiency

in good housing. It is convinced, however, that this is the most

effective long range procedure and is especially applicable to the

present emergency caused by the depression. Before discussing

its applications, it is necessary to analyze briefly the interrelated

factors which have resulted in the existing housing situation.

*In May, 1931, this committee was appointed and assigned to the subject
of the organization, planning and management of large-scale housing opera-
tions.

The committee members, with the aid of the advisers to the committee
and the secretaries, applied themselves intensively for a number of months
to the subject assigned them. Some of the members who gave a great deal

of their time and effort were Colonel W. A. Starrett and Aaron Ra-
binowitz of New York, Louis Brownlow of Chicago, and Walter S. Schmidt
of Cincinnati.

The tentative report was distributed a month in advance of the Con-
ference to the chairmen of all committees, members of the correlating
committee, and to approximately 250 other persons. In each case it was
requested that comments and criticisms be freely made. All important sug-

gested corrections have been included in the report. Most of the comments
were highly favorable and came from men and women in positions of

authority and prominence in their respective fields.

66
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After examining critically the premises upon which our current

methods of housing are based, as well as the actual mode of

procedure, we shall attempt to sketch out a policy that will meet

the needs and issues of present day life.

GOOD HOUSING IS NOW A LUXURY PRODUCT
The results of careful research cited in the reports of other

committees have established the fact that practically no new

dwellings, and certainly no desirable types of houses, have been

constructed in recent years at costs within the means of two-

thirds of our population. This two-thirds comprises 50,000,000

people, the farm population being excepted.

This means that the majority of families must continue to live

in old houses which are below our present standards of sanitation

and decency, in some cases so far below as to be an actual menace

to health and family life. While our standards in motor cars,

radios, and lighting facilities have been transformed during the last

decade, and old models have been discarded in favor of cheaper

and more efficient new designs, the houses of the country constitute

our largest mass of obsolete and discredited equipment. We have

not yet invented a way of replacing them at a cost as low as the

original one, twenty or fifty years ago.

OUR PRESENT HOUSING PRODUCT IS UNADAPTED
TO IMPROVEMENT

The unit of housing during the last fifty years has been chiefly

the individual free-standing house. The apartment in the multi-

family house, the row single-family house, instead of being con-

sidered on their merits, have been looked upon as unfortunate sub-

stitutes for the supposedly ideal single unit.

All our housing methods have been handicapped by the fact

that this unit has been accepted as a pattern and a standard. Our

houses retain the form and construction methods of an out-of-date

period of handicraft production, when a single builder and a single

owner created one unit at a time. Such individual construction

no longer typifies the methods of an industrial age. In the building

of multi-family dwellings it has for many years been common

to erect numbers of such units at one time and in one location.

The Committee on Design now reports that in each of the seven-

teen cities studied, it has become the practice to build single-family
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houses by methods of mass production. Eighty to ninety per cent

of such dwellings are produced by these wholesale activities. In

short, mass production has become the typical method in present-

day house building- But present mass production retains both the

forms and methods of former small-scale building and fails to

apply the technique of large-scale operation now employed in most

other kinds of construction and large industrial organization.

The individual owner of moderate means with his individual

architect or contractor has almost completely disappeared from

the present picture. Only the abstract concept of this individu-

alistic piecemeal form of production remains a concept without

weight or bearing on the present system of production. No one

seriously proposes to make this concept a reality. Unfortunately,

however, it diverts attention from the advantages which may be

achieved by fully utilizing modern methods and directing them

into architectural and community plans affording the greatest

efficiencies. By continuing to pay lip-service to the old-fashioned,

individually built, free-standing one-family house, our present

builders have not, as a rule, worked with efficient units. They
have not grasped the opportunities for economy and spaciousness

offered in community planning, nor have they respected sufficiently

the need for privacy, for amenity, for gardens, and for open spaces

which constitute the only permanent and valuable contribution of

the older form of housing.

LARGE-SCALE OPERATION
The Need for Large-scale Operation

The methods of small-scale operation persist in home building

for every income group, even when the designs are standardized

and a single unit is repeated indefinitely. We propose to supersede

these older forms of procedure with the methods of large-scale

operation. We do not aim to change the present practice where

it is still efficient and satisfactory. We hope, however, by new

methods to open up a vast, almost untouched field the field of

housing for clerical and industrial workers whose needs are inade-

quately provided for under our present methods of finance and

construction.

The committee interprets large-scale operations to mean "the

application of the best technical experience and business practice
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to the production, ownership, and operation, on a sound income

producing basis, of low-cost dwellings of desirable standards,

planned so as to provide socially integrated communities."

Field of Large-scale Operations

The problem of rural housing is not dealt with here as that

field is assigned to the Committee on Farm and Village Housing.

We recognize, as did the Committee on Design, that as the small

cities and towns and the outlying districts of larger cities are

reached, the density of population is reduced, and the new hous-

ing units are scattered over a wide area. Under such conditions

they will continue to be built singly or in small groups.

The application of the full advantage of large-scale operation

methods is by no means limited to model tenement projects. How-

ever, such projects should form an important part of the more

immediate program in connection with slum clearance and the

rehabilitation of blighted areas.

Large-scale operations should serve in three distinct types of

city and metropolitan areas :

1. In older, near-in, blighted districts to replace antiquated or deteriorated

dwellings. The cost of land will usually be so high as to require development

in some form of garden apartment. Existing transportation and utility serv-

ices will be utilized without additional outlay.

2. In intermediate areas of blighted districts or those whose development

has been arrested. Here land costs may permit the use of dwelling types

which do not require apartment arrangement but may embody forms of

single-family dwellings, either detached or in groups, or small efficient multi-

family dwellings. Existing transportation and utility plants will be more

efficiently used.

3. In outlying or hitherto unbuilt areas. Here large-scale operation may
be employed in building entire communities, using any of the previous forms,

but with more flexibility due to lower land costs and independently developed

street and community arrangement. Additions to transportation and utility

plant will usually be required. Such communities may be largely developed

as a substitute for and improvement upon present cheap housing areas avail-

able to industrial workers. The savings arising from more efficient building

and land use will usually be used for providing the desirable community
amenities which such areas now lack.

The committee believes that the last item provides the best

opportunity for applying all the benefits of large-scale operation

to their fullest advantages, and may in the course of time be the
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most important field for its usefulness. At the same time we

recognize that the other two fields offer notable immediate oppor-
tunities. Moreover, we would hesitate, in view of the already
over-extended boundaries of most of our cities, to advocate large-

scale operations in new areas requiring any extension of public

improvements and transportation at this time.

The first two items offer unusual opportunities for emergency
aid in the present depression although the difficulty of land

assembly and existing regulations are such as to necessitate gov-
ernmental concessions before large-scale operations are possible.

Where any form of special concession is granted it should be

accompanied by corresponding controls. Such projects also need

specially adapted financing methods. It is a responsibility of

the Committee on Finance to indicate how large sums of money
may be secured at low interest rates.

The Promise of the New Approach

The present methods of small-scale housing have failed to meet

the present need both in quality and in cost. Large-scale housing,

by eliminating wasteful practices, thus cutting costs, and by creat-

ing a home environment in which all of the functions provided by
the old-fashioned home can be preserved under new conditions,

offers a technique and a promise of improvement. A place to live

is viewed as something more than windows, heat, and modern

fixtures. It is seen in the light of improved family life. Facilities

such as nursery schools, supervised outdoor and indoor play space,

and other community activities for the parents and children, can

be provided only when their cost is spread over many homes.

In the use of land, in financing, planning, construction, and

management, large-scale operation offers a different approach to

the problem, and judging from the results of even limited expe-

rience in America, the achievements promise to be highly satis-

factory. By means of this method, many of the present expenses

can be reduced or altogether avoided. The following may be said

for large-scale operation :

1. It is economical. The land is treated in large blocks, and is developed

in one continuous operation to its final use for completed housing, thus

avoiding a multitude of commissions, carrying charges, and in the case of

outlying projects, the usual premature investment in public plant and utilities.

2. It is modern. The community plan can be adapted specifically to the
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purposes it will serve, providing for gardens, a playground, and a recrea-

tional center, and in larger schemes for shops, schools, and other community

buildings.

3. It is efficiently designed. Under large-scale operation methods, a group
of one-family houses or a large block of apartments is designed as a single

unit, thus utilizing to the maximum all space inside and outside the walls of

the house, and making possible beauty of design, through the relation of the

masses. This has been amply demonstrated in such communities as Marie-

mont, Ohio, and Sunnyside Gardens, Long Island. Small-scale operations

are wasteful, because they must work within the frame of the single lot,

almost always deep, narrow, and therefore highly inefficient.

4. It is a good investment. Large-scale operation will offer a safeguard to

investments. It dispenses with a multitude of small financial operations,

reduces the volume of detailed work and permits careful scrutiny and

appraisal. By creating neighborhoods of a homogeneous character, it guards

against the possibilities of deterioration through spotty or inadequate develop-

ment and it preserves values for a longer time than does our present method.

5. It offers low rents. Loans on a greater percentage of value, with

longer periods of amortization and a smaller interest rate are possible in

large-scale operations. This and other factors mentioned above should mean
a large saving in the monthly payments of those who rent or purchase such

houses.

Large-scale Operation Applicable to Emergency as Well as

Long-range Consideration

The present emergency demands that we take immediate cogni-
zance of the advantages in large-scale operations. Many commu-
nities are studying possibilities of slum clearance and the rehabili-

tation of blighted areas. All such replacement construction can

advantageously apply the principles of large-scale housing and

will require the adjustments in present methods which have been

considered in this report. Such enterprises would create activity

in a large number of varied industries and thereby increase the

amount of employment for labor. However, the problems involved

in this field have been more fully considered by the committee

devoted to that subject.

It is an anomaly that during the period of our country's greatest

advance in national wealth the past twenty years the housing
for 70 per cent of our population has progressively deteriorated.

Building costs have been so high and improvement in construction

methods so insignificant that new housing could not be supplied

for the lower income group at rentals within its earning capacity.

The committee recognizes that whether large-scale operation is
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approached as a long-range procedure or as an emergency measure,

it cannot avoid interfering with the continued use of our oldest

houses and tenements. Since there are at present no investors

able to meet this obvious need, the large-scale operating companies

herein suggested would not be in competition with existing busi-

nesses. It is obvious, however, that such existing housing as is

least fit slums in most of our cities granted to be a menace to

public health and decency will be replaced as soon as modern

quarters at reasonable rents are made available.

PAST EXPERIENCE VALUABLE
The communities constructed by the two war housing boards

demonstrated many of the principles heretofore described. Where

these were operated by efficient management, the results were

encouraging from the standpoint both of low costs and of attractive

community surroundings. (See discussion of past experience

Appendix I, p. 96.) With respect to the many important examples

of communities and garden apartment projects more recently built,

the most encouraging aspect is that they have been steadily suc-

cessful in respect to occupancy and return on the investment.

Even today, in the midst of the present depression, they show a

safety of investment and negligible rent loss or delay in purchase

payments that is almost unique and is in striking contrast to specu-

lative developments catering to higher income groups. This record

is of great significance in demonstrating the possibilities of large-

scale projects.

CONTROLLING FACTORS WHICH AFFECT
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF

LARGE-SCALE OPERATION FOR
NEW HOUSING

The successful development of large-scale operation is dependent

upon certain adjustments in present laws, codes, and restrictive

measures. Since all of these have been predicated on either indi-

vidual or small-scale methods, readjustments are both desirable

and inevitable. In addition to these more obvious changes, the

all-around advantages of large-scale construction warrant special

encouragement in the form of public concessions in so far as

these do not entail interference with, or losses to, other desirable

forms of enterprises. Large low-cost housing projects will not
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only benefit those who are better housed but will be advantageous
to communities, particularly in the development of inactive areas

in which public improvements are now inefficiently used, entailing

loss to the whole city.

The controlling factors that limit or make difficult the immediate

and comprehensive application of large-scale operation principles

are: (1) Legislative and other regulatory restrictions; (2) anti-

quated building practice; (3) difficulty in land assembly; (4) lack

of adequate financing.

Legislative and Other Regulatory Restrictions

(A) Corporate Ownership. Some states severely restrict the

corporate ownership of real estate both as to the amount of land

and the length of holding by corporations formed to deal in real

estate. Such restrictions result in reliance on trustee devices of

one sort or another which at best are cumbersome. As the owner-

ship of large-scale housing developments by individuals is, in

many cases, out of the question, these restrictions are often a seri-

ous obstacle to large-scale procedure.

In certain states a corporation tax stands in the way of the

entrance of private capital into the field of low-cost housing.

Temporary exemption to stimulate large-scale operation might be

granted in those states where serious restrictions on corporate

action exist, but should be available only to limited dividend

corporations under state and municipal supervision.

(B) Zoning. Most of the zoning regulations have been estab-

lished with small lots and individual buildings in mind. Without

endangering such laws in respect to small-scale construction, zon-

ing laws and practice must be carefully revised to relieve large-

scale housing of all unnecessary restrictions. Such provisions

should be added as will foster the integrated development of

communities. Special concessions might be granted to meet the

needs of an emergency program.

(C) Building Codes. Building codes should set standards of

safety, health, and protection from fire while allowing every pos-

sible freedom in design and the use of materials. The committee

believes that better inspection and honest enforcement of essential

standards, rather than detailed regulations, should be encouraged.
As an emergency measure, certain requirements of present building
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codes might be set aside for large-scale operation to permit the

application of progressive methods of design and construction,

under control of state and local boards.

(D) Taxation. Proposals have been made to exempt limited

dividend housing corporations under state supervision from city,

county, state and Federal taxes where any or all of these are levied

on the buildings. The committee hopes there will be sufficient

private initiative and resourcefulness in applying large-scale opera-

tion methods to make tax exemption unnecessary. However, it

believes that should adequate effort by private agencies be lacking,

tax exemption may be inescapable. This is a factor which should

be considered more fully by the Committees on Taxation and

Finance.

Tax exemption on buildings has been granted in New York

State since 1927 to limited dividend corporations meeting certain

requirements under State Housing Board supervision. This has

been the most effective concession at the disposal of the State

Housing Board in attracting capital into moderate-rental housing

projects. The Board holds that this concession in addition to

having created many million dollars' worth of highly desirable

housing has resulted in an ultimate gain to the tax rolls of the

city rather than a loss, due to the stimulation of surrounding prop-

erties and the future taxability of the Board projects themselves.

It should also be borne in mind that only the added value of the

new structures is subject to tax exemption, and that only for a

period of twenty years.

The general practice of expecting real estate to carry an undue

proportion of the cost of government has burdened all real estate

development. Reform in this regard would be a direct benefit to

low-cost housing. The committee suggests that as an emergency

measure in the present depression, taxing bodies might be urged

to permit some form of tax exemption under adequate restrictions.

Modernization of Building Practice

Modernization of building practice is dependent upon the initia-

tive and experimentation of the building industry. The coopera-

tion of other responsible groups is of course essential. The Bureau

of Standards and other governmental research agencies, the pro-

fessional associations of architects, engineers and contractors,
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together with the research staffs of building materials producers,

may all contribute in great measure. Such modernization would

involve not merely more effective exploitation of current methods

and forms, but experiments with new types.

The most difficult but most essential improvements to be sought
are the modernization of building codes and the revision of prac-

tices in the building industry. These have held back many obvi-

ously desirable changes in the past. Such adjustments would bring
the threefold benefit of a greatly widened market for home

construction, increased employment and the development of desir-

able new types of low-cost homes for the working group itself.

Among adjustments necessary in building industry practices the

following are suggested :

1. There must be unrestricted use of improved tools, materials and methods.

2. There must be unrestricted fabrication and assemblage in shops or

factories where this is advantageous.

3. There must be unrestricted individual daily output of labor.

4. The laws against illegal agreement should be rigidly enforced.

5. There should be support for the Building Congress movement to co-

ordinate the activities of various groups in the building field.

Land Assembly

One of the major problems in the application of large-scale oper-

ation arises from the necessity of assembling large areas of land

at reasonable cost. To facilitate the solution of this problem, it

is recommended that the soundest laws on land assembly now
used by public bodies be adopted, and participation in such benefits

be allowed to limited dividend corporations under state and local

supervision. Condemnation privileges are now granted to such

private or semi-public enterprises as railways, ferries, public utili-

ties, market-places, airports, and cemeteries. If corpses acquire

a domicile by these methods, by what logic can we deny them to a

living person, who wishes not to dig a grave but to erect a house ?

A subject of so great public benefit as housing for lower income

groups should certainly be entitled to privileges comparable with

those enumerated above.

This proposal is not untried. Statutes in New York and New

Jersey authorize condemnation procedure in assembling suitable

plots for large-scale housing. In Newark, New Jersey, the right

of condemnation is now being exercised to aid a large-scale, low-
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cost housing development. One section of the New York State

Housing Law further allows municipalities to lease land to super-

vised limited dividend companies with the right to mortgage the fee

of the leased land. Plans are being worked on to take advantage of

this grant of power on a large plot on the East Side of New York

City.

We are including, as Appendix II, principles recommended for

the acquiring of properties by eminent domain, which are based

upon extensive study of the good and bad features of condemna-

tion procedure in various portions of the country, and which, it is

believed, include all of the necessary and desirable provisions for

effective action with protection both to private owners and to the

public.

Financing

More necessary than all other requirements for the application

of large-scale operation is a plentiful supply of money at low

interest rates. The committee conservatively estimates that by

lowering costs of new construction to reach a new field of even

10 per cent of our population (the farm population being ex-

cepted), expenditure of five and one-half billion dollars will be

required. This group represents those whose incomes are next

below the one-third of the population who receive the highest

incomes.

The financial requirements for a large-scale operation program

do not differ in kind from those necessary to project any program

of dwelling construction. The exact forms of financing, how-

ever, need to be adapted to secure the following benefits :

(a) Basic mortgage money in larger blocks,

(fc) Available at the lowest possible interest rates,

(c) Amortized over longer periods,

(cO Equity money without high discounts or a high rate of return.

The added security resulting from increased size, better qual-

ity, more expert management, and more continuous control of

large-scale operation offers a reasonable basis for meeting these

conditions.

Among the measures which have been brought to the notice of

the committee is a proposal for liquefying mortgage resources

through the formation of regional mortgage discount banks. This
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seems to offer a means of loosening frozen credit that should be

available for new dwelling construction. But even though this plan
should be carried through, it would not make immediately available

the large sums of money necessary for large-scale operation. It

might, however, over a longer period provide an agency by which

special bond issues for such operations could be floated and amor-

tized. It is suggested that this latter should be done only when

accompanied by a plan of wise supervision and control. (See

"Proposed Mortgage Discount Bank" Appendix III, p. 109.)

Another feasible proposal, which may be applicable at this time,

involves provision of credit, in place of equity money, for the

purchase of materials for housing through a financial pool or

acceptance corporation organized by the larger and more sub-

stantial manufacturing industries of building materials. Payments

might be extended over a period of ten years and could take the

place of a certain amount of present expensive junior financing.

The committee believes that this might be used effectively at least

as an emergency measure and, possibly, in a modified form as a

permanent adjunct to financing housing construction. The advan-

tages of applying such a plan primarily to large-scale operation

are obvious since the quantities of each material would be great.

It is within the province of this committee to state the need for

improvements in the methods of home financing which will make

that most indispensable phase of housing less costly than it is at

present. It is distinctly the province of the Committee on Finance

to develop the definite methods for achieving this end.

The financiers of the Nation should consider the far-reaching

benefits which may be achieved by the application of large-scale

methods to the field of housing and the attendant economic, social

and political improvements. It would be socially disastrous to

permit a temporary breakdown of values in the present economic

structure to paralyze such obviously desirable enterprises as the

provision of new low-rental housing. In boom times more spec-

tacular and speculative ventures have received primary considera-

tion and support. In panicky times the conservation of other types

of investment is rated as of greater importance. One is reminded

of the Arkansas farmer : "When it is dry the roof doesn't need

mending, when it rains it can't be done."

The committee recognizes that even with cost reduction through
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more economical and liberal financing there will still remain a large

percentage of families for whom new housing can not be provided.

The committee offers no proposals for direct relief of this group.

However, additional supplies of lower-cost housing introduced at

an economic level will, to a degree, reduce the rents and improve
the housing available to families with lower incomes.

Large-scale Operation as Related to Emergency Financing.
It is common knowledge that at the first coming session of the

Seventy-second Congress the question of large Federal expendi-
tures for public works to relieve unemployment will be considered.

Our committee does not desire to express an opinion as to the

wisdom or expediency of the Federal Government using these

means to relieve unemployment. It is of the opinion, however,

that if a program of expenditures by the Federal Government

for these purposes be determined upon, it would be a sounder

use of public funds to invest them in housing, which is likely to

provide its own carrying charges and eventually return the money
to the public treasury, than in an extravagant program for roads,

post offices and other public works which will require additional

expenditures for upkeep and add maintenance charges to already

overburdened taxpayers. Should the Federal Government enter

the housing field, it might supply one-half of the equity financing.

Such an amount would be matched by private investment and,

assuming a 50 per cent mortgage from an insurance company, the

funds so advanced would make available for employment from

private capital three times as much money as would go into an

ordinary governmental program.
A huge credit plan has been worked out by Paul Mazur of

Lehman Brothers, New York, and copies in pamphlet form have

been widely distributed by that firm. This was based on a sug-

gestion by President Hoover that a special credit of two and one-

half billion dollars be made available to revive the building in-

dustry, thus stimulating business generally throughout the country.

Mr. Mazur's plan calls for the extension of the Federal Govern-

ment's credit through the sale of government bonds making these

funds available for rediscounting mortgages. It includes proper

safeguards to avoid wasteful use of funds and overexpansion, as

well as the protection of the investment.

Regarding the financial risk, Mr. Mazur says that this cannot
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be regarded too seriously. The requirement for a substantial

investment by the individual in the cost of land and building,

plus his investment in furniture and fixtures, should prevent un-

controlled use of government funds. The automotive trade was

built on consumer credit, and even the most violent opponent of

the plan of instalment sales of motor cars will find more moral

substance and social justification in the ownership of homes than

in that of motor cars.

AGENCIES REQUIRED FOR COOPERATION
To put large-scale operation programs into force will require

the mobilization of the interests and resources of private and

public agencies of the city, state and Nation. Among the private

interests which must be enlisted are the leading financial, industrial,

construction and professional groups as well as the press. The

enlightened cooperation of municipalities and states as well as some

branches of county and other governmental units may be needed.

The obvious medium for integrating these various agencies

should be state and city housing boards. With such governmental

controls, the special concessions heretofore suggested may be safely

and effectively applied.

The committee recommends the establishment of a national insti-

tute or clearing house for the conduct of research and the dissemi-

nation of the best information on all aspects of modern housing.

This national body, through direct affiliation with the Federal

Government, should encourage and stimulate states and cities

along sound lines. It should maintain contact with the national

associations of architects, builders, real estate men, manufacturers

and other groups.

THE STIMULUS AND RESPONSIBILITY OF
GOVERNMENT

Governmental participation in housing has long been a recog-

nized and accepted form of procedure in the United States. In

almost every organized urban community, the local government

establishes building codes, maintains a system of building inspec-

tion, and throws the safeguards of the law about property in land

and investments in building loans.

But governmental participation in housing now goes far beyond

its traditional regulatory character. In various states and at
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various times the government has : ( 1
)

Provided tax exemption

for certain fixed periods, (2) publicly financed utility installations,

(3) provided access to new housing by publicly financed systems

of transportation, (4) granted the right of eminent domain to

condemn property, (5) extended tax exemption privileges to hous-

ing corporations which limit their dividends or their rents, or both.

The object of such action has been to stimulate housing con-

struction for the lower income groups. Unfortunately this aid

has not always been accompanied by correct technical restrictions

and adequate supervision. In several instances the policies pursued

have been subject to serious question. As large-scale operation

attempts to reach the marginal groups with family incomes insuffi-

cient to provide a decent modern home, governmental action must

take on a more positive character.
2

SUMMARY OF STUDY OF PAST EXPERIENCE OF
LARGE-SCALE OPERATION 3

Most of the members of this committee have had personal ex-

perience in the planning, the building, or the operation of existing

large-scale operations. In addition to this, the secretary has stud-

ied in detail all of the more important examples of past experience,

particularly those carried out during and since the World War.

It is important to note that large-scale projects now operating

have been financed economically both as to equities and mortgages,

with payments amortized over fifteen to twenty years. This has

been reflected in reduced charges to the occupants. To protect

the investment, the organizing company also manages the develop-

ment and thereby maintains a continuous relationship with the

tenants (or owners in cooperative projects). This assures its

character in spite of changes, and many valuable community serv-

ices are performed as a natural by-product of such owner-manage-

ment relationship. Ordinarily the builder sells his product as

quickly as possible to investors. He often purposely avoids any

further contact with or responsibility for what he has built. He
thus fails either to learn or to correct serious defects. This is the

2 A fuller analysis of the extent to which government now participates in

housing was made by Mr. Louis Brownlow in his paper regarding the pro-

posed Housing Commission in Illinois. This appears in full as Appendix IV.
8 This is a summary of a study that appears in more complete form in

Appendix I, p. 96.
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main reason for the slow progress in the normal field of investment

building.

Housing on a large scale has squarely faced the necessity of

making its product as satisfactory as possible and continues to

improve it through experience. In times of emergency, such as at

present, large-scale companies are in an advantageous position to

make resales or adjustments to meet reduced incomes of families

served, thus mitigating hardship and yet protecting the community
from unfortunate changes in the character of its constituents.

Social and community interests have been fostered because they
have been found to be good business. Experience shows that

members of housing communities respond to these advantages
in most wholesome ways. Their interest in representative manage-
ment is genuine and active when it is given opportunity of

expression.

In Bridgeport, Connecticut, five communities totalling 900

dwellings were built during the war with the best technical and

business advice. They have been operated continuously as rental

properties for the past ten years. Today the cost of replacing

them would require about 25 per cent higher rental than they now

charge. However, the experienced manager of this project be-

lieves that, if some of the more patently unnecessary requirements
of building code and trade restrictions were abolished, these dwell-

ings could be duplicated at the present time at a cost so reasonable

as to permit continuance of present rentals (which have resulted

in a vacancy of less than 1 per cent during recent years).

An independent appraisal of the present reproduction cost of

this Bridgeport unit made by the construction department of the

City Housing Corporation (the builders of Sunnyside Gardens)
convinces these experts that a project of this nature could be built

today either in Bridgeport or in the New York metropolitan area

to rent at approximately $10 per room per month (without central

heat) and yet provide 6 per cent on the investment, 2 per cent

depreciation, all expenses of capable management and a profit

throughout the period of amortization. Large-scale construction

technique is of course presumed in this estimate.

The Bridgeport project, financed for the most part by local

industries, encourages the belief that large-scale operation, rigor-

ously applied, will provide superior types of small dwellings in
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desirable communities suitable for industrial workers. Other

important industries, especially those with outlying factories, might
well be educated to realize the advantages of an investment in

large-scale housing projects for their employees. (Appendix I,

p. 96.)

A more recent example is being carried out at Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania, after two years of preparatory study, including a survey

of rental requirements of clerical workers by the Bureau of Busi-

ness Research of the University of Pittsburgh. (Appendix VI, p.

138.) Here it has been very definitely demonstrated that, whereas

practically no well-constructed new dwellings in either convenient

or desirable communities have been available to clerical groups,

the application of large-scale operation methods permits the satis-

fying of this need. The advantages will extend to only 300

families, but the experiment is expected to demonstrate to others

the practicability of building for this large, unprovided-for group.

There is every assurance that by the use of large-scale methods, this

housing demonstration will pay a reasonable return on the in-

vestment and yet rents will be within the means of about one-

half of the workers.

Equally important and more complete experience in large-scale

building projects is to be found in undertakings replacing the usual

forms of tenement dwellings with garden apartments. From the

experiments of the City and Suburban Homes Company, the

Metropolitan Insurance Company, the City Housing Corporation,

as well as projects sponsored by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. (all in

New York), of two large projects in Chicago, and a recent one

by the Prudential Life Insurance Company in Newark, and of

at least ten important projects undertaken by the New York Hous-

ing Board, we are accumulating a mass of experience and valuable

information which, in addition to other accomplishments, demon-

strate large-scale operation in actual use.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, for instance, built

apartments in 1923, accommodating more than 2,000 families,

which have been practically 100 per cent occupied at the lowest

rentals available in the New York area. Renting at $9 per room

per month, these apartments, operated under the same management
for the past seven years, have shown a net return of more than

6 per cent on the investment. Since the corporation has received
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The Paul Laurence Dunbar Apartments for Negroes in the Harlem section

of New York City. The investment is stated to be $3,300,000. There are

511 apartments of from 3 to 7 rooms each. The average monthly rent is

$14.50 per room. (Andrew J. Thomas, Architect.)
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tax exemption, the dividends are limited and everything over 6

per cent has been used to mark down the investment. There is a

waiting list at present of 2,000 or more.

Another company, the City Housing Corporation, has built

smaller dwellings of various types in complete communities over

a period of seven years and, aside from many other contributions,

has demonstrated most fully the advantages of continuous large-

scale construction and operation. The special interest of the

Sunnyside apartments lies in their showing at the present time.

Three typical units in Sunnyside of 250 apartments, built in

1927-28 and renting for about $16 per room per month, have

paid an average of approximately 6 per cent on the equity for

the past two years with 3 per cent depreciation allowed. They
were 100 per cent occupied from the beginning through 1930.

They have had a half of 1 per cent vacancies the first half of the

year 1931 and practically no losses from bad debts.

Since Sunnyside has been built, most of the surrounding area

has been filled in with new apartments offering numerous popular

innovations, including some with elevators, but not applying the

improved technique of large-scale operations. These develop-

ments cover a much larger percentage of the site, creating apart-

ments with narrow court outlook, and having other deficiencies

more or leSs inherent in the planning of single-lot units of 50- or

100-foot frontage. No exact comparison of rentals or quality of

maintenance can be made, but the simple fact can be stated that

while the Sunnyside apartments remain almost completely occu-

pied, serious vacancies have become the rule in the majority of

the more recent surrounding buildings.

Two projects, one in New York and the other in Chicago, were

built for Negroes and have been both socially and financially suc-

cessful. They each comprise the full development of a large city

block and have had very beneficial effects upon other Negro housing
in their neighborhoods. In spite of the unfavorable economic

position of Negroes during the depression, both projects have con-

tinued to be almost completely occupied and rentals or payments
have been maintained on a basis giving a reasonable return on
the investment. In the case of the Michigan Boulevard Garden

Apartments in Chicago, about 5 per cent on the entire capital

investment was earned in 1930 after deducting an average of
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about 4 per cent depreciation, all operating charges and taxes.

The net income was $103,500 for 1930 (after allowing for S 1
/,

per cent interest on the mortgage and for depreciation), before

real estate taxes of $44,000, or 42 per cent, were deducted. The

earnings in 1931 will be slightly reduced.

The large group of housing developments constructed under the

New York Housing Board merit the fullest consideration from

many standpoints. The three exceptionally successful housing

projects of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union demon-

strate the complete application of the cooperative principle, both

in purchasing homes and in the provision of many of the daily

practical and social needs of the family. (See Appendix V, p. 129.)

The following gives some idea of the large sums of money
which have been invested by socially minded individuals and groups

in housing demonstrations over the country:

City Housing Corporation $14,000,000

"Sunnyside" $8,000,000

"Radburn" 6,000,000

City and Suburban Homes 11,200,000

Under New York State Housing Board 9,250,000

(9 separate developments, among them those organized by the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers)

John D. Rockefeller, Jr. (five projects) '. 8,500,000

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 7,500,000

Marshall Field Estate 6,225,000

Society of Phipps Houses (four projects) 2,900,000

Michigan Boulevard Garden Apartments 2,700,000

Prudential Life Insurance Company 2,250,000

The Buhl Foundation 2,000,000

Total $66,525,000

One of the outstanding results of the large number of financially

successful demonstrations has been that many speculative and

commercial builders, who in the past tended to use building plans

which usually overcrowded apartment lots of ordinary size,

have been fully converted to the economic advantages of complete

block planning and greatly reduced coverage with central block

open space.

Other agencies operating on a commercial basis have used

large-scale methods in either suburban communities or near-in
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apartment house developments. This experience has often been

fully as extensive and in some cases of greater duration than the

record of those mentioned above but their character renders them

less valuable for study in this report. Among these may be men-

tioned the Country Club District, Kansas City; Shaker Heights,

Cleveland; Roland Park and Guilford, Baltimore; Palos Verdes

Estates near Los Angeles, California
;
and others at Toledo, Ohio,

and Fort Worth and Houston, Texas.

The committee has taken into account the housing experience of

European countries. Their governments have been forced to

participate in low-cost housing for various reasons to a much

greater degree than we hope will be necessary in the United States.

This committee is firmly of the opinion that private initiative

backed by private capital is essential, at the present time, for the

successful planning and operation of large-scale projects. Still,

if we do not accept this challenge, the alternative may have to be

government housing.

CONCLUSIONS

The committee believes that the sound economic solution of

the problem of supplying decent housing to the lower wage groups

will be achieved by reducing costs of business enterprise with

governmental helps. This is aside from the exigencies of the

immediate situation.

Only a corporation organized for large-scale operations, with

ample funds, directed and staffed by experienced and able archi-

tects, contractors and manufacturers, and enjoying the cooperation

of labor and government, can produce adequate results. Federal

encouragement could well be giveri the various states for enactment

of housing bills and could stimulate the creation in large cities of

limited dividend housing corporations. Such corporations should

be welded together into a national group, with stronger than the

usual national association tie, for the purpose of engaging in

extensive research, making agreements with labor, manufacturers

and others. From such an organization of large-scale operating

groups, certain benefits tending towards cost reduction would

ensue :

(1) Research: In residential construction of the type here postulated

outworn methods and materials are still employed. While there have been
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certain efforts toward standardization of design, little thought has been given

to unitizing parts. It is not inconceivable that a less costly installation than

a brick exterior or a plaster interior wall could be developed. Perhaps the

manufacturer could make bathrooms (walls, floors and fixtures) as units to

which the architect could fit his space allotment. The possibilities of develop-

ing new adaptations of materials and of improving methods of installation

are almost infinite in this very backward industry.

(2) Manufacturing economies: Advances in residential construction

have generally originated with the manufacturer. While his new products

have added to convenience, they have also tended almost uniformly to in-

crease cost. A countrywide group of operators building much the same

type of unit would be able to reduce manufacturing costs by giving assurance

of quantity use of a particular item of equipment, and should encourage its

development and obtain the benefits of mass production. The interest of the

manufacturer in large-scale projects should be further cemented by

creating a national equity finance group to which all material companies
would subscribe.

(3) Design: The Committee on Design agrees with us that there is

room for great improvement in this type of architectural work. If impetus

is given the large-scale operation idea, the interest of competent architects

everywhere will be enlisted. The combined effort of architect, contractor

and manufacturer should result in vast improvement in the direction of

better and cheaper building.

(4) Labor agreements: Organized labor has been unwilling, and very

properly so, to make special agreements affecting individual projects. It is

certain, however, that it would take a sympathetic interest in a broad na-

tional effort to better housing for the working classes. It could suspend

many of its rules with perfect dignity and even with advantage to its posi-

tion. It is likely that, in periods of unemployment and, seasonally, even in

good times, it might authorize certain reductions in wage scales for such

housing developments.

(5) Land cost economy: The means of securing sufficiently large

areas of land at reasonable costs by a carefully safeguarded process of con-

demnation has been pointed out. An additional factor, if the operations are

of sufficient magnitude, is the creation of store regions as part of the project.

If a community of considerable size is brought together, store values are

concomitantly created. Projects should reap the profits from them. This

means of reducing the cost of the land required for the strictly residential

portion of the improvement has never been utilized in its fullness. The
store values created have usually gone to surrounding owners.

It is likewise to be noted that, if operating companies can be brought into

existence within a reasonable time, they will have the advantage of a de-

pressed real estate market during the early period of their existence.

(6) Reduction of finance and interest charge: One of the chief

deterrents to private large-scale residential operations in the past has been

the initial cost of financing. Except in one or two cities the larger lending

agencies have not considered loans on housing attractive. This type of
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project could not stand the 7 to 15 per cent discount required for public

financing. It could not stand even the usual 6 per cent interest charge

prevalent everywhere except on the Atlantic seaboard. With the safe-

guards and advantages herein suggested for large-scale operating companies
and in view of the character of the national movement to decrease bad

housing, the project should be unusually safe. It should be most desirable

from a financial standpoint and could properly claim a preferential interest

rate 5 per cent, perhaps, based on present conditions. A half per cent

reduction in interest rate would permit a 4 per cent reduction in rent

necessary to be charged ;
a 1 per cent reduction in interest would mean

an 8 per cent reduction in rental.

(7) Expert real estate knowledge as applied to the project and its

subsequent management: Most housing developments of the past have

not had the advantage of expert real estate experience and direction. The

companies here proposed, unlike the casual enthusiastic group or the char-

itably inclined individual hitherto responsible for most of model housing

developments, would be founded for a continuous real estate life and would
be of a size sufficient to secure the best available real estate brains. The
benefits accruing should be reflected not only in the lower cost and increased

desirability of the buildings but in their subsequent operation as well. As

previously emphasized, the proposed large-scale developments should be

integrated communities with large open spaces for parks, playgrounds,
recreational centers, and all possible amenities which a socially minded real

estate management could organize.

Above have been suggested seven major categories within which

savings affecting rents might be secured. The problem of creating

attractive living units at a rent which the low wage group can

afford to pay can only be solved by attack from every angle.

An average saving of 5 per cent in each of the categories mentioned

would reduce the total cost approximately 35 per cent, a reduction

sufficient to bring new living quarters within the rent range of

the great mass of our citizens.

The creation of large-scale operating companies offers with ex-

perienced and courageous leadership the means to the end. They
would have the continuing real estate life necessary to master the

whole problem. Their interest would be not merely that of the

architect occasionally called upon to design a housing unit; not

merely that of the contractor building honestly and well, but more

or less estopped from suggestion as to design or economy; not

merely that of prominent citizens desirous of bettering conditions

for the low wage group, but without particular knowledge of all of

the problems. Rather, it would be a continuing life and activity,
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combining every element which should make for business-like

progress, for sound planning and economy in housing projects.

Such companies will not create themselves. A definite plan for

their creation, and for financing their operation must be laid down.

Leading industrialists who have the country's welfare at heart

should appreciate the opportunity for stimulating business by re-

viving the building industry, the largest in normal times in the

United States. However, individual investors must be convinced

of the need, must be assured of government cooperation, and satis-

fied that the company in which they are to invest can be and will

be conducted on a sound business basis.

To begin to accomplish all this, there is immediate need for an

aggressive national housing agency or institute with direct Federal

Government affiliation. This organization should have an inde-

pendent board of directors of the ablest men in their respective

fields in the United States and should be adequately financed so

that a high-caliber, well-trained executive staff can be employed.

A major function should be to stimulate states and cities to carry

forward procedures outlined in this report, adapted to local condi-

tions and needs. Further study and research should be carried

out where necessary.

DISCUSSION OF REPORT AT CONFERENCE
DECEMBER 3, 1931

Governmental Participation in Housing

The Chairman called upon Mr. Louis Brownlow to speak on

the subject of governmental participation especially with respect

to large-scale operations in the housing field. Mr. Brownlow fol-

lowed rather closely a statement which he originally prepared for

the Illinois Housing Commission. y This appears in full as Ap-

pendix IV, p. 113. In closing, Mr. Brownlow summarized his talk

as follows:

"I do not see how we can find the basic financing for large-scale

operations until we get governmental participation on a much

larger scale than we have heretofore given to housing as con-

ceived of in this report of the Large-Scale Operations Committee.

"We have given, in the past, through our local governments, a

great deal of governmental financial aid to subdivisions and to
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various types of housing, but whether that participation came in

the form of tax exemption, whether it came in the form of the

grant of the right of eminent domain, or whether it came in the

form of actual subvention the advance of money, the use of gov-

ernment credit we have not accompanied it with the requisite

and necessary control.

"If we could put in a dozen of our larger cities the same money
that has been advanced by government in aid of housing projects

that have not yet produced a house but only lots, acres and acres

and acres of lots, with paving, with sidewalks, with ornamental

street lighting posts, with water and with sewers, if we could only

take that money out (you can't get it out) but if you could take

that same amount of money and put it in as the necessary equity

financing, if you please, leaving to private enterprise the duty of

rinding most of the money, we would be enabled to present instead

of sixty-six million dollars in these demonstrations in large-scale

operations at this time, at least six hundred and sixty million

dollars.

"I do not say that all of that six hundred and sixty million

dollars that has been advanced by local government units in aid

of housing has been wasted. On the contrary, as I said a while

ago, most of it has been usefully expended.' In no place in the

United States that I know anything about where there has been

governmental participation in its regulatory capacity (govern-
ment as a partner and government as a provider of subsidies), has

there been any particular political outcry against it not even in

the places where unwise participation of this kind, too readily

extended and without control, has brought the cities to the verge
of bankruptcy.

"I believe that if we would look, in our own home towns, into

what government has already done for the aid of existing housing,

we would not be so frightfully afraid of facing the problem of

what government might do, under better schemes of administra-

tive control, to help in this emergency. What I think that it

could do, without disadvantage to the fiscal structure of govern-

ment, is to enable private enterprise to reach at least 10 per cent

more of our population that cannot now be supplied with modern

housing. This would have the advantage of putting the construc-

tion industry back to work, of restoring the drooping real estate
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business, and incidentally it would have, I believe, very profound

beneficial effects on economic, political, and social problems."

Chairman Stern stated that Mr. Brownlow could well speak

on this subject with real authority. "He has been the chief execu-

tive and city manager in three cities in our country, including

Washington, for a period of years, and has been prominently iden-

tified with several housing demonstrations, most recently, Rad-

burn. I think that the position that he takes on governmental

participation breaks down a strawman and a bugaboo that seems

to be something at which we all shudder. We have it all around

us. Let us look at it, face it squarely, and try to think intelligently

as to how it may be adapted to these problems with which we are

so much concerned.

Rehabilitation of Blighted Areas and Slums

"Colonel W. A. Starrett, of the Starrett Corporation, New
York builders of bigger and bigger buildings, has been a very

active member of our committee. The Colonel has given unstint-

ingly of his time for a period of months, and has some sound

ideas on the social and construction side of this problem. We
have attempted to approach with practical minds the very difficult

task assigned to our committee. I should like to have Colonel

Starrett, if he will, very briefly recount what he has often said

in my presence and that of others, of his concept of the need for

a new philosophy and formula to meet our present social and

economic needs. I take pleasure in presenting Colonel Starrett."

"This great problem of slum rehabilitation or the cure of

blighted areas in cities presents a problem that has never been

thoroughly challenged. We have pecked at it a little bit, we have

had social institutions of sorts that felt around in it and tried little

experiments of one sort and another, and after that we have had

those magnificent experiments which Mr. Stern's own work repre-

sents a real honest-to-goodness effort to solve, or bring methods

of solution to, this great question of blighted areas or slum re-

habilitation.

"Anything that is said here must not be construed to conflict

with, or seem to vary from, the very great requirement of housing

generally. Let us remember that our experts are fully agreed

that there are about 66% per cent of our whole population (those
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on farms being excepted) living in old habitations. It is a tre-

mendous figure, when you stop to think of it fifty million people.

So with a great subject such as this, one can be very general and

still feel that he is way within the borders of the target at which

he is shooting.

"If you will stop to think of our economic system in America,

you will see a very striking picture. Think of it in the way we

engineers, who are accustomed to working in graphs, might pic-

ture it. Think of three great broad bands of the social body-

politic. On the upper band you will find our city development,

our great beautiful skyscrapers of all sorts. We have been a

nation of builders, so far superior to any that was ever produced
in the world before that there is no other to discuss. We refer

to our skyscrapers. Of course it means our offices, our hotels,

our fine apartment houses, all of the finest construction that has

been done in our great cities, and in the choicest sections of those

cities.

"Then think of another band, a band which we might call our

industrial developments. Think of our great industrialists who

have been responsible for building up these superb and mag-
nificent enterprises, bringing efficiency to its highest perfection

great factories of all sorts, of all kinds, the finest flower of our

effort.

"Now there is a band that lies in between which represents an

estimated fifty million people who are the wage earners, and they

have not any particular position. They do so much get pay

checks, ring time clocks, and come and go. They have no stand-

ing economically.

"Of course we know that, as a whole, it is a tremendous eco-

nomic group, but nevertheless any dealing with them is a hand-to-

mouth, day-to-day affair, and that is the body that has to do with

living in these blighted areas and blighted sections of our country,

and if we accept our statisticians' figures, 66% per cent are in

some way touched by that great problem.

"In those beautiful skyscrapers and in all our fine city develop-

ments, there has been not only the grandeur of what we have

done, but also the fact that they have been profitable. We have

had great fortunes made, and if we have had fortunes lost, they

have been in the market-place. On the whole, as a nation, we have
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fared magnificently by them. We also look to our industrial sec-

tion with pride, and think of their great accomplishments; they

have been money-makers for the most part, certainly very attrac-

tive, certainly fulfilling all of the best standards of our type of

economic life.

"But this middle band has had no economic validity to speak

of, and they are left where they are, and we have what we call the

blighted areas.

"This is not a wail for somebody to go out and help the poor.

This is just a common sense appeal to call the attention of all of us

to a fact that we already know; that here lies not only a great

area of wealth, pure and simple, but also the social problem, and

we have come to the crossing of the roads in our country, and in

our whole national life, in viewing the fact that we cannot carry

on forever on a purely economic basis. We have got to introduce

this second dimension of social validity, a new term. It has to be

based on things which had no standing in the building of the sky-

scrapers nor in these great industries.

"Let us look at it hopefully. The thing is not all beer and

skittles; it is not all a dreadful chore of distress. It is a place

where the same business brains that wrought the two other

achievements of which I have spoken, the skyscraper and the in-

dustrial development that same brain work, that same great,

magnificent structure of building ability, our great architectural

skill can develop out of this social order something just as fine

in the end as the skyscraper or the industrial development. It

will not be so conspicuous perhaps, it will not carry those high

measures of possible profit, but it will be none the less real, and

the thing that it will do is at least to set the standards for meeting

what is now beginning to be a genuine social menace
; namely, the

despair of those people who have never been regarded in their

economic aspect. They have had no economic validity.

"Those people are a wonderful field of national strength and

wealth. It is the hope of people who are discussing this problem

that those same brains that put together the great skyscrapers and

the great national productions will turn toward this.

"As for myself, and I am speaking now only from the valuable

information and experience I have had with men like Mr. Stern

and others who have made a study of this thing, there is no in-
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terest in single houses, particularly in the city. It is unthinkable

that a man, even with the greatest ingenuity in the world, and per-

haps the finest instincts, should go into a blighted area and build

a good little house. All of the cards are stacked against him, all

of the circumstances lie against him, and every time we develop,

and encourage, or fail to stop the breakdown that comes from

these little hit and miss improvements every time we do that

we are doing something to injure the general scheme which would

be much better, and that is rebuilding these areas.

"My first thought when I started to study this matter was that

the city block was the smallest unit to be considered. I have

almost come to the conclusion that perhaps ten city blocks might

be the smallest unit that should be considered in these areas as

a great economic and social improvement.

"When you do that, and when the great thinkers, such as our

modern architects and able students of this problem, will attack

these cities and slum areas in five and ten block units, and even

greater, then we will be doing something that will of necessity,

and of surety, rectify the tendency toward the social unrest that

the old blighted areas now have as their very sure basis.

"Let us remember that the time has arrived, the signal has rung

in on this thing. We cannot put it off for another twenty or fifty

years. We are within a measurable distance of the time when

this question must be settled, and we will settle it either by a re-

habilitation, such as has been described here, or we will have to

face clearly the fact that we are allowing to grow in our midst

social groups which have no care or interest in property owner-

ship, in family life, in all of the things that heretofore have made

great national progress for us.

"My whole appeal is to interest people in the fact that we have

to change our point of view, we have to have new validities, we

have to have a new order of thinking. We cannot take the old

chaff and work it over and over again. Everybody knows what

it is. There is no fruitfulness to come out of it for the solving

of this particular part of the question. New ideas have to be

brought into it; new tolerances will have to be admitted, that we

may realize that there is a magnificent future lying before us in

something so humble that it has been lying as dirt under our feet

slum rehabilitation"
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Lower East Side Problems

Mr. Joseph Platzker, Secretary of the East Side Chamber of

Commerce, New York City, called to the attention of the meet-

ing several problems which have existed for a period of years in

the Lower East Side of New York.

Social Workers' Contribution

Miss Rebecca G. Affachiner, director of social service at Nor-

folk, Virginia, stressed the importance of emphasizing the social

workers' contribution in the planning and administration of large-

scale operations in blighted areas.

Validity of Tax Exemption

Mr. Marion K. McKay of the University of Pittsburgh in-

quired about the desirability of tax exemption of large-scale opera-

tions for a period of years and as to the constitutionality of the

New York Housing Law of 1927. The Chairman called upon
Mr. Aaron Rabinowitz, a leading member of the New York State

Housing Board, to answer these questions.

Mr. Rabinowitz quoted from the ten years' experience of the

State Housing Board indicating that where tax exemption on the

buildings only was granted to a limited dividend corporation, the

improvement of the area around such a development brought in

additional taxes. He also indicated that the buildings exempted
from taxation under the law of 1927, will pay taxes after a period

of twenty years.

As regards the constitutionality of the law, Mr. Rabinowitz

stated:

"The first test of the constitutionality of tax exemption was

tried on the theory of certiorari. It was felt that any taxpayer

had a right to certiorari proceedings. That was, I think, upheld

by the courts. Then a second action was started against the City

of New York by a taxpayer, questioning the City's right to exempt
the properties from taxation. The Supreme Court has already

ruled that the act is constitutional and that we can exempt these

buildings. We are hoping that the case will go up to the Court

of Appeals, which is the court of last resort in the state, but

whether it does or does not, the best legal talent in the state as-

sures us that the act is entirely constitutional."
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Unemployment

Mr. Oliver Wendell Smith of Ohio arose to say : "If 400 years

before the time of Christ, Leonidas could help induce 300 other

Spartans and near 1,000 Greeks to go to certain death rather than

submit to foreign conquest, some President of the United States

ought to be able to induce 300 rich Americans and near 1,000 rich

people in other countries to lay a fourth of their fortunes on

the altar of their country for public work, to take up the lack

of employment in their nations. If our President could do that,

he might go down in history as one of the greatest benefactors in

a thousand years."

Approval of Report

In closing, Mrs. Edith Elmer Wood said : "This is just to hand

a bouquet. It seems to me that this report is one of the most

statesmanlike and thoroughgoing documents we have seen. It is

likely to be an epoch-making event in our housing history, not

only because of the largeness and the thoroughgoingness of the

approach, but from the fact that it comes with the recommendation

of the particular group of men constituting the committee, repre-

senting so many different lines of thought and of activity. If that

group of men can agree on this problem, there is really hope for

progress in the immediate future."

Chairman Stern replied: "I think Mrs. Wood's statement can

be taken with the realization of a great deal of knowledge on her

part. Mrs. Wood is one of the outstanding authorities in the

housing field. She has just finished a book entitled 'The Recent

Trends in American Housing.' I realize that it may seem im-

modest for me to say this in view of the remarks she has just

made about our report, but I do so in order to pass the compliment

on to the fifteen other members of the committee, the advisors to

the committee, and the secretaries, because whatever is contained

in this report has been contributed to a degree by each of them.

I should like to add what is to me an encouraging and significant

sign, that a group of men who represent various fields of thought

and knowledge came together and, instead of urging a conserva-

tive interpretation of our report, attempted to put more force into

it and unanimously approved it when finally printed."



APPENDIX I

EXPERIENCE WITH LARGE-SCALE
OPERATIONS

ADVANTAGES IN FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT
OF LARGE-SCALE OPERATIONS

Past experience has been fruitful in applying better methods

of financing and in developing more efficient and effective plan-

ning. It has demonstrated the economies of large-scale construc-

tion and encouraged the most effective use of the facilities pro-

vided, through community organization, cooperative activities, and

other advantages growing out of the character and continuity of

purposes resulting from intelligent large-scale procedure. These

benefits have been realized both in rental developments and in

those in which the dwellings are sold.

Long-term Financing

The chief financial advantages of present large-scale projects

come not only from the elimination of excessive first costs of

financing, but from the extension of amortization periods on

junior as well as senior financing. In the two developments of

Sunnyside and Radburn by the City Housing Corporation (a

limited dividend company) many advantages of quality and

completeness of community amenities have- been added, which

have prevented the reduction of the actual first cost of their

dwellings below that of dwellings of similar size in surrounding
areas. However, the monthly payments required to pay all carry-

ing charges and to amortize the mortgage indebtedness over pe-

riods of fifteen to twenty years are less than 80 per cent of those

of an equal capital cost in the best examples which have been

found in normal commercial practice. A dwelling selling at $8,000

requires payments of less than $65 per month, covering interest,

amortization, insurance, taxes, and community fund for the up-

keep of common gardens, parks, and playground facilities.

Responsibilities o Operation

This subject is closely related to long term financing, especially

in cases in which the owning company invests the funds from the

96
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sale of its common stock for long terms and on a limited profit.

In most current real estate practice and particularly in speculative

building, it is well known that money is to be made by knowing
when and how to "unload" on the other fellow. In most specu-

lative building the builder sells as quickly as possible to a small

investor, who is left to discover the deficiencies of his building.

The loss is twofold: Not only are most owners of such cheap

buildings stuck with a bad bargain, but the builder fails to learn

of defects which he otherwise might correct in his future build-

ing. This accounts in part for the lack of change and improve-
ment in building practices.

When the large-scale operator provides long-term financing,

he is more or less forced to stay by his bargain. He constructs

his buildings so as to reduce depreciation. Having a continuing

relation to his purchasers or tenants, he also performs many other

valuable services which become mutually important. Resales are

made under favorable conditions and protect the character of the

community.

Particularly during the period of depression, the necessity of

adjustments in ownership contracts, in resales, or in exchanges,
has been forced on all agencies responsible for small dwellings

including mortgage holders. Large-scale projects have shown

their superiority in handling the situation in the interest both of

the owners and the company equities. At Radburn, while only a

fraction of the usual new construction was carried on in 1930-31,

57 out of 300 houses were exchanged or resold so successfully

that at no time have more than a few houses been without owner

occupants.

Community Services

In the modern complexity of urban life, the home neighbor-
hood must provide more than a mere shelter. Many functions are

too directly related to the character and needs of the individual

community to be performed capably or efficiently through the

general municipal government. The care of the younger children

requires an intimate relationship between play areas and parental

oversight. The nursery school and other modern requirements
are best organized on a community basis. In almost every large-

scale operation special provisions are made for community ac-

tivities and in most cases facilities have been provided through the
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use of otherwise waste spaces in basements, on roofs, and similar

areas.

Much of the direction of these services can be arranged as a

by-product or minor extension of the personnel and facilities

needed in other phases of the management of the developments.

TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT THROUGH
LARGE-SCALE OPERATION

In the past, large-scale operation has been applied chiefly to

community units of two distinctive varieties of dwellings :

(1) Those which derive from the old party-wall single-family row house

of the Philadelphia region, developed in the form of improved "group row"
houses and two-family dwellings, and

(2) The "garden apartment" variety of walk-up apartments, two rooms

deep, without interior public halls, grouped around large interior open

garden courts.

SMALL HOUSE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTS BY
LARGE-SCALE OPERATION

In appraising the cost advantages of large-scale operation it is

necessary to confine such discussion to actual and comparative ex-

perience related to definite localities and known conditions. The

examples to be first presented demonstrated the application of

large-scale operation in supplying dwellings for industrial and

clerical workers. They are based largely on the group row house.

Housing at Bridgeport, Conn., for Industrial Workers

Most of the housing now owned and operated by the Bridge-

port Housing Company was built during the war under the

guidance of the present personnel and was purchased from the

government about 1921. It consists of 900 dwellings in a number
of different small community units, including single-family and

two-family dwellings, and three-story, six-family apartments.
All except a few detached single-family houses have been held and

maintained on a rental basis over a period of ten years under

conditions favorable to their use by industrial workers in that

community. Rentals average about $7 per room per month in

four-room dwellings with $1 additional for heat from central

plants or individually operated heaters. At these rentals these at-

tractive dwellings in complete and well-maintained community
units have been available within the income of a large per cent
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of the industrial workers in Bridgeport. In most of the groups

practically no vacancies have existed for many years. The com-

pany has been able to show a good return on the investment, 6

per cent and more, which has increased with the experience of

years.

The company's manager, Mr. William H. Ham, is of the opin-

ion that most of the projects could be reproduced at present costs

applying large-scale methods and yet operated at a fair profit with

an increase of about 20 per cent in the rentals now charged. In

showing the properties to members of the committee, Mr. Ham
explained that in addition to the advantages that accrue to those

who have been housed within its properties, a very definite bene-

fit has come to the entire community, both through the influence

of these efficiently managed dwellings on the general character

and costs of other housing, and in their effect in the contentment

and stability of workers employed in the local industries. He be-

lieves that similar groups of low-cost housing, conducted in the

general interest of the whole community, in time, will be recog-

nized as an essential factor in the housing of every city in which

industrial workers are an important part of the population.

In order to present adequately the position taken by Mr. Ham,
a careful study has been made of the project known as Seaside

Village, Bridgeport, comprising 257 single-family and two-family

dwellings of one and a half and two stories in height, based upon
the principle of the grouped row house. An independent appraisal

of the present reproduction cost of this unit was made by the con-

struction department of the City Housing Corporation, the build-

ers of Sunnyside Gardens, and forms the basis for the conclusion

that a project of this nature could be built today either in Bridge-

port or the New York metropolitan area, applying large-scale

methods throughout, to rent at approximately $10 per room per
month (without heat) and yet provide 6 per cent on the invest-

ment, 2 per cent depreciation, all expenses of capable management,
and a small profit throughout the period of amortization.

Housing at Pittsburgh, Pa., for Clerical Workers

A new large-scale development in Pittsburgh has been directed

expressly to the problem of reaching the needs of clerical workers

for whom no existing new construction has been available.
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The project was based upon a two-year survey of housing ex-

perience and of local needs and conditions. This survey included

a study by the Bureau of Business Research of the University
of Pittsburgh which showed the range of incomes, amount of

rent paid, and localities in which such workers are now housed.

A summary of this study is included as Appendix VI. (See p.

138.) It was found that such workers now live for the most part
in multi-family dwellings or in the adapted upper floors of single-

family dwellings, or travel long distances to outlying areas where

small, single-family houses are available.

The project now under construction by the Buhl Foundation

has applied large-scale methods in a thorough manner as far as

possible. The project demonstrates:

Improved methods of planning of a complete integrated community,
Construction of substantial character on a basis which has attracted large-

scale builders,

The use of difficult site conditions which are common to other unused

tracts available for large-scale operations in localities convenient to clerical

workers, and

Rentals which make these dwellings available to such workers with in-

comes insufficient to secure other new dwellings of equal quality.

In reaching a decision to use the group row house instead of the

free-standing house in its present development, the Buhl Foun-

dation found:

1. That almost equally attractive and well-arranged dwellings could be

built in group form at 75 to 80 per cent of the complete cost for similar

plans and equal space in free-standing houses,

2. That the community could be more completely finished and more

readily maintained,

3. That the more efficient row units could be heated by gas, usually

available only to people of larger incomes, and

4. That the electric service company will place all wires underground,
an improvement not usually applied to relatively inexpensive houses.

The most important advantage of the group row house is that it

provides a really independent dwelling with its own private yard,

but which, because of its group form, is susceptible to the build-

ing economies of modern large-scale construction methods.

These first two examples meet the needs of income groups in a

field in which large-scale operation might be used extensively to-

day. They demonstrate its application to types of dwellings which
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can be either sold or rented as desired. Renting has been con-

sidered more advantageous than cooperative ownership.

Sunnyside Gardens

A third example of this type of community development is that

of Sunnyside Gardens, Long Island, New York. Here about 900

single-family and two-family dwellings were built with large-

scale procedure continuously applied throughout a construction

period of four years, beginning in 1924. These dwellings were

built for sale under advantageous long-term payments, made pos-

sible by the limited return of 6 per cent on capital stock of the

developing company.

Sunnyside demonstrates the advantages of designing entire

city blocks of houses, forming a complete community with attrac-

tive interior block gardens and general recreational provisions.

The financial stability of purchase under provisions for permanent
maintenance and protection of resale values has been demonstrated

by an excellent record of prompt payments during the present de-

pression. The community includes also five groups of garden

apartments cited elsewhere.

LARGE-SCALE OPERATION DEMONSTRATED
IN GARDEN APARTMENTS

Many principles of large-scale operation have been demon-

strated and developed during the past ten years in various ex-

amples of apartment building in which one or more full blocks

have been built at one time.

The Apartments of the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company

One of the earliest large garden-apartment developments was

that carried out by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in

two groups in Astoria and Long Island City, New York. It is

by far the largest development of one single type of apartment

building and consists of four full city blocks of five-story walk-

up apartments in about 50 buildings of 38 apartments each. The

project was amply financed through the resources of the com-

pany, under special permissive legislation and has returned more
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than 6 per cent annually. It was built on comparatively low-

priced land. Large-scale building methods were effectively ap-

plied, and low building costs effected. The project has in the past

had almost complete tax exemption under the 1923 general tax

exemption of new dwellings for ten years from date of com-

pletion.

Rentals in the Metropolitan apartments are held by law to a

maximum of $9 per month per room, and this figure has been

maintained. It is lower than any other rentals reached in well-

constructed dwellings in recent years in the New York area. The

apartments have been continuously occupied to full capacity, with

a waiting list of about 2,000. Their principal defects are the

small rooms, the omission of closets, and the absence of play-

ground facilities within the projects or immediately available.

Sunnyside

Several groups of garden apartments have been built at Sunny-
side Gardens, Long Island, with a total of about 250 suites. They
demonstrate the use of the simplest and most economical forms

of planning building space two rooms deep around maximum
interior open courts possible in the New York City standard block

200 feet wide. One result of this planning is that every apart-

ment in the group is flooded with sunlight and commands a

pleasant outlook. Sunnyside apartments have rooms of somewhat

more ample size than the Metropolitan, and space has been pro-

vided for recreational facilities both in connection with each group
and in a general playground, the cost of which is shared by the

apartments. Without any form of tax exemption and at a return

that is expected to amortize the equity investment in less than 15

years, rentals have been maintained at about $15 per month per

room (four-room suite) on a three year lease basis.

Since Sunnyside was built, most of the surrounding area has

been filled in with new apartments offering numerous popular

innovations, including elevators, but always covering a much

larger percentage of the site, creating apartments with narrow

court outlook, and having other deficiencies more or less inherent

in the planning of single-lot units of 50- or 100-foot frontage.'

No exact comparison of rentals or quality of maintenance can be

made, but the simple fact can be stated that while the Sunnyside

apartments remain almost completely occupied, serious vacancies





Ample air and sunlight and attractive planting are provided by this spacious
interior court of The Michigan Boulevard Garden Apartments for Negroes

in Chicago.
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have become the rule in the majority of the more recent surround-

ing buildings.

Chicago Projects

In 1927, two important interests in Chicago began the consid-

eration of building in that city, garden apartments based upon

large-scale operation. They made careful studies of previous

experience, particularly in New York, and in 1928-1929 com-

pleted the erection of two large blocks of apartments. The Mar-
shall Field project, north of the Loop district, was built for

clerical workers, and the Michigan Boulevard Garden Apart-

ments, financed by Julius Rosenwald, for colored families, on the

South side. In both cases certain new methods of planning were

adopted because of the Chicago requirement for fireproof con-

struction for all dwellings more than three stories high.

Michigan Boulevard Gardens is particularly significant because

it is supplying the most improved type of garden-apartment dwell-

ings for Negroes. Although it was known through a careful

survey that there were many Negro families who had incomes

sufficient to meet the charges for such good construction, the

further fact should not be overlooked that Negro families for the

most part represent the lowest and least stable income group. Al-

though the project was opened only shortly before the beginning
of the present depression, it was fully rented at once at rentals

averaging $16.25 per room per month, and has been kept at about

95 per cent of fully paid occupancy up to the present time.

Furthermore, in spite of heavy real estate taxes, it has paid over

4 per cent on an equity that represents over one-half of the

total cost. Charges also include very liberal provision for amorti-

zation and depreciation. Another important factor is the in-

fluence of this project on surrounding rental properties which

have been compelled to improve services and in some cases to re-

duce rents. Social activities for the children and adults have

made for a stable community.
The large Marshall Field development, because of certain

recognized causes, has not, up to the present time, made a financial

record comparable to the standard of most other large-scale proj-

ects. It has, however, demonstrated the value of large-scale

planning, construction, and operation.
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Other Developments

It is out of the question here to describe in detail other excel-

lent projects of a similar kind, notably those sponsored by John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., at Bayonne, New Jersey, at Mott Avenue in

the Bronx, New York, and the Paul Laurence Dunbar project

for colored people in Harlem, New York. Each of these projects

occupies either an entire block or the major portion of one, and

demonstrates the advantages of large-scale planning on the basis

of full-block design. Each project contributes experience to large-

scale operation in organization and management. With the ex-

ception of Bayonne, the projects were sold on a cooperative basis.

It is therefore difficult to compare the results with those of rental

projects. With one exception they have been fully satisfactory

from a financial standpoint, but in the case of the Mott Avenue

project the difficulties of selling cooperatively the larger apart-

ments on the upper floors caused some loss in the initial period.

The Bayonne project is available to industrial workers at rents

of from $9 to $10.25 per room per month, including heat, hot

water, and janitor service. None of these projects enjoys tax

exemption, so that it will be seen that these rentals are exception-

ally low for new construction.

Some of the most recent contributions to this field are a large

double block of garden apartments of both walk-up and elevator

types just finished by the Society of Phipps Houses, adjoining

Sunnyside Gardens, Long Island, and the first unit of apartments
in the very extensive development by the Prudential Insurance

Company in Newark, New Jersey.

PROJECTS UNDER THE NEW YORK STATE
HOUSING BOARD

At least ten important projects have been completed or are now
under construction that have been organized under the New
York State Housing Law of 1926 with subsequent amendments

and additions. Projects under this law are supervised by the New
York State Housing Board. Private corporations accepting the

restriction of a maximum of 6 per cent on their common stock

gain certain advantages including twenty years' exemption from

state and city taxes on the cost of the buildings. This exemption
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usually amounts to about $2.50 per room per month. Rentals

must be kept within certain minimums, and operation is subject

to constant review by the Housing Board. The result of this

provision is that authoritative information on the conduct and

success of these buildings is available and can be drawn upon by
those interested in large-scale operation of such properties. All

of these projects are considered entirely successful and substantial

from a financial standpoint. They have been granted advantageous

mortgage loans, and the lending companies have come to accept

Housing Board standards as higher than those customarily re-

quired.

The largest project under the Housing Board is that built by
the Amalgamated Clothing Workers in the Upper Bronx. It

consists of one full block of walk-up apartments and a smaller

block of elevator apartments, with a total of about 2,000 rooms.

This project has now been in use sufficiently long to establish

fully its success in every particular. The apartments were sold

as cooperatives, and many services have been introduced and have

been successfully run on a cooperative basis. The reduction of

the living costs for the families has been considerable. The

Amalgamated has recently completed another project on Grand

Street, Lower East Side, Manhattan, and two additional projects

are now being built for them in the same general district. Ex-

perience in these projects is presented by Mr. Aaron Rabinowitz

in Appendix V, p. 129.

A large block of apartments has just been completed by the

Academy Housing Corporation in the Bronx, comprising an entire

large block, with 1,758 rooms. The promoter of this project was

formerly engaged in building the customary type of Bronx apart-

ments, covering 60 to 70 per cent of the plot. This new project

covers 43.9 per cent of the site and represents efficiency of large-

scale planning throughout. It is understood that many other

builders have begun to recognize the superiority and greater

financial safety of buildings occupying a reasonable proportion

of the land, and have planned to concentrate the resulting open
area in large courts.



APPENDIX II

PRINCIPLES RECOMMENDED FOR
ACQUIRING PROPERTIES BY"

EMINENT DOMAIN
The Committee outlines the following land condemnation pro-

cedure as the result of an extended investigation of both the

theory and practice of land assembly and of land condemnation

in many American cities. In addition to the statutes, the court

decisions in eminent domain cases and the commentaries on them

by such authorities as Nichols, Lewis, Dillon and McQuillin,

the following material has been drawn upon:

1. Studies by W. C. Bernard of Saint Louis, published by the

National Conference on City Planning,

2. Papers of the International Housing and Town Planning

Congress,

3. The reports of the Committee on the Acquisition and Valua-

tion of Land for Public Purposes (London), and

4. A proposed Condemnation and Benefit Assessment Bill by
Mark A. Kline of Milwaukee.

PROCEDURE
1. Condemnation procedure should be conducted entirely sepa-

rately from the fixing of local or benefit assessments.

2. Valuations should be set by a commission of three, selected

by the court from a list of specially qualified persons appointed

by all the judges in each city with jurisdiction over condemnation

cases.

3. A time limit should be set by the court on the findings of

the commission and should be extended only on application to

the court by the commission.

4. All hearings before the commission should be public, with

full public records kept. Both parties should be permitted to

introduce such evidence as to valuation as might fall within the

scope of the items entering into valuation as hereinafter set forth,

and the commission should have power to examine any and all

witnesses and to direct the presentation of additional permissible

evidence where the commission considers it desirable.
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5. Appeal by either party from the findings of the commission

to a specially designated court should be provided.

6. The plaintiff in the condemnation suit should be permitted,

after the award is made by the commission, to proceed at once

to possess the property, provided he make payment to the court of

such sums as have been awarded by the commission.

VALUATION
1. The following evidences or indications of value of the

property taken should be considered by the commission whenever

possible, and the report of the commission to the court should

include a clear summary of the evidence submitted on each of the

following points:

(a) Transfers of properties in the same area as those under condemna-

tion, which can be shown to be between willing buyers and willing sellers,

including transfers made between private owners and the city or between

private owners and the housing company for the same or similar purposes

as that for which the condemnation action was begun.

(b) Assessed valuations for purposes of taxation and the stipulated ratio

of assessed to true value for the preceding five years.

(c) The estimated gross and net incomes receivable from the most pro-

ductive use to which the land may reasonably be put in the near future;

the estimated length of time before such use could profitably be established ;

and the rate at which the net income should be capitalized taking account

of all risks involved in establishing such a use. In cases in which the pres-

ent use is not the most productive use, the value of the land alone, as in-

dicated by this method, should not exceed the capitalized net income minus

the total cost of constructing the building or buildings that would be re-

quired to make possible the most productive use.

2. In determining fair compensation for the property to be

taken, no evidence should be admitted which reflects the probable

influence of the proposed improvement on property values.

3. In no case should income receivable from uses contrary to

the public health or other laws of the municipality or state, or

transfer prices based on the expectancy of such use, be admitted

as evidence of land value.

4. Values of existing buildings should be determined by the

cost of replacing the present structures minus an allowance for

depreciation and obsolescence. Residential buildings declared by
the municipal health department to be unfit for human habitation

should be evaluated at their scrap value minus the cost of wreck-

ing.
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EFFECT OF PRINCIPLES

Reasonably expeditious procedure in condemnation following

these principles of evaluation should not only make effective the

grant of power of eminent domain for housing purposes and give

the private owner full protection, but it undoubtedly would reduce

materially the proportion of cases in which condemnation would

have to be resorted to.



APPENDIX III

A STATEMENT ON THE PROPOSED
MORTGAGE DISCOUNT BANK 1

There is a distinct weakness in the existing system of residential

mortgage financing. This weakness exists as regards both first

and second mortgage money. It is rather obvious, however, that

the basic problem, namely, first mortgage money, should be at-

tacked and solved before the problem of equity financing is ap-

proached. Improvement in the first mortgage situation will be

reflected in the equity financing and many pressing problems in

connection with the second mortgage will automatically find their

solution if the conditions of underlying financing are improved.

Before going into the specific problem it should be mentioned

that a feeling is prevalent in many communities that nothing should

be done to make easier the financing of residential units since

overproduction has taken place and, therefore, that deterrents to

construction are needed rather than stimulation. In answer to

this contention it can be stated that there is not overproduction
in a true sense since in any urban community from 20 to 40 per

cent of the families are living in quarters that are unfit for

human habitation judged by the scale of living which our country
has developed. During the past twenty years it has been impos-
sible to produce new living units for the low wage group, which

comprises over 50 per cent of our population, at a cost within the

limits of the rent this great stratum of our population can afford

to pay. Overproduction, therefore, if it can be said to exist at all,

is in the higher priced residential units and is a negligible item

compared to the tremendous volume of housing units which should

be replaced by more livable buildings. One of the elements in the

inability to produce housing for the low wage group at the rents

it can afford, is the cost of financing, particularly the interest

rates on mortgages. Reduction in these items is a necessary step

if housing for the low wage group is to be made possible.

lr
This paper was submitted by Mr. Walter S. Schmidt, member of the

Committee on Large- Scale Operations, as an appendix to the committee's
report.
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First mortgage money on residential property is supplied in

large part by the savings societies, building and loan associations

and the small banks and trust companies of the various commun-

ities. While definite statistics are not available, the percentage

loaned by the great insurance companies on small home building

would seem to be about 10 per cent of the total. The former

source of mortgage money, namely the individual investor, has

almost disappeared.

Under present conditions mortgages taken by building and

loan associations, banks, etc., remain in the hands of the original

mortgagees until the mortgage is paid off. There is no sale for

such mortgages and no available means of discounting them at any
fair rate, neither can the mortgagee borrow on them from the

ordinary sources of commercial credit since mortgages are long

term investments and hence notes secured by mortgage collateral

are not considered good paper by any of the major financing

institutions. Periodically, therefore, the mortgage situation in

all except the major communities of the country becomes un-

liquid. The banks have lent that proportion of their assets which

they are willing to place in mortgages and have no further avail-

able funds. Building associations, even in a period of temporary
reduction in savings accounts, may become frozen since all of their

funds excepting proportionally small cash balances, are invested

in mortgages and a failure to receive increases in deposits makes

it impossible for them to make further loans.

Besides the tremendous help which would be brought to our

whole financial structure by making mortgages liquid, great bene-

fits would accrue in the whole mortgage situation, both as to cost

of financing and as to interest rates, if prime mortgage paper

were readily discountable and savings banks, building and loan as-

sociations and similar lending agencies would thus be enabled by

selling existing mortgages to continue taking such desirable loans

as were presented.

It is therefore suggested that a means to the end of liquefying

mortgage money must be developed. The best suggestion offered

is that of the National Association of Real Estate Boards urging
Federal legislation enabling the setting up on a national scale of

mortgage discount banks that would operate through all existing

agencies. This plan would seem to combine nearly all of the
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benefits of the land banks of foreign countries which have been

most successful and valuable. At the same time it would be a

great improvement over any of the existing systems and more

suitable to the genius of the United States. The proposal sug-

gested is that the Federal Government, by legislation, make pos-

sible immediately a series of regional or state discount banks,

each such bank composed of unit members, in those communities

which desire to take advantage of the enabling powers of the act.

The whole system should have Federal supervision. It is distinctly

not proposed that the Federal Government itself act directly, but

rather that it set up enabling machinery and establish general

policies. Neither does the proposal suggest that the regional banks

or the local units directly lend money, but that the local units

discount existing prime paper offered to them by its stock hold-

ing members who continue to function exactly as at present-

It is proposed that when a sufficient amount of such prime paper

is in hand, the regional banks issue bonds secured by a group of

such mortgages and that these mortgage bonds be sold to the

investing public. In foreign countries such bonds have come to

have the same stability as government bonds themselves and are

sold at very low rates to the investing public. A great volume of

such bonds of foreign mortgage banks are sold in our own country
at a lower rate of interest than that at which our citizens can

secure mortgage money on their own properties. This fact is

pointed out to indicate that this logical means of tapping the

savings of the nation is most popular elsewhere. Furthermore it

gives every assurance that if the plan is followed there would be

a sufficient margin between the rate at which such bonds could be

sold, 4 to A-
l/2 per cent, and the interest chargeable to the borrower,

say S l/2 to 6 per cent, to allow, first, a proper service fee to the

original mortgage institution for attending to the continuing de-

tails of the mortgage over its life, and second, an adequate fund

for expenses and reasonable profits of the regional and local unit

banks.

Such a system, before beginning operation, should lay down
certain standards necessary in mortgages which are to be made
available for discount. As every lending institution would nat-

urally want its mortgages available for discount, these better
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standards in mortgage practice would naturally come to be

adopted.

It is probable that through the adoption of such higher stand-

ards, especially in the matter of appraisals, existing institutions

would find it possible to lend a greater percentage of value than

at present considered sound practice, say up to 75 per cent. The

fact that such mortgages could be rediscounted as soon as they

had been reduced to the percentage of value set by the regional

bank, would put existing lending institutions in the position of

having a continual stream of mortgages available for rediscount

coming into being as payments on principal were made by the

original borrowers.

One of the contributing causes to high interest rates and mort-

gage costs is antiquated and unsatisfactory laws in various of

our states covering the matter of foreclosure and possession of

the premises. No concentrated pressure could be brought upon
the legislatures in many of these states to change these laws. It

is a reasonable assumption that if the Federal Discount Banks

were successful, every state would desire to take advantage of

their facilities. The standards of practice set up would neces-

sarily have to take into account unsatisfactory legal conditions sur-

rounding the mortgage. A collateral result of the. establishment

of the Federal Discount Bank would, therefore, be an immediate

tendency to remove obsolete and dangerous practices in mortgage
finance which have operated to increase costs.



APPENDIX IV

THE PROPOSED TEMPORARY ILLINOIS
STATE HOUSING COMMISSION 1

THE FIELD OF OPERATION
It is extremely difficult to outline the possible field of inquiry

for the proposed Temporary Illinois State Housing Commission

without seeming to suggest a general investigation of the entire

economic, social, and political structure of the times.

But at any rate it may be useful to attempt the task, even if

the result be only a huge bill of fare from which the diner may
select a few dishes, agreeable to whatever compromise he can

make of appetite, ability to digest, and means with which to pay
the check.

A prime difficulty in nearly all American attempts to suggest

legislative approaches to the solution of pressing problems is our

tendency to confuse procedure with purpose. That both must be

considered is manifest, and under the American system of ap-

portioning governmental powers among Federal, state and local

governments, the matter of procedure must be given careful con-

sideration at all stages in the study of the subject, the drafting of

the bills, and the setup of administrative machinery.
But in order to clarify the discussion and to prevent, as far as

possible, confusion in thought, let us for the time being set aside

the whole business of procedure and consider only the purposes
of the legislative suggestions that might be made by the proposed

Temporary Commission.

PURPOSES OF POSSIBLE LEGISLATION
The bill creating the Temporary Commission itself defines the

general purpose, which is to study the housing situation in the

state and as a result of that study to make to the legislature

recommendations for legislation which in the opinion of the Com-
mission will tend to improve the existing housing conditions.

With entirely too much facility it is sometimes assumed that in

American communities the whole matter of housing is a field for

1 This paper was submitted by Mr. Louis Brownlow, member of the Com-
mittee on Large- Scale Operations, as an appendix to the committee's report.
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the free play of economic forces in which there is and should be

no governmental interference. This, of course, is not true. Private

capital engaged in producing housing as a process of speculation

is at no time free from the conditioning influence of public laws;

and it is likewise conditioned by business and trade practices

and customs which have the force of law.

With respect to the land, the real estate operator is confronted

with laws governing the corporate ownership of land, which some-

times attempt to force a reversion to a system of individual in-

vestment of capital long since abandoned in other businesses. A
plot of land is useless for housing until arrangements have been

made for its integration with a complex system of highways,

sewers, water supply, electric and gas supplies, and telephone

exchanges. Its value will be materially affected by its relation to

facilities for public transportation, schools, parks, playgrounds,

stores, shops and industries. Its development may be retarded or

advanced by the acts of governmental bodies, public utility corp-

orations, and many other authorities of public or quasi-public

character.

When the questions connected with the land have been solved,

the real estate operator then must reckon with the problems of

financing his buildings. Here he will find himself conditioned by

public law as well as by the local practices and customs of financial

institutions laws and practices that vary materially from state

to state and even so far as the practices and customs are concerned,

from city to city within a state and from section to section within

a single city.

These laws and practices will determine in large part the

ability of the real estate operator to finance the primary cost of

construction, the cost of the money required, and the method of

financing the purchase of the house by its ultimate owner.

Having the land, and having financed his construction enter-

prise, the real estate operator next faces the problem of actual

building of houses. Again public law, state and local, intervenes

with building codes, plumbing codes, electric codes and its system

of inspections. Again trade practices intervene with the require-

ments of trades unions, the practices of material supply dealers,

and the local customs which determine the prevailing styles and

fashions in housing.
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Inquiry might develop the fact that these various requirements
of public law affecting land, building loans, and house construc-

tion have not kept pace with the advance of modern urban life,

and could be so revised as to encourage a greater provision of

housing at lower cost levels than now can be accomplished by the

speculative builder.

Inquiry might also develop the possibility, by means of con-

ferences of leaders among the several businesses, trades and public

authorities concerned, of readjusting these practices and customs

so as to further relieve the private real estate operator of condi-

tions that now hamper and impede him.

POSSIBLE REGULATORY AIDS

Governmental Regulation

Whatever may be done with respect to the special problems
of housing which involve governmental participation, it seems

that in American cities the speculative builder will continue to

be the chief factor in quantity production of housing; and for

that reason the whole matter of governmental regulation in the

housing field occupied by the private capitalist should be studied

with a view to relieving the real estate operator of conditions

that impede him in his work and that are not necessary for the

public safety, health and welfare.

But it will not do to leave the matter thus, with only the nega-
tive side of the problem examined. The study also should include

an inquiry into the problem of how public laws for the regulation

of buildings erected by private capital may be amended, in the

light of the best modern usage, so as to still further protect the

public safety, public health and public welfare; and at the same

time further to assist and not impede the work of the real estate

operator. That this is not a contradiction in terms, as some per-

sons too fearful of government may assume, may be illustrated

thus: In certain cities existing building code requirements re-

specting fire escapes, double entrances for apartments, unneces-

sarily high safety factors in structural materials, and so on, might
be changed so as to reduce the cost of the building operation

without any sacrifice of structural safety,
2 without any increase

2 See Reports of the Building Code Committee of the U. S. Department
of Commerce.
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of disaster hazard, and at the same time permit such improvement
in planning and in design as actually to increase the social safety

by the provision of more light and air, and so improve the ap-

pearance of the building as to make it worth more in the real

estate market, worth more to the community as an improvement,
and more to the government as a base for taxes.

Trade Practices

The trade practices of banks and financial institutions, building

material manufacturers and dealers, and trade unions also might
be revised with the same beneficial results to all parties concerned,

but these revisions are even more difficult to bring about than are

changes in public law, and usually wait upon legislative change
rather than precede it.

Beneficiaries of Improvements

Thus while the primary purpose of the Temporary State Hous-

ing Commission would be to propose legislation that would im-

prove housing conditions, with the interest of the people who live

in the houses and the community as a whole first in mind, the

actual benefits of such improvements would accrue first to these

classes of people:

1. Owners of unimproved or underimproved land ready for development,

2. Real estate operators,

3. Bankers in the mortgage field,

4. Investors in mortgages,

5. Speculative builders,

6. Contractors,

7. Building material supply manufacturers and dealers, and

8. Members of building trades unions.

After them would come the benefits to the families seeking

adequate housing and then to the extent that these changes of

law and custom actually improve the entire housing situation

the benefit to the community at large.

Benefits to Be Expected

These benefits to be accomplished by bringing the existing body
of regulatory public law and trade practice abreast of modern

needs may appear in several more or less distinct fields. Econo-

mically, there would be a stimulation of building activities with its

favorable effect upon production of materials and the reduction of
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unemployment; the production of usable wealth not requiring

immediate consumption and replacement; and also and this is

very important a lowering of the level of rents so that the

greatest possible number of families may avail themselves of

healthful and adequate housing produced by the private capitalist.

Socially, the benefit would be that private builders, thus freed

of many of the hampering disadvantages both positive and nega-

tive that now condition them, would be able more than they are

at present to consider the social problems involved in their work.

And here they will find that types of housing that will improve

social conditions also will be more popular, and more profitable

as well. Politically, the benefits will be considerable, even if they

do not go beyond the removal of what many builders consider

the necessity of corrupting the inspection forces in order to buy
revision of public laws imposing antiquated and unnecessary re-

strictions ; although the benefit might prove just as great so far as

cost is concerned if we could eliminate the holdups of the banker's

"bonus," the second-mortgage houses' "commissions," and the

walking delegate's "contribution."

THE GREAT NEEDS
But even when all has been done that can be done, and it is

much, in the field where private enterprise may freely function

in the production of housing, it very probably will be found

indeed, almost certainly that two great needs in the field of

housing will not be met. One of these is the destruction of the

slums and their replacement with modern, sanitary housing. The

other is the provision of adequate housing for families whose

incomes are below the level of even the reduced costs and prices

achieved by modernizing and rationalizing the whole structure of

governmental regulation in the housing field.

GOVERNMENTAL PARTICIPATION

To meet these needs in part so far as experience in America, as

well as abroad, has yet shown, there must be not only govern-

mental regulation, which affects all housing, but also govern-

mental participation. Governmental participation does not mean

the actual construction and operation of housing projects by gov-

ernmental authority, although that will be discussed later on.
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Governmental participation in housing projects in America

thus far has been manifested principally in three ways :

1. Tax exemptions for certain fixed periods ;

2. Public financing of utility installations; and

3. Exercising the right of eminent domain to condemn property and/or

extending tax exemption privileges for the use of housing companies which

limit their dividends and/or rents.

At various times and in various places all three of these methods

of governmental participation have stimulated the production of

housing, and to some extent all three have resulted in producing
houses at lower cost levels to the family owner or tenant than

could have been accomplished without such participation.

A study such as would be made by the Temporary State Com-
mission would develop these facts and it is not intended to clutter

up this paper with illustrations. But in this field a very few

instances may well be cited.

Tax Exemption

The best-known and perhaps the most effective instance was

the general ten-year exemption for new housing in New York

State granted by the legislature to stimulate the production of

housing in the immediate post-war period of high wages, high

material costs, crowded housing conditions and rem>control legis-

lation. It did have the effect of increasing enormously the avail-

able supply of housing especially in the suburbs of the large

cities and there is some reason to believe that in many cases the

ten-year tax exemption of the building improvement was reflected

in lower sales prices and rentals. No particular evils have been

observed in respect of this type of public participation.

Public Financing of Utility Installations

In many cities and towns, housing developments have been

materially assisted by the grant of public credits for the installa-

tion of public utilities. Subdivisions that otherwise never could

have been financed to the point of actual building, have been

made possible because the local government has installed side-

walks, curbs, pavements, sewers, water, gas, and street lighting,

ahead of any local community needs and solely for the benefit of

the particular development, borrowing the money at low rates by
the sale of tax-exempt securities and requiring reimbursement,
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oftentimes also at very low interest rates, over a period of five,

ten or even fifteen or twenty years.

This type of governmental participation also has had beneficial

results in scores of cities and towns and has added not only to

the quantity of housing available, but it has reduced the cost of

that housing to purchaser and to tenant, and it often has produced

this lower-cost housing under conditions that guarantee socially

superior housing. This latter benefit is marked in many places

where the municipal participation has meant the provision of

better public utilities, better planning for light and air, and also,

as a condition precedent to the grant of public aid, the setting

aside of adequate open spaces for parks, playgrounds and schools.

On the other hand, this type of governmental aid to housing,

granted as it often was under "boom" conditions and without ade-

quate supervision, or lacking correct technical administration, has

resulted in a multitude of evils. Dozens of cities, and they are

not all in Florida either, are bankrupt, or nearly so, as the result

of the unwise extension of this type of participation of govern-

ment in housing. It is worth noting, however, that these disastrous

results came as the result of actual partnership in schemes pro-

moted by ordinary business men in the ordinary course of busi-

ness affairs in the pursuit of speculative profits and not as the

result of any socialistic or radical housing schemes.

Limited Dividend Housing Corporations

The third type of governmental participation is quite different,

since it assumes a partnership between public authority and private

capital in which both partners make mutual concessions as an aid

in the production of housing. The laws of this type provide for

the organization of limited dividend housing companies which

forego the hope of speculative profit and promise their prospec-

tive investors a return that cannot exceed a fixed amount, some-

times 5 per cent but more often, especially in later years, 6 per

cent. Naturally these companies can appeal for investments only

to those who have an interest, social or otherwise, in improving

housing and in reducing the cost of housing ;
unless and until long

experience shall also have demonstrated that there is a high factor

of safety to compensate for the low return.

Under certain circumstances, when the limited dividend corpor-
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ation will also agree in advance to a fixed low level of rentals,

the public authority will assist it by exercising its right of emin-

ent domain to condemn lands which otherwise could not be ac-

quired, or will grant tax exemptions for a certain fixed period.

This scheme requires, of course, large assemblies of capital for

the private corporation in the partnership, but practically no cash

outlay on the part of the governmental authority. This plan in

some of its many variants has been worked as between the City

of New York and the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company and

the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union; and as between the

City of Newark and the Prudential Life Insurance Company.
Other limited dividend companies in the housing field have

availed themselves of the other two types of governmental par-

ticipation without finding it possible to meet the additional condi-

tions of rent limitations. Indeed, in the case of New York the

rent limitations were inserted in the law by interests hostile to

the legislation in the hope that it would make the whole plan

unworkable. But now reducing cost levels are making the New
York law affecting this type of governmental participation more

widely available.

The Temporary State Housing Commission would, of course,

study this field by inquiring into the work of the New York State

Housing Board and by consulting the principal companies that

have worked with the plan, such as the Metropolitan and Pru-

dential Life Insurance Companies and the Amalgamated Cloth-

ing Workers Union.

The purpose of this field of governmental participation, of

course, is first to aid in reducing costs to private enterprise so

that housing may be produced within the purchasing power of

families of even lower income levels than can be reached by the

ordinary private builder. Other purposes that have actuated such

participations in some cities have been to produce actual demon-

strations of better planning, so far as street and open space

systems are concerned, and better designing, so far as the buildings

themselves are concerned, with the intention of inducing private

builders to give greater consideration to the social problems in-

volved. In still other cities this partnership of government and

private enterprise has had slum clearance as a principal motive.

Indeed, it is recognized as a practical fact in many cities that the
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principal difficulty in the path of an effort to rehabilitate blighted

areas, even where private capital is willing to take the risk, is the

inability without exercising the power of condemnation to assemble

the land in areas of the required shape and size to admit of good

planning and design. Many otherwise seemingly good schemes

for slum clearance have broken on this rock of the high cost of

land assembly.

Other Factors Pointing to Participation

But even if the experiments in these particular fields of govern-

mental participation can be made the base of a practical scheme

for helping housing, and it is believed they can, it must be admitted

that as yet there is little substantial basis upon which to predicate

a hope that it would provide much more than the necessary demon-

strations required to keep the planners and designers abreast

of the advances of the technologists.

To make an advance that will be quantitatively impressive in

solving the problem of how to house the families of moderate

and lower levels of income, and at the same time restore and

rehabilitate the blighted areas of the cities, probably will require

further governmental participation.

An inquiry into this phase of the problem is clearly indicated.

Without suggesting in advance probable solutions, it is safe to say

that at this time almost nobody is satisfied with the present status

of the financial factors involved; real estate taxation, the real

estate mortgage market, the decreasing returns to the owners of

properties in the blighted areas, the decreasing public revenues

from these slums, the increasing costs of governmental and private

agencies occasioned by slum conditions.

It is also safe to say that nobody is satisfied with the present

status of the social factors involved : The old slums getting worse,

and new slums coming into being; the bad effect of slum condi-

tions on the physical, mental and social health of the slum chil-

dren becoming even more marked from year to year as the general

problems of urban life become more complex; the dread manifes-

tations of the development of what may prove a permanent social

stratum of paupers and criminals.

It is also probable that very few are satisfied with the present

status of the political factors involved
;
the slum votes under gang
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leadership assuring political control to low-grade politicians who
look with impartial complacency upon the organized activities of

crime and vice and the monopolistic exploitation of the public by

corporations which in theory are being regulated in the public

interest by government; the advancing areas of the slums driving

more and more of the politically responsible people to homes in

tiny suburban governmental units where they think they can find

their own safety; the increasing misery of the slums extinguish-

ing the hope of betterment under our American scheme of evolu-

tionary political reform and lighting the flames of such hopes
as are centered only in revolution; the increasing fear of the

city on the part of the rural districts that delays the adjustment
of political machinery to give city populations due weight in gov-
ernmental affairs, this fear fed by tales of the gangs political and

by the people of the slums.

Political Factors. Political fears will be aroused if there is

any talk of further governmental participation in housing even to

rehabilitate the slums, for it will seem to many a too costly de-

parture from classic American political principles. Economic

fears will be aroused, too, for the expenditure required will seem

too great to many.
As against these accounts of the cost should be set the present

condition. Is it in accord with classic American political prin-

ciples to be content with the formal trappings of municipal gov-
ernment at City Hall, while surrendering the actual power to

gangsters from the slums? Is an expenditure too great, econo-

mically, if it will not only bring new values in new benefits, but

also decrease the cost of struggling against old evils?

There may be a few who are content with the present political

situations in American cities. But many are discontented, and if

they will look closely to the map they will find that the votes

that keep in power the men who are responsible for our bad gov-

ernment are in nearly all instances the votes from the slums. As

the slums increase in area and as more and more people become

slum people which will happen unless the trend of the times is

reversed then more and more sure will be the control of politics

by the people of the slums.

Finance. While it would be difficult, without a great deal

more information than is now available, to suggest new avenues
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for governmental participation, it is apparent that one thing that

ought to be studied in this connection is the whole matter of financ-

ing housing projects.

There is rarely a serious lack of first mortgage money for the

well-conceived housing project. It is the junior financing that

causes the trouble. In city after city all over the country the

"second mortgage shark" has taken his toll of the developers,

only later to end his own career in bankruptcy. But again, even

if second mortgage money is available and on terms not too un-

reasonable, large projects, particularly in slum clearance, require

more capital than can be readily attracted to finance the equities.

Not only people interested in housing are concerned with this

problem. The banks, the insurance companies, the surviving mort-

gage bond dealers, real estate operators, the large manufacturers

and distributors of building materials and supplies, the contractors,

all are struggling with it.

We have not heretofore objected seriously to governmental aid

in the field of finance, so that inquiries as to what government

might do to help the building industry create a better financing

scheme ought to be useful.

Social Factors. Another method of possible governmental

participation that should be explored is the provision by public

authority at public expense of open spaces for playground, and

other recreational park purposes in connection with housing

projects. The provision of parks and playgrounds is not new
nor revolutionary, and it sometimes will make the difference be-

tween success and failure of a housing project. Then, too, it is

the best possible insurance against a new housing project eventu-

ally degenerating into a slum. The partnership of the City of

Newark and the Prudential Life Insurance Company in an enter-

prise of this type is an interesting example.
These efforts in the fields already discussed, that of govern-

mental regulation and that of governmental participation, assum-

ing their success, would have the effect of reducing costs so that

families of lower incomes would be able to live in houses pro-

duced by private enterprise. They would have the effect of re-

ducing costs in the field of housing projects in which government
and private enterprise cooperated, so as to permit families of
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a still lower income level to live in them; they would have the

effect of replacing some of the slums and, perhaps, of checking
the growth of new slums.

But, inquiry will probably reveal that even the fullest measure

of success in these two fields would still leave two needs of the

general housing situation to be met. Those two needs would be

the clearance of the worst of the slums; and the housing of the

lowest income families.

It is the lowest income groups of workers and would-be workers

who live in the worst of the slums. Thus far, so far as can be

learned, nobody has found a way to house families of this type
if they be required to pay a rent that will produce a return upon
the capital cost of the housing. The payment of such a return

is contemplated, at any rate, in the types of housing considered

under governmental regulation and under governmental participa-

tion. But for these families of the lowest income levels their

number is a startlingly large proportion of the whole number of

families there are but three possible things :

1. Continue to live in the worst of the slums;
2. Increase the family income so as to permit paying rent in the better

houses produced under the types of governmental regulations and partici-

pation discussed above; or

3. Provide government subsidy that will permit houses to be built to be

rented within the means of the people.

That means, of course, a radical departure from the usual

American way of looking at things. It will be said that it will

put the government in competition with its enterprising citizens,

notwithstanding the fact that citizens of the utmost enterprise

have tried to meet this need and have failed. It will be said that

it will cost too much. Again, that cost should be set up as against

the cost of going on the way we are going. It will be said that it

will destroy our political institutions. Well, some people think

they are in danger anyhow, and one very able political and

economic thinker says that it might be very good politics indeed

for the existing order to see to it that the parts of the city that

have the control in votes get the decent housing they want, rather

than to leave the job to some other order that these same voters

may have it within their power to establish.
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At the same time, this is a sea with no charts of our making;
we would have to look over the experience of Europe and Aus-

tralasia and South Africa and perhaps Japan; we should make

careful studies before we make decisions.

Yet, we know now that it is almost sure that the most exhaus-

tive inquiry will reveal this great lower stratum of people for

whom adequate and safe and healthy housing cannot be pro-

vided without actual governmental subvention. How to make that

subvention or how to bring the public face to face with the facts

are things that require the most careful research and thoughtful

consideration before they are determined.

It will be said that this is a too pessimistic view; that the

slums are not as bad as they used to be
;
that as families move into

new houses provided by private enterprise the whole slum popula-

tion moves up a grade, leaving the worst of the slum houses for

demolition; that much can be done by reconditioning the old

houses in the blighted areas
;
that the worst of the slum evils

may be repressed by the strong arm of the law; and so on and

so on.

There will be a basis of fact for every such statement. So far

as physical health is concerned, the slums are not as bad as they

used to be thanks to millions of dollars of public and private

money poured out for public health enterprises but what of

the mental and the social health in the slums? The moving up
of families into new houses does tend in some cities and under

some conditions to vacate the worst of the slum houses, and the

benefits of these graduated migrations should not be undervalued.

But does that stop the creation of new slums at even a more

rapid rate? Much can be done by reconditioning old houses in

the slums. Much has been done in some cities. But that does not

alter the fact that it is not always the house that makes the slum.

It is more often the way in which the houses are built on the

land so as to shut out or admit light and air and make for bad or

good neighborhood conditions that determines whether a place is

a slum or not a slum. There are slum houses in the worst of the

slums that are better, so far as actual construction is concerned,

than some of the more expensive suburban homes. It is the

neighborhood and not the house that makes the slum, and the

neighborhood is determined by the sum of the houses grouped
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together. Reconditioning sometimes will do the work, but some-

times it is almost as expensive as new housing ;
in some circum-

stances even more so!

Then there remains the business of the forcible demolition by

process of law of housing that has deteriorated until it is no longer

fit for human habitation
;
a demolition that can be staved off only

by making the necessary repairs and changes to bring the house

within the requirements of a modern housing code.

In some states and in some cities, where the laws have been

well drawn and favorably interpreted, much can be done by this

method. In other states the laws make such work very difficult.

An inquiry such as that to be made in Illinois should, of course,

result in recommendations to enable all that is possible in this field

to be accomplished.

PROCEDURE OF ENFORCEMENT AND
ADMINISTRATION

With regard to legislation for improving the housing situation

in any of the three general fields affected by government regula-

tion, participation, or subvention whether that legislation be

passed immediately or not, it should be remembered that the en-

actment of legislation is often no more than the expression of

approval of a policy.

In a field so complex as that of housing, affecting as it does

almost every activity of society, it seems to me that the supervision

of the enforcement and administration of the laws affecting hous-

ing, and the continued study and inquiry into their validity and

usefulness, require the establishment of some permanent body

charged with these particular duties.

If that be so, then it is to be hoped that the Temporary Com-

mission will recommend the creation of a permanent state housing

commission which would have three principal functions. These

would be:

First, to supervise the enforcement and administration of all laws, state

and local, affecting housing, whether of regulatory, participating or sub-

vention type; to undertake leadership in bringing about changes in business

and trade practices to keep abreast of the changes in the public laws and

regulations; and to cooperate with other public and with private agencies
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to ameliorate, so far as possible, housing conditions that cannot be radically

cured.

Second, to carry on a continuous research in the field of housing, not

only into all the phases suggested in this paper, but also in the field of

planning and design, architecture, construction, construction costs, and

management costs, so as to be able at once to recommend changes in laws

and practices when indicated by discoveries or technical advances in plan,

design, construction, finance, or whatnot.

Third, to carry on a continuous educational effort by placing before the

public generally, but especially before the groups directly interested, the

factual results of the work of the commission in carrying out its first and

second functions.

The work of the Temporary Commission probably cannot be

accomplished unless it is provided with a staff of technical assist-

ants working in different fields. These fields will not follow, of

course, the divisions herein indicated.

But in view of the lacks that have been apparent in some other

studies in this field, it is suggested that adequate attention be

given at all times during the progress of this work to that branch

of technology represented by the law. The other skills will surely

be called upon, but it may seem as it often has seemed unneces-

sary to call in the lawyer until the whole thing is ready to be

drafted into legislation. He ought to be kept in touch through-
out the whole procedure.

Thus far, public law has been discussed as if it were one body.
That is, of course, not true. The Temporary Commission will

make its principal recommendations to the state legislature, and

much of the legislation required will be from the state. But since

so much of almost equal importance, especially in the regulatory

field, will come under the jurisdiction of city and county legisla-

tive bodies, it ought to be a part of the act setting up a perman-
ent state housing board to authorize special cooperation between

the state housing board and local governmental authorities.

It will be impossible for the Temporary Commission to exhaust

the field in two years, and it would probably be unwise and in-

expedient for it to recommend all at one time even the legislation

that it might agree upon within the two year period. The prob-
lems in this field will not be solved in two years, nor twenty. For

these reasons and others, it ought to be one of the chief aims of

the Temporary Commission to bring about the establishment of a

permanent state housing board empowered to cooperate with
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local governmental units, charged with the supervision of law-

enforcement and administration, impressed with the duty of leader-

ship in bringing about cooperation among private businesses and

organizations in this field
;
a state housing board that will conduct

continuous and continuing research into all phases of the housing

problem; and that will, on the basis of its experience and its

inquiries, carry on a never-ending campaign of education.

There is probably enough feeling about this housing problem

now. If more facts were available maybe we could do some

thinking about it.



APPENDIX V

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE AMALGAMATED
PROJECTS OF THE NEW YORK STATE

HOUSING BOARD 1

HISTORY OF THE STATE HOUSING LAW
A review of the history leading to the enactment in 1926 of the

State Housing Law of New York is of interest. Prior to the war

and through the following years, up to 1926, there were no build-

ings built to house the masses of people in New York City at

rentals from $5 to $10 per room per month. The absence of con-

struction, coupled with the congestion of the slum areas, made it

necessary that something be done to eliminate these slum areas

and to provide proper housing at moderate rents. The problem
was studied for many years by 'the social agencies of New York

and those interested in better housing. The problem was par-

ticularly dear to Governor Smith, who was born on the Lower

East Side and had lived there all of his life. He was determined

that a practicable method be devised to eliminate the thousands

of old buildings. As far back as 1886 some of these were con-

demned as unfit for human habitation and were still occupied.

Since that time many surveys had been made. One of these

surveys of a square block on the Lower East Side which has be-

come famous as the "Lung" block, showed that 40 per cent of

the tenants were affected with pulmonary disease in one form or

another and that normal, healthy people who moved into that

square block were infected within two years.

In 1923 the Governor appointed a Housing Commission which

made a thorough study of the problem, and submitted a plan

and prepared legislation. This legislation, with slight amend-

ments, was enacted in 1926 and is known as the State Housing
Law. In its original form the law was not quite satisfactory, for

the reason that Governor Smith had to compromise with a hostile

1 This paper consists of excerpts from an address by Mr. Aaron Rab-
inowitz, member of the Committee on Large-Scale Operations, and was
submitted as an appendix to the committee's report.
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legislature on the points that were considered necessary and

essential. However, it has subsequently been amended in import-
ant details. Printed pamphlets containing the law in its entirety

are available to all those who are interested in housing, but it is

here stated in a few sentences.

STATE HOUSING LAW PROVISIONS

The law, in effect, provides that any three citizens may go into

the business of building houses by limiting their dividends to

6 per cent of the equity invested; that the rent be limited to

$12.50 per room per month in Manhattan and $11 per room per
month elsewhere; that these limited dividend companies may
borrow two-thirds of the total cost at 5 per cent per annum

;
that

as encouragement for the building of tenements under the law,

cities in which they operate may exempt the buildings from taxa-

tion for 20 years ;
that the income from moneys invested, both as

to the mortgage and the equity, are exempted from all state

taxes
;
and that a member of the State Housing Board shall always

be a director of such a company to insure the interest of the state

in the administration of the property.

The law provides that out of the excess income a reserve fund

of 12^ per cent be set aside to provide for meeting possible de-

ficiencies and that all possible surpluses after that would be

applied toward the reduction of the rents.

The law especially charges the Board to encourage and promote

cooperative ownership.

EARLY EFFORTS OF THE BOARD
In 1926 Governor Smith appointed five members to the State

Housing Board. It was several months before the Board was

ready to report. It studied every angle of the problem. Archi-

tects, builders and financiers were consulted. Many types of

buildings were designed on various land costs. The findings were

prepared in a preliminary report to the Governor. The Board

was then ready to ask the aid of the public and of those men
of wealth in the City of New York who were interested in clear-

ing up the slums and providing housing for the masses.

Governor Smith gave a dinner and invited almost all the men
of wealth in New York interested in housing. I have never
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heard Governor Smith make a greater appeal on any subject he

was at his best. At the end of the evening, to our surprise and

disappointment, but one man offered to advance funds, $200,000,

with strings attached, provided others contributed. We had

thought all we had to do was to work out a scheme that was

practicable and the money would come pouring in.

Later we came to understand why rich men had not volunteered

to supply the funds necessary. At best, it was an experiment.

Wealth is timid. Model housing on a large scale had not been

tried. If a venture was 100 per cent successful, all the investors

could possibly receive was 6 per cent and final return of their

money upon dissolution the state appropriating the surplus.

There was also no precedent for the operation of buildings

of this kind. The operation of the law was surrounded by many
difficulties and its application was very rigid.

The Housing Board was determined that, if possible, only

square block operations would be permitted, in order to obtain

the advantages of large-scale production and better planning.

The Board had determined to set up such standards in build-

ing and planning so that there would never be a recurrence of

slum areas. Each square block would have a sufficiently large

area set aside for courts and parks.

THE AMALGAMATED HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
To this memorable dinner given by Governor Smith was invited

Mr. Sidney Hillman, President of the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers Union. The Amalgamated was contemplating building

under the State Housing Law- When Mr. Hillman saw that no

money was forthcoming from the public, he made application to

build a group of buildings on the cooperative plan. This group
had very definite ideas as to housing.

The Bronx Projects

After a while, they bought one of the choice sites in The Bronx,

facing Van Cortlandt Park on the north, the Reservoir on the

south, and the DeWitt Clinton High School on the west.

The first unit built and finished by the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union provided for 303 families. Since then buildings

have been completed to house 511 families, with a population of

almost 2,500.
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The cost of the first group of buildings was $1,925,000. It

was financed this way: The Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-

pany took a first mortgage of $1,200,000 for 20 years at 5 per

cent, as the law provided. The cooperators had to provide $500

per room. How was this to be done by persons without the

money ?

The Amalgamated Credit Union, a subsidiary, supplied half

the necessary cost per room, or $250, to each cooperator on his

own notes. The remaining $250 per room was guaranteed to

the Amalgamated Bank by The Forward, a foreign language

newspaper of considerable resources. The Forward endorsed the

cooperator's note. That made it two name paper and legal for

discounting in the Bank.

The architects, under the direction of the State Housing Board,

worked out a special design of architecture and layout and pro-

vided large courts that were beautifully landscaped.

Effect of New Environment. When these buildings in The

Bronx were finished and ready to receive the tenants, things

occurred that were revelations even to one who had been con-

nected with the Henry Street Settlement for almost 30 years.

The tenants of these structures came from the Lower East

Side. When they came up to view the new buildings, their sense

of pride would not permit them to move up with the things they
had in the old tenements. It is difficult to explain where the

money came from to enable them to move in with new furniture*

and new fixings. Their whole lives changed. Overnight these

people took on new standards. After a while 300 families, for-

merly unknown to each other, lived in peace and tranquillity and

with a sense of consideration for each other that was beautiful.

The change was amazing.

Cooperative Activities. Every activity that was started was

cooperative. They were an isolated community in The Bronx.

The nearest shopping centers were perhaps half a mile away.

They began to create activities that have preserved their indepen-

dence as a community. They established a commissary which

at the beginning went in for groceries, fruit, meat, milk and

laundry.

The price of groceries purchased by the tenants was somewhat

less than they would have had to pay in the neighboring grocery
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stores, and after paying for the administration, they were left

with a profit of about $750 per month. Last year there was

rebated to the cooperators more than $7,500.

A cooperative venture in the purchase of milk saved 4^ cents

per quart on every bottle of milk consumed. There are 1,000

quarts of milk consumed per day.

The grocery store alone does $2,000 worth of business a week,

and as another indication of their financial genius the capital

used in this business is $2,000. How many businesses do you

know that have such a turnover on so small a capital ?

Then the Amalgamated went into the laundry business, thereby

revolutionizing the lives of these women so far as the family

washing was concerned. In the past, the women of the Amalga-
mated spent on the average of sixty cents per week for soaps,

sodas, etc. By contracting for all the laundry consumed in the

house, these women were able with the same amount of money
that had been previously spent in soaps and sodas, to get the

laundry done without the back-breaking labors.

Other accomplishments were also quite extraordinary. There

was a demand for a library. The buildings contributed the space,

the cooperator-painters did the painting, and the cooperator-elec-

tricians wired the room. The women cooperators gave a bazaar

and raised $2,700, with which they bought books. The place is

as charming as you will find anywhere and it has a librarian in

charge from 3 to 10 P. M. In the afternoon, in addition to her

duties, she helps the children with their lessons.

It was necessary to have a clubroom and the same performance

was repeated. The carpenters, plumbers, painters, electricians

and the various other mechanics were called in each contributed

what he could and they now have a most attractive room set aside

for recreational purposes.

There is a huge auditorium in the building. It was necessary

to decorate it. The various committees took charge they bought

out a performance in a theatre and made a profit of about $1,300,

and with the proceeds, a painter living in the house decorated the

auditorium beautifully. There are an endless number of these

activities going on today. They have a tea room, similarly built

and furnished by the cooperators. That tea room is a most inter-

esting place. After dinner the heads of families congregate there
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and the purchase of a five cent glass of tea gives a fellow the

right to make a speech and the things discussed there and the

problems solved, are very illuminating. If President Hoover

wants to solve the unemployment problem or the thousand other

problems that annoy him, these cooperators could give him advice

beyond measure. It is a great outlet for blowing off steam. These

men are employed in their various trades and are continually

scheming and planning and thinking of their own problems and

the problems of the world, and in that tea room they give ex-

pression to those accumulated thoughts.

The occupants of the buildings in The Bronx are about 30

per cent garment workers, about 55 per cent workers in other

trades, and about 15 per cent professional and small trades people.

The surroundings that they have created for themselves are

beautiful and charming and belie the charge that people and not

buildings make slums. They came from quarters that were filthy

and vile and unsanitary, not of their own choice. They moved

to quarters that are beautiful and clean and have every modern

facility, comparable to any buildings anywhere in New York City.

They treasure them. They keep their apartments and the courts

immaculate.

The way these people hurdle serious problems and are being

educated to hurdle them is quite extraordinary. For instance:

Families with children at the adolescent age have quite a problem.

There were some 40 children of that age in this colony. By each

family contributing a very nominal sum, something like 50 cents

a week, they were able to employ a social worker who takes

these children, after school, walking, hiking, biking, and keeps

them physically employed while they bridge that difficult period.

Last summer, they arranged for the use of a swimming pool

nearby and at a cost of $16 for the summer of 12 weeks, 200 of

the children were kept in a modified camp with the swimming
facilities attached. It is only by the entire community acting

together that such things are possible.

The finest instincts in these people are continually being brought
out each cooperator feels he owes something to the community.
There were two wood-carvers living in the building they volun-

teered to teach some of the boys wood-carving and a class was
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established. It is interesting to see some of the fine things those

boys produced.

The cooperators write their own plays and act them. The

resourcefulness with which they raise money for their different

activities is amazing. They needed some money for some ac-

tivity or other, a little while ago, and they staged a debate be-

tween Norman Thomas and Scott Nearing. They paid these

debaters $75 apiece and cleared something like $225.

Examples could be multiplied indefinitely. The other thing

that impresses one most is that each resident is helping to raise

the standard of the whole. These people have changed their

attitude toward one another. Their manners have changed and

their whole mode of life has changed. They have changed,

facially and physically.

Amalgamated Dwellings on the Lower East Side

There are some $9,000,000 worth of buildings in New York

City operating under the State Housing Law two buildings on

the rental plan in Brooklyn, sponsored by the members of the

Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce. There are several other pro-

jects that have been completed in the last two years in The Bronx.

A huge housing development being built at this moment in The
Bronx will cost $2,000,000 and will accommodate 475 families.

But it was the great desire of the Housing Board to build in

the very heart of the East Side. It was impossible to convince

anybody that the type of buildings erected so successfully in The
Bronx could be duplicated on the Lower East Side, in the very
heart of the old, dilapidated districts.

Every effort was made to induce persons to build them, but

each time the reply was, "It is possible in The Bronx where the

surroundings are different, but it could not be successfully oper-

ated in the Lower East Side." The writer believed that it could

be done downtown as well as elsewhere.

Rents for buildings in The Bronx are fixed by law at $11 per
room per month, and $12.50 per room per month in Manhattan,
based on correspondingly higher land costs.

It was impossible to get the support of anyone who believed

that it could be done. But when Lieutenant-Governor Lehman

joined with the writer in financing this project the land was
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bought, demolition of the old Hoe factory on Grand Street was

begun on March 16th, 1930, and the buildings were tenanted by
December of the same year. The project is constructed on the

same general plan as the buildings in The Bronx excepting that

the architectural treatment is different. The building covers a

square block and has a 40,000-foot court in the center. It oc-

cupies 60 per cent of the land is 6 stories high and the last

word in construction. The rooms are all large, in 3-, 4-, 5-room

suites they have push-button elevators, electrical refrigeration,

incinerators, and for the first time the roof is utilized for recrea-

tional purposes.

The Grand Street venture cost slightly over $1,500,000, of

which the Bowery Savings Bank loaned $900,000. The apart-

ments were sold on a plan similar to those of the Amalgamated

apartments in The Bronx, excepting that in The Bronx the

cooperators were asked to make a down payment of $250 per room

and repay the remaining $250 per room in five years (terms that

always appeared much too harsh) and the terms of payment on

the East Side were altered so that the cooperators pay the same

$500 per room by a down payment of $150 and liquidation of the

balance of $350 per room in 10 years at 5 per cent.

There is an auditorium where the tenants have their meetings,

and social work, similar to that conducted in the Bronx houses,

is being undertaken.

The Grand Street project, in competition with some of the

finest apartment buildings on Park Avenue and elsewhere, won
the Gold Medal awarded by the New York Chapter of the Amer-

ican Institute of Architects, for 1930. The significant thing about

the award is that architectural effects were attained without spend-

ing five cents for ornamentation. The only materials that were

used were bricks and mortar- The only other ingredient was the

interest and the love for the doing of the job by the laborers and

contractors. They put their souls into their work.

An incident that happened will illustrate this point. The piping

of water to the roof gardens had been forgotten. An Italian

bricklayer called attention to the oversight by designing and build-

ing a fountain out of bricks and mortar and refusing pay for the

job. That was his contribution. You can be sure the water lines
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were connected to the fountain. A photograph of its beauty is

available.

THE NEED FOR MORE SUCH DEVELOPMENTS
The sponsors of the Grand Street project are hoping, now that

it has been built in the very heart of the Lower East Side where

the congestion is greatest, where the demand is most urgent, and

where the buildings are dilapidated, outmoded, and should long

ago have been eliminated by some governmental agency or govern-
mental edict, that more people similarly minded and similarly in-

terested in providing new and modern houses for the low wage-

earning class go and do likewise.

The standards of construction and layout generally as set by the

Housing Board, if multiplied many times, are bound to eliminate

the thousands of undesirable tenements and create new, modern

homes in their stead.

For the people, it has raised and changed their viewpoint to-

ward life and the value of life. Some of these tenants are enjoy-

ing homes and new living standards on a basis that was never

believed possible of accomplishment in their own lifetime. Per-

haps they cherished a hope that posterity, two or three generations

removed, could enjoy the comforts that are theirs. Certainly they
never believed it possible for them in their own lifetime to reach

such heights.

It is a part of any man's education to see the buildings that have

been built in the City of New York under the Housing Law.

New York State has taken the lead in housing reform and those

of us in New York who understand what it is all about are very

proud.



APPENDIX VI

HOUSING PROBLEMS OF SALARIED
WORKERS 1

(With Special Reference to Heads of Families Employed in

Downtown Pittsburgh.)

OBJECT AND METHOD
An investigation into the housing situation of salaried workers

employed in downtown Pittsburgh was made in the spring of 1931

by the Bureau of Business Research of the University of Pitts-

burgh. A major purpose of the study was to gather information

on housing conditions among salaried employees for use by the

Buhl Foundation of Pittsburgh in planning its housing develop-

ment. The inquiry was designed to provide answers to the fol-

lowing questions concerning heads of families engaged in "white-

collared" work in downtown Pittsburgh :

1. What relationships exist between the costs of housing accommodations

and the salaries and family incomes of home owners and renters?

2. What are the costs of housing accommodations to the renters and to

the home owners?

3. What proportion rent and what proportion own their homes ?

4. What are the reasons for renting or for home owning?
5. What are the housing accommodations enjoyed by the salaried workers?

6. What form of transportation is employed to get them from home to

work and how much time is taken?

7. Where do they live?

This preliminary report is confined to a summary of the analysis

with respect to the first four questions. The questionnaire method

was employed. The questionnaires were distributed by 19 large

employers of salaried workers (5 financial institutions, 5 indus-

trial concerns, 4 department stores, 2 public utilities, 2 life insur-

ance companies, and 1 railroad
;
a fair cross-section of employers

of "white-collared" workers in downtown Pittsburgh). Com-

1 This paper is a preliminary report by Messrs. Ralph J. Watkins, Direc-

tor, and Theodore A. Veenstra, Statistician, to the Bureau of Business Re-
search of the University of Pittsburgh. It covers an investigation con-

ducted by the B'ureau for the Buhl Foundation, and was submitted as an

appendix to the report of the Committee on Large- Scale Operations.
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plete returns were received from 1,415 heads of families 592

home owners and 823 renters. The plan was to confine the in-

quiry to heads of families who received a salary of $5,000 a year
or less but a considerable number with larger salaries returned the

questionnaires. These higher income groups will be excluded

from the averages in the final report. It will be noted that there

could have been no motive for rendering false information, iden-

tification being impossible.

The income figures reported were for the year 1930- Rents

were the rates being paid at the time of filling out the question-

naire (the first three months of 1931). All other data obtained

applied to the first three months of 1931. Home cost was taken

as the original purchase or construction cost, including the cost

of the lot. For comparison between renters and home owners,

12 per cent of the original cost was taken as the equivalent of rent.

RELATION BETWEEN SALARY AND RENT
A fairly consistent relation between salary and rent was found.

The average rents of groups at different salary levels vary with

income, but the variation is not proportional. All renters, on the

average, paid 23.6 per cent of their salary for rent but the pro-

portion of salary required for rent declines fairly sharply as salary

increases. The lower salaried groups, those with salaries rang-

ing from $1,000 to $1,999 annually, paid from 28 to 35 per cent

of their salary in rent
;
those with salaries from $2,000 to $2,899

paid from 25 to 27 per cent; those with salaries from $2,900 to

$3,799 paid from 22 to 24 per cent; those with salaries from

$3,800 to $4,999 paid from 20 to 23 per cent; while those with

salaries above $5,000 averaged less than 20 per cent.

RELATION BETWEEN FAMILY INCOME
AND RENT

Since the salary of the head of the family does not measure the

ability of a family to pay rent if there is other income, the rela-

tion of total family income to rent was also determined. Those

with salaries ranging from $1,000 to $1,999 paid from 26 to 30

per cent of their total family income for rent
;
those with incomes

ranging from $2,000 to $2,899 paid from 24 to 25 per cent
; those

with incomes from $2,900 to $3,799 paid from 21 to 24 per cent;

those with incomes from $3,800 to $4,999 paid from 20 to 22
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per cent; and those with incomes greater than $5,000 paid from

9 to 19 per cent of their income for rent.

HOME COSTS AND INCOME
In studying the relationship between home costs and income, it

was realized that date of purchase was a confusing factor be-

cause of changes in the real estate price level and changes in the

income status of the home owner between the time of purchase
and the date of the inquiry. For example, in periods of rising

real estate prices home buyers may be willing to pay a larger pro-

portion of their income than in times of declining prices.

Home owners with family income ranging from $1,000 to

$1,999 in 1930 paid on the average from $4,150 to $5,900 for

their homes, or more than 3.4 years' income; those with incomes

between $2,000 and $2,899 averaged from $6,900 to $7,740, or

between 2.8 and 3.3 times their annual family income; those with

incomes between $2,900 and $3,799 averaged from $7,350 to

$8,675 or from 2.2 to 2.9 years' income; those with incomes from

$4,800 to $4,999 averaged from $8,725 to $10,570 or from 2.1 to

2.7 years' income; while those with family incomes above $5,000

in 1930 averaged from $7,500 to $26,000 or from 0.9 to 2.3 years'

income. In all but one income group the cost of the home repre-

sented more than one year's income.

INDEBTEDNESS AND INCOME
The average indebtedness on homes was somewhat greater, re-

latively, in the case of the lowest income groups, being greater

than 50 per cent in the case of those with incomes between $1,000

and $1,999. Otherwise, no particular relationship appears be-

tween the percentage of indebtedness and family income. All

home owners averaged 41.1 per cent of the cost of their homes in

first and second mortgages.

Mortgages were a larger percentage of cost in the case of the

higher priced homes. This, however, may be due to the more

recent acquisition of the high priced homes.

Mortgages were a larger percentage of cost in the case of the

most recently acquired homes, less of the indebtedness having
been liquidated. However, the amount of indebtedness on homes

acquired more than 10 years ago was surprisingly large.
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In the computation of the percentages of indebtedness, those

homes with no mortgages were included. In a later analysis these

will be excluded. Eighty per cent of the homes reported were

encumbered by a first mortgage or contract while 15 per cent had

a second mortgage.

COMPARISON OF EXPENDITURES OF HOME
OWNERS AND RENTERS FOR HOUSING

There are several points which make a comparison of the re-

spective shelter costs of home owners and renters hazardous.

The renter's cost is expressed in terms of a monthly payment
settled by a lease each year while the home owner's cost is ex-

pressed in terms of a lump sum paid or contracted for at the time

of purchase or construction. Rent is a current out-of-pocket cost

which covers the complete cost of shelter for the renter; the

original cost of the home is increased by maintenance charges,

taxes, and improvements. However, in the opinion of several

persons with intimate knowledge of Pittsburgh real estate, 12 per

cent is a fair allowance to cover these items in the case of the

home owner, including an allowance of 6 per -cent for interest

on the investment. If this is a fair allowance, then it may be said

that Pittsburgh home owners pay more for shelter than do renters.

The reason for this is not hard to find. The home owner, in prac-

tically all cases, lives in a single-family dwelling, has on the average

more rooms, and occupies more land space. The home owner is, on

the average, an older man with a somewhat larger family; his

needs are greater. It should be noted here that this cost com-

parison is merely a comparison of the cost of housing in the

budgets of home owners and home renters and is unrelated to the

question of whether the home owner pays more or less than the

renter for equivalent accommodations. The study affords no basis

for the latter comparison.

REASONS FOR OWNING HOMES
The home owner owns his home because he thinks it is cheaper,

because it is a means of saving, because he secures a larger degree
of independence and privacy and, in a few cases, he gives as his

reason for owning, the obtaining of a better place for his children.

Some home owners regret their purchase of a home.
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REASONS FOR RENTING
More than half of the renters say they are unable to buy.

Being somewhat younger than home owners, this is probably the

case with many. The encroachment of other desires, an auto-

mobile for example, may be the real cause. Twelve per cent rent

because of the conveniences of changing residence. Many men-

tioned impermanency of their present positions. More than eleven

per cent thought it cheaper to rent.

TENURE
Renters predominate in the clerical, selling, technical, semi-

technical, and semi-executive positions. Home owners were most

numerous among those in executive and accounting positions.

Renters predominated in all family income groups below $3,800 ;

those with larger incomes were predominantly home owners.

Among all those reporting, 58.3 per cent were renters and 41.7

per cent were home owners.

SUMMARY
This investigation covered 1,415 heads of families engaged in

salaried or "white-collared" work in 19 concerns in downtown

Pittsburgh. By way of summary, it may be stated that :

1. The average salary in 1930 was $2,954.

2. The average family income in 1930 was $3,269.

3. The average amount paid for rent was $59 a month, representing 23.6

per cent of the average salary and 21.7 per cent of the average family
income.

4. The proportion of salary required for rent ranged from 62.8 per cent

to 11.3 per cent, from the lowest to the highest salary groups.

5. The proportion of family income required for rent ranged from 56.8

per cent to 10.8 per cent, from the lowest to the highest income group.

6. The average home cost of home owners ranged from $4,150 to

$26,081, from the lowest to the highest income group, representing from

3.6 to 1.8 times the family income in 1930 ;
the average home cost was

$9,387, or 2.8 times the average family income in 1930.

7. Of the total, 58.3 per cent were renters and 41.7 per cent were home
owners.

8. Renters predominate in the family income groups under $3,800 a year ;

home owners predominate in the family income groups above $3,800 a year.

9. Of the homes owned, 80 per cent are encumbered by first mortgages
and 15 per cent are also encumbered by second mortgages.

10. The average encumbrance represented 41 per cent of the cost of the

home, ranging from 79 per cent for homes bought in 1931 to 11 per cent

for homes bought before 1914.



CHAPTER III

BUSINESS AND HOUSING

INTRODUCTION

The Conference Committee on Business and Housing was

requested to recommend a procedure by which business men may
be aided in "increasing their already substantial efforts to pro-

mote good living conditions in the communities in which their

employees live, and in which they carry on their enterprises."

The efforts made by business men to improve housing may be

divided into three general divisions: (1) interest expressed by
business men acting in groups, as through chambers of commerce,

boards of trade, citizens' groups, etc.; (2) housing projects de-

veloped by an individual or private corporation designed to pro-

vide satisfactory living conditions for a given group of people

either as a social unit or as employees of an industry; (3) those

engaged in housing projects primarily for profit.

The scope of the committee's charter i. e., to interest business

men in improving living conditions is so broad as to require

defining if recommendations of a practical value are to be made.

The committee therefore construes the words "business men" to

mean executives and employers engaged in commerce, industry,

finance, and the professions, and most important of all, the build-

ing industries themselves. "Living conditions" include not only

housing in its generally accepted sense but also such necessary

accessories as sanitation, water supply, heat, transportation and

communication, gas and electricity, educational and recreational

facilities, and other necessities and amenities of life. The com-

mittee divides the persons to whom this report is particularly

directed into three parts : (
1 ) all citizens as such living within

cities, towns, villages and rural areas; (2) individual persons, or

representatives of corporations interested in housing facilities for

a given group of persons; (3) the building industries, manage-
ment and workmen.

The recommendations of the committee as set forth in a series

of resolutions are based upon an evaluation of what business men
and organizations have done and are doing to improve housing,

together with a consideration of evidence presented by persons

143
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experienced in the economic, physical, social, financial and organi-

zation aspects of the problem.

INTERESTS INVOLVED
Directed to Business Men and Citizens Generally

Data relating to the accomplishments of business men, acting

through organizations, together with supporting evidence of prac-

tical experience, point conclusively to the fact that the degree to

which living conditions in a community are made satisfactory is

in direct ratio to the degree of interest shown by business men
or citizen groups. This fact is in no way an indictment of political

procedure or local administration, but rather it substantiates the

American form of government, which in principle requires the

active interest of its citizens when dealing with all matters per-

taining to their well-being.

The committee, therefore, in recommending a procedure by
which business men may take a-n active advisory part in the de-

velopment of their communities, is acting in accordance with the

evidence presented and in accordance with the American concep-

tion of governmental procedure.

To present all the evidence and argumentative detail which led

to the precise wording of the resolutions would so lengthen the

report as to make it burdensome reading and, in the committee's

opinion, would reduce its effectiveness. There are, however, cer-

tain basic factors to which the committee especially wishes to call

attention.

The rapid growth which has taken place in American cities dur-

ing the last ten to twenty years has produced problems in eco-

nomics, finance and government which are new and not easy of

solution. Large numbers of residences, many of which have been

poorly constructed, have been built to accommodate the popula-
tion increase. Augmented demands for commodities sold at re-

tail have increased the number of stores and mercantile estab-

lishments. This physical growth in communities has, however,

not been carried out in accordance with wise plans for future

needs, with the result that we find today the peculiar phenomena
of a population desiring greater conveniences, improved living

conditions and a higher standard of living, on the one hand, and

a depreciation in many property values resulting from shoddv resi-
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dential construction and misplaced stores on the other. This sit-

uation has been an important factor in the shifting of popula-

tion within urban and suburban areas. Other factors, such as

major municipal improvements, subdivision development and the

uneconomic development of isolated sections, have also contrib-

uted to the shifting of population, families moving from residence

to residence as physical properties and neighborhood values de-

cline, and the desire for improved living conditions increases.

The results so produced have created large sections of obsolete

property which fails to produce a fair return on the investment.

In the following resolution the committee recommends a practi-

cal procedure which in its judgment will assist in the improvement
of living conditions by relating economics, finance and govern-

mental procedure to comprehensive community planning:

Whereas: Among the fundamentals of housing are transportation

and communication, systems of sanitation, drainage, water supply and public

utilities, educational and recreational facilities and population trends
;
and

Whereas: Business men, in order effectively to promote better living

conditions in the sections in which their employees live and in the com-

munity as a whole, must necessarily be guided by skilled and disinterested

judgment based upon a comprehensive study of local conditions and trends

affecting living conditions; and

Adequate state enabling legislation and properly devised municipal ordi-

nances are prerequisite to comprehensive community planning both in its

entirety and in its several functional parts; and

Cooperative community planning by official and extra-governmental or

civic agencies, in conjunction with public officials and public utility com-

panies involved, undertakes to make studies and reach conclusions having
an integral relation to desirable community development; and

The plans prepared by such agencies should be recommended to the com-

munity and carried out in the order of urgency, with due regard for economic

and financial commitments involved and their bearing upon taxes and land

values; and
;

j'jj

.j

The adoption and accomplishment of such plans are largely dependent upon
official action by local governing bodies and also upon a sustained, informed

and insistent public opinion favorable to such plans; and

Such public opinion must be kept abreast of the times through educational

efforts often beyond the accepted scope of governmental procedure;

Now Therefore Be It Resolved: That in the opinion of this

committee it is imperative that business men should individually
and collectively, through chambers of commerce, boards of trade,

manufacturers' associations, and/or other citizen agency:
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(a) Assist in the procurement of adequate state enabling legis-

lation and local ordinances as they relate to city planning
and zoning, the subdivision of land, building, housing and

sanitary codes, and the equitable assessment of property
both for general taxation and special assessments;

(b) Encourage appointment of trustworthy and competent offi-

cial community and/or regional planning commissions hav-

ing advisory functions, commonly accepted as desirable for

comprehensive development ;

(c) Procure from such official or other properly constituted

planning agency recommendations relating to the improve-
ment of living conditions, especially from the point of view

of home building and home ownership ;

(d) Aid in the formation and support of a competent citizen

agency publicly to sponsor, interpret, coordinate and carry

fonvard such plans as are properly designed to improve

living conditions and the economic stability of the com-

munity as a whole.

Directed Primarily to Business Executives

New Housing. In addition to the interest which business men

generally should take in living conditions in their communities,

industrialists have a special interest in the housing of their em-

ployees, because of its relation to industrial efficiency. While a

satisfactory standard of living has been made available to many
of the moderate income group, there yet remains much to be ac-

complished for those in the lower wage scale group. In further-

ance of this objective, the committee submits the following reso-

lution :

Whereas: An increasing number of managers of industry and com-

merce recognize that improved housing conditions require intelligent guid-

ance ;
and

Whereas: The purchase of land in a suitable location, the planning
and construction of the house, the beautification of the surroundings and the

financing of the project, often call for ability and a range of experience which

the man of modest means is unable to command ; and

Whereas: While such needed assistance may sometimes be rendered

by single industries, the results will be more generally valuable if brought

about through the cooperation of many industries; and

Whereas: Home owners and the public generally would suffer if the

policy of government competition in housing operations should be resorted to
;
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Now Therefore Be It Resolved: That in the opinion of this

committee, American business management should cooperatively

participate in making available suitable hygienic, comfortable and

attractive low-cost homes, for those of moderate means, through
the establishment or utilization of a local private agency.

Modernization. Evidence indicates that thousands of homes

now owned or used are not suitable for human habitation, while

thousands of other homes might be made suitable by proper re-

pairs. In order to place in hygienic condition insanitary inhabited

homes, and in order to bring into economic use those vacant homes

unsuited to habitation, as a financial investment to the present

owners, and also as a stimulant to employment and as a necessary

patriotic service at this time, the committee submits its third reso-

lution :

Whereas: Authentic studies indicate that there are hundreds of thou-

sands of houses, many of which may wisely be rehabilitated in order to make
them decently livable; and

Whereas: Many residential sections in centers of population have

changed in character and depreciated in value due to obsolescence which

could have been prevented by modernization
;
and

Whereas: The widespread modernization of houses would materially
assist in taking up the slack of lowered activity in the construction industry ;

and

Whereas: The degree of the activity in the construction field ma-

terially affects employment in many fields and the economic prosperity of

the country;

Now Therefore Be It Resolved: That in the opinion of this

committee there should be organized and carried forward in com-

munities, a program for home modernization, and that the business

interests in each community should take a substantial and leading

part in the planning, financing and realization of such program.

Directed to Individual Persons, Industrialists and Builders

Interested in Housing Projects

Housing projects developed by business men acting as indi-

viduals or as officers of a corporation are numerous, but any at-

tempt to evaluate these projects at this time would lead to con-

fusion due to the lack of necessary details. To recommend a

procedure to be followed by corporations interested in housing,
the committee should be in a position to answer such fundamental

questions as:
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1. Should an industrial corporation engage itself in a housing

project which is foreign to the purpose for which it was

created in order to provide homes for its employees?
2. If such a corporation should so engage itself, should the

houses be sold, or rented, to the employees ?

3. Should they be confined only to the lower wage scale group
or to all income groups?

4. Should the houses be provided only for the employees of

the industry interested, or for the employees of other

industries ?

5. Should an industry assist its employees in the financing of

homes ?

Evidence has been presented to the committee indicating that

industrial housing has been carried on successfully under each

of the conditions noted above, but often these successes have been

due to local conditions. A plan successful in one locality would

not be similarly successful in another. The committee cannot

undertake to set forth principles for the guidance of corporations,

but recommends that a detailed study of industrial housing be

made by a special commission organized and financed by the build-

ing industry in order that corporations contemplating such projects

in the future may have accurate information regarding the factors

involved.

The committee does, however, present a resolution setting forth

the need for considering certain factors which are pertinent to all

housing projects, and lists in the appendix, without comment,
some of the factors which, in the committee's opinion, have assisted

in bringing about improved housing conditions through the efforts

of industry.

Whereas: Experience in housing developments has established cer-

tain factors necessary to their success ; and

Whereas: These factors are especially important to business men or

corporations engaged in housing undertakings and to the building industries ;

Now Therefore Be It Resolved : That the attention of all busi-

ness men interested in housing developments be directed to :

(a) Studies of the trends of land values and the mobility of

population ;

(b) Studies of the economic factors involved, such as the proper

utilization of land, the size of the unit to be developed, the length

of time of development, and the carrying charges;
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(c) The necessity of bringing a proposed project into proper

relation with the community as a whole;

(d) The desirability from both social and economic considera-

tions of grouping houses for those of small means with those of

relatively larger means ;

(e) The fact that while home ownership is desirable and

should be encouraged it may not be practicable to provide under

present conditions satisfactory new homes for the lowest wage

earning group ;

(f ) The desirability of zoning as a regulatory measure and the

need for private restrictions as supplementary to a zoning ordi-

nance.

CONCLUSION

Much that has been stated relating to business men and housing

has made reference to business men generally and without spe-

cial reference to the construction industry. It is the construction

industry, however, upon which we must place our chief reliance

for satisfactory housing. The building of homes must be carried

on as a business operating for a legitimate profit, and success will

be obtained in giving the American people good homes in propor-

tion as we help, through public opinion and social control in its

various forms, to put this business on a high plane. One of the

important obstacles in the way of the best achievements of busi-

ness in this field is the competition of incompetent and unscrupu-

lous builders jerry builders and other inferior types who con-

struct poor houses that look well at first but lack many requisites

of good homes because of inferior materials and poor work-

manship.
The foregoing recommendations in the nature of the case are

largely concerned with the long-time view. There are, however,

important aspects that are directly related to the present emer-

gency, namely, the modernization and reconditioning of existing

dwellings. Also, home building is always feasible where the indi-

vidual case is adequately studied. These recommendations are

therefore presented as immediately practicable.

General exhortation directed to business men to concern them-

selves with vital problems of housing may accomplish more harm

than good unless the activities of business men to help secure

better housing are based upon the knowledge of essential facts.



THE NATION NEEDS MORE SUPPORT
TO RESEARCH

"The Nation today needs more support to re-

search. It needs still more laboratories.

. And scientific research means more

than its practical results in increased living com-

fort. The future of our nation is not merely a

question of the development of our industries, of

reducing the cost of living, of multiplying our

harvests, or of larger leisure. We must con-

stantly strengthen the fiber of national life by the

inculcation of that veracity of thought which

springs from the search for truth. From its

pursuit we shall discover the unfolding of beauty,

we shall stimulate the aspiration for knowledge,
we shall ever widen human understanding."

HERBERT HOOVER.

OUR CURSE IS IGNORANCE
"Facts can be applied in any field. Our curse

is ignorance. Facts are our scarcest raw material.

This is shown by the economy with which we use

them. One has to dig deep for them, because

they are as difficult to get as they are precious

to have. . . .

"I shall be happy if we can substitute the calm

findings of the investigator for the blatant ex-

plosions of the politicians."

OWEN D. YOUNG.
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APPENDIX I

ECONOMIC FACTORS UNDERLYING HOUS-
ING, AND EXPERIENCE OF LIMITED

DIVIDEND COMPANIES 1

The Committee on Business and Housing has made a unanimous

report. The report summarizes briefly the conclusions that were

reached. It was felt by the committee to be desirable to amplify

certain portions in order to bring out more clearly the basis for

conclusions, and the need for certain researches to enable busi-

ness men to proceed safely in their efforts to improve existing

housing conditions and promote home building and home owner-

ship.

Knowledge of essential facts is the first condition of success in

dealing with the vital problems of housing. It is stated that gen-

eral exhortation is likely to accomplish more harm than good, un-

less resulting activities are based upon knowledge. At the present

time sufficient knowledge of essential facts is not available. The
little which is available should be enhanced by scientific research,

economic in character, including planning the various uses of land,

and technical researches in architecture and construction.

Unsound economic foundations have been the cause of most

failures of housing projects during the past generation. Not only
has an unsound economic foundation been the explanation of con-

scious benevolent efforts to improve housing, but it has been the

cause of failure of numberless efforts of business men to provide

good housing for the American people. A typical example is

Rugby, Tennessee, founded by the late Judge Hughes. Rugby
was a settlement of homes beautifully located, skillfully planned,
and altogether most pleasing in appearance. It failed tragically,

however, as have most efforts to improve housing conditions, be-

cause planning was done with no adequate economic foundation.

SUBDIVISIONS AND HOUSING
Very generally, subdividers have failed because the operations

of subdividers have not been based upon sound economic funda-

mentals.

When we think about the implications of this statement, we

1 This paper was submitted by Dr. Richard T. Ely, member of the Com-
mittee on Business and Housing, as an appendix to the committee's report.
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have a partial explanation of the fact that our housing conditions

are not more satisfactory. Every subdivision that has been a

failure means lessening of the number of possible home owners.

Most of the additions to our cities come through subdivisions.

Buying of lots in subdivisions is the first step toward home owner-

ship. When it turns out that these lots have little or no value,

home building is discouraged. Hundreds of thousands of people,

and probably millions would be home owners at the present time

were it not for the fact that additions to cities, even when honest

and well intentioned, have usually been laid out on unsound

economic plans. It is said that in and around Chicago, enough
land has been subdivided for home building and home owner-

ship to satisfy any demand that can exist for a hundred years. In

Cook County alone, outside of Chicago, a scientific survey has

just been made by the Institute for Economic Research which

found that there were 335,260 vacant lots. This is sufficient to

provide for an increase of more than a million people. So far as

can now be foreseen, it will be 1960 or thereabouts before there

will be that many people in Cook County outside of Chicago.

No one knows the extent of losses due to the unwise develop-

ment of subdivisions. Losses are certainly in the hundreds of

millions of dollars, and even more, if we go back for a generation.

These losses likewise are one of the causes of our hard times,

which in turn are also holding back the movement for better

housing. Obviously something should be done to check this de-

struction of wealth and hindrance to better housing. The need

of research to give us essential facts as one of the first steps to-

ward better housing is imperative.

ANALYSIS OF COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION
ESSENTIAL

The City Housing Corporation is developing what is hoped
will be a city of 25,000 inhabitants known as Radburn, situated

in Bergen County, New Jersey. The company bought 1,250 acres

of land, paying approximately $2,500 an acre. This land is about

15 miles from New York City. The cost of the land is so in-

significant that if the land had been given to the corporation, the

selling prices of the houses could not be reduced more than $2
a house per month. The cost of landscape planning and planting

exceeded the land cost. It was desired to put the electric and
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telephone wires underground, but it was found that this would

cost per house more than twice the land cost. What is found to

be the most important item of cost comes under the general head-

ing of ripening costs and carrying charges. When it is said that

the land cost is insignificant relatively insignificant the meaning

is, the first cost. Carrying charges make it significant in the course

of years. No development of this kind, so far as can be ascer-

tained in the experience of the City Housing Corporation, should

last longer than ten years. The costs increase very rapidly, and

for a period of thirty years would mean bankruptcy unless the

city were well on toward completion. Ignorance of the cost of

development is an explanation of failures which have made hous-

ing in the United States far less satisfactory than it would be

otherwise.

RELIANCE FOR HOUSING ON CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY

The housing of the people of the United States has been pro-

vided almost entirely in accordance with business principles.

Many of the houses have been built by men engaged in the con-

struction industry; perhaps just as many have been built by the

owners. When the owners have built houses they have made con-

tracts with mechanics and sellers of materials. The whole process

has been a business process. Housing that has been given us by
business and by men acting in accordance with business principles

is, on the whole, the best that the world has ever seen. It is not

what we should like in all parts, but neverthless it is something
far superior to what exists in foreign countries.

Much urban and rural housing is, however, far from what it

should be. Many people continue to live in dugouts and shacks

that are not fit for human beings. We continue to have slums,

some of them in rural districts, though mostly they are in the

larger cities. Even among those not living in actual slums, there

are many in the cities who do not have the housing which they
should have in the interest of their own health and culture. Very
often those who belong to the intellectual or white collar class

for example, clerks, teachers, and even university professors are

so poorly housed that they do not have the facilities for putting
forth their best efforts.

In the future, as in the past, we must rely mainly on business
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men to give us satisfactory housing, as the construction of homes
is becoming an increasingly complex process. The primary ques-
tion is: How can business be helped to better satisfy our needs

for homes?

One of the obstacles standing in the way of the largest possible

achievement of business in this field is the competition of incom-

petent and unscrupulous builders jerry builders and other in-

ferior types who build poor homes that look well enough on the

exterior but lack many requisites of good houses because of both

poor materials and inferior workmanship.
Business in general is reaching higher and higher standards.

We may express this by saying that the ethical level of business is

rising. These higher standards are brought about partly by edu-

cation and partly by public authority. Our purpose is not to abol-

ish competition but to have competition carried forward on ever

higher levels.

Building and loan associations are doing more than any other

financial organization to promote home ownership. They are prob-

ably responsible for more home building and home ownership
than any other one agency. The failures in this field in the past

have been extremely small and losses which have occurred, until

the recent slump in land values, have been almost negligible. Busi-

ness men should assist in safeguarding the operations of building

and loan associations and help secure such legislation as is needed.

As we have an insufficient amount of data to determine fully

the fundamental causes for loss of equity in homes purchased by
the small and large income groups, independent economic research

should receive more encouragement than it has had before.

THE SCOPE OF THE LIMITED DIVIDEND
COMPANY

If the limited dividend company is able to secure in the future,

larger amounts of capital than in the past, its scope may be ex-

tended beyond its function as a laboratory. The cost of con-

struction is so enormous and repayment covers such a long period

of time when houses are sold on the amortization plan, that it

would take enormous sums of money to make a marked impres-

sion upon the housing needs of the country. It has been urged

that education and other philanthropic foundations invest certain
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portions of their funds in the stock or securities of limited divi-

dend companies. Such educational and philanthropic foundations

would then have their normal income from their funds, and at the

same time, better housing would be promoted. This is a good

suggestion, provided always that the investments in the stock or

securities of the limited dividend company are perfectly sound as

investments.

In Germany, preceding the World War, the government used

insurance and compensation funds to promote housing. These

funds were large enough to make an appreciable impression upon
the housing needs of the people. Provided again that safety is

not impaired, insurance funds could be used similarly in this

country.

With larger funds to work with, the limited dividend companies
could start housing on a comparatively large scale. Limited divi-

dend companies are able to assume a special role in relieving unem-

ployment and in improving housing conditions. Although as stated

previously, there is undoubtedly a big field for expansion in home

building at the present time, it is not easy to find an effective de-

mand for new homes for people belonging to the lower income

groups, or even the higher income groups. The limited dividend

company of the type of the City Housing Corporation, however,

is able to inquire into individual cases. It is in a position to assist

potential purchasers in reaching a decision as to whether or not,

even in times of depression, it is wise to acquire new homes. The

City Housing Corporation has in the past guaranteed to take back

houses when the purchaser should not wish to continue his pay-

ments, or could not do so. This made it safe, where otherwise it

would be dangerous, for many persons to buy a home. For the

sake of accuracy, it is necessary to add that at the present time

the City Housing Corporation does not guarantee to take back

houses. It does, however, endeavor to aid the purchaser of a home

to carry through his bargain, thus making it safer to buy a home
than would otherwise be the case.

HOUSING AS A FUNCTION OF GOVERNMENT
The members of the committee are unanimous in their opposi-

tion to the construction of homes with public funds, making hous-

ing thereby a function of government, Federal, state, or local.

Private business is not able to survive the competition of gov-
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ernment, backed by the power of taxation, and if government
enters the construction field it would deter private business from

building homes.

While private industry has a great deal to its credit, it admits

that the housing of millions of people in our cities is not satisfac-

tory. On the other hand, experience shows that it is possible for

private industry to furnish good homes to all except the lowest

income group. As an illustration, the City Housing Corporation
of New York, in its development on Long Island, has furnished

homes purchased by people with incomes of $2,500 or less. They
have not, however, been able to furnish satisfactory housing for

those of lowest income groups.

A question may be raised as to the desirability of considering

that portion of the economic field relating to this lowest income

group as a public function. It must be admitted that so far pri-

vate industry has not been equal to the task of giving all our people

satisfactory housing, and that it has failed miserably in meeting
the need of millions of people with low incomes. Should it then

be said that because private industry has not furnished satisfactory

housing for a large proportion of the urban population, and for a

smaller proportion of the rural population, we should separate the

task altogether from private industry and make it a public under-

taking? We should carefully investigate the desirability of such

procedure and, if found advisable, recognize fchat where govern-
ment enters the field, private industry would step out.

In practically all housing projects the general public bears a

considerable portion of the costs and it must bear a greater part of

the burden of rehabilitation. To cite an illustration, a large part

of the Lower East Side of New York is a slum district. Slum
clearance in this part of Manhattan Island has been under dis-

cussion for many years and has to some extent attracted nation-

wide attention. Any plans that have been suggested and any

plans that will ever be carried out will involve large public ex-

penditures. Streets must be widened, parks and play areas ac-

quired, and a general rearrangement of public utilities would be

necessary; all of which must be paid for directly or indirectly by
the general public.

Properly conducted researches into the enormous losses that

have resulted from laying out subdivisions as has been generally

customary, would very likely lead to the conclusion that a cer-
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tificate of convenience and necessity should be required before a

subdivision could be recorded. If this were done, the result would

be similar to that followed in controlling public utilities. We do

not allow gas mains owned or operated by separate companies to

serve the same districts, although this was done at one time. In

Baltimore, for example, forty or fifty years ago, this was a very

serious evil
;
the losses involved through lack of regulation of

public utilities are, however, inconsequential as compared to the

losses and human sufferings involved in the poorly planned sub-

divisions of the United States. All this is especially pertinent be-

cause ill-planned subdivisions are probably responsible for more

losses of homes than any other one cause.

MODERNIZATION OF HOMES
The committee urges modernization of existing homes as a

measure to improve housing and as a means of giving employ-
ment to many in the immediate future. In so urging, the com-

mittee acted in accordance with the desire to consider housing

from the point of view of immediate relief of unemployment, as

well as from that of a long-time project.

In stressing the possibilities of improved housing by moderniza-

tion, one should recall that at the present time there are a great

many vacant homes and where the supply is in excess of any
effective demand, the result of securing additional houses through
modernization would produce greater losses. On the other hand,

there are hundreds of thousands of homes which can be improved

by modernization without adding to oversupply. The moderniza-

tion of such houses would be desirable. Moreover, such improve-
ments in many places would greatly aid the housing of the lower

income groups, improving their health, morals, and the morale of

the population.

I quote as follows from one of my associates * who has given

special attention to public utilities in their relations to the utiliza-

tion of land :

"This whole question of proper utilization of land is of vital interest to

most of the utility companies in the metropolitan area. Superior, Wiscon-

sin, is often cited as an example of the great economic waste which may
result from unwise and premature subdividing enterprise. A great railway

financier visioned a city arising at this point as a result of a new railroad

1 Paul J. Raver, Research Associate of the Institute for Economic Re-
search.
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development. On the basis of this vision an entire tract was laid out for a

city of one million people. Streets, sidewalks, sewers, water mains and

street car lines were installed on the strength of the great growth in popu-
lation. Today, forty thousand people are paying taxes on municipal im-

provements which it was anticipated would be borne by a population of

around one million people. They are also paying one of the highest street

car fares of any city in the United States; but despite that fact the street

car system is in the hands of receivers. These are heavy handicaps to

place upon the future growth of a city as well as upon the future develop-

ment of its utility services."

LESSONS FROM CITY HOUSING CORPORATION'S
OPERATIONS AT SUNNYSIDE AND RADBURN

The City Housing Corporation of New York as a Laboratory

The City Housing Corporation may ultimately furnish homes

for fifty thousand people. This is insignificant when contrasted

with the needs of millions of people in the United States, but the

experience gained through the project, used as a laboratory to

establish standards and discover methods, is of important signifi-

cance.

Analysis of Cost and Income in Construction

Mention has already been made of the ignorance of essential

facts as a cause of failures of private industry as well as of

philanthropic agencies to solve housing problems. Analysis of

costs has been stated to be a requisite of the larger success that is

desired; and along with cost studies we must couple the impor-
tance of income studies. Cost and income researches cannot be

emphasized too strongly as necessary preliminaries to the desired

achievements in housing. When used as a laboratory, the limited

dividend company, cooperating with research workers, throwing

open all their books, may render perhaps its greatest service.

Miss Rosalind Tough has prepared an analysis of costs and in-

come in a large section of Sunnyside on Long Island. The re-

port, while yet unpublished, is one of the first comprehensive

analyses of its kind.

Home Ownership the Aim of the City Housing

Corporation

The aim of the City Housing Corporation at Sunnyside was

primarily to encourage the ownership of individual homes. Many
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people believed there was no demand for individual homes in the

City of New York, but it was found by experience that the con-

trary was the case, if homes were constructed at low cost and sold

on the amortization plan.

Freehold versus Leasehold

One of the problems to be solved in the beginning was whether

the land should be sold in fee simple as well as the building, or

whether to adopt the English plan of leasehold namely, keeping
the ownership of the land in the company. As the City Housing

Corporation is a limited dividend company, the only purpose of

the company retaining the ownership of the land would be to

secure an increment in land values to be used in the interest of

the community. It is impossible to enter, in this brief paper, into

all the arguments, pro and con, but it was decided definitely to

follow the common practice in this country of selling the land

outright.

It is believed that failure would have resulted if the leasehold

system had been tried, as the purchasers of property would have

had to take the chance of loss without a corresponding chance of

gain. The chance of increment under the operating system is not

very great unless the people own land as well as houses, as they
would be less interested in their homes and the community would

become less prosperous. If the ownership of the home means

simply the house, they stop payments when it is paid for; if the

ownership includes the land, they are not so likely to stop pay-
ments until both have been acquired.

Group Houses versus Row Houses

As Sunnyside is within the fire limits of New York City, it was

necessary to build the houses attached to one another. The cor-

poration, however, developed the idea of group housing rather

than the dark, drab row house which has been developed elsewhere.

By varying the skyline and the setback and by introducing variety

in architecture, it was possible to produce a pleasing effect and

make the development more attractive. At the same time the cost

of construction was nearly as low as that of the row house.

Cooperative Ownership of Apartments Abandoned

After careful consideration, the idea of cooperative ownership
of apartments was given up. The ownership of the apartments
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was retained by the company. These were rented at a moderate

profit and used as stepping stones toward the ownership of indi-

vidual homes. For a variety of reasons, the cooperative owner-

ship of apartments for people of very limited incomes does not

appear to be satisfactory, and probably the results of researches

would further substantiate this statement.

Business Property Retained by the Company

It has also been decided in the developments both at Sunnyside
and Radburn to retain the ownership of business property and to

limit it to the real needs of the community. The policy of the

company with respect to ownership is: Ownership of homes and

land by the purchasers of homes
; company ownership of apart-

ments as stepping stones toward home ownership; and company

ownership of business property in order to locate and limit it in

the general interest, and to gain for the community the potential

increments in value.

Fluctuations in Land Values as Cause of Loss of Homes

At the present time so many people of the smaller income

groups are losing their homes that many business men and others

interested in housing are opposing home ownership for these

people. The principal reasons these equities are being lost are

falling land values and the reduction of construction costs. In

order to make home ownership safe it is essential that we should

have stabilization of values.

With a greater knowledge of essential facts about movement of

land values, inflation is less likely to occur. Noteworthy success

has been achieved in stabilization by the City Housing Corpora-
tion through the experience of Mr. Alexander M. Bing and others.

Purchasers of homes at Sunnyside secured the benefits of land

sold at a price comparable to that in the present period of de-

pression.

Stabilization of Land Values

Stabilization of land values in Sunnyside and Radburn is pro-

moted by the requirement that a purchaser of a home is limited

by deed restriction to selling his home only to one desiring it for
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that purpose. The result is that the land at Sunnyside has a lower

selling value and a lower assessed value than land in the adjacent

territory. This restriction prevents the owner of a home from

having the illusion that his property is going to be in demand for

a big apartment house, or an office building. It is rare that such

hopes would be realized, and yet there would be an increased value

on account of the potential but highly improbable use of the land.

The people at Sunnyside have lower taxation because the specu-

lative element in land values has been reduced by deed restrictions.

This encourages home ownership and keeps the community a com-

munity of home owners.

Success at Radburn, New Jersey, Due to Orderly Construc-

tion, Not to Mass Production or Improved Technique

New technique and mass production have accomplished little in

the reduction of the cost of homes. Such success as has been

achieved has been due primarily to orderly construction. Rad-

burn, a large tract of land formerly used for farming purposes,

was laid out in accordance with new ideas. It has a better thor-

oughfare plan than New York City and the streets and lanes

occupy only about 21 per cent of the land, thus reducing the

normal amount of land used for highway purposes approximately
10 per cent. Many costs are reduced by completely building up
one part of the community before starting construction on another.

Closer Settlement Needed Both in City and Country to

Promote Home Ownership

To solve some of the farmers' problems it is necessary to get

the farmers into closer settlement by exchanging tracts of land

and by consolidation, thus reducing the cost of educating the peo-

ple, the cost of roads, and the cost of all public utilities.

In New Zealand the phrase frequently used in their land poli-

cies is "closer settlement." This is needed both in the city and in

the country, if we are to increase satisfactory home ownership
and increase prosperity. It is also precisely along these lines that

a great improvement in conditions in Ireland has come about.

There is no more promising field of research than that indicated

by closer settlement and orderly construction.
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FIELDS OF RESEARCH TO WHICH THE COMMIT-
TEE ON BUSINESS AND HOUSING CALLS

ATTENTION
In the report of the committee the attention of all business men

is directed to the following field of research :

1. Studies of the trends of land values and the mobility of population;

2. Studies of the economic factors involved, such as the proper utiliza-

tion of land, the size of the unit to be developed, the length of time of de-

velopment, and the carrying charges ;

3. The necessity of bringing a proposed project into proper relation with

the community as a whole;
4. The desirability from both social and economic considerations of group-

ing houses for those of small means with those of relatively larger means ;

5. The fact that while home ownership is desirable and should be en-

couraged, it may not be practicable to provide, under present conditions,

satisfactory new homes for the lowest wage earning group ;

6. The desirability of zoning as a regulatory measure and the need for

private restrictions as supplementary to a zoning ordinance.

These will be taken up in the order named.

1. Trends of Land Values and Mobility of Population

Attention of business men is first of all directed to the trends of

land values and the mobility of population. It is believed that it

is possible for researchers to forecast, with sufficient approxima-
tion to accuracy, the trends of land values to servers a guide in

housing, both in city and in country. Furthermore, it is believed

that a study of this kind will help to stabilize values.

On Manhattan Island, as elsewhere, we find an ominous slowing

up of population growth. We find also that immigration has been

materially cut down, which partially explains the condition of the

land owners of the Lower East Side of New York City. If we

carry further the researches which have been suggested, we should

be able to discover certain general trends. They would give us a

map, as it were, of movements and on this map we could place

our particular projects.

If we know what is likely to happen it is easier to adjust our-

selves to these movements. Through suitable control of land

utilization by zoning and deed restrictions, it is possible to curtail

the fall in land values in many places. The significance of this is

that the fall in land values is partially responsible for the loss of
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homes. A knowledge of the forces in operation that determine

the trend of land values would enable us to exercise a far larger

measure of control over these values. In exercising this control

we would be acting in harmony with forces that are already in

operation, and thus establish national land policies.

Dr. Coleman Woodbury makes the following statement on this

subject :

"The present would be an excellent time to start a series of records of

population movement and changes in land values. The 1930 census figures

could be worked down to relatively small areas, certainly not more than a

mile square, and the net change in population during the past 10 years could

be ascertained for each unit. The Post Office records of changes in ad-

dress might be used to keep the material up to date, with occasional vacancy

surveys by mail carriers. A few such surveys have been made in the past,

but no systematic method of recording the results has been worked out and

the findings in one city can seldom be compared effectively with those in

another. If we carefully worked out a method of measuring and recording
the mobility of urban population in a few of the larger cities it would not

only give facts which would be increasingly valuable to intelligent real

estate dealers in their ordinary commercial transactions, but after a period

of time it would give students of housing affairs a much clearer under-

standing of such basic problems as residential decentralization, the crea-

tion of sub-centers, the absorption of vacant property, and so forth. Even
more valuable, but also much more difficult to secure, would be a measure

of the movement of different occupational and income classes. Any normally
acute observer of urban life can point out numerous instances of such

shifts; but to my knowledge no city has information from which the past

and present movements of this kind in all sections of the city or metro-

politan district can be described in detail.

"The study of the trend of land values would probably prove to be more
difficult. The absence during times of depression of reliable transfer prices,

the well-known optimism of real estate men as to land values in their

neighborhoods, and the common practice of either withholding or reporting

inaccurately transfer prices are some of the circumstances which require

careful study before any attempt is made to set up indexes of values for

different types of land use. However, if nothing more tangible could be

secured than a record of 'asking prices' or of the opinions of local real

estate dealers, indexes on these data would furnish interesting and helpful

comparisons with those on the movement of population. One could prob-

ably point out, for example, many instances in which population was rapidly

leaving a district but in which reported land values were maintained or

even slightly increased. This might indicate that the optimism of the land-

owner was preventing a rebuilding and a readjustment of his neighborhood
to the general trend of urban growth in the city."
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2. Economic Factors Involved

In any large development the area of land to be developed must

first be determined. In the development of Radburn the unit

adopted was 1,250 acres of land, and this is a large acreage in the

metropolitan region of New York. It forms a good unit, making

possible a proper street layout, the reservation of a proper pro-

portion of the land for parks and playgounds and, when developed

according to plans, will make it possible for the company to

capture a large proportion of the earned increments and values

which otherwise go to the adjacent territory.

On the other hand, Radburn gave careful consideration to

ripening costs and carrying charges. By no possibility could any

city of 25,000 inhabitants be built in one or two years without

enormous waste. It would be difficult to find purchasers, and de-

veloping at so rapid a rate would prevent the best construction.

The most significant item of cost in the development of housing

on a large scale is found not in the first cost of the land but in

ripening costs and carrying charges. A large development should

approach completion within a ten year period, as otherwise the

cosr of the land, at first insignificant, becomes so excessive as to

threaten bankruptcy.

3. Proper Relation of Project to Community

Before undertaking any development with the aim of improv-

ing housing conditions, it should be carefully considered what

classes of population it is purposed to house and what relation-

ship they bear to the characteristics and economic capacities of

those in the surrounding areas. Several developments in our

larger cities are not proving successful. Apartments which are

rented are too expensive for the people who live in the neighbor-

hood, and those who could afford these apartments do not want

to live in the neighborhood. If a proper economic and social sur-

vey of the city had been made before the projects were under-

taken, the expenditure might have been fruitful in improving the

housing, not only for those occupying the apartments constructed

but also the surrounding area.
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4. Suitable Grouping of Houses of Income Groups

This factor is not so obviously correct. In fact, a limited divi-

dend company is likely to encounter opposition if it adopts this

policy.

From the sociological point of view we have an undesirable

community if it consists only of people with very limited means.

Years ago a painstaking study of Pullman, Illinois, was made. The

city, now a part of Chicago, was most pleasing in appearance.
The houses were neat, sanitary conditions were excellent, streets

were sprinkled more frequently than in many other cities. But

the community consisted almost entirely of people working for

wages and small salaries. At that time there probably was no one

in Pullman who could afford a fine carriage and a handsome team.

There were no places standing out from others with larger grounds
and gardens. It is highly probable that one of the reasons for

discontent in Pullman, terminating ultimately in the strike, was

that the monotony of the life got on the nerves of the people, for

neither working people nor people of the white-collar class like to

live in a community where all are on a low income level.

In human society there are differences of taste and inclination,

sometimes going back for generations. People are invited to our

houses who are more or less like-minded. This will always be

the case, but a community spirit can be developed which is whole-

some, and beneficial to the entire neighborhood. In many parts

of our country we can find delightful communities where the poor

man say a mechanic has a real friendship for men far above

him in wealth and social culture. When they meet on the street

corner they exchange greetings and talk about the affairs of the

community. They may not at all, or very seldom, be seen in

each others' houses but there is a friendship that is very valuable

and is an asset to the community.

Finally, one of the considerations which is essential and which

has great weight with the City Housing Corporation, is that un-

less we have houses designed for people of the higher income

groups, the taxable basis is apt to be too small to support the

schools, parks, and other amenities of the community.
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5. Practicability of Providing Satisfactory New Homes for

the Lowest Wage Earning Group

It has already been proposed that investigation should be made
of what can be done by private business, and we should approach
with an open mind the proposal that the lowest wage earning

group should be provided with homes at public expense. We may
have to give up the idea of home ownership for this group gen-

erally and provide rented houses for them.

Mr. Raver, quoted earlier, has this to say:

"... It may be more desirable to rehabilitate old houses than to

build new ones. Ordinarily from the point of view of the public utilities I

should say that this proposal holds out a great deal of promise for the

public utility companies since these old houses will usually be found in

territories where the fixed investments in main wires and poles for the

rendering of public utility services have already been made. Under such

conditions any business which is added to the utility plant is almost all

clear profit. I should think that the utilities could be interested in the

furthering of such a program. There is one limitation to such a program,
and that is that these old houses probably are not now constructed in such

a way as to take advantage of utility services. That is, they may lack the

proper piping and wiring facilities. The utilities are very much interested

at the present time in a program of improved wiring installations in homes.

It has been found that of the 20,000,000 domestic customers of the electric

light and power industry 30 per cent use less than 20 kilowatt hours per

month and 50 per cent use less than 30 kilowatt hours per month. The

past chairman of the Commercial National Section of the National Electric

Light Association, Mr. Marshall E. Sampsell, reported that the strongest

reason for such limited use of electric service by the householder after this

service had been brought to him was the cost of interior wiring to provide

additional outlets to give the necessary added circuit capacity. Certainly,

from the point of view of the electric light company they should be very

much interested in seeing a rehabilitation program in which these old houses

are modernized with respect to wiring and proper outlets for the use of

electricity."

6. Zoning and Supplementary Private Restrictions

The experience of the City Housing Corporation, as well as the

experience of others seriously engaged in attempts to improve

housing in our country, show that it is absolutely essential that

we should have zoning ordinances and deed restrictions as supple-

mentary to zoning ordinances if we are going to have the best

attainable results in housing the American people. Where there is
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no zoning ordinance, property may be largely destroyed in value

by unsuitable constructions on adjacent land.

Zoning, by restricting the use of a district, leads to harmonious

development and prevents destruction of property values. It is

also possible by improved zoning to make more permanent the

housing of our people in urban centers. A great deal of property
is destroyed needlessly because it lacks stability in the district in

which it is located. Tearing down and rebuilding often leads

to needless waste. Better planning coupled with zoning will lead

toward a stabilization of value.

Zoning can be only very general in character. When a large

development is undertaken with the aim of securing the best attain-

able results, it is necessary to have far more detailed regulations
than is afforded by zoning ordinances. An illustration is afforded

by the Sunnyside development. The interior of the blocks is kept

open for playgrounds and for common use by the owners of the

houses. All structures like garages are excluded and garages are

placed by themselves. Many other restrictions which are contrib-

uting to the success of Sunnyside and Radburn can only be at-

tained by deed restriction.

Dr. Coleman Woodbury, who has been previously quoted in this

report, adds the following:

"At present zoning faces at least two -serious problems. In the first

place, many of the more careful students of the subject are becoming con-

vinced that some redrawing of districts is probably necessary in the great

majority of ordinances. The common fault is that of providing much too

large areas for business and industry. For example, the fifth volume dis-

trict which allows the maximum intensity of improvement in Chicago, ex-

tends from the Lake to Halstead Street and from Chicago Avenue to 16th,

22nd, and 29th Streets. Mr. Jacob Crane and I estimated very roughly one

day recently that if that district were entirely improved to the maximum
allowable density it would contain enough office and shop space for all the

central business districts in the United States. It is ludicrously large for

even the most optimistic estimates of Chicago's future growth. As a result,

however, of the present zoning, hundreds and perhaps thousands of lots

in that district are being held for prices based on the hope of some very
intensive business use, and these asking prices are effectually preventing

any development of reasonable low cost housing in some of the worst areas

in the city. This is merely an example. It can be multiplied many times

in Chicago and in other cities as well. For a long time it was regarded
as unfortunate, but inevitable. In fact, probably it so appears to many
people today. It does seem possible, however, that if we could carry out
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some real studies of the proportioning of land uses in metropolitan areas

we would be able to suggest a much more reasonable distribution of the

various use districts in the zoned cities. It does not necessarily follow that

a rezoning would be made because the original districts, even with the inad-

equate knowledge of the time, were known to be much too large but were
so drawn to compromise with the claims and the supposed interests of the

landowners. It is entirely possible that even with greatly increased knowl-

edge of the actual needs of business and the very high income-producing
uses a rezoning could not be forced, but the attempt should be made.

"The second major zoning problem is the status of the Board of Appeals,
or as it is sometimes called, the Board of Adjustment This administrative

body has played a large part in the orthodox ideas of zoning method and

has been dubbed the 'safety valve of the zoning ordinance.' However, at

the present time a Supreme Court decision in Illinois has practically wiped
out the powers of the Board of Appeals and in other states the courts are

showing an increasingly hostile attitude. So far as I know practically no

definite proposals have been forthcoming to reestablish or to redefine the

powers of the Board or to substitute any other agency for it.

"Equitable restrictions in deeds have had a considerable vogue among a

certain type of subdividers and undoubtedly merit further study. It seems

to me, however, that the problem of the immediate future is not that of in-

corporating deed restrictions in deeds to newly subdivided land but in work-

ing them into the existing system of control devices on land which has

long since been subdivided and partially developed. This raises other diffi-

culties and practically no attention has been given to them."

TAXATION AND HOME OWNERSHIP
Taxation has been considered at great length by another com-

mittee. Yet it is important to supplement what has been said in

the report of the Committee on Taxation by emphasizing the sig-

nificance of taxation upon land uses. Our system of taxation has

been such as to be detrimental to good housing in many different

ways. Taxation upon the selling value of the land, as it has

existed in most parts of the country, leads to congestion of popula-

tion. The tax on the landj itself is so high that it leads in many
cases to so intensive a use as to injure public interests.

Madison, Wisconsin, as originally planned, had building lots

large enough to afford desirable open spaces and a pleasing appear-

ance. Heavy taxation of the land, however, has tended to reduce

the size of lots by further subdivision, and thereby made the city

far less pleasing than it originally was. In New York City, one

of the causes of the height to which skyscrapers are carried is the

taxation of land. The higher the building, the less significant,

relatively, is the tax.
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When we consider housing, we must consider all that goes with

the housing in the way of parks, playgrounds, golf courses, and

so forth. Taxation of the land of golf courses is frequently one

of the causes why they are sold for building lots. This often,

and perhaps generally, diverts land from more desirable to less

desirable uses. The areas of the land occupied by the golf courses

have a very desirable use in furnishing wholesome recreation. On
the other hand, when they are subdivided, they generally add to

an oversupply of urban lots and involve unnecessary wastes in

many different directions.

The system of taxation of land upon its annual use value, in-

stead of upon its selling value, is one that is now widely dis-

cussed and urged by strong groups in the population. It is not

easy, however, to change from a system of taxing capital value

to a system of taxing annual use value. All that is now urged in

the interest of housing is that further researches should be con-

ducted. No one would say that we should go over to the system
which exists generally in Europe of taxing land on its annual

value, but it may be safely urged that a careful investigation of

various European systems would, at least, afford suggestions for

an improved system of taxation.



APPENDIX II

PLAN FOR BETTER ORGANIZATION OF THE
HOUSING INDUSTRY 1

A better organization of the industry for building houses and

providing homes for masses of people would make possible a

tremendous growth in home building and home owning and would

provide work for many years to come for thousands of people.

The plan which I briefly outline would make possible not only

a very large increase in home building and home owning, but

would also eliminate the heavy losses that so many of our workers

suffer in their real estate ventures losses which tend to discour-

age home building and which constitute a great and preventable

item of waste. By solving the problems of home ownership and

housing for masses of workers we can provide happier and more

efficient workers for all our industries.

The basic trouble with home building under our present

economic conditions is that it is largely unorganized and uncentral-

ized as an industry. There is no coordination between the differ-

ent divisions of the home building and real estate field, and it now
costs three or four times as much to build and to maintain a home
as it should under the type of organization that I will attempt to

describe.

Houses as now built are conglomerate assemblies of many dif-

ferent parts and products of many different industries, each of

which tries to take as large a profit from its portion of the house

as it can. This building or assembling is then done under an ex-

orbitantly wasteful and unsafe method of financing which can

add tremendously to the cost. The building of houses is still an

industry that is in the "hand-made" stage. The economies and

efficiencies characteristic of machine-made production are almost

entirely lacking.

American industry, as organized in many of our leading

branches, is turning out, under mass production methods, pro-

ducts which are constantly better and constantly cheaper. An
automobile which costs $500 today is incomparably better than the

1 This paper was prepared to submit to the Conference by Mr. Edward A.
Filene of Boston, merchant, philanthropist, and practical sociologist. It is

included here as a special appendix of this volume.
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car which cost $5,000 fifteen years ago. The same thing is true,

in even greater degree, of radios and of many other of the pro-

ducts which mass production has brought within the reach of

the everyday worker. Houses, however, cost much more to build

now than they did twenty years ago, even considering the lower

prices of the present depression. There are no standard methods

or prices or designs in this most important field of industry. It

is almost as if the worker today who wanted an automobile would

have to hire his own designer and have it built according to indivi-

dual specifications which he himself might lay down. An auto-

mobile produced under such conditions today would cost $15,000

or $20,000.

I visualize a great company called, if you will, The General

Housing Corporation, which will operate throughout the country

to build, equip and own homes of the types most in demand by

persons of the average income.

The first function of this corporation will be to build houses

with ever increasing efficiency and offering ever better values,

at the same time eliminating all but a single profit. It will co-

ordinate all the different sources of supply of lumber, metals, heat-

ing equipment, plumbing equipment, fixtures and accessories of

all kinds, and will provide the capital and low-cost financing to

assemble them cheaply. It will be able then to turn out houses

on a "one profit" basis, which in itself will eliminate a great part

of the present unnecessary expense. It will be able to build in

any locality standardized designs with standardized efficient

methods of assembling anywhere the different elements that go into

the building of a house. It will have research and testing depart-
ments and will be able to assemble at any spot all the given
elements of a house with the maximum efficiency and at a cost

which at the start would probably be no greater than half the

cost under the methods used by small individual builders. It

will, by providing constant work for specially trained workers,
be able to cut labor costs to probably 50 per cent of the usual

labor costs in building houses as they are ordinarily built today,

and at the same time pay higher wages. By research it will, then,

constantly find cheaper and cheaper and better and better methods

of construction, so that the costs will come down eventually to a

small fraction of what they are now.
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This does not mean, however, that such houses will be ugly or

that they will all be of standardized exterior or of monotonous

uniformity. On the contrary, it will be possible to have them

designed in the best taste and by the leading architects of the

country. They can and should be made far more beautiful and

more attractive in every respect than the usual worker's house of

today. No one complains that mass production of automobiles,

for example, produces a dreary uniformity of product. Houses

can be in as many styles, models and variations of color, trim and

accessories as demand requires, and at the same time they will

uniformly have the beauty of even construction, good workman-

ship and suitability of design now found in automobiles.

This, however, is only the first function of this general housing

corporation. Its second basic, and perhaps even more important,

function will be to make it possible for workers to own these

houses and live in them without great personal risk so far as their

investment goes, and without tying them up to a fixed investment

in one particular locality that binds them financially to the com-

munity where they are living.

It is to the benefit of all that labor shall be free to move and

to adjust itself to the demand. It is for the interest of capital

as well as for labor that workers should be free and should not be

bound to any one community because they happen to own a home
in that locality.

This corporation would not try to sell locations. It would sell

to any worker an equity in a house in the place where he was

working. It would sell the house with the provision that, if one

wished to move to some other place, he could exchange his equity
for its equivalent in the latter place.

The corporation would own numbers of homes, for example,
in Boston, New York, Chicago, and other important industrial

centers. If a worker, who had acquired a three thousand dollar

equity in a home in which he was living in Boston, had to move
to Chicago, he could exchange the equity in the Boston house for

an equity in a house in Chicago.
There is, of course, always the possibility that losses may be

incurred due to the moving of industry from one site to another,

making workmen's houses unsalable and comparatively valueless

in places which large industries have abandoned. Regarding such
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losses to the corporation, a negligibly small charge in the nature

of insurance could be made on each house which could then go
into the building up of a large sinking fund to provide for such

a contingency.

One further step in the organization of this company, which

would make home owning even more attractive under this plan,

would be to make the equity which a worker may acquire in a

home, exchangeable not only for an equity in another home, but

at the option of the holder, exchangeable also for an income-bear-

ing security of the corporation. If, for example, a worker who
had accumulated a five thousand dollar equity in a home found

that he no longer had need of a house but wished to live in some

other way, he should be able to exchange his equity for five

thousand dollars' worth of the preferred stock of the corporation
on which he would receive a regular income.

This plan, if fully worked out, would not only make an invest-

ment in a home as liquid as an investment in stocks or bonds, but

would also tend to stabilize real estate values throughout the coun-

try and would create a much better market for home sites in all

sections.

This corporation, while it would be a great public service, should

be primarily and definitely a profit-making business. It would,
in fact, be one of the most profitable businesses that could now be

organized. Profit-making is based primarily on the rendering of

public service, and the possibilities of profit in such an enterprise
are emphasized by the fact that it enters a field where a greater
chance for public service exists than in almost any other field I

know of. It will not only render a great service, but should have

better opportunities for profits than almost any other business,

because it will be able to build far more cheaply than any ordinary

competitor.

If home owning were organized on this basis, thousands of

people would own homes under this plan who now do not dare

to build or try to own homes. Many people now refrain from

buying, not only on account of the excessive costs, but also be-

cause of the risk involved and the money which they will irrevoc-

ably tie up in an unliquid asset.



CHAPTER IV

INDUSTRIAL DECENTRALIZATION AND
HOUSING
PREFACE

To a greater extent than has been generally realized, the whole

character of American industrial housing has been vitally tied up
with the country's industrial activity. Workers dependent on

industry for their livelihood must locate somewhere near their

places of employment. Industries, largely dependent upon an ade-

quate labor supply, have sought out existing sources of labor.

Consequently, concentration of industries in one locality has

led to concentration of population with attendant concentra-

tion of living quarters and various types of intensive housing.

Conversely, this concentration has invited additional indus-

tries, adding to already overbuilt and undesirable conditions.

This is one more of many examples of the well-known vicious

circle.

Industry located in less densely occupied areas affords an op-

portunity for more open and better housing development. Unfor-

tunately in many cases this exists only as an opportunity. The

houses themselves are often lacking. Lack of housing accommo-

dation has been a major difficulty to many industries that contem-

plate a decentralized location, when, as a matter of pure eco-

nomics, they might find such a location entirely desirable. It has

been the function of this committee to study these various phases

of industrial decentralization and housing.

INTRODUCTION

Many and serious problems have arisen out of the accelerated

growth of the larger cities during the last quarter century. Popu-
lation has become more highly concentrated in dominantly indus-

trial areas. This trend is a natural consequence of the gravitation

of population to the point of the greatest opportunity for remun-

erative employment. Briefly stated, population has followed indus-

try to the larger cities. The result has been a congestion of

population and consequently of housing that has been not only
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socially undesirable, but tremendously expensive in indirect costs

to industry as well.

On this point it may be well to quote the Regional Survey of

New York and Its Environs. It is stated that "From an economic

point of view, business and industry suffer most as a result of

the unhealthy conditions caused by overcrowding, on the one hand,

or from the fatigue and loss of money and time incidental to

commuting, on the other hand. Many leaders of industry have

pointed to housing congestion as a menace to the industrial pros-

perity of the city.

"In the final analysis, loss of time and efficiency due to bad

distribution of the population is part of the cost of production.

Even if the direct costs of waste and unhealthy conditions are

met by the worker, indirectly they have to be paid for by industry
either in the form of higher wages to meet these costs or of low-

ered physical and mental capacity due to their effects." l

The economic costs of congested housing are thus plainly appar-

ent. The social costs and effects, however, are more obscure.

Were it possible to think of industry in the abstract, or as an entity

in which social problems played no part, the degree of concen-

tration of industry and of population would not be a matter of

important public interest. Industry, however, is not an entity

that can be thought of as an abstraction, devoid of human rela-

tionships. Its very operation is dependent upon human beings.

Were it not for human wants to be supplied, industry could not

exist. In a last analysis, then, industry is built upon and is entirely

dependent upon the broad foundation of human processes and

human relationships.

Speaking in broad terms, it is difficult to think of a so-called

major industrial problem that does not have a highly important
social aspect, and, by the same token, the roots of many problems
that are looked upon as purely social, may be found in industry.

Any study, then, that may be made of the desirability or necessity

of a decentralization of industry must be made not only in the

light of its economic aspects but in the light of its social aspects

as well in order to form a broad public policy.

1

Regional Survey of New York and Its Environs, Vol. 2, page 26.
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Industry must realize that it cannot flourish and build an endur-

ing prosperity for itself upon an unsound social foundation, and

in accordance with such a realization, it should seek out such social

problems as may find their source in industrial trends and prac-

tices. Having found them, it should put forth a sincere effort to

readapt its practices to a social order that will minimize the sever-

ity of the problems to which it is contributory. The housing prob-

lem unquestionably is a basic one.

The natural trend toward a better standard of living and the

forward movement of human wants work with a freer hand and

under a greater stimulus in the development of the home and the

pride of home ownership than through any other channel. Indus-

try, therefore, must be very definitely interested in better homes,

in home ownership, in the economic self-reliance of the individual,

in the sustained morale of the individual, and in the question of

health. It is readily understandable that all of these things require

more open spaces, more moderate-priced land, more sunshine and

fresh air, and good housing conditions generally.

Owing to the fact that the very existence of industry is depend-

ent upon human needs and that the further growth of industry

depends upon the further development of human wants, the con-

sequent natural premise must be that industry, for its own good,

should undertake a serious study of living conditions and endeavor

to devise all possible means, through its location or relocation,

to permit those who depend upon it for employment to avail

themselves of the things that make for better health and for such

better living conditions; that will make possible the continued

growth and development of human wants and lend assistance to

the satisfaction of those wants which, in turn, depend upon the

preservation and further stimulation of the morale and the eco-

nomic self-reliance of the individual.

Industry must look into the future and assume its proper respon-

sibility for social and economic well being, not only for the com-

mon good but also for its own security and continued growth.

Study and observation point to the conclusion that the social order

will be best served by a deconcentration of population, to which

industry through its location holds the key. A deconcentration

of population implies a decentralization of industry.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING PLANT LOCATION IN
CENTRALIZED OR DECENTRALIZED

LOCATIONS

Before considering further the interrelation of industry and

housing it may be well to outline briefly the economics of plant

location and to examine some of the conditions that are operating

both toward concentration of industry and decentralization.

Plant Location Factors

Formerly the decision to locate a plant in a certain locality was

not the complex matter that it is today. By necessity, a plant had

to be established either close to its source of raw materials, in a

railroad center, close to a supply of power, or possibly in a district

where a certain type of labor could be found. Those factors so

outweighed others that the evident advantage of one was often

sufficient to determine the location. Certain types of industry

today are in the same position by the very nature of the enter-

prise.

However, until quite recently, economic and social advantages
for industry in general were to be found only in large cities.

Within the last fifteen or twenty years invention and improve-
ment in certain conditions have made the small town and rural

community quite attractive to industry. The smaller community
has been able to offer quite as much as the large city to some indus-

tries as a result of the extension of cheap electric power, the exten-

sion and improvement of railroad service, the advantages of low

cost and better living conditions, the development of the automo-

bile and paved highways, and the acquisition of modern con-

veniences and even luxuries.

Today the manufacturer, with some limitation as to type of

the industry and its requirements, is free to choose between any
number of large cities, small towns, and rural communities. One

type of industry may be successful in one large city but not in

another; another may find a suburb preferable; still another, a

small town or a rural community.

Specifically, in locating plants, industries must consider a num-

ber of direct cost factors, the most important of which are (1)

markets, (2) labor, and (3) transportation. This order of impor-
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tance may be questioned, but it is generally accepted that these

are the three most important factors.

Markets and transportation are so interdependent that they

are often considered together. It is quite necessary to consider

the accessibility of markets whether national, regional or local

their extent, characteristics, possibilities, and also the matter of

competition and price level. How extensive a market is that can

be served from a factory depends on the nature of the industry.

In conjunction with markets, it is important to know the frequency

and- dependability of transportation service, the availability of

certain types of freight cars, the connecting service, and the freight

rates. This applies not only to railroads but also to water, truck,

and air transportation.

Raw materials and semi-finished materials must be accessible. It

is necessary to know the quality and price of raw materials, avail-

ability, transportation service and freight charges from point of

origin to factory. In this connection, recent developments in chem-

ical research have provided additional sources of raw materials,

have made lower grades of materials available for use, and have

made possible the use of synthetic substitutes.

Labor cost must be known in direct wage levels, with the vary-

ing effect of trade union and open shop practices of each locality.

Important, too, is the availability of skilled or unskilled workers,

the quality and efficiency of their work. As people follow indus-

try, those industries demanding unskilled or slightly skilled labor

are free to locate almost anywhere so far as labor supply is con-

cerned. The application of machinery to productive processes has

materially reduced the degree of skill required of workers in many
industries and has made possible the consideration of plant loca-

tions where supplies of skilled labor do not exist.

Power may be provided through the use of electricity, artifi-

cial or natural gas, oil, coal, and coke. The available supply and

costs of one or more of these means of power might well

settle the question of a location for some plants. Electric power
for industrial users at low rates has recently become available

in the small town and rural community, making the smaller com-

munity a real and very live competitor of the city in securing

factories.
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Warehousing of both raw materials and finished products, water

supply when large amounts of pure water are necessary, and

waste disposal are additional manufacturing cost factors which

may be affected by location, and are of enough importance to

deserve serious consideration.

All of the foregoing are principal cost factors, and after they

have been considered in their respective cost relation to each other

and to the group as a whole, it will be evident that many possible

locations will be eliminated. The various costs can be reduced to

a definite cost value at a specified place, the combination of these

values indicating a location or possibly several locations which

will afford the cheapest production and distribution of the manu-

factured product.

Cost factors also include indirect or overhead costs, which gen-

erally do not have nearly as much weight as those previously men-

tioned, but are still of enough importance to decide the issue

between several locations, if factors considered previously show

no distinct advantage for any one of these centers. The indirect

factors vary in importance, depending upon the industry. Of these,

the cost of land and buildings and construction costs influence

some manufacturers. Many cities have incorporation fees, manu-

facturing and sales taxes, property and income taxes to be con-

sidered. Probably less important, but necessary in the complete
cost set-up, is the consideration of insurance, of administrative

expense, of factory legislation, of public utility services, and of

climate.

Finally, it is quite necessary that full weight be given to factors

which affect the family life of the industrialist and of his workers.

All are vitally interested in the cost of living, in the housing oppor-
tunities of a locality, in the adequacy and extent of the facilities

for mental stimulation and development, such as churches, schools,

clubs, and theatres. In fact, in recent years, these factors have

become more important to some industrialists who see the effect

of good living conditions of their employees on the quality and

amount of work done indirectly a factor of labor cost. The qual-

ity of municipal and civic institutions, city spirit, political stand-

ards, and the kind of social agencies are all additional factors ex-

erting some influence on the decision as to location.
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Tendencies Toward Concentration of Industry

All of the factors of plant location have been considered in the

preceding discussion without reference to their influence on the

concentration of industry in large centers or to any decentraliza-

tion movement. Some factors have little or no bearing on con-

centration or decentralization, others very definitely influence the

selection of the large city or the small community as a location.

An attempt will be made in this section to point out the tendencies

toward the concentration of industry, and then follow with a dis-

cussion of the tendencies towards decentralization. Repetition

will be unavoidable, being necessary to complete each discussion.

The completion of a fact-finding survey a number of years ago

would in almost all instances decide which large city would be

most suitable for a certain type of industry, giving no thought to

the possibility of locating outside of a concentrated center of popu-

lation. Today the survey might, and often does, indicate that a

small town or a rural community is more suitable than a large

city. Unless it is obvious before the survey is undertaken, as

might be the case in certain industries, that the particular factory

belongs in a large city or a small town, the investigation will show

which type of community is best suited for the plant under con-

sideration.

The large city with its background of industrial development
and the concentration of many factories, has acquired and devel-

oped characteristics and advantages which many industries find to

be a necessity to their success, and quite impossible in the small

community. The city is not only a center of industrial life, but

also the center of the social, educational, religious, and political

life. Cities are centers of population, wealth, and leadership. In

general, large centers afford advantages of specialization, advan-

tages of financial institutions, of supply houses, of police and fire

protection, of both general and vocational education, offer oppor-

tunities for new lines of manufactures, and supply highly skilled

labor markets.

The most important factors of plant location markets, raw ma-

terials, transportation, and labor seem to favor city concentration

of industry, particularly those plants manufacturing direct con-

sumable goods. In the last analysis, markets are people, and the
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concentration of people in large centers favors the factory locating

in one of the centers.

Railroad rate-structures have been an exceedingly strong influ-

ence toward locating industries in large cities. The committee's

views as to recasting these rate-structures are expressed on a later

page. In this connection, the committee also points out that the

relative disuse of our inland waterways has accentuated the growth

of large cities and that the probable return of traffic to the waters

of the rivers and lakes will greatly facilitate decentralization.

The industry requiring great numbers of highly skilled labor

will find such a supply only in the city. Likewise, unskilled labor

and certain other types of workers are found in great numbers

in the city.

The greater supplies, at cheaper rates, of electricity, coal, arti-

ficial and natural gas in many large cities are still industry-attract-

ing features. These advantages are of especial interest to the very

large industry that needs large and continuous supplies. The posi-

tion of the small community, however, has been greatly improved
in this field in recent years, and in many cases its service compares

favorably with that of the large center.

Another advantage the city offers is to the manufacturer who
needs quantities or varieties of raw, semi-finished materials, or

allied products. Supply houses are always near with large stocks,

and at lower prices than are possible in the small place.

Police and fire protection is still very important and favors the

large city over the small. Education and amusement facilities of

the city are still superior, although more costly, than those of the

small town. Conveniences and luxuries are more common to the

mass of people in the city than in the small community.
All of these tendencies with the additional advantage of leader-

ship and capital still mark the large city as a favorable location for

many types of industry.
>

Tendencies Toward Decentralization of Industry

Twenty-five years ago the small community was in isolation.

It was greatly handicapped by physical restrictions. Population
and industry for years had been locating in large centers. With
the introduction, in about 1910, of economical methods of trans-

mitting electricity beyond large centers, cheap and reliable power
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for both industrial and domestic use has been made available in

the smaller places. Even more recently, the economical develop-

ment of power at isolated stations by the use of gasoline motors

or Diesel engines has contributed to the availability of small towns

or even rural locations for many types of industry, particularly

those with relatively low power factor costs. In addition, rail

service was being improved, automobile highways were being

built, and the truck was taking its place as a transportation service.

Very recently the airplane has developed as a practical means of

transportation. These improvements have placed the small town

very close to the large city in the matter of time, and with advan-

tages peculiar to the small community, have attracted many fac-

tories the beginning of the decentralization of industry seem-

ingly now under way.

The basic factors of markets, transportation, and labor still

seem to favor the large city in perhaps the majority of types of

industry. Some, however, find the advantages in favor of the

small community. Markets and raw materials are not far from

the small community as a result of the improvements in trans-

portation. New freight transit practices of the railroads have been

of value to the decentralization movement. For instance, milling in

transit was a factor in instances of decentralization in the milling

industry. Fabrication in transit and other reconsigning practices

have played their part in equalizing freight costs for industries

located outside the large industrial centers. Motor truck service

enables certain classes of industry to locate their factories outside

the congested areas as it permits them economically to assemble

their supplies in such locations, but in distributing their product

when in small shipments they face the additional cost of forward-

ing their shipments to some central points from which a large

number of motor trucks operate over a large area, or from which

a wide distribution of railroad package cars is available. The field

of chemical research has increased the number of synthetic substi-

tutes for raw materials, to the advantage of the small town, as

industry is freed from locating in close proximity to natural mate-

rials and is free to choose a wider range of locations.

In labor and wages, the small community is especially attrac-

tive to many industries. Improved transportation has made labor
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extremely mobile; consequently a supply of labor is not hard to

obtain if the local supply is insufficient. Moreover, the develop-

ment of machines has made the question of skilled or unskilled

labor a relatively unimportant factor in the location of many indus-

tries. The wage factor becomes of vast importance not only

because the manufacturer in the small community can get labor

at lower wages, but also because the lower wage is actually a higher

real wage when one considers the better living conditions of labor

at lower cost. In the small town, houses and rent, including taxes,

are cheaper, and the necessities of life are generally more reason-

able. Electricity and other modern improvements have given the

small town electric lights, radios, electric refrigeration, hot and cold

running water and other conveniences formerly unavailable. En-

tertainment, education, and recreation are also becoming more

generally available.

Other advantages add their force to those already mentioned. In

the small town there is generally no congestion ; expansion is easy ;

outside fire hazard is at a minimum
; capital goes farther

; produc-

tion costs in general are lower ; and the manufacturer and his em-

ployees have more prominent parts in the civic life of the com-

munity.

Many industries, requiring the advantages of the larger city

for certain phases of their operations, are now profitably pursuing

the policy of locating portions of their productive operations in

rural communities and suburbs surrounding the central city. These

industries are largely of the type requiring style in design, skill

in cutting and/or in inspection, advantages of centralized ship-

ping facilities and/or markets. Many branches of the needle

trades and the shoe industry may be cited as examples. In these

industries the operation of a considerable number of rural branch

plants as far distant as two hundred miles from the central city,

is not an uncommon practice. In some sections of the country

this tendency toward the establishment of rural or suburban

branch plants where the simpler or semi-skilled operations are

carried on, is growing rapidly. Transportation between the cen-

tral and rural plants is, in the main, performed by trucks, con-

venient overnight trucking distance constituting the practical radii

of distribution of the branch plants. Materials, designed and cut
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in the city factory, are hauled overnight to the rural plant, the

truck returning the next night with the product of that plant to

the central factory where skilled finishing operations, inspections,

packing, and shipping to distributor or consumer are carried on.

In conclusion, it may be said that, for the employer, plants in

the small community are operated at a lower cost; for the em-

ployee, living conditions are better and real wages are at least

equal to those in the city. These forces tend to pull more and

more factories from the city to the small community location.

TRENDS TOWARD FURTHER CENTRALIZATION
OR DECENTRALIZATION

It is difficult to appraise the evidence as to how far decentrali-

zation is actually taking place. Many indications toward greater

concentration are offset by many other indications of decentraliza-

tion. To quote from one published account :

2

". . . . we have some evidence of industrial decentralization; the selection

of outlying sites for some of the larger recent industrial establishments or

groups of establishments, e.g., in the Chicago district the big Johns-Manville

plant forty miles north, the Ford plant south, and the steel and refinery

development in the Calumet district; and for New York, Professor Haig's

conclusion: These figures appear to furnish grounds for the belief that the

peak of manufacturing in the center of the city was reached about ten years

ago, and that a process of decentralization is already under way.'
3 We have

the reported success of the transfer of the Indian Refinery operations from

New York to rural Illinois, and of the Ford automobile parts factories from

Detroit to small settlements in Michigan. There is a distinction here

between the movement of heavy as contrasted to light industries, the former

tending to move far out and the latter to remain closer in.
4 '

8

"For the matter of residential decentralization we have the figures indi-

cating rapid suburban development. According to the Federal census reports

the City of Boston increased in population about 12 per cent from 1910 to

1920, while the metropolitan district outside the city increased 19 per cent;

for New York the figures are about 18 per cent for the city and over 27 per

cent for the metropolitan district outside; for Philadelphia, 18 and 34 per

cent; for Detroit, 113 and 255 per cent; for Chicago, 24 and 76 per cent;

2

Crane, J. L., Jr., Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social

Science. Sept., 1927, pp. 234-240.
8
Haig, Robert Murray, "Toward an Understanding of the Metropolis,"

Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. XL.
* "Economic and Industrial Survey," Regional Plan of New York and Its

Environs.
6
Heiligenthal, Ing. R., Proceedings International Conference on City

and Regional Planning, 1925, p. 131.
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for Cleveland, 42 and 108 per cent; for Seattle, 33 and 131 per cent. Many
individual suburbs within these metropolitan districts showed a phenomenal

growth during the same period.

"What looks like a tendency for retail business to decentralize is shown in

the growth of business from 42nd Street to 59th Street, in the Bronx, and up
in Westchester for New York; and at 63rd Street on the south side, Wilson

Avenue and Howard Street on the north side, and in the closer suburban

towns for Chicago. Indeed, every large city offers many examples which

seem to indicate decentralization tendencies of various types : the Country
Club District in Kansas City ;

the industrial development of the Long Island

and New Jersey towns; the transfer of many industries to points nearer

sources of materials such as cotton textiles to the south, lumber and furni-

ture to the northwest, and steel to Alabama. However significant these ten-

dencies may be, they have been accelerated in the last twenty years by the

introduction of important facilities making possible the movement outward

of industry, business and residence: belt line railroads giving switching access

to many trunk lines
;
the automobile

;
new highways and transit lines

;
tele-

phone and radio for communications; and high tension power lines (super-

power) making cheap, flexible power available to areas formerly unsuitable

for industrial works.

"The persistence of the forces acting for centralization is evidenced by

the continued peripheral growth of residence and industry and by the tide of

downtown skyscraper construction. More new factories are locating or

relocating within or close to the built up cities than are going far outside.

The population growth of the outer sections of the cities themselves has, in

many cases, exceeded the population growth of the suburbs both on the per-

centage basis and, more significant, on the basis of gross numbers. The

population density per unit of land area, and the proportion of apartment

house dwellers steadily increase. The suburban development strings out on

radial lines, clinging closely to rapid transportation and good highways,

and the suburban population, under the necessity of going to or passing

through the central districts for business or pleasure, adds a considerable item

to the city traffic congestion.

"On examination it appears that the decentralization tendency so far is

only a forced driving out of industry, business and residence to areas des-

tined to become part of the centralized city or part of secondary uncontrolled

centralizations, and whatever decentralization has taken place goes on without

organized allocation or arrangement of land areas. . . ."

Two studies have been undertaken by this committee in an at-

tempt to throw light on both population and plant movement. One
of these 6 has been designed to show just what has been happening
to our population with respect to decentralization. The result has

6 For complete study see Appendix I, "Population Trends Toward Con-
centration and Decentralization."
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been rather surprising and reenforces the conviction that decentral-

ization will have to be ably directed if it is actually to accomplish
a wider distribution of our population.

The facts can be briefly summarized. The following tables show

the percentage increase of population in communities of different

sizes since 1910 (see Table I), and the proportion of our popu-
lation living in cities of different sizes (see Table II).

Table I. Percentage Increase of Population Living in

Communities of Varying Sizes

1920-30 1910-20

All urban places 27.0 28.8

1,000,000 or more 48.5 19.3

500,000-1,000,000 -7.3 106.7

250,000- 500,000 75.2 15.0

100,000- 250,000 15.7 34.7

50,000- 100,000 23.3 26.0

25,000- 50,000 26.6 26.1

10,000- 25,000 31.0 25.7

5,000- 10,000 18.0 17.5

2,500- 5,000

~

2.7 18.4

Note: These percentages are largely affected by the movement

of cities from one size class to another. See p. 204, Appendix I,

Table III, for same cities in both 1920 and 1930.

Table II. Percentage of the Total Population Living in

Cities of Specified Sizes

Cities of: 1930 1920 1910

1,000,000 and over 12.3 9.6 9.2

500,000 and over 17.0 15.5 12.5

250,000 and over 23.5 19.8 16.8

100,000 and over 29.6 26.0 22.1

Less than 100,000 26.6 25.4 23.7

Less than 250,000 32.7 31.6 29.0

This evidence shows that our population is not being decen-

tralized at the present time. Not only more people but a larger

proportion of our people live in large cities (above 100,000 or

above 250,000, whichever one chooses) than ever before. There

is a very rapid growth of population in the territory adjacent to
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the large cities, but it is not yet of sufficient magnitude to offset the

growth of the cities themselves.

In the following table the percentage increase in wage earners

in manufacturing living in communities of different size is given.

Table III. Percentage Increase in Wage Earners in

Manufacturing in Communities of Different Sizes

1919-29 1909-19

United States -2.1 36.1

Under 25,000 -6.0 21.1

25,000- 50,000 4.1 53.4

50,000- 100,000 -7.4 37.1

100,000- 250,000 -13.4 68.9

250,000- 500,000 33.3 31.8

500,000-1,000,000 -21.4 127.1

1,000,000 and over 14.2 20.4

This shows the most important increase in cities of 250,000-

500,000 and in those of over 1,000,000. The net effect is that

during a decade in which there was a decline of 2.1 per cent in

total number of such wage earners, the cities of over 250,000 had

an increase of 6.9 per cent while those of less than 250,000 had a

decrease of 6.2 per cent. Clearly the wage earners employed in

manufacturing are not being decentralized.

Finally, it should be noted that even though wage earners in

manufacturing are being increasingly concentrated in the larger

cities, they do not constitute the major part of the increase of

population in these cities. As a matter of fact, with a few out-

standing exceptions (Detroit and Los Angeles, for example), the

wage earners in manufacturing living in the larger cities are a

smaller proportion of the gainfully employed living in these cities

than ever before. Trade, the professions, and clerical work are

absorbing most of the people who are crowding to the cities. This

clearly indicates that the decentralization of population involves

more than decentralizing manufacturing. Offices (insurance, rail-

road and so forth), as well as factories, must be moved into smaller

communities if the decentralization of population is to be accom-

plished.

The second study
7 undertaken by this committee has been one

7 See Appendix II, "Location Tendencies of Industry in Selected Areas,"
p. 217.
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of plant location changes in all industries for several industrial

states. This has been attempted both in order to arrive at some

immediate understanding of the extent and nature of plant move-

ment in these particular states, and to foster the future collection

and analysis of industrial statistics on the subject. The committee

has endeavored to determine if there is any pronounced tendency

observable in these statistics of plant location toward the scatter-

ing of industrial establishments in these states, especially into

suburban and rural areas.

Since a cardinal principle of intelligent encouragement of decen-

tralization is a clear understanding of what is actually happening

in plant movement, it is quite essential that more facts be secured

than have heretofore been available concerning industrial plant

location, organization, and mortality. How rationally the prin-

ciples of plant location have been applied among our 210,710 manu-

facturing establishments employing approximately 10,185,296 per-

sons is a fruitful field for continued study.

The report on population concentration referred to above infers

corresponding centralization of industrial employment opportu-

nity. The fact that 75 per cent of the nation's manufacturing as

measured by value of products is concentrated within 138 of the

3,073 counties of the 48 states bears out such an inference. To

what extent the forces for decentralization of manufacturing are

actually at work contrary to these indications of concentration can

be fully determined only after considerable study. Time has

not permitted a complete study on a national basis, but the study

as carried thus far can readily be expanded to cover the entire

country.

The censuses of manufactures, taken biennially since 1919 by

the Bureau of the Census, reveal industrial conditions as of the

census years. Shifts of industry from one center to another may
be observed in the figures, but only in net results and not in the

gross process of industrial change occurring between census years.

In order to furnish a more comprehensive picture of the nature

of industrial movements, an inquiry was put into the 1929 sched-

ules by the Bureau of the Census calling for certain information

concerning change of location, change in nature of business, etc.

This inquiry, to be repeated in the schedules for 1931, will be a
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valuable source of information concerning industrial decentraliza-

tion.

Is industrial growth in a given community due primarily to ex-

pansion of established plants, to the organization of new ones, to

the attraction of going concerns from other communities, or to a

combination of such causes ? Most of the figures hitherto available

have shown what might be called a "balance sheet" condition of

communities and industries, unaccompanied by a "statement of

profit and loss" ; and hence a clear answer to the above questions

has been lacking. A more detailed and useful view of the proc-

esses and results of industrial change is seen in the following sta-

tistics for the boot and shoe industry of Massachusetts.

Number Wage Earners

of (average for Value of

Establishments the year) Products

Industry in 1927 469 55,986 $237,516,665

Additions 1928-29 :

1. Newly organized concerns 51 4,163 13,003,576

2. Moved into state 00
Losses 1928-29 :

1. Moved from state 5 668 2,260,000

2. Closed or dismantled 79 3,500

Relocations within State: 1928-29 11 1,270 5,700,000

Industry in 1929 436 55,093 241,587,864

Such researches are being carried further to show if possible

whether centralization or decentralization of manufacturing is

occurring in representative areas. This involves in addition to the

above presentation, a further classification of locations and reloca-

tions on the basis of size of city.

The figures which the committee has been able to assemble thus

far are intended rather to be suggestive of directions for further

investigation than to serve at this time for broad and final conclu-

sions with regard to plant organization, mortality, and movement.

But whatever further investigation reveals, wherever decentraliza-

tion is occurring, the well-balanced distribution of industry and

population is the end to be achieved. In this connection more

detailed consideration may now be given to the interrelation of

industrial decentralization and housing.
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INTERRELATION OF INDUSTRIAL DECENTRALIZA-
TION AND HOUSING

All communities must have centers, of which villages are just as

much examples as are large cities. Centralization in itself is not

an evil, nor is decentralization necessarily a remedy for a real or

an imaginary evil. It is congestion that is the evil. Decentraliza-

tion is by no means removing congestion from a large to a small

center; decentralization of real economic and social value involves

breaking up unwieldy and congested centers and the creation of

suitable new centers and subcenters. Congested centers of popula-
tion and excessive decentralization of industry are equally unde-

sirable. Well-balanced distribution and adjustment of population
and industry are necessary for an economic system of production.

Decentralization both of industry and population may be within

an urban or suburban area; or it may be relocation in an entirely

new area. The decentralization may be complete, which generally

involves a new location; or, the major parts of industry may re-

main in the center and minor activities be distributed to suburbs

and even distant relocations.

The tendency toward dispersal of the whole industry receives

added force as concentration increases at the center of an area
;

residential dispersion generally precedes excessive concentration;

usually industry cannot compete with trade and commerce for con-

gested localities unless the class of labor employed is very high, and

then the families of such workers are not often satisfied to live in

undesirable homes. Dispersal of suitable workers tends to decen-

tralize industry, just as the decentralization of industry tends to

the dispersal of workers. In general terms, industry seeks ideal

labor conditions and ideal labor seeks best industrial conditions.

A major problem confronting manufacturers whose type of

business permits economic advantages in decentralized locations

and who might realize those advantages by moving out from

crowded centers to open areas seems to be in the difficulty of secur-

ing suitable housing accommodations for their workers. But, if

capital is available to provide the necessary housing, there is a

remarkable opportunity for establishing a community free from

the shortcomings that naturally develop when haphazard building

goes on of its own accord.
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The practical possibilities of a considerable extension of indus-

trial housing operations in the United States may perhaps be bet-

ter gauged if future possibilities are related to past and present

actualities, with due account being taken of the present significance

of factors that once were important but now are less so, and of the

factors, absent or of little effect in the past, but now assuming

considerable importance. The term "industrial housing" is used

here in the sense of housing for workers entirely provided by the

employer or through another agency with which the employer co-

operates in a greater or less degree. The material presented below

is based upon a study conducted in 1930 and 1931 by the National

Industrial Conference Board covering the housing activities of 314

companies.

Reasons for Industrial Housing Undertakings

An analysis of causes that have actuated the managements of

business concerns to engage in housing activities indicates that

these causes are both practical and social in character, and it is

often difficult to tell which has predominated. Sometimes a hous-

ing project, originally undertaken from necessity, has been con-

tinued or expanded because of social advantages believed to accrue.

Sometimes the social motive is present but is not recognized, or is

really a part of the practical motive, as in the case of housing pro-

vided to permit employees to live in more healthful surroundings.

There may be no actual lack of housing accommodations, but the

employer may consider those available unsatisfactory for his em-

ployees. He may give as his reason for providing better living

quarters the practical reason that his employees will be more

healthful and efficient when living in better surroundings, but the

feeling of social responsibility is none the less present.

Many reasons are advanced by managements of companies for

engaging in housing activities. Some of these reasons are believed

to be individual to the particular plant or situation, but all of them

fall quite easily into one of four broad classifications, although

there may be some overlapping between these main classifications :

(1) Because the plant was located at some distance from any
settled community and the provision of shelter was essential to

secure an adequate supply of competent labor; (2) because avail-
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able housing was inadequate to provide for a growing working

force; (3) as a special inducement to valued employees to remain

in the company's service; (4) because of a belief that well-housed

and preferably home owning people make more efficient employees
and better citizens.

Viewing the development of industrial housing in retrospect,

the main reasons that have induced plant managements to enter the

field of housing seem to have exerted their greatest influence in

different periods of industrial history. That is to say, while any

of the four reasons may have acted as the motive for an individual

housing development at any time in the history of industrial hous-

ing, each of the causes has had its period of greatest effectiveness

and there is, therefore, a certain chronology that is definitely asso-

ciated with the several stages in industrial housing development.

Plant isolation was the first and has undoubtedly been the leading

reason for the employer interesting himself in employee housing.

In the early stages of the country's industrial development it was

often necessary to locate a plant in an unsettled section and the

provision of shelter for employees was as necessary as building the

plant. This reason for housing construction is still effective today

when for one or another reason a plant is located in an unsettled

section, but the growth in population and the extensive settlement

of the chief manufacturing sections of the country has necessarily

reduced its importance as a factor in employee housing. It is,

however, of first importance in the cotton manufacturing section of

the South where complete villages have sprung up around mills

often originally established in the open country.

The provision of some housing by the employer may be neces-

sary even when the plant is not isolated from a community. A
town which cannot provide quarters for a considerable quantity of

labor that may be brought in or attracted by the opportunity for

employment, may be selected as the site for a plant. It therefore

devolves upon the employer to secure living accommodations for

the necessary labor, and this has frequently been done by means

of housing construction by the management.
A somewhat similar situation was faced by many plants at the

time of the World War and accounts for many of the housing

operations still in force. The unprecedented demand for produc-
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tion led, in many cases, to rapid expansion of plant and equipment
and a large increase in working force. When available living

quarters in the locality were inadequate, the employer was put to

the necessity of making up the deficiency in order to secure and

hold the necessary labor. Therefore, many companies which prior to

that time had never seriously considered entering the housing
field constructed dwellings of various types to accommodate this

surplus labor. Many of these companies have since gradually

closed out their housing operations through the sale of these prop-

erties; others have wished to but they have found no way of doing
so without sustaining a financial loss that they hesitate to incur;

still others are satisfied that it is a wise policy to continue and even

expand their housing activities.

Employers have turned to housing in some cases as they have

turned to other industrial-relations activities such as profit shar-

ing, stock purchase plans, group insurance and pensions to make

continued service with the company attractive to desirable em-

ployees. Home ownership in particular is recognized as a steady-

ing influence, encouraging respect for law and property rights, and

the encouragement of home acquisition has been looked upon as a

sound management policy.

Active encouragement by employers of home ownership, and

policies for making this more readily possible for those with limited

incomes, is a development of comparatively recent years, at least

on any large scale. It is a natural consequence of several factors

ownership of housing by the company has sometimes proved un-

satisfactory because income did not provide an adequate return on

the investment
;
the opinion has been expressed that under certain

circumstances employee tenants are more critical, and demand

more when the company is the landlord than when they rent from

an outside owner, and are less careful of the property.

Types of Industrial Housing

The character of housing provided for employees has been in-

fluenced in individual cases by the particular requirements of the

situation, local housing conditions, land values, construction costs,

and the financial resources of the company. In an earlier period

multi-family tenements were in favor, particularly in cities where
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land values were high, but may also be found in comparatively rural

sections. Such housing must necessarily be rented. Two-family
houses in solid blocks have been popular at times but are not now

generally regarded as the best type of construction. The trend in

industrial housing seems to be very definitely towards the single-

family house set in a plot of land that is larger or smaller according

to land values and the cost of installation of utilities. The single-

family house not only accords with the preference of employees

but also is readily salable.

Types of housing projects vary widely. At one end of the

scale are entire towns or villages built by the company such as are

to be found in the cotton manufacturing sections of the South, in

which entire villages have been laid out and built about the plant,

including stores, schools, and even churches. Stores are frequently

operated by outside merchants subject to the supervision of the

plant management, and schools and churches are often at least par-

tially maintained by the company. These mill villages represent

the ultimate in completeness of employee housing.

Less complete but still extensive housing developments are those

in which the company has at some time purchased a considerable

tract of land on the outskirts of a town or city and has constructed

what was originally almost an independent development but which

has gradually been absorbed into the enlarged city limits, and is

now hardly distinguishable from other sections of the city. The

growing industrialization of such cities has in many cases resulted

in the encroachment of manufacturing plants upon what was orig-

inally a residential area. This has tended to increase the value for

manufacturing purposes of the land on which the employee houses

stand, and at the same time to make the section less desirable for

residential purposes. The housing accommodations are usually

inferior according to modern standards and have little salability.

They seem destined sooner or later to be abandoned and torn down

to be replaced by commercial construction.

A generally similar type of housing project but in a more mod-

ern setting is found where companies have more recently purchased

considerable tracts of land for residential development. In some

cases the intention has been to build houses to rent to employees ;

in other cases, large numbers of houses have been built to be sold
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to employees or lots have been sold at or near cost and employees

have built according to their desires. A-n important difference in

this form of development is that restrictions have been established

at the outset to protect property owners against depreciation in

values from future development along undesirable lines.

The least extensive or coordinated company housing projects are

those where employers own a few dwellings which care for only

a small fraction of the working force, or by means of plans of

varying character assist employees to finance the purchase or con-

struction of a house. A housing policy of this kind is obviously

not a necessary feature of plant operation but is intended rather

to assist employees who aspire to home ownership to accomplish

their ambition.

Industrial Housing and Decentralization

This brief review of industrial housing practice has been intended

merely as a preface to a brief consideration of the part which may
be played by industrial housing operations in any extensive decen-

tralization of industry. It seems likely that decentralization on

any scale will bring into prominence the necessity for adequate

living accommodations in whatever new site is contemplated. If

these appear inadequate and the new location is sufficiently attrac-

tive for other reasons, the lack of housing becomes a serious

problem.

Probably a considerable amount of decentralization could take

place without seriously affecting the housing situation. Many
plants could move from large cities into smaller communities with-

out creating an immediate shortage of living quarters in the new

locations, or at most necessitating only a limited amount of new

building. This would be true partly because there is at most

times a limited surplus of living accommodations and still more

because the general use of the automobile has made available the

housing resources of a wide surrounding territory. If, however,

a number of plants selected the same community or a large estab-

lishment moved to a small town or a plant moved into a compara-

tively unsettled section, the building of houses on a considerable

scale would probably be necessary. The deficiency in living quar-

ters might be made up by local builders and capital if a permanent
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demand appeared to be in prospect and if there seemed to be a

reasonable assurance of fairly regular employment for the future

tenants. It seems likely that any immediate and extensive shortage
of housing would in most cases have to be provided for by the

plant management.

Industrial Towns and Villages

The most successful cases of movement of industry appear to

have been where manufacturers have had sufficient capital to

build dwellings for their employees. The success has varied in

its social results but has usually been economically sound when
well organized to begin with. It seems advisable, therefore, from

every point of view to provide industrial village communities

wherever possible.

The advantages of such communities over a situation where

workers still remain housed in crowded tenements within city lim-

its, necessitating commuting by bus, street car or other means, are

apparent. If begun as a new project, it is possible to provide com-

munities in which there shall be libraries, a community center, pub-
lic buildings, tennis courts, parks, and proper recreational facili-

ties for people of all ages ;
communities where the factory shall be

so located that prevailing winds blow away from the dwellings

smoke and all possible odors
;
communities in which the character

of the people and their needs are clearly realized and kept con-

stantly in mind
;
communities in which the worker can own his own

home and garden, thus giving him a feeling of responsibility a

condition which can never exist in tenement life. Such communi-

ties will provide a happy feeling between employer and employee

a condition which does not often enough exist. The worker who

feels that capital is with him and not against him will strive to do

his best.

We have only to turn to Radburn, Longview, Kohler and

Mariemont and other industrial cities to see the advantages of

industrial decentralization accompanied by residential decentraliza-

tion in specially provided communities.

Among the most successful is Radburn, New Jersey. As the

latest town designed for the motor age, it provides industrial, busi-

ness, and residential sections planned so as best to fit them for the

use to which they will be put. For the manufacturer it means a
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physical environment for his plant, superior in every way, where

economy and efficiency in manufacturing will not be dissipated by

high city costs, traffic congestion, or other wasteful factors, where

permanently pleasant surroundings will result in increased produc-

tivity. Less than thirteen miles from Manhattan, it offers ample

land, sensibly restricted, at low cost, railroad sidings, roads, util-

ities, and abundant labor supply. For the employee it means a

decent home at moderate cost, sunlight and safety for children,

play opportunities for old and young, hours of tedious subway
travel eliminated, and the whole mode of living made more efficient,

more healthful, and more happy.

Likewise, Mariemont, Ohio, twelve miles from the center of Cin-

cinnati, may be cited. Mariemont, which is patterned after Eng-
lish garden cities adapted to American conditions, combines with

modern city planning ideas, good architecture and sound engineer-

ing practice. Mariemont is intended primarily as a place of resi-

dence for families of workers of widely varying economic standing

employed nearby. It is an outstanding example of the fact that,

with careful planning, and with the savings in cost resulting from

large-scale construction, it is possible to provide practical, con-

venient, and well made homes, amid ideal surroundings for people

of moderate means.

These examples, which may be augmented by many others, show

some of the many advantages of industrial decentralization over

industry located in an overpopulated city. Decentralization prop-

erly handled affords opportunities in the new location for the use

of practically all forms of shelter
;
for catering to the means and

tastes of the employees as individuals, and for adjustment to the

various grades and classes of labor according to ability to pay ;

small farm locations, separate homes on town lots, hotels and

boarding houses, roomers and lodgers in families, and company

housing all within walking distance of the factory, dispensing

with cold lunches and expensive transportation often with waste-

ful unremunerative and fatiguing trips strap-hanging in street cars,

local trains and busses. It renders possible the elimination of blocks

of tenements owned either by the company or outside owners, and

the substitution therefor of healthful houses with ample sunlight,

air circulation, comparative freedom from smoke, dust and noise,

and affording much desired privacy. It affords transition from
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dark and often dismal surroundings, both interior and exterior,

to attractive, convenient and economically planned interiors and

facilities, with police protection, recreation and places of amuse-

ment, paved and well-lighted streets, trimmed lawns with shrubs

and flowers, wooded areas and parks, conveniently located schools

and churches, with good highway and transit facilities. Villages

may be laid out to appear attractive from railroads and highways
so that the families of prospective operatives travelling through on

trains and in automobiles will be attracted and want to live there.

To all of these is added an astonishingly quick growth from the

outside, correspondingly lessening the need for company expendi-

tures along unproductive lines, an increase in the local labor supply

and reduced cost of living because of the development of adjacent

truck gardening, dairies, poultry yards, and farming.

Finally, it may be said of the interrelation of industrial decen-

tralization and housing that :

In general, the movement of manufacturing plants to open dis-

tricts or small towns is retarded as the result of the absence of

housing. Often, manufacturers do not have sufficient capital to

provide housing accommodations in addition to relocating their

plant. To a limited extent this difficulty has been overcome by

the building of garden cities or satellite towns, as has been done in

England. One of the objects in building these towns is to provide

housing accommodations for the workers in a varied number of

industries. Part of the town of Radburn, New Jersey, has been

reserved for industry and the building of houses incidental to the

industries.

When a manufacturer plans to establish a new industry in an

open district where adequate housing is not available, he should

be prepared to erect not only houses, but the necessary community

buildings that provide for the social needs of his workers. The

serious drawback in this system is that it often makes the worker

dependent upon one industry. Hence the advantage of the "garden

city" or satellite suburb in establishing new industries. It is note-

worthy that most of the bigger American industries that have

moved to England have gone to garden cities or somewhat sub-

urban towns; for instance, the Shredded Wheat to Welwyn,

Spirella to Letchworth, and Doubleday Page to Kingswood, Sur-
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rey. One of the considerations in these choices of site has been

the existence of good housing accommodations or the willingness

of the manufacturer to provide them.

Sometimes, where a manufacturer cannot furnish the full capital

necessary for a housing development, a reputable builder might be

called upon to supply the deficiency in houses. Frequently, how-

ever, in the absence of interest on the part of the manufacturer,

living accommodations are supplied by persons who provide poor

houses and who have no interest in the best development of the

community. By supporting the efforts of reliable builders and by

interesting them in the necessity for a properly developed com-

munity as a whole, it should be possible for the manufacturer

to encourage highly desirable housing conditions even though his

direct investment has been small.

An extended study should be made to determine and bring to-

gether all that can and should be done to assist proper housing

development in cases where economic and social advantages are to

be obtained from the movement of industries to decentralized

locations.

CONCLUSION
This committee does not wish to advocate a wholesale and undi-

rected decentralization of industry. It does wish to endorse the

benefits of well considered decentralization of industry where it is

economically feasible and where the housing aspects outlined can

be well worked out.

As has been noted, there are two distinct kinds of decentraliza-

tion, one trending toward location in the suburbs or outskirts of

urban centers, the other toward locations in the smaller towns. A
major obstacle to the former has been the general absence of com-

prehensive regional planning
8 and the chief obstacle to the latter

has been the established transportation system and the railroad

rate-structure. An additional strong deterrent common to both

has been the lack of available housing both for the factory and its

workers and absence of financial facilities to satisfactorily provide

for either.

The committee wishes to emphasize the influence the transpor-

8 See "Planning for Residential Districts," Publications of the President's

Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Washington, 1932,

Vol. I, Ch. I.
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tation system has exercised toward concentration and, particu-

larly, to call attention to the effect the railroad rate-structure

has had. The railroad rate-structure of the nation should be

such that industries are as free to locate in the country as in the

city. There should be currently in effect to and from a small center

of population, at least in general, rates suitable to move the traffic

if an industry locates there ;
and to the extent that this may not be

practicable, the policies and methods of rate making should be so

definitely settled that the industrialist may secure the rates with-

out loss of time and hazard to his investment in the uncertainties

of litigation. The rates to country points should not be higher, in

proportion to the cost of serving them, than in the case of large

cities.

Similarly the industries should be free to locate in the region

of a large city instead of in the congested area. The switching

limits should be enlarged, and the switching practices and charges

should be devised to facilitate growth of a large city along the

lines of city and regional planning.

The historical development of the railroad rate-structure has

been one which has strongly tended to force industry to locate in

large centers. It seems likely that we are on the verge of far-

reaching changes in the equipment and operation of the rail-

roads. The policies of rate making should be specifically devel-

oped, and quickly. The committee feels that the Interstate Com-

merce Commission should consider the national policy as to the

freedom of location of industry, and that it should enter upon a

study of the relation of the bases of rate making to that national

purpose. The committee believes that private and governmental

research would find that the freight rate-structure has strongly con-

tributed to a high concentration of industry and population, and

that a recasting of the rates along the lines suggested would be

one of the most practical and promising methods of influencing

industrial decentralization.

Inland navigation on rivers and lakes supplemented by motor

highways, airlines, and pipelines will tend toward more uniform

transportation facilities over great areas. Water-borne traffic by

its low cost greatly extends the territorial range of the use of

raw materials found in restricted deposits. The relative disuse
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of the rivers in the past has accentuated the advantages of strate-

gic sites on tidewaters and thus has increased the concentration

of industry and population. A return of traffic to the rivers and

lakes in volume sufficient to be a strong decentralizing factor

seems likely in the relatively near future.

SUGGESTED SUBJECTS FOR RESEARCH IN THE
FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL DECENTRALIZATION

It is the sense of this committee that more can be accom-

plished in the direction of industrial decentralization when the eco-

nomic forces determining the present distribution of industry and

population are known and evaluated in a much more thorough
manner than is now possible. At present we know but little of

the action of the complex group of forces which has produced
our present distribution of industry, and of course we cannot hope
for any considerable control over them so long as this is the case.

Believing that there are many human values and possibly also

many economic values which may be more fully realized by those

living in areas where congestion of population is not excessive,

we feel that any program for the decentralization of population
which is to carry conviction to our industrial leaders must be

based upon a careful study of all the economic and social factors

in the situation.

We must know what economic forces are actually at work and

how they can be directed if we would exercise effective control

over the distribution of our people. This committee, therefore,

feels that one of its most important recommendations must be for

further research in this field. Naturally the committee could do

but little in the time at its disposal and with the very limited

funds available. The committee has done enough, however, to

be convinced that with further study of a thoroughly scientific

character, we shall make greater headway in decentralization and

because of this conviction, recommends further research along the

lines suggested below. This list of suggested investigations is by
no means exhaustive, but it is believed that if work on them
were undertaken it would inevitably lead to the investigation of

many other factors which would be unearthed in the course of the

work and that in time we would know the chief forces at work
and perhaps would have learned something of how to control
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them in the interests of what would be considered a more desirable

distribution of our people. The suggestions follow :

1. The subjects of freight rate-structure and inland waterways as dis-

cussed above.

2. The actual forces at work determining the character of industrial devel-

opment need thorough investigation through intensive field studies if we are

to know and understand what is happening in our economic system as it bears

upon the decentralization of population. With further knowledge we can

hope for more intelligent and adequate control.

3. So long as we have our present economic and social system, one of the

chief reliances of the family in times of stress must be the reserves it can

build up to meet the contingencies of life. How these reserves can best be

built up and safeguarded needs attention. Does the large city or the small

city or even the village and "midget" farm offer the best opportunities to do

this? Under what conditions with respect to decentralization is self help in

times of emergency most likely to stand the strain?

4. Inasmuch as it appears from our very limited researches that the

increase in population in our larger cities is not primarily due to the increase

in manufacturing in them but rather to the increase in other functions of the

city, this committee believes that a thorough study of the possibilities of

shifting great trade and office organizations is essential before any compre-
hensive program for the decentralization of population can be undertaken.

5. It appears that many small places into which industry is moving are

"one-industry" towns. This whole matter needs study to determine the

possibility of diversification in small cities and towns, the employer-employee

relations in such towns and many other factors which would have a bearing

upon the desirability or undesirability of decentralization into such areas.

What are its advantages and disadvantages from the standpoint of the

employer, the employee, and the public?

6. It also appears that methods of taxation may have a considerable effect

upon the economic location of industry. In more than one-fourth of the

states provision is made for the exemption, at local option, of particular

classes of industrial property for a period of five to ten years from the time

of their establishment, with a view to attracting new industries. These

provisions should be examined to determine their exact character and with

respect to the extent to which the option is exercised by smaller industrial

communities as compared with the larger centers. The effect of such exemp-
tions upon the general tax burden should also be considered. There are

marked differences in the general property tax rates between large cities

and smaller cities and rural communities. These and other tax questions

merit careful study to determine the extent of their influence upon plant

location.

7. Factory legislation may be a strong influence tending to shift industries

from one state to another. Research is needed on this subject.

8. There is some reason to think that there are certain economic and

social costs of doing business in large cities which are but inadequately
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known, e.g., the cost of transportation of both persons and things, the loss of

time due to the congestion of traffic and the long distances travelled, the cost

of government and of public utilities partly concealed in the methods of

financing employed and in indirect taxation and in rentals. "The Cost of the

Large City" both humanly and economically needs the most thorough study.

9. Research on the size and character of the culturally and industrially

efficient population center is also needed.

10. There is clear evidence that certain elements in our population are not

reproducing. There is some reason to believe that there is a fairly close

relationship between reproduction and the congestion of population. As yet,

the evidence is not conclusive. This question and the social and economic

consequences of having a large and important part of the community fail to

reproduce needs further study.

Finally, the committee urges that the following objectives be

met by means of thorough research to establish the guiding data

and by means of the organization of the requisite technical and

financial services:

1. The facilitation of industrial decentralization until limited by counter-

posing disadvantages. Until further research is made, it will not be prac-

ticable to indicate definitely the extent to which any particular industry

should be decentralized.

2. The release of industry from uneconomic deterrents preventing reloca-

tion either within the region of a large population center or to a country

point. For example, the committee has pointed out that transportation facil-

ities have unnecessarily restricted both types of decentralization.

3. To provide in advance the framework within which decentralization

may take place; that is, such as well-drawn regional planning to encourage
relocation within the region of a large center, and such as proper freight

rate-structure, and transportation and other facilities (railways, waterways,

highways, airline terminals, distribution of electricity and gas, etc.) to facili-

tate relocation to country points.

4. While affording freedom of location to industries as above outlined, to

supply as sound information as research can develop regarding the size and

character of the culturally and industrially efficient population center.

5. The community plan and the housing designs for population centers

that are limited in their character by the needs of a specific industry. For

example, a mining town, a sawmill town, or a one-factory town. It is the

expectation that in general, industries will be located in population centers

that are either all-around cities or within the influence of such a city, but

some industries such as mining and lumbering must locate at points that

remain confined to that one interest. These purely industrial locations

require community planning and house designing peculiar to them and quite

distinct from the more general planning and designing in the other types of

cities.



APPENDIX I

POPULATION TRENDS TOWARD CONCEN-
TRATION AND DECENTRALIZATION 1

EXTENT OF DECENTRALIZATION
It has been quite generally assumed that there is a considerable

movement of manufacturing out of the larger cities into their

suburbs and into small cities. A good many concrete instances of

such a movement have been advertised, so that it is but natural

for those giving only casual attention to such matters, to take it for

granted that this movement is under way and that it is scattering
our wage earners over a wider area and is making available to

them the blessings of living in less crowded areas. What are the

facts?

Growth Tendencies of Various Size Cities

The evidence afforded by the 1930 census of the concentration

or decentralization of population is of two general kinds: (1) that

showing where people are living, and (2) that showing where the

gainfully employed part of the population is living and working.
At present this latter is not available in such form that satisfac-

tory comparisons can be made with the 1920 data. For this rea-

son it will be necessary to rely more than is desirable upon the data

showing the distribution of the population as a whole. Table I

shows the percentage increase in the population of places of dif-

ferent sizes for the two decades 1910-20 and 1920-30.

Table I. Percentage Increase of Population in Communities

of Varying Sizes

1920-30 1910-20

All urban places 27.0 28.8

1,000,000 or more 48.5 19.3

500,000-1,000,000 -7.3 106.7

250,000- 500,000 75.2 15.0

100,000- 250,000 15.7 34.7

50,000- 100,000 23.3 26.0

25,000- 50,000 26.6 26.1

10,000- 25,000 31.0 25.7

5,000- 10,000 18.0 17.5

2,500- 5,000 2.7 18.4

1 This paper was submitted by Mr. Warren S. Thompson, member of the

Committee on Industrial Decentralization and Housing, as an appendix to

the committee's report.
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This table shows that during the last decade the largest increases

have occurred in cities with populations of over 1,000,000 and

in those of 250,000 to 500,000. There was an actual decrease

in population in cities of 500,000 to 1,000,000. But such a table

has the defect of not showing what is happening in the same cities

at different periods. Thus the movement of Detroit and Los An-

geles out of the 500,000 to 1,000,000 group into the 1,000,000 and

over group caused the former group to lose population, there be-

ing only one newcomer into it (Milwaukee), while the latter gained
at an abnormally rapid rate. The shifting of cities from the lower

to a higher size group is also the explanation of the very rapid

growth of the 250,000 to 500,000 group (twelve new cities moved
into this group during the decade 1920-30, while it lost but one).
The net result of these movements is shown in Table II. Here

we see that there is a steadily increasing proportion of our popula-
tion living in the larger cities. The cities of over 250,000 have

grown very rapidly and now contain 23.5 per cent of our total

population, as compared with 16.8 per cent in 1910. This is a

gain of 6.7 per cent in the proportion of the total population in

twenty years. During the last decade alone they increased from

19.8 per cent of the total to 23.5 per cent, or a gain of 3.7 per
cent. Thus it is quite clear that these larger cities have grown
much more rapidly than the population of the country as a whole.

They have also grown considerably faster than the cities having
less than 250,000 inhabitants.

Table II. Percentage of the Total Population Living in

Cities of Specified Sizes

Cities of:

1,000,000 and over
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Table III measures on another basis the relative growth of the

larger and smaller cities when the same cities are considered and

when the dividing line is placed at 100,000. Thus the five cities

which had over 1,000,000 inhabitants in 1930 and comprised 12.3

per cent of the total population, had only 11.1 per cent of the total

Table III. Percentage of the Total Population Living in

Cities of Specified Sizes

(Classified according to population in 1930. Same cities in 1920

as in 1930.)
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growing areas in the United States are the parts of the metropoli-

tan areas outside of the larger cities. This is shown in Table IV.

While the cities of over 100,000 in 1920 added 5,678,033 or 21.7

per cent to their population during the decade 1920 to 1930, the

territory in the metropolitan areas around these cities added 3,779,-

232 and increased at a rate of 39.7 per cent. Of course, the rate

of increase in the outside metropolitan areas was not the same for

cities of all sizes. In cities of 100,000 to 250,000, the rate of in-

Table IV.1
Population and Percentage Increase of Central

Cities and Adjacent Territory
2 for Cities of 100,000 and

Over in 1920 and in 1910, by Size Groups
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crease in the outside territory was but little higher than in the

cities themselves 20.0 per cent and 23.0 per cent, respectively.

In cities of 250,000 to 500,000 the percentage increases are 16.8

and 58.5 ;
in cities of 500,000 to 1,000,000 they are 22.2 and 54.1 ;

and in cities of over 1,000,000 they are 24.1 and 40.2. It should

be noted that in these comparisons the same cities are used in each

size group in 1920 and 1930.

It is the opinion of the author that showing the same cities for

1920 and 1930, as in Tables III and IV, tends to obscure the

actual concentration of population, and that from the standpoint

of housing and living conditions, the fact that a larger propor-

tion of our people now live in cities of over 250,000 than ever

before is more significant than that the same cities, whether those

belonging in this group in 1930 or 1920, showed a slightly slower

rate of increase during the decade. It probably makes little dif-

ference in the living conditions of people whether the city in

which they live has recently come into the group of 250,000 and

over or whether it has belonged there for two or three decades.

It seems wise, however, to call attention to this other tendency,

namely, for the same larger cities to grow a little more slowly

than the same smaller cities
;
but the fact remains that more people

are living in the larger places now than in 1920.

It is impossible to go into more detail here regarding the growth
of population in cities of different sizes. The facts for the United

States are as given, but it must be remembered that although there

is a strong movement toward concentration in the largest cities,

there are also other and possibly counteracting tendencies at work.

It will be well to notice briefly some of these other tendencies.

Counteracting Tendencies

In Ohio, although the cities of over 100,000 increased in popu-
lation almost one-half faster than the total population (22.7 per

cent as compared with 15.4 per cent), yet the cities of 25,000 to

100,000 increased at a much faster rate (37.2 per cent), and the

rural nonfarm population increased 19.7 per cent, or nearly as fast

as the larger cities. The cities of under 25,000, however, increased

much more slowly than any of these other groups. In New Jersey

the trends of growth are quite different from those of Ohio. Here

the cities of over 100,000 increased at but little more than half
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the rate of the state as a whole (15.7 per cent as compared with

28.1 per cent). The cities of 25,000 to 100,000 increased 30.2

per cent; those of 10,000 to 25,000 increased 128.1 per cent; and

even the 5,000 to 10,000 group increased 45.0 per cent, or three

times as fast as the largest cities. The rural nonfarm population

increased but very little in New Jersey (6.8 per cent). In New

Jersey there appears to be a definite tendency towards decentrali-

zation of population, which may be summed up by saying that of

a total increase of 885,000, 56-3 per cent chose to live in places of

less than 25,000, although only 45.8 per cent of the total popula-

tion lived in such places. But New Jersey is probably exceptional

in that many of the people who settle there do so with the avowed

purpose of avoiding the crowded living conditions of New York

City, hence they go into the smaller cities.

It appears, then, that there are several different trends in the

distribution of our population between the larger and smaller

cities in different parts of the country which will need to be taken

into account in more detail in developing a comprehensive housing

program. What is likely to happen in any locality is dependent

upon the particular conditions prevailing in that locality which

lead people to scatter out over the surrounding country, to go to

smaller cities, or to congregate in the larger cities. In Ohio and

the other East North Central States the trend appears to be quite

different from that in certain parts of the East. In the former,

Wisconsin being a partial exception, the larger cities are absorb-

ing the major proportion of the total increase in population, and

the increase in places of less than 25,000 is less than that of the

region as a whole. In New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and

Connecticut, however, the smaller cities increased more rapidly
than the larger cities; and in New York even the rural nonfarm

population increased faster than did the larger cities.

It is clear, then, that there are differing trends in the distribu-

tion of population in different parts of the country and even in

different localities in the same region. On the whole, it appears
that the centralizing of population is still going on and that it is

of greater importance than the decentralization going on in cer-

tain areas because an increasing proportion of our total popula-
tion is being subjected to the living conditions prevailing in the

larger cities.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WAGE EARNERS
Thus far only the general tendencies in our distribution of pop-

ulation, as shown by where people are living, have been discussed.

We will now examine the facts showing where the wage earners

engaged in manufacturing are working to see if we can find any

indication as to whether "the decentralization of industry" about

which we are hearing so much these days is an actual fact or

merely an ardent wish.

In the first place, it is important to realize that between 1919

and 1929 there was a decline of 2.1 per cent in the total number

of wage earners employed in manufacturing in the United States.

Since both 1919 and 1929 were years of very brisk business, those

figures may be taken as fairly representative of the actual state of

affairs; and for the first time in our history we find a major in-

dustrial group, aside from agriculture, falling off in actual num-

bers. This small decline during the last decade may be compared
with an increase of 36.1 per cent in the decade 1909 to 1919. Since

the growth of population was almost identical (allowing for the

difference in the census periods) in the two decades, it is quite

apparent that since 1919 we have entered upon a new era as re-

gards our industrial development. If proof were needed that

manufacturing processes have become more efficient during the

last decade, this fact alone would supply it. For no one can doubt

that the total quantity of goods produced in 1929 was much greater

Table V. Percentage Increase in Wage Earners Working in

Manufacturing Plants in Communities of Different Sizes

1919-29 1909-19

United States - 2.1 36.1

Cities of:

Under 25,000 - 6.0
*

21.1

25,000- 50,000 4.1
2

53.4

50,000 - 100,000
- 7.4

2
37.1

100,000- 250,000 -13.4
2

68.9

250,000- 500,000 33.3 31.8

500,000-1,000,000 -21.4 127.1

1,000,000 and over 14.2 20.4

1 Secured by subtracting wage earners in all other cities from total.
2
Partly estimated by assuming that they constituted same proportion of

total population in the few cities for which data were not available as in the

others. Most uncertain in 50,000 to 100,000 group.
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than that produced in 1919- But the questions we shall try to

answer here are : "Where are the wage earners in manufacturing

working? Are they wr

orking in smaller communities than they

were in 1920 and 1910 or in larger communities, or has there been

no change? In other words, has there been any movement of

manufacturing plants from the larger cities to their suburbs or to

the smaller cities, or in the reverse direction?"

Table V shows that not all sizes of communities have been

affected equally in the shifts which have taken place during the

last twenty years. Places of under 25,000 had a slower growth in

number of wage earners 1909-19 than any other size of community

except the cities of over 1,000,000. The latter (New York, Chi-

cago, and Philadelphia) were losing relatively in importance as

manufacturing centers during this decade while the 500,000 to

1,000,000 group led by Detroit and Cleveland were gathering more

and more manufacturing within their limits. The increase in wage
earners in this group of cities was about nine times as fast as

the growth of our population. In the decade just past, however,

only three sizes of places show any increase in wage earners

engaged in manufacturing. They are the cities of 25,000-50,000,

250,000-500,000 and 1,000,000 and over. In each case the increase

shown is due to the fact that a number of cities have been added

to the group under consideration rather than to any increase in

the wage earners in any fixed group of cities. Thus the over

1,000,000 group, if it had remained as in 1920 (New York,

Chicago and Philadelphia), would have shown a loss of 8.3 per
cent in wage earners in spite of an increase in total population
of 20.8 per cent. But the addition of Detroit and Los Angeles
to this group was sufficient to give it a substantial increase. The

250,000 to 500,000 group increased by eleven cities in a total of

twenty-four and its population increased by 54.5 per cent, so it

is not surprising that it should have a rather large increase (33.3

per cent) in wage earners. The same shift from a smaller to a

larger size group accounts for the increase in wage earners in the

25,000 to 50,000 group.

In Table VI the distribution of American wage earners in manu-

facturing is shown according to the size of city in which they
work.
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Table VI. Distribution of Wage Earners in Manufacturing
Plants According to the Size of the Communities in

which They Work x

United States
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in larger cities of about the same proportions as the concentration

of population. But, of course, this increase in wage earners in

the larger cities is far too little to account for more than a very

small fraction of the total increase in population in these cities.

It is chiefly significant as showing that whatever movement of

population out of the larger cities may have taken place, an in-

creasing proportion of the wage earners work in the larger cities.

There are no data which would enable us to say to what extent

wage earners, as compared with the remainder of the population,

have decentralized, but there are enough conspicuous examples of

factory decentralization to suggest that in some instances, at least,

the workers have not followed factories.

Detroit is a case in point. It seems quite certain that most of

the men working in the new Ford plant at Dearborn live in

Detroit since, when on full time, this plant employs more than

twice as many men as there are persons in the entire city of

Dearborn. There are numerous other instances of a similar kind,

although the numbers involved in each case are much fewer. In

so far as the lack of housing in the neighborhood of the plants

which have moved out into the suburbs is the reason for the

workers still living in the large cities, there is need for a program
that will provide homes and thus assist in the decentralization of

population. But there is reason to think, under present industrial

conditions, that many workmen would prefer to live in the larger

cities even if housing were available in the vicinity of their places

of work. The reasons for this preference are no doubt numerous,
but prominent among them is the fact that workmen often dislike

to become dependent upon a single establishment for work. Better

housing would not of itself change this situation.

But as the data given above clearly indicate, the increasing
centralization of our population is not primarily the consequence
of the centralization of manufacturing in the larger centers or in

the nearby suburbs. It is due primarily to the changing structure

of our economic system. The proof of this statement is found

in the fact previously mentioned, that there was an actual, though

slight, decline in the total number of wage earners in manufac-

turing between 1919 and 1929 (although more were working in

the larger cities). The most convincing proof of this changing
structure is the increasing proportion of the gainfully employed
population found in trade, the professional occupations, and the
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nonwage earning jobs connected with manufacturing. Our cities

are becoming increasingly commercial and cultural centers as

indicated by the changes in their occupational groups. There is

not a single large city in the country which does not show a decline

during the decade in the proportion of its gainfully employed
who are wage earners in manufacturing. Conversely, there are

few, if any, large cities which do not show a substantial increase

Table VII. Proportion of the Gainfully Employed En-

gaged in Certain Groups of Industries in the Cities of

250,000 and Over (1930) for 1920 and 1930

Cities
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in the proportion of gainfully employed engaged in trade and

the professions. Table VII gives these percentages for some

of the leading cities.
2

There can be no doubt that the character of our economic sys-

tem is changing and that our cities are coming to perform a

somewhat different function from that which they have performed
in the past. This is also borne out by the changes in the propor-
tion of the gainfully employed in the different industries in the

United States as a whole, as shown in Table VIII.

Table VIII. Number and Per Cent of the Gainfully Em-
ployed Engaged in the Various Industries 1930 and 1910

(Similar data for 1920 are not available)
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In 1929 there were 8,807,536 wage earners (a decrease of 2.1

per cent) and 1,586,123 in the management and office work (also

including the central offices). The percentage of office workers

to wage earners in 1929 was 18.0. This is an increase of 2.0

per cent in the proportion of office workers to all employees in

manufacturing and represents an increase of 10.3 per cent in this

group at a time when wage earners were decreasing 2.1 per cent.

There can be no reasonable doubt, then, that the increasing

concentration of population in our larger cities is not due primar-

ily, perhaps not even secondarily, to the growth of manufacturing
in them, but rather to the growth of cities as commercial centers

and as centers for the concentration of office staffs used in the

control of business enterprise.

This point is emphasized here because any movement looking

to the decentralization of population is certain to miss fire in large

measure if it confines attention to effecting decentralization in

manufacturing and neglects to provide for the decentralization

of some of the growing trade activities of the cities and the break-

up of central office staffs, such as many of the insurance com-

panies and railroads are now maintaining in the larger cities.



APPENDIX II

LOCATION TENDENCIES OF INDUSTRY IN
SELECTED AREAS 1

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

No sweeping conclusions concerning the tendencies toward the

concentration and decentralization of manufactures should be

drawn from the data used in this study. They cover too limited

an area and too brief a period of time. The results, however,

indicate what can be learned from more comprehensive studies

concerning the current location tendencies of industry.

Manufacturing establishments are less mobile than are popula-

tions. Even though the management of an enterprise may realize

that its plant is relatively uneconomically situated, it may hesitate

to accept the hazards of relocation, involving the frequently

serious loss of operating income. Attempts of industries to seek

the most economical locations are, of course, reflected more clearly

in the establishment of new plants. For instance, concerns manu-

facturing a given product uneconomically in a given city may re-

main there, while new competitors entering the field may locate

their plants in more favorable centers. However, there are not

enough data on the subject to justify placing too much confidence

in the rationality of plant location.

The tendencies toward industrial centralization and decentraliza-

tion in the two states chosen for observation, New Jersey and

Michigan, should be discernible in one or more of four kinds of

industrial changes, namely :

(1) Fluctuations in size of going concerns,

(2) The establishment of new plants,

(3) The relocations of factories, and

(4) The idleness, permanent closing down, or removal of manufacturing
establishments.

New Jersey's industry has tended toward decentralization dur-

ing the past decade, although no marked changes have occurred in

'This paper was submitted by Mr. Tracy E. Thompson, member of the
Committee on Industrial Decentralization and Housing, as an appendix to
the committee's report. A study of this nature, on an industry rather than
a state basis, is now under way by the same author for the Bureau of the
Census and will be published soon.

217
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the percentages of the total industrial wage jobs furnished by the

several counties. However, between 1919 and 1929 the larger

cities surrendered some share of their former percentage of wage

jobs to suburban areas and small urban places. During 1928 and

1929, the establishment of 324 new plants, the relocation of 77

establishments within the state, additions by 32 manufacturing

concerns from other states, and 1,092 establishments reported as

idle, out of business, or removed to other states, had the net

effect of spreading out the state's industry. These changes were

not, however, of sufficient importance to have any marked effect

on the general location pattern of industry.

Michigan presents a somewhat different picture. With an in-

crease of population and industrial employment considerably in

excess of the average for the country, the counties prominent in

motor vehicle manufactures have increased in industrial concen-

tration, while the less industrialized counties have shrunk both

absolutely and in percentage of total wage jobs in the state. The

concentration in the Detroit area is less than it would have been

had not the Ford organization adopted a policy of decentraliza-

tion by reducing its employment in this area and increasing it in its

widely distributed assembly plants. The General Motors plan for

the manufacture of Chevrolet cars has also tended toward indus-

trial decentralization.

No attempt is made in this brief study to examine the possible

economic motives back of the tendencies toward either concentra-

tion or decentralization of industry in these two states.

SOURCE AND CHARACTER OF DATA

The statistics used in this study are taken from the Bureau of

the Census records, principally from those of the Division of

Manufactures. Statistics of manufactures, as generally published,

furnish "balance-sheet" statements of industries and areas as of

census years, that is, they show as of a given period the net results

of industrial growth, decline, and adjustment. The great mass

of gross change is not directly shown. For example, the reports
tell us that a given state in 1927 had 1,000 establishments, 100,000

wage earners, and $500,000,000 in value of products, whereas in

1929 the state had 1,010 establishments, 110,000 wage earners,

etc. Whether the gain of 10 plants was due to the establishment
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of 10 new plants, or to the entry into the state of 10 plants from

other localities, or to the establishment of 20 new plants and the

loss of 10, we do not know. It is both in the net change from

census period to census period and in the total number of read-

justments that the tendencies toward concentration or decentraliza-

tion in given geographic areas should appear. Both gross and

net changes, so far as records of them are available in the Bureau

of the Census, are brought into this study.

The measurement of the size and importance of a manufac-

turing establishment in this report is in terms of the average
number of wage earners employed for the year and the factory

value of products. The average number of wage earners in a

given plant indicates roughly the number of year-jobs furnished

by the concern. For example, a given plant reporting 10 persons
on the payroll on the fifteenth of each month of the year may em-

ploy as many as 25 different persons in those 10 jobs at one time

and another during the 12 months. The primary concern in this

analysis, however, is in the number of year-jobs a given establish-

ment or industry makes available in the community. In the

above illustration that number is 10. Census of Manufactures

records do not disclose where workers employed in a given fac-

tory live. They may live in a city and work in the suburbs, or

vice versa. As has been pointed out in Appendix I, there is con-

siderable evidence that many factory employees of today travel

long distances to their work.

The number of wage jobs, by which is indicated the approxi-
mate size of establishments, does not include salaried positions.

Since on the average the number of salaried positions is equal to

about 15 per cent of the number of wage jobs in a given industrial

establishment, 15 per cent should be added to the wage-job figures
used in this study in order to show the real employment import-
ance of given establishments and industries.

NEW JERSEY
Growth

This state, one of two chosen for investigation, with a popula-
tion of 4,041,334 in 1930, has had a rapid increase in population

density since the beginning of the century. From an average of

420 per square mile in 1920, growth has now brought the number
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to 538 per square mile, placing the state second only to Rhode

Island in population density. Eighty-three per cent of the state's

population is classed as urban. Six of the 21 counties of New

Jersey those lying adjacent to New York City have a concentra-

tion exceeding 1,000 persons per square mile. For purposes of

comparison it may be pointed out that New York County, N. Y.,

has 84,878 per square mile, in comparison with 16,064 persons

in Hudson County, N. J., and 6,563 in Essex County, N. J. On
the other hand, 7 of the 21 counties of New Jersey have fewer

than 200 persons per square mile.

The average number of wage earners employed in 1929 in New

Jersey industries showed a decrease of 13 per cent from the level

of 1919, while for the country as a whole the decline was about

2 per cent. The postwar acceleration of manufactures in 1919

among the industrial states of the eastern seaboard should be

considered in connection with the later decline in the employment
of factory workers in New Jersey. New York's wage-earner

employment likewise dropped off almost 10 per cent between

1919 and 1929. In value of products, New Jersey's 1929 gain
over 1919 was 7 per cent, whereas for the entire country it was

13 per cent.

Distribution of Industry

The grouping of the counties in Table I shows the distribu-

tion of population and industry to be as follows:

Table II. Distribution of Population and Industry,
New Jersey

Groups of counties

(basis, 1930 population)
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It is obvious that the proportion of all industrial jobs furnished

by each of the several county groups has remained practically un-

changed during the past decade. The 13 per cent decrease in

wage earners employed in the state seems to have affected all the

county groups about equally. No marked tendency toward either

concentration or decentralization of industrial employment is dis-

cernible if one thus looks at the state's industry by counties. The

counties in the second group, comprising Passaic, Camden, Middle-

sex, and Mercer, somewhat farther from the New York influence

than those in the first group, had in 1919 and still have more in-

dustrial jobs per capita than the more populous counties. These

counties are, in other words, more highly industrialized than are

the other three groups. The above figures seem to afford no evi-

dence, however, that concentration of manufactures is increasing

in these areas.

Table III, which shows distribution of population and industrial

employment in cities, approaches the problem from a somewhat

different angle. Each of the two cities with populations of over

250,000 has, in the last decade, lost some of its 1920 share of the

state's total of persons. As the number of factory jobs has de-

clined since 1919, the year of great postwar activity, these cities

have lost also some of their former percentage of industrial jobs

to smaller communities. Much the same can be said of cities in

group 2. It seems that while the relative industrial importance of

counties has not changed materially, the counties-at-large have

held their own on a percentage basis better than have the larger

industrial cities within those counties. Decentralization on a

modest scale, therefore, into suburban and rural areas surrounding

large cities, rather than into the less industrialized counties, seems

to have been slowly taking place. The 11 small cities with popu-

lations of from 25,000 to 50,000 have grown considerably in

industrial employment.

New Manufacturing Establishments

Table IV shows the number of new establishments which com-

menced operations in the state in 1928 and 1929, with the average

number of wage earners and value of products, classified accord-

ing to the population of the cities in which the new plants were

located. It is probable that some of these plants would be classified
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as relocations were more information at hand. Owing to the fact

that manufacturers were never asked to furnish such information

prior to the census for 1929, it is possible that some gave inade-

quate replies to the inquiries concerning new establishments and

change of location.

Table IV. New Establishments Classified by Size of City
where Located
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wage earners employed in all new establishments belong in what

the Bureau of the Census defines as "central-office groups." A
group comprises two or more manufacturing establishments under

common ownership or control. The units may be branch estab-

lishments, such as the Ford assembly plants, or more nearly auto-

nomous units, corresponding to those of General Motors.

The new establishments in New Jersey were distributed as

follows among the industry groups:

Table V. Distribution of New Establishments among In-

dustry Groups, 1928 and 1929

Industry group
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same city, even though the move may have been from a congested

district to a less populous neighborhood.

The greatest net gain from intrastate relocations of establish-

ments accrued, as in the case of new plants, to cities with popula-

tions of from 25,000 to 50,000. Almost a third of the total number

employed in relocated establishments were in cities of this class.

The largest two cities of the state lost twice as much industry,

measured in terms of wage earners, as they gained. Relocations

between communities of similar size occurred almost wholly in

places with fewer than 10,000 inhabitants.

The evidence here points toward decentralization, although the

number of establishments and their size, as measured by wage

earners, were not great enough to have any noticeable effect on

the distribution of the state's industry.

Interstate Relocations

Census records afford comprehensive data only on those estab-

lishments which moved into New Jersey from other states during

the two-year period. Since in a number of cases the whereabouts

of those concerns which moved out of the state were not known,
it was decided to include the data concerning such establishments

with those on closed and dismantled plants, a discussion of which

is covered in the next section of this report.

Records were found for 32 establishments which moved into

New Jersey in 1928 and 1929 from other states. These in their

new locations employed 1,196 wage earners and manufactured

products valued at $16,301,500. Thirty of the 32 concerns left

large cities in other states to go to smaller ones in New Jersey.

Establishments employing 75 per cent of the total number of wage
earners in these relocated concerns came from Manhattan and

Brooklyn. The moves into New Jersey from smaller to larger

centers were negligible. Here again the tendency was toward

decentralization of industry, but the volume of change was not

great in comparison with the total manufactures of New Jersey.

Losses of Establishments

The 1,092 establishments in this group comprise 126 reported

as idle and 966 as out of business at the time the census of manu-

factures for 1929 was taken. This group also includes those

plants which moved from New Jersey to other states and con-
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cerning which it is believed census records are incomplete. All

of these 1,092 establishments were in operation at the time the

biennial census of manufactures for 1927 was taken.

Since data as to the size of these establishments are incomplete,

the number of wage earners and the value of products which they

reported at the last census are not shown. Many of the com-

panies were so small that the loss to the industry of the state

was probably not as great as the rather large number of plants

might seem to indicate. Table VI shows a distribution of these

1,092 establishments by industry groups and by cities grouped

according to total population in 1930.

Table VI. Establishments Reported Idle, Out of Business,

or Removed, 1928 and 1929

Industry
group
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MICHIGAN
Growth

The growth of population in Michigan between 1920 and 1930

amounted to 32 per cent, a higher percentage increase than that

shown by any state except California and Florida. The growth
for the entire country during the same decade was 16.1 per cent,

The Michigan population per square mile was 84.2 in 1930, a

density equal to only 16 per cent of that of New Jersey. Even

Wayne County, which is nine times as densely populated as any

other county in Michigan, has but 19 per cent as many persons

per square mile as has Hudson County, the most populous New

Jersey county.

The average number of wage earners employed in Michigan

manufacturing establishments in 1929 was 528,512, a gain of

almost 11 per cent over the corresponding number for 1919, as

against a decrease of nearly 2 per cent shown by the United

States as a whole. In addition, 68,911 salaried officers and em-

ployees were attached to Michigan factories in 1929.

The growth of the motor and subsidiary industries of course

explains much of this gain, 214,368 Michigan wage earners having

been employed in 1929 in the manufacture of motor vehicles and

motor vehicle bodies and parts. The number employed in indus-

tries auxiliary to motor manufactures was sufficient to increase

considerably the number of the state's factory workers dependent

upon this group of industries.

The growth in population was largely confined to those counties

prominent in motor manufactures, notably Wayne, Genessee, Oak-

land, and Ingham. All the others shown separately in Table VII

except Macomb, lost during the decade some of their 1920 per-

centages of the total population. The losses in the four groups
made up of the 71 least populous counties were considerable,

large numbers of these people having gone to augment the popu-
lation of the more industralized counties.

Distribution of Industry

The loss of almost 2 per cent in total number of industrial

wage earners employed in the United States as a whole, compar-

ing 1929 with 1919, was not shared by Michigan. All the 12

populous Michigan counties shown separately in Table VII, as
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well as the groups E and F, employed more wage earners in 1929

than in 1919. Only the two groups of sparsely populated counties

declined in industrial employment. While the gain in numbers em-

ployed was general, 4 of the 6 largest counties increased their

proportions of the total during the decade, Wayne and Saginaw

being the exceptions.

No table showing in a similar way the distribution of industry

among Michigan cities can be given without disclosing data for

individual companies in certain cities. Detroit's percentage of

the industrial wage earners of the state increased from 35 per

cent in 1919 to 42 per cent in 1929, some of this gain having been

due to annexations of suburban areas. No measurement of im-

portant industrial changes which occurred in the adjacent indus-

trial cities of Hamtramck, Highland Park, and Dearborn can be

made without disclosing data for individual companies.

New Manufacturing Establishments

Census records disclose that 366 new establishments began

manufacturing in Michigan in 1928 and 1929, distributed among
the several groups of cities as follows :

Table VIII. New Establishments Classified by Size of City
where Located

Population
group
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cent to its industry. A large part of the increase was confined to

cities in those few counties high in motor manufacture and in

concentration of industrial employment.

Forty-three of these new plants, employing 9,495 wage earners

in 1929, or nearly 70 per cent of all those reported for the 366

new plants, belong to central-office organizations.

The industry groups which the 366 new establishments repre-

sent are shown in the following table:

Table IX. Distribution of New Establishments among
Industry Groups, 1928 and 1929

Industry group
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were thrown in with establishments found to be out of business.

From a total of 26 intrastate plant relocations involving 5,822

wage earners, cities with populations of from 10,000 to 100,000

gained 8 establishments with 5,100 wage earners, and cities under

10,000 acquired 15 establishments, half of them having moved

in from more populous centers.

The 10 establishments which moved to Michigan from other

states employed 3,440 wage earners in their new locations in 1929

and turned out products valued at $3,115,355. The net tendency

was more in the direction of decentralization than the opposite,

Table X. Establishments Reported Idle, Out of Business,

or Removed, 1928 and 1929

Industry
group
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cities under 10,000 gaining more than any other group. Ten

different industries were represented by the 10 incoming estab-

lishments.

Losses of Establishments

Five hundred and eighty-two establishments in Michigan which

reported at the time of the census of manufactures for 1927 were

either temporarily closed, out of business, or relocated in other

states by the close of 1929. Of this total, 457 were reported to

the Census Bureau as either out of business or removed and 125

as idle but not dismantled. Complete data are not available on the

size of these plants, but generally they represent the smaller,

marginal establishments. The numbers of these concerns distri-

buted according to the industry groups to which they belong and

by the size of city in which they were last reported in operation

are shown in Table X, page 232.
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Academy Housing Corporation, 105

Affachiner, Rebecca G., 94

Alley dwellings in Washington,
D. C, 39-40

Amalgamated Bank, 132

Amalgamated Clothing Workers
Grand Street development, Lower
East Side, New York (illus.),

frontispiece; (illus.), facing 136

Amalgamated Clothing Workers
Union, apartments built by, 84,

105, 120, 129-37

Amalgamated Credit Union, 132

American City, The, 12

American Construction Council, 12,

35fn, 37fn
American Institute of Architects, 136

American Journal of Sociology,
207fn

American Radiator and Sanitary

Corporation, 13

Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science, 184fn

Apartments, 84, 101-5, 131-37

Assessments : benefit, 10 ; for im-

proving blighted areas, 5

Astoria, N. Y., 101

Baker, Newman F., 14fn

Baltimore, Md., 85, 157

Bank, Mortgage Discount, proposed,

76-77, 109-12

Banks for slum rebuilding, 35-37

Bayonne, N. J., 152

Bergen County, N. J., 152

Bernard, W. C., 106

Bettman, Alfred, 17fn

Bing, Alexander M., 160

Blighted areas : accelerated growth
of, 1

; application of large-scale

operation to, 69-70; burden of, on
other sections, 11; causes of, 1-3,

41-44 ;
definition of, 1, 41

;
district

replanning of, 4-6, 1 1
; financing

rebuilding of, 7-8, 11, 37-38 ^fre-
quency in growing communities,

2-3; reconditioning of, 3-4, 11;
remedial measures for, 15-26; se-

quels to, 44
; zoning as preventive

of, 14

Blighted areas and slums : 1-13 ; defi-

nitions and causes of, 41-45 ;
re-

habilitation of, 90-93
; summary of

report on, 10-13

Bond issue, Federal, for housing, be-
lieved unconstitutional, 26

Boot and shoe industry, Mass.,
changes in, 189

Boston, Mass., 170fn, 172

Bowery Savings Bank, 136

Bridgeport, Conn., 81-82, 98-99

Bridgeport Housing Company :

apartments (illus.), facing 82;
group houses (illus.), facing 98

Brooklyn, N. Y., Chamber of Com-
merce, 135

Brownlow, Louis, 66fn, 80, 88, 90,

113

Buhl Foundation, 84, 100-1, 138,
138fn

Builders, suggestions to, regarding
industrial housing, 147-49

Building: bulk regulation, as pre-
ventive of slums, 14; codes, need
for modification of, 73, 74; codes,
need for review of, by city authori-

ties, 6-7
; industry, opportunity of,

in slum rebuilding, 11; lines, 17;
material manufacturer and finance

corporation for slum recondition-

ing, suggested form of agreement
between, 63-65

;
material manufac-

turers, suggested plan for financ-

ing slum reconditioning by, 56-57;

practice, modernization of, for

large-scale operation, 74-75 ; and
loan associations, promotion of

home ownership by, 154

Building Code Committee, U. S. De-

partment of Commerce, reports of,

115fn

Buildings, demolition of, under po-
lice power, 15-17

Business and housing, 143-49

Business men: aid in home modern-

izing programs by, 147; housing
studies of interest to, 148-49 ;

need

for interest of, in housing, 144-49,

153-54

Buttenheim, Harold S., 12, 27fn

Cambridge, Mass., 207fn

Camden, N. J., 207fn

Census of the U. S., Fourteenth,
207fn

Centralization of industry, 180-1,

184-89

235
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Chatham Village, Buhl Foundation's

Pittsburgh development (illus.),

facing 99; (illus.), facing 141

Chicago, 111., 83-84, 103, 152, 167,

172, 184, 185, 211

Cincinnati, O., 197

Cincinnati Better Housing League,
12

Cincinnati Public Health Federa-

tion, 12

Cities : change in character of popu-
lation in, 213-15; counteracting
tendencies in growth of, 202,
208-9

; growth tendencies of vari-

ous sizes of, 204-8; large, advan-

tages of, for plant location, 180-81 ;

large, social and economic costs in,

research suggested concerning,

202-3; rapid growth in, as factor

in housing problems, 144-45 ; size

of, best adapted to maintaining
family reserves, research suggested
concerning, 202

; smaller, decrease
in wage earners in, 212

City: growth, increase in business
and commerce as primary cause

of, 213-16
; growth, percentage in-

crease in communities of varying
sizes (table), 204; growth, per-

centage of total population living
in cities of specified sizes (tables),

186, 205, 206
;

ideal size and type
of, suggested study of, 203 ; plan-
ning, as fundamental of housing
problem, 145-46

; planning by dis-

tricts, in slum rehabilitation, 4-6,

11; planning commissions, compe-
tent personnel in, 146

; planning, in

blighted areas and slums, 4-6, 11,

44

City and Suburban Homes Company,
82, 84

City Housing Corporation, 81, 82,

83, 84, 96, 99, 152-53, 155, 156,

158-61, 165, 166
Clerical workers: housing for, at

Pittsburgh, Pa., 99-101
; study of

rental requirements of, 82

Cleveland, O., 85, 185, 211

Cleveland Chamber of Commerce,
City Planning Committee of the,
12

Coffin, William Sloane, 57-58
Committee on the Acquisition and

Valuation of Land for Public Pur-

poses, 106

Community: activities in large-scale

operations, 70; housing projects,

success of, 72; relation of housing
projects to economic requirements
of the, 164; small, attractions of,

to industry, 177; small house, de-

velopment of, by large-scale opera-
tion, 98-101

Condemnation of land, 7, 9, 15-26,

51-53, 75-76, 106-7
Condemnation and Benefit Assess-
ment Bill, 106

Construction: costs, analysis of, 152-

53, 158; industry as chief factor
in satisfactory housing, 149, 153-
54

; industry, cooperation of, urged
in promoting large-scale operation,

79; industry, suggested plan for

financing slum reconditioning by,
56-57; materials, economies in

production of, through large-scale

operation, 86; orderly, need for
research in methods of, 161

Cook County, 111., 152

Cooperative ownership of homes, 8,

130, 159-60

Country Club District, Kansas City,

Mo., 85, 185

County governments, cooperation of,

urged in promoting large-scale op-
eration, 79

Crane, Jacob L., Jr., 167, 184fn
Credit plan to revive building indus-

try, 78-79

Dearborn, Mich., 213
Decentralization : advantages of,

182-84; extent of, 204-9; im-

proved transportation as aid to,

181-83; of industry, trend toward
further, 184-89; population trends

toward, 204-16; residential, study
of population movements as funda-
mental of, 163; tendencies toward,
181-84; through branch plants,

183-84; and industrial housing,
195-96. See also Industrial decen-
tralization

; Population
Deed restrictions, 166-68

Design : block, advantages of, dem-
onstrated at Sunnyside, 101

;
of

garden apartments, 102, 104; pos-
sibilities for improvement in,

through large-scale operation, 86

Detroit, Mich., 184, 187, 211, 213

Developments. See Housing proj-
ects

; Large-scale operations
Dillon, John Forrest, 106
District replanning. See Replanning,

district
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Dunbar, Paul Laurence, Apart-
ments, 104; (illus.), facing 83

East Side Chamber of Commerce,
New York, 4, 94

Economic and social costs in the

large city, research suggested con-

cerning, 202-3
Economic factors underlying hous-

ing, 151-69

Elmer, Manuel C, 12, 30

Ely, Richard T., 151

Eminent domain : exercise of, for ac-

quisition of housing sites, 21-26 ;

powers granted private persons,

18-19; principles recommended for

acquiring properties by, 106-8 ;

sale of excess property acquired

by, 22; slum clearance by, 11, 21-

26 ; slum rehabilitation by, 9-10

Excess condemnation : constitution-

ality of
,
19-21

;
slum clearance by,

9, 19-21
;
state laws providing for,

20

Factory legislation, research sug-

gested concerning, 202

Family reserves for depressions, re-

search suggested concerning build-

ing up of, 202
Federal government: affiliation of,

with proposed national housing in-

stitute, 88; cooperation of, with

large-scale operation, 85. See also

Government
Federal intermediate credit banking
system for slum rebuilding, 35-37

Federal Mortgage Discount Bank,
76-77, 109-12

Filene, Edward A., 170fn

Finance corporation: for dwelling
reconditioning, suggested prospec-
tus for, 60-63 ; for slum recondi-

tioning, suggested form of agree-
ment between company and build-

ing material manufacturer, 63-65;
for slum rehabilitation, 7, 56-59

Financing : home, government aid to,

122-23 ; home, through pool of

building material manufacturers,
77; of large-scale operations, 76-

79, 86-87, 96-97; of rebuilding of

slums and blighted areas, 7-8, 11,

37-38; of reconditioning by time

payments, 4; of slum clearance, 53

Fisher, Charles F., 17fn

Forgan, Donald M., 13, 56fn

Fort Worth, Tex., 85

Forward, The, 132

Foundations, suggested investment in

housing by, 82, 154-55
Freehold v. leasehold, in sale of

land, 159

Freight rate-structure: as hindrance
to industrial decentralization, 181,

199-200; research suggested con-

cerning, 202

Garden apartments as demonstra-
tions of large-scale operation,
101-4

Garden cities, advantages of, 198
General Housing Corporation, 171-73
Government: aid to home financing,

122-23; aid to housing, 85, 120-

26; aid to housing, forms of, 118;
aid to housing through limited div-
idend housing companies, 7, 85,
119-21

;
aid to large-scale housing

operations, 70, 79, 88-90; Federal,
bond issue for housing by, be-
lieved unconstitutional, 26; hous-

ing as function of, 88-90, 117-26,

155-57; housing built by, 7; hous-

ing, possible need for, 45, 85 ; hous-

ing, undesirability of, 146, 155-56;
local, aid in slum rehabilitation,
51-55 ; local, financing of utility

installations, 118-19; responsibility
of, in housing, 79-80; subsidy for

housing, 124-25

Governments, local : cost of, 203 ;

past financial aid to housing, 88-89

Group houses v. row houses, 159

Group row-house type, 100

Guilford, Baltimore, Md., 85

Haig, Robert Murray, 184, 184fn

Ham, William H., 99

Heiligenthal, Ing. R., 184fn

Highways, radial, as possible causes
of blight, 2-3

Hillman, Sidney, 131
Home : building, financing o f,

through organization of material

manufacturers, 77; building
through General Housing Corpo-
ration, 171-72; costs and income,
140; financing, government aid to,

122-23; financing through General

Housing Corporation, 172-73 ;

loans, possible laws authorizing,
8; modernizing, 147, 157-58, 166;
owners, expenditures for housing
of renters and, 141
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Home ownership: closer settlement

needed to promote, 161
; difficulty

of, for lowest income groups, 166 ;

encouragement of, by employers,

193; promoted by City Housing
Corporation, 158-59

; promotion
of, by building and loan associa-

tions, 154; promotion of, through
proposed General Housing Cor-

poration, 173
;

relation of, to oc-

cupation, 142; reasons for, 141;
and taxation, 168-69

Home Loan Bank, 76-77, 109-12

Hoopingarner, Dwight L., 12, 35fn,

37fn

Hoover, Herbert, President of the

United States, 134, 150

Houses : exchange of, 172-73
; single,

difficulty of individual building of,

92-93

Housing: as a public use, 49-50;

"authority" for slum clearance

projects, 8; banks to assist slum

rebuilding, 35-37; Board, New
York State, 130-31; boards, city

and state, as integrating large-
scale operation agencies, 79 ;

busi-

ness and, 143-49; Commission, Il-

linois State Housing, 88, 113-28;

Commission, New York, of 1923,

129; commission, state, duties of,

126-28; congestion of, 175-76; co-

operative, 8, 130, 159-60; costs, re-

duction of, 85-86, 123-24; deterior-

ation of, 71-72; developments of

New York State Housing Board,
84, 104-5, 131-37; economic fac-

tors underlying, 151-69; expendi-
tures of home owners and renters

for, 141
;

failure in, 151
;

for in-

dustrial workers at Bridgeport,
Conn., 98-99 ;

for low-income fam-

ilies, 77, 78, 124-25, 166; good, a

luxury product, 67; governmental
participation in, 7, 48, 51-55, 79-

80, 85, 88-90, 117-26, 155-57; gov-
ernmental regulations concerning,

115-16; importance of subdivision

layout to, 151-52; improvement
through citizen activity, 144, 146 ;

improvements, beneficiaries of,

116; inadequacy of supply of, 109;

industry, plan for better organiza-
tion of, 170-73 ; industrial, types of,

193-95; legislation, 8, 15, 113-15,

116-17, 126-28, 129-130, 146; large-
scale operation methods in, ad-

vantages of, 70-71 ;
mass produc-

tion of, 67-68; present, unadapted
to improvement, 67-68; reasons
for provision of, by employers,
191-93

;
research needed in eco-

nomic factors involved in, 164;
standards, deficiency in, 67; sub-
division layout, importance of, in,

151-52; use of possible Federal
funds for public works for, 78-79.

See also Business and housing
Housing and industrial decentraliza-

tion, 174-203 ; interrelation of,

190-99

Housing problems : connection of,

with industry, 174; of City Hous-
ing Corporation, 159-61

;
of sal-

aried workers, 138-42; need for

research in, 151
; produced by

rapid community growth, 144-45

Housing projects: by Amalgamated
Clothing Workers Union, 131-37;

by employers, 193-95; carrying
costs in, 153; need for sound eco-

nomic foundation for, 151
;
need of

study of relation of, to community,
164

;
under New York State Hous-

ing Board, 104-5
;

various ex-

amples of, 101-4

Houston, Tex., 85

Ihlder, John, 12, 39fn, 41fn
Illinois State Housing Commission,

88, 113-28
Income: family, and rent, relation

between, 139-40; relation of, to

housing, need for study of, 158;
and indebtedness for home pur-
chase, 140-41

;
and home costs, 140

Income groups, lowest: difficulty of

providing new housing for, 166 ;

failure of industry in meeting hous-

ing needs of, 156; home moderniz-

ing as aid to, 157-58; housing for,

77-78
; possible government hous-

ing subsidy for, 124-25, 156

Industrial : development, research

suggested concerning forces de-

termining, 202
; executives, sugges-

tions for, relating to housing, 147-

49; groups, cooperation of, urged
in promoting large-scale opera-
tion, 79; growth, causes of, 189;
towns and villages, 196-99

Industrial centralization : changes
indicating, 217-33; evidences of,

185, 187
Industrial decentralization : advan-

tages of, 197-98; changes indicat-
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ing, 217-18; evidences of, 184-85;
evidences of, in New Jersey, 224-

25; examples of, 196-99; freight

rate-structure, influence of, on, 181,

199-200, 202; in representative

areas, further study of, 188; in-

fluence of housing supply in, 195-

96
;

lack of housing as retarding
factor in, 198-99; lack of popula-
tion decentralization in connec-
tion with, 213; possible further

studies in, 189 ;
research suggested

on, 201-3
; suggested promotion of,

203
;

toward small communities,
199; toward suburbs, 199; water-
borne traffic, influence of, on, 181,

200-1
Industrial decentralization and hous-

ing, 174-203
Industrial housing : application of

large-scale operation to, 69; at

Bridgeport, Conn., 98-99; defini-

tion of, 191 ; examples of, 196-99
;

extension of, 191
; production of,

by private builders, 199; questions
involved in, 147-49

;
reasons for

undertaking, 191-93; social ad-

vantages of, 196; study of various

factors involved in, need for, 148-

49; types of, 193-95; and decen-

tralization, 195-96

Industry : as causing centralization

of population, 174; concentration

of, tendency toward, 180-81
;

de-

centralization of, tendencies to-

ward, 181-89 ; distribution of, in

Michigan, 228-30; distribution of,

in New Jersey, 221-22; diversifi-

cation of, in small cities and towns,
research suggested concerning,
202; factors influencing location

of, 177-84; groups, distribution of

new establishments among, in

Michigan (table), 231; groups,
distribution of new establishments

among, in New Jersey (table),
225

;
location of, effect of methods

of taxation on, research suggested
concerning, 202; location tenden-

cies of, in Michigan, 228-33 ; loca-

tion tendencies of, in New Jersey,

219-27; location tendencies of, in

selected areas, 217-33; need for

cooperation of management of, in

providing housing, 146-47; social

responsibility of, 175-76; and pop-
ulation, distribution of, in New
Jersey (table), 221

Inland waterways : influence of, on
industrial decentralization, 181,
200-1

;
research suggested concern-

ing, 202

Institute, national, recommended for

housing research and information,

79, 88
Institute for Economic Research,

157fn
Insurance funds, possible investment

of, in housing, 155

International Housing and Town
Planning Congress, 106

Interstate Commerce Commission,
200

Jersey City, N. J., 207fn

Kansas City, Mo., 85, 185

Kingswood, Surrey, England, 198-99

Kline, Mark A., 106
Kohler Village, Wis., 196; single-

family houses (illus.), facing 196

Labor agreements, possibility of

special, in connection with large-
scale operations, 86

Land : acquisition of, with state aid,

9-10 ; acquisition of, without state

aid, 8-9; assembly, need for revi-

sion of laws on, 75-76
;
condemna-

tion, 7, 15-26, 51-53, 75-76, 106-7;
cost of, 152-53; development, study
of carrying charges involved in,

needed, 164
; economy in cost of,

in large-scale operation, 86;

ownership policy at Radburn and

Sunnyside, 159-160; policies, na-

tional, measures leading toward,
162-63

;
restrictions on corporate

ownership of, 73
;

sale of, in fee

simple or leasehold, 159; settle-

ment, need for closer, to promote
home ownership, 161

;
taxation of,

disadvantages of present system of,

168-69; uneconomic use of, as

cause of blighted areas, 42; utili-

zation, control of, to stabilize land

values, 162-63
; utilization, study

of, needed, 162, 164; value taxa-

tion, effect on wages of, 28-29 ;

values, fluctuations in, as cause of

loss of homes, 160
; values, stabili-

zation of, at Radburn and Sunny-
side, 160-61

; values, study of

trends of, and mobility of popu-
lation, 162-63

Large-scale operations : 66-88 ;
ad-
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vantages of, 70-71 ; advantages in

financing and management of, 96-

98; agencies required for coopera-
tion in, 79; as demonstrations to

commercial builders, 84-85; build-

ing code modifications to promote,
73-74

; building practice, modern-
ization of, to promote, 74-75

; by a

suggested General Housing Cor-

poration, 171-73; carrying charges
of, 164; community services of,

97-98
;
contribution of social work-

ers to, 94; cooperation of county
governments ,

and municipalities

urged in promoting, 79; coopera-
tive activities of, 132-35; desira-

bility of grouping families of vary-
ing incomes in, 165

;
discussion of

report at Conference, 88-95
;
emer-

gency and long range value of,

66, 71-72; experience with, 80-85,

96-105; factors affecting develop-
ment of, 72-79; factors offering

possibilities for savings in, 85-88
;

field of, 69-70; financing advan-

tages secured through, 76-78, 96-

97; financing of, 76-78, 80-81, 96-

97; for clerical workers, 100-1;
for Negroes, 83-84, 103, 104;
garden apartment type of, 98, 101-

4
; government participation in,

88-90
; governmental concessions

in, 70
; groups concerned with,

benefits of organization of, 85-88
;

in Bridgeport, Conn., 81-82, 98-99
;

in Chicago, 111., 83-84, 103; in

Fort Worth, Tex., 85; in Hous-
ton, Tex., 85

;
in Lower East Side,

New York, 135-37; in Mariemont,
(X 197; in Newark, N. J., 82,

104; in Pittsburgh, Pa., 82, 99-

101; in slum rebuilding, 6-7, 11;
in Toledo, O., 85; introduction to

report on, 66-67; investments in,

84
; land assembly, revision of laws

on, to promote, 75-76
; legislative

and other restrictions affecting,
73-74

; long term financing of, 96-

97 ; meaning of, 68-69
;
need for,

137; new approach to housing
through, 70-71

;
of City Housing

Corporation, 82, 83, 84, 101-2, 152-

53, 158-61 ;
of Prudential Life In-

surance Company, 82, 104
;
of the

New York State Housing Board,
104-5; of the Society of Phipps,
104 ; private initiative and capital
essential for success of, 85 ; re-

sponsibility of operation of, 96-97
;

row house type in, 98
;
small house

community developments, 98-101 ;

social and community interests in,

81, 97-98, 132-35; technical ad-

vancement through, 98
;

tax ex-

emption in, 74 ; unemployment, re-

lation of, to, 78-79 ; zoning restric-

tions, revision of, to promote, 73

Laws, housing. See Legislation,

housing
Leasehold v. freehold, in sale of

land, 159

Legislation: construction, 114; home
financing, 114; influence of, on

housing, 114-15; limiting large-
scale operation, 73-74; rent, 16;

slums, relating to, 14-27 ; study of,

in relation to housing, 115-16; tax

exemption, 7, 18-19, 74, 94, 104-5,

118

Legislation, housing: administration

and enforcement of, 126-28; ad-

ministration by state housing com-
mission of, 126; as slum preven-

tive, 15; beneficiaries of, 116; in-

fluence of, 114-15; need for sup-

port of, 146; New York State

Housing Law, 8, 129-30; purposes

of, 113-15; revision of, 116-17

Lehman Brothers, 78

Lehman, Herbert H., 135

Letchworth, Herts, England, 198

Lewis, John, 106

Limited dividend housing companies :

aid in slum rehabilitation by, 51-

55; assistance of, to individual

purchasers, 155; exemption from
taxation of buildings of, 18, 74, 94,

104-5, 118; experience of, 151-69;

government aid to housing

through, 119-21; loans to, 7; need

for central organization of, 85 ;

New York law regarding, 18, 76,

130; privileges in land condemna-
tion of, 75-76; scope of, 154-55;

suggested investment in, by foun-

dations, 154-55

Loans, state, for land settlement, 8,

23

Local administration, importance of,

in slum rehabilitation, 10

Location tendencies of industry in

selected areas, 217-33

Long Island City, N. Y., 101

Longview, Wash., 196

Los Angeles, Calif., 85, 187, 211
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Madison, Wis., 168

Management : cooperation of, in pro-

viding industrial housing, 146-47 ;

in slum rehabilitation, 59; skilful,

needed for large-scale develop-
ments, 87

Manufacturing establishments : in-

testate and interstate relocations

of, in Michigan, 231-33; intrastate

and interstate relocations of, in

New Jersey, 225-26; losses of, in

Michigan, 233; losses of, in New
Jersey, 226-27; new, classified by
size of city where located (table),

230; new, distribution of, among
industry groups in Michigan
(table), 231; new, in Michigan,
230-31 ; new, in Michigan, classi-

fied by size of city where located

(table), 230; new, in New Jersey,

222-25; new, in New Jersey, clas-

sified by size of city where located

(table), 224; reported idle, out
of business, or removed, in Michi-

gan (table), 232; reported idle,

out of business, or removed, in

New Jersey (table), 227; wage
earners, distribution of, in manu-
facturing plants according to size

of community in which they work
(table), 212

Mariemont, O., 71, 196, 197
Markets as factors in plant location,

187

Marquette, Bleecker, 12, 41fn
Marshall Field Estate, 84, 103
Mass production of housing, 67-68
Massachusetts Housing Association,

12

Mazur, Paul, 78

McKay, Marion K., 94

McQuillin, Eugene, 106

Memphis, Tenn., 207fn

Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, 82, 84, 101-2, 120, 132

Michigan, population trends toward
concentration and decentralization

in, 228-33. See also Manufactur-

ing establishments
; Population

Michigan Boulevard Garden Apart-
ments, Chicago, 83-84, 103;

(illus.), facing 68; (illus.), fac-

insr 103.

"Midget" farm, opportunity for

building up family reserves

through, research suggested con-

cerning, 202

Milwaukee, Wis., 106

Modernization, home : 157-58
;

as

unemployment measure, 147; co-

operation of business men in stimu-

lating, 147
;
interest of utility com-

panies in, 166

Mortgage Discount Bank, 76-77,
109-12

Municipalities : building of houses

by, 8
; cooperation of, in promot-

ing large-scale operation, 79

National Association of Real Estate

Boards, 110
National Capital Park and Planning
Commission, 39

National Conference on City Plan-

ning, 106

National Electric Light Association,
166

National Housing Association, 13

National housing institute, need for,

79, 88
National Municipal Review,*" 17fn,

23

Nearing, Scott, 135

Negroes, large-scale housing pro-
jects for, 83-84, 103, 104

Neighborhood unit, principle of, as

basis of reconstruction of blighted

areas, 6, 11

Newark, N. J., 54-55, 82, 104, 120,

123, 207fn
New Jersey, population trends to-

ward concentration and decentral-

ization in, 219-27. See also Man-
ufacturing establishments

; Popu-
lation

New York, N. Y., 4, 94, 104, 135-37,

156, 161, 162, 168, 172, 184, 185,

209, 211; a slum (illus.), facing 6

New York State Housing Board,
18, 35-36, 76, 84, 94, 104-5, 129-37

New Zealand, land policy of, 161

Nichols, Philip, 106

Norfolk, Va., 94

Occupational groupings, changes in,

213-16
Office organizations, decentralization

of, research suggested concerning,
202

"One-industry" towns, research sug-
gested concerning, 202

Open spaces : prevention of slums

by, 14; provision of, as aid to

housing, 123

Outlying areas, application of large-
scale operation in, 69
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Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., 85

Paterson, N. J., 207fn

Philadelphia, Pa., 184, 211

Phipps Houses, Society of, 84, 104

Pittsburgh, Pa, 82, 99-101, 138, 141

Pittsburgh Housing Association, 12

Planning board, importance of, in

slum rehabilitation, 10

Planning, district, in blighted areas
and slums, 4-6, 11, 44

Planning for Residential Districts,

14fn, 199fn

Planning Problems of Town, City
and Region, 17fn

Plant location : changes in, study of,

187-89; difficulties of changing,
217; factors influencing, 177-84;
influence of taxation on, research

suggested concerning, 202

Plants, changes in sizes and numbers
of, 218-19

Platzker, Joseph, 94
Police power: definitions of, 17; use

of, for slum clearance, 15-17, 51-

53
; use of, in acquiring land for

housing, 51-53; use of, to rehabili-

tate slums, 46

Population: areas of fastest growth
of, 206-7

; center, efficient size of,

research suggested on, 203 ;

changes in occupational grouping
of (tables), 214, 215; decentraliza-
tion of, research suggested on
character of industrial develop-
ment as influencing, 202; distribu-

tion of (tables), 186; distribution,

varying trends in, 209; economic
losses from overcrowding of, 175;
gainfully employed, number and
per cent of, engaged in various in-

dustries (table), 215; gainfully

employed, proportion of, engaged
in certain groups of industries in

cities of 250,000 and over (table),

214; growth in Michigan, 228;
growth in New Jersey, 219-21

;

growth of cities, counteracting
tendencies in, 208-9; growth of

large cities, research suggested re-

garding, 202; growth, suggested
study of relation of, to congestion,
203 ;

in cities, change in character

of, 213-16; mobility of, and trends

of land values, study recom-

mended, 162-63; movements, need
for research in, 162-63

; percentage
increase of, living in communities
of varying sizes (tables), 186, 204;

percentage of, living in cities of

specified sizes (tables), 186, 205,

206; trends toward concentration
and decentralization of, 204-16;
and industry, distribution of, in

New Jersey (table), 221
;
and per-

centage increase of central cities

and adjacent territory for cities of

100,000 and over (table), 207; and
wage earners, distribution of, in

Michigan and New Jersey
(tables), 220, 223, 229

Power as factor in plant location,
178

Proceedings International Confer-
ence on City and R_egional Plan-

ning, 184fn

Prudential Life Insurance Company,
54, 55, 82, 104, 120, 123

Public : credit, use of, for private
enterprise, 22; financing of utility

installations, 118-19; purpose, in-

terpretation of, 21-25; use, hous-

ing as a, 49-50; utilities, cost of,

research suggested regarding, 203
;

works for unemployment relief, 8,

78, 95

Pullman, 111., 165

Quarterly Journal of Economics,
184fn

Rabinowitz, Aaron, 66fn, 94, 105,
129fn

Radburn, N. J., 84, 90, 96, 97, 152,

158-61, 164, 167, 196, 198; garden
outlook for house groups (illus.),

facing 152; park in Block "B"
(illus.), facing 169

Railroad switching limits, need for

enlarging, 200

Rate-structure, freight: as factor in

plant location, 181
; need for

changes in, 199-200
;
research sug-

gested concerning, 202

Raver, Paul J., 157fn, 166
Raw materials as factor in plant lo-

cation, 178

Reconditioning : financing of, by
time payments, 4; of blighted

areas, 3-4, 11
; possible interest of

utility companies in, 166
;

slum

property, plan for, 56-65

Regional Plan of New York and Its

Environs, 175, 175fn, 184fn

Regional planning and industrial de-

centralization, 199, 203
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Rehousing of slum dwellers, 53-55
Rent : legislation, 16

;
and family in-

come, relation between, 139-40;
and salary, relation between, 139

Rentals : in Bayonne, N. J., apart-
ment project, 104; in Bridgeport,
Conn., 99

;
in Michigan Boulevard

Garden Apartments, 103 ;
in

Sunnyside, 83
; study of, by Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh Bureau of

Business Research, 100

Renters, comparison of expenditures
for housing of home owners and,
141

Renting: reasons for, 142; relation

of occupation to, 142

Replanning, district : cooperation of

municipality and private interests

needed for, 4-5
;
for blighted areas

and slums, 4-6, 11; in Lower East

Side, New York, 4
Research recommended: as function

of state housing commission, 127
;

by Committee on Business and

Housing, 162-68
; by suggested na-

tional institute on housing, 79, 88
;

on causes of loss of homes, 154;
on income and housing costs, 158;
on industrial decentralization, 201-
3

;
on housing problems, economic

phases of, 151
;
on residential con-

struction problems, 85-86
;
on slum

clearance legislation, 126; on tax

exemption, 74

Rockefeller, John D., Jr., 82, 84, 104
Roland Park, Baltimore, Md., 85

Rosenwald, Julius, 103
Row houses : 98, 100, 101

; v. group
houses, 159

Rugby, Tenn., 151

Rumbold, Charlotte, 12, 41fn

St. Louis, Mo., 106

Salary and rent, relation between,
139

Sampsell, Marshall E., 166
Satellite towns, advantages of, 198

Schmidt, Walter S., 66fn, 109fn
Seaside Village, Bridgeport, Conn.,
99

Seasongood, Murray, 14fn

Seattle, Wash., 185

Shaker Heights, Cleveland, O., 85

Single-family houses, 194

Slum : causes of a, 44-45
;
definition

of, 1, 41, 44; dwellers, 10, 31-33,

44-45, 53-55 ; dwellings, need for

demolition of worst, 45; problem,

legal aspects of, 14-26; rebuild-

ing plan for financing, 37-38; re-

building, proposal for intermediate
credit housing banks to stimulate,

35-37; rehabilitation, 6-8, 25-26,

35-38, 50-55, 90-93, 117; social

service for the, 30-34; what con-
stitutes a, 30-31

Slum clearance: 35-37, 46-55, 117;
by excess condemnation, 9, 19-21 ;

by police power, 15-17, 51-53; by
proposed "housing authority," 8,

47, 48; eminent domain in, 9-10,

18-26; government aid in, 7, 48,

120-21; heavy costs of, 47, 48; in

Newark, N. J., 54-55; inquiry
needed into laws on, 126; legal
problems of, 14-26, 47-50

;
need for

compensation in, 47, 48; need of

enlarged legal powers for, 46-48;
obstacles to, in America, 47-48;
opportunity for emergency con-
struction in, 71-72; overcoming of
financial obstacles to, 53

; plan for,

46-55; program for, in America,
46-50; use of site in, 47, 48-49;
and rebuilding, 6-8, 25-26, 35-38,
50-55, 93, 117

Slum reconditioning: 56-65; cooper-
ation among agencies required
for, 59-60; cost of, 58-59; finance

company, form of agreement be-
tween corporation and building
material manufacturer, 63-65 ;

finance corporation for, 56-59,
62-63 ; finance corporation for,

suggested prospectus of, 60-63 ;
im-

portance of capital in, 56
;
in prac-

tice, 57-59; management as neces-

sary part of, 59; time payment
plan for, 57

Slums: causes of, 44-45; district re-

planning of, 4-6; dwellers in, 10,

31-33, 44-45; factors in make-up
of, 31

; financing rebuilding of,

7-8, 11, 37-38; effect of, on in-

habitants, 32-33
;

in Washington,
D. C, 39-40; lack of social or-

ganization in, 31-33
; prevalence

of, 1, 10
; preventive measures for,

14-15; principles of adjustment
for, 33-34; proposed acquisition
of, by city, 51-53; rebuilding of,

suggestions for government aid in,

7, 8; reconditioning of, 3-4, 11,

56-65; remedial agencies for, 15-

26; size of area desirable in im-

provement of, 93
; summary of re-
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port on, 10-13
;
and blighted areas,

1-13

Smith, Alfred E., 130, 131

Smith, Oliver Wendell, 95

Social : factors in plant location, 179
;

interests in large-scale operation,
81 ;

service for the slum, 30-34 ;

values in grouping of families of

varying means in housing projects,
165

; workers, contribution of, to

large-scale operations, 94; and
economic costs in the large city,

research suggested concerning,
202-3

Society of Phipps Houses, 84, 104

Standard of living : influence of de-

centralization on, 176
;

rise of, as

cause of blighted areas, 43-44

Starrett, W. A., 66fn, 90
State: aid in acquisition of land, 9-

10 ; housing boards, as integrating

large-scale operation agencies, 79

State governments: cooperation of,

in large-scale operation, 79
;
meas-

ures by, to benefit housing, 79-80

State Housing Board, suggestions
for, 126-28

State Housing Commission, Illinois,

88, 113-28

Stern, Alfred K, 90, 95

Subdivision :
-

excess, as cause of

housing loss, 152; excess, example
of loss from, 157-58; layout, as

fundamental factor in housing,

151-52; public financing of utility

installations in, 118-19; unregu-
lated, losses from, 156-57

Sunnyside Gardens, Long Island

City, N. Y., 71, 81, 83, 84, 96, 99,

101, 102, 160, 161, 167; house

groups (illus.), facing 69

Superior, Wis., 157

Swan, Herbert S., 17fn

Switching limits, need for enlarging,
200

Tax: corporation, 73; on buildings,
need for elimination of, 27

;
on

land values, need for increasing,

28-29; rates, modification of, to

improve housing, 27; revenue, in-

creased, from rehabilitation of

blighted areas, 6, 11-12
Tax exemption : constitutionality of,

18-19, 94; examples of, 19; for

housing, 118; for low rent hous-

ing, 7; of housing projects under
New V'ork State Housing Board,

104-5; study of, needed, in rela-

tion to large-scale operation, 74
Taxation : effect of, on location of

industry, research suggested con-

cerning, 202
; high, as cause of

blighted areas, 43; land, need for

research in possible revision of,

169; land, upon annual use value,

suggestion for, 169
; land-value,

benefits of, 28-29; land-value,
need for zoning and site-planning

legislation to accompany, 28-29
;

land-value, steps toward effecting,

28-29
;
need of grouping of houses

for various income levels to pro-
vide good basis for, 165

; rational,
better housing through, 27-29

;
use

of, in slum clearance, 48; and
home ownership, 168-69

Tenement: owners, need of plan for

financing reconditioning by, 56 ;

projects, model, application of

large-scale operation to, 69

Tenure, home, 142

Thomas, Norman, 135

Thompson, Tracy E., 217fn

Thompson, Warren S., 204fn

Toledo, O., 85

Tooke, Charles W., 23

Tough, Rosalind, 158

Towns, "one-industry," research
suggested concerning, .

202

Trade : organizations, possibilities of

decentralizing, research suggested

concerning, 202; practices, need
for study of, in connection with

housing, 116

Traffic: as cause of blight, 2-3, 43;

congestion, cost of, research sug-

gested regarding, 203 ;
water-

borne, influence of, on industrial

decentralization, 181, 200-1

Transit, rapid, as indirect cause of

blight, 2-3

Transportation: as factor in plant

location, 178; as fundamental in

housing problem, 145; cost of, re-

search suggested regarding, 203 ;

improved, as aid to decentraliza-

tion, 181-83; system, influence of,

toward concentration of industry,

199-200

Unemployment : home modernization

as measure against, 147 ; public
works as aid for, 78, 95; relief

funds, use of, for housing, 8
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United States Bureau of the Census,
188, 217fn, 218, 219

United States Commissioner of La-

bor, Seventh Special Report of

the, 30
United States Department of Com-

merce, Building Code Committee,
115

University of Pittsburgh, 12

University of Pittsburgh, Bureau of

Business Research, 82, 100, 138,
138fn

Utilities, losses from unplanned in-

stallation of, 157-58

Utility : companies, possible interest

of, in reconditioning program, 166
;

installation, public financing of,

118-19

Vacancy surveys by mail carriers,

163
"

Valuation in acquiring properties by
eminent domain, 107

Veenstra, Theodore A., 138fn

Veiller, Lawrence, 13, 14fn, 46fn

Wage earners : decline in total num-
ber of, 210

;
decrease in, in smaller

cities, 212; distribution of, 210-16;
distribution of, in manufacturing
plants, according to sizes of com-
munities in which they work

(table), 212; housing of, 91-93; in

manufactures, and population, dis-

tribution of, in Michigan and New
Jersey (tables), 220, 223, 229; in-

crease in number working in large
cities, 212-13; percentage increase

in, in manufacturing in communi-
ties of different sizes (tables),

187, 210
War Housing Boards, communities

constructed by, 72, 98-99

Washington, D. C., 39-40
; Logan's

Court, an alley community
(illus.), facing 38; Logan's Court,
rear (illus.), facing 39

Watkins, Ralph J., 138fn

Welwvn, Herts, England, 198

Whelpton, P. K., 207fn

Whitinsville, Massachusetts, airplane
view (illus.), facing 174

Wood, Edith Elmer, 95

Woodbury, Coleman, 163, 167

Workers, salaried, housing problems
of, 138-42

Yonkers, N. Y., 207fn

Young, Owen D., 150

Zoning: as preventive of slums, 14;
board of appeals in, legal status

of. 168; desirability of, 166-68;

present problems of, 167-68; re-

strictions, need for revisions in, 73












